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Acupuncture

Business Card Directory

Astrology

Bodywork/Massage
/Healing Touch

Green Products

Herbal

Holistic Health

Childbirth
Home & Office
Organizing
Chinese Medicine
(802) 999-9585
Nia Spongberg
nia@sprucedupspacesllc.com
Professional Organizer
www.sprucedupspacesllc.com
PO Box 3044, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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Hypnosis

Meditation

SRI CHINMOY
CENTRE

Intuitive/Psychic
Spiritual Counselor, Channel, & Medium

Intuitive Psychic
R e a d i n g s by Amy
Private Readings by Appointment

(734) 358-0218
metafizzy@gmail.com

734-994-7114
MeditationAnnArbor.com
www.Heart-Light.com

Nutrition
& Food Medicine

Individuals, Pairs, & Parties

Children’s Transportation
Services

Music for Kids

Since 1992

Celebrating 20 Years
of Joyful Family Music
$30 Discount
For New Families
• Special Infant-Baby Class
• Mixed Age Classes Birth to 5
• Research Based Program
• Instrument Exploration
• Snack and Chat
• Art Component Option

Gari Stein

garistein@aol.com
www.little-folks-music.com
ph/fax (734)741-1510

Business Card Directory

Free Meditation Courses
Inspirational Books &
Music for Meditation
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Business Card Directory

Psychotherapy
& Life Coaching

Psychotherapy
& Life Coaching

EMDR

Create internal healing resources.

Cam Vozar LMSW LMFT
1905 Pauline Suite 3

734-747-9073

Accident and Abuse Trauma, Depression
Stress, Grief, Phobias, and Anxiety

Anita Rubin-Meiller, L.M.S.W.
Integrative therapy
for Body, Mind and Spirit
Phone: 734-332-0669
Email: anita1018@sbcglobal.net
1935 Pauline Blvd.,Suite 200
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

Relationship Coach
You can learn a better
way to relate!

Carole Kirby LMSW
IMAGO therapy & workshops
734.424.2797

www.thera py4couples.com
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Reiki

Spiritual Counseling Services
A Circle of Life Celebration

Ordained Celebrant and Event Planner
Baptisms • Weddings • Funerals • Memorials
Commitments • Dedications • Rites of Passage
~ Serving Southeast Michigan ~
www.acircleoflifecelebration.com
Email:
Email acircleoflifecelebration@gmail.com
Phone: (734) 780-1975

Sacred Sexuality

Sacred Sexuality
Individual & Couple Coaching

Retreat Centers

Group Classes, Workshops, Retreats
Leslie Blackburn
313.269.6719
Dakini@MysterySchooloftheTempleArts.com
www.MysterySchooloftheTempleArts.com
one space

Tai Chi

Rolfing

Tai-Ki
A Sedge of Cranes Dojo

Spiritual Counseling Services
Interfaith Officiant, Teacher, Coach
Lauren Zinn, Ph.D., Rev.

Weddings, Namings, Mitzvahs, Memorials
Kids Programs and Classes
Adult Study Groups
Couples Coaching & Organization Consulting
Jewish to Interfaith Fiddling on the Roof

Nigel Kerr, Sensei
734‐845‐7917
nigel.kerr@gmail.com
http://sedgeofcranes.org/

Instruction for teens and
adults in Tai‐Ki and Karate

Travel/Gift Store
15% OFF
for your next purchase
Except sale items

laurenzinn@gmail.com
734.239.1901 • Z I N N H O U S E . c o m

Business Card Directory

MysteryÊSchoolÊofÊtheÊTempleÊArts
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What's New in the Community
See Article
on page 16

Carolyn Christopher
and Kathy Wilkinson,
certified Laughter
Yoga teachers, have
formed The Laughter
Project, which brings
Therapeutic Laughter
Circles to Ann Arbor.

By Lynda Gronlund
This ongoing column features upcoming events within Ann Arbor/Washtenaw County
and surrounding areas’ Body/Mind/Spirit communities, new (during the past year
or two) practitioners and holistic businesses, new books written by local/regional
authors, new classes, as well as new offerings by established practitioners and
holistic businesses.

New Offerings by Established
Practitioners and Businesses
Dr. Monica Turenne, D.V.M., formed Four Paws Veterinary Wellness in May of
this year. Four Paws is a house call practice that integrates Western medicine and
Eastern modalities, such as acupuncture and Chinese herbology. Dr. Turenne has
been practicing veterinary medicine for 13 years and has been certified in Veterinary
Acupuncture since 2005. The new mobile practice fits Dr. Turenne’s lifestyle

who don’t have time to take pets to the vet, people who are housebound due to
disability, housebound animals, and people who just appreciate the ability to have a
vet work with their pets in the comfort of home.
Four Paws caters to cats and dogs, and includes Dr. Turenne along with a Registered
Veterinary Technician, Giuliana Scott. Scott and Turenne work together on most calls.
Dr. Turenne says that most animals are much more comfortable at home than in a
clinic setting. In all of her previous years working in a clinic, cats would never accept
treats in the exam room, but they readily accept treats in their homes!
Depending on the animal’s needs and the owner’s preferences, Dr. Turenne may use
Western medicine, acupuncture, herbs, diet changes, or a combination of several
treatment modalities. She shared a story about a dachshund with horrible back pain.
The owner could not afford an M.R.I. for the dog, so Dr. Turenne began a treatment
plan of herbs and acupuncture, with excellent results. The dachshund is now happy,
healthy, and walking without pain. Another dog had surgery to remove a brain
tumor, and Dr. Turenne used acupuncture and herbs to supplement the healing
process in cooperation with his “team” of experts, just as a person with cancer might
have. The dog is three months post-surgery and doing much better.
A part of Dr. Turenne’s practice is end-of-life care, which does include euthanasia,
made somewhat easier for the animal and owners because it is performed in the
home. Another option that may be appropriate for some pets, she says, is hospice.
This means that, after a terminal diagnosis is made, Dr. Turenne works with the
owners to make an end-of-life plan for the animal, ensuring that the animal will die
peacefully and comfortably at home. This might include pain medications that were
contraindicated when healing was the main goal, small things like moving food closer
to the animal’s bed, or providing steps for the animal to get into a bed or onto a
couch, and even having photographs taken of the pet and deciding whether to hold
a memorial service. Hospice may last anywhere from two days to six months, and
allows the owner to begin the grieving process and say goodbye to their beloved
companion animal while providing as much comfort and dignity to the pet as
possible.

Dr. Monica Turenne formed Four Paws Veterinary Wellness, a

house call
practice
that
integrates
medicine
and
preferences,
giving
her more
flexibility
than aWestern
building-based
practice,
andEastern
also fills
a need for
house call veterinary
medicine. Her clients
busy
professionals
modalities,
such as acupuncture
and include
Chinese
herbology.

Dr. Turenne says that the mobile practice is very rewarding, providing experiences
that are — even more than in a building-based practice — “different each day.” She is
called upon to be creative in providing care for her patients and enjoys the challenge
and reward of this type of veterinary medicine. Perhaps surprisingly, Four Paws’ rates
are comparable to or lower than other veterinary practices, with just the addition of
a modest travel fee (adjusted for the distance traveled).
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(For more information on Dr. Turenne's work with animals, see her article on
Acupuncture for Dogs and Cats, on page 20 of Issue #47 -- January thru April 2011
-- of the Crazy Wisdom Community Journal, on our website's archive, at: http://www.
crazywisdom.net/cw-community-journal.html.)
Dr. Turenne can be contacted by phone at 734-385-7161 or by email at mt@
fourpawsvetwellness.com. More information is available at the Four Paws website,
www.fourpawsvetwellness.com.
Kathy Moore has moved her longstanding and well-regarded voice training
and music therapy business, Moore Voice, to a new Water Hill location and is
reorienting her practice to focus more on creativity and mindfulness. In addition,
she recently received her certification as a teacher of the Alexander Technique.
Moore describes her new studio as sunny and large, with a high ceiling, allowing for
more movement and freedom. In this new space, she offers small group creative
recovery circles for people suffering from trauma, grief, divorce, and illness who can
benefit from participating in the creative process. Moore cites creativity coach Eric
Meisel as one source of inspiration for this type of creativity therapy.
The Alexander Technique, Moore explains, is a process involving sensory awareness
and mindfulness. Students are taught to notice old habits of movement and thought
that inhibit them in order to undo them and replace them with new habits that allow
for more freedom and ease.
Moore works with students of all ages and backgrounds, from those focused on
improving their singing or vocal technique to those looking for relief from trauma or
depression to those who want to bring more creativity into their daily lives. As part
of her own creative pursuits, Moore is currently working on a novel, writing songs,
and planning a book about her work.
(Kathy Moore was interviewed at length about her work as a musician and music
therapist, by Judy Stone, in Issue #16 -- September thru December 2000 -- of the CW
Journal. It is available on our website's archive.)

Powerfully effective LIFE COACHING
brings your HEALTH and your
VISIONS into alignment.
Experience transformational YOGA
in our magical round studio.
Discover the energizing power of fresh
RAW FOODS.
With the right
tools and
support,
you can create
the life you
really want.

Kathy Moore can be reached at 734-668-8146 or kathymooremusic@gmail.com.

Call today and get started with a
FREE COACHING SESSION!

734.645.3217
NewLivingNow.org

Kathy Moore has moved her longstanding and wellestablished voice training and music therapy business,
Moore Voice, to a new Water Hill location and is reorienting
her practice to focus more on creativity and mindfulness.
Susan Boyes, M.A., ATR-BC, L.P.C., has moved her art therapy practice, Center for
Creative Growth, to a new location near the intersection of Packard and Stadium.
Boyes has been providing art therapy since 1996 to individuals with disabilities and
those experiencing medical trauma, grief, loss, relationship issues, Traumatic Brain
Injury, and P.T.S.D.
She explains that emotions are stored in the amygdala, a non-verbal section of the
brain, and one way to access stored emotions is through images. Exploring these
stored non-verbal emotions can help bring unconscious feelings into conscious
awareness, increasing our ability to cope with them. For those with Traumatic
Brain Injury, Boyes says that art therapy can actually promote neurogenesis, the
generation of new neurons and neural pathways, and has been shown to promote
significant healing and change.
In October of 2011, when Boyes herself was diagnosed with cancer, she began to ask
questions about her life and legacy and realized that she “really should have done
more art.” After asking herself “What am I here for?” she concluded that she was
here to have fun! For Boyes, this has meant “making a mess with art materials” and
experiencing the artistic process through sight, touch, sound, and smell. She says
art was a way of getting her through the chemotherapy process. She would bring
art supplies to each chemo session, and just having something to do, she says, was
immensely helpful.
Boyes says her new studio has skylights and a cathedral ceiling, and is “warm,
welcoming, and full of art materials,” as well as tables, chairs, easels, and a sink for
washing up.
Susan Boyes can be contacted by phone at 734-478-2394 and by email at susan@
centerforcreativegrowth.com. Her website is www.centerforcreativegrowth.com.
Continued on page 12
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What's New in the Community
Gary Merel
of Ann Arbor
Holistic Health
has teamed up
with nutritionist
Robin Brophy
to incorporate
nutritional
counseling into
his practice.

Alongside diagnostics like saliva, blood, and urine testing, he combines his
knowledge of holistic health and functional medicine to help people facilitate the
natural and instinctive healing process of the human body. Merel feels that healing
from many illnesses is about the correct food choices and not supplements. Many
times, when a client is diagnosed with a gluten sensitivity or other related food
allergies or has been told they must eat a non-inflammatory diet, they are left feeling
overwhelmed. To support those clients, Gary has teamed up with Robin Brophy, with
whom he has partnered for the last year.
Brophy received her herbal and nutritional training from the North American
Institute of Medicinal Herbalism in Boulder, Colorado. As a food coordinator
and cook for Grass Lake Sanctuary, a life balancing retreat center in Manchester,
Michigan, she is passionate about creating new, healthy versions of the everyday
foods we love. Her passion is in helping others to find their own unique relationship
to food and to recognize that we know our bodies better than anyone else. She
currently offers food consultations, coaching, and cooking classes at Aprill Wellness
Center.
Merel explains that he provides the “clinical piece,”
determining what sensitivities a client’s
discomfort arises from, and Brophy provides
the “nutritional piece,” helping the client
create an eating plan that is sustainable
and satisfying. Together Gary Merel and
Robin Brophy offer a unique opportunity
for people faced with health challenges
to explore a new relationship to food
and begin the journey of healing.

Continued from page 11
Gary Merel, M.S.O.M., of Ann Arbor Holistic Health has teamed up with
nutritionist Robin Brophy to incorporate nutritional counseling into his practice.
Merel received a Digestive Health certification from the Loomis Institute in 2008
and has since been able to help people with Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis, I.B.S.,
rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, migraine headaches, psoriasis, and other serious
illnesses by identifying food allergies and sensitivities.

Gary Merel can be reached at 734222-8210 and is online at www.
annarborholistichealth.com and www.
digestivehealth-annarbor.com. Robin
Brophy can be reached at 303-5256478. Both work with clients at
the Aprill Wellness Center, 107
Aprill Drive, Suite 4, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48103.

Nutritionist Robin Brophy
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Life Coach Deborah Campbell is introducing a new five-part group coaching
workshop series for people who want to re-energize their work and lives. Campbell
explains that group coaching “combines the power of coaching with the gift of group
support, and is more cost effective for those seeking change.” This workshop series
will cover the following topics: work-life balance, overcoming obstacles, creating
a powerful vision for your life and work, setting and achieving the right goals, and
being accountable to your goals and intentions. Day and evening times will be
available for this coaching series and dates will be announced.
Those interested in participating should contact Deborah Campbell by email at
deborahcampbellcoach@gmail.com or phone at 734-645-6847. More information is
available online at deborahcampbellcoach.com.
Local author and holistic animal healer Shoh Nah Hah Lieh (Betsy Adams) has
formed The Spiritual Evolution of the Animal Kingdom, LLC. Shoh Nah has been
working with animals “and their people” for 30 years as a holistic animal healer.
She explains that with this new business formation she will continue to offer all the
holistic animal healing and human-animal energy bond work she has offered in the
past but will be bringing the Spiritual Evolution aspect heavily into her work.
Shoh Nah explains the Spiritual Evolution as a part of the evolution of the Earth and
humanity as a whole. Animals have long served human beings, in many ways without
love or appreciation from these human beings, but are now beginning to awaken to
their own value. Animals, says Shoh Nah, are becoming uninterested in allowing their
bodies to be unlovingly used.
On her website, Shoh Nah collects animal experience stories and photos. Pointing
out a picture of a cat whose two front legs were broken in Hurricane Sandy, she says
that the cat is not interested in suffering, that it is clearly feeling the love that is its —
and our — natural state. Another story tells of a goat that refuses to be milked until
her owners express their appreciation for the gift she is giving them of her milk. The
most important thing, she says, is that the animals are able to love themselves; that
they stop “taking on everyone else’s stuff.” She says that animals often download
the negative experiences and suffering of humans. Across the world, many animals
are dying and suffering, but Shoh Nah says this is all a part of the evolution toward a
different way of life in which the animals are “living in the love.”
In addition to her healing work, Shoh Nah is working on a book called The Spiritual
Evolution of the Animal Kingdom, which she will self-publish through Balboa Press.
(For readers interested in learning more about Betsy Adams' exceptional work with
animals, The Crazy Wisdom Interview with Betsy Adams was published in Issue #25
-- September thru December 2003 -- of the CW Journal, and is available on our
website's archive.)
Shoh Nah Hah Lieh (Betsy Adams) can be reached via phone at 734-4754230 or by email at ShohNahHahLieh@gmail.com. Her website is at www.
spiritualevolutionoftheanimalkingdom.com.

On April 6, 2013,
Spirit Weavers will host a
Shamanism Without Borders
(SWB) workshop and invite
shamanic practitioners to
join them in continuing
to create a Great Lakes
Shamans’ SWB community.
Local Shamanic practitioners Kate Durda, M.A., and Stephanie Tighe, M.S.W.,
of Spirit Weavers have become involved with a new initiative of the Society of
Shamanic Practitioners: Shamanism Without Borders (SWB). Says Durda, “SWB is
similar to Doctors without Borders, except that for spiritual healing we do not have
to physically travel to the event or site in need of healing, balance, or prayers.”
Durda and Tighe are heading up the Great Lakes Chapter of SWB, Great Lakes
Shamans, which they kicked off with a one-day gathering in the summer of 2012. In
October, they organized one of five national SWB kickoff conferences. The weekendlong conference focused on “Healing the Earth, Healing Within,” and included a
pilgrimage to the 2010 Kalamazoo River oil spill site.
Durda explains that the Earth can fix itself when imbalances are present, but people
can offer support. This is part of what it means to be a shaman — offering spiritual
energy and spiritual healing. The shaman seeks to achieve an energy state of being
“hollow-boned” — a place of no thoughts where problems can be worked with
Continued on page 14

Bowen

Healing Systems™

Dena Bowen
Join the millions of people who have benefited from

BOWENWORK

• Would you like to live pain free?

• Stimulate your own healing response?

• Accelerate recovery from accidents and Injuries?
• Reduce stress?
• Enhance work & sports performance?
www.denabowen.com
email: bowentouch1@yahoo.com

810-824-1604
Come and experience
Bowenwork today and find
out why Bowenwork is called
the “Alternative Therapy to
Alternative Therapies!”
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What's New in the Community

Continued from page 13
directly. When this state is reached, the practitioner can radiate peace and balance,
bringing peace and balance to the people, land, animals, or element being worked
with. Durda described a ceremony for “Healing the Waters of the World.” As an
experiment, shamans poured hydrochloric acid into a bowl of water, bringing the
pH level to about 11 (acidic enough to kill a person who drank it). By reaching this
“hollow-boned” state and radiating balance, the shamans were able to reduce the
pH level of the water to 7 or 8 (neutral or slightly acidic).
The October Kalamazoo River pilgrimage included a “Despacho” ceremony — a
tradition of the Andes in which the Earth is given offerings and the shamans send
intentions of hope and light through the land. The group used a heart-shaped
crystal, which they infused with their intentions of healing for the land, and then
buried it on the riverbank to continue to radiate healing energy. “Ceremony,” says
Durda, “is a powerful way of shifting energy.” She describes another ceremony
called “H'oponopono,” which is from the Hawaiian people. In it, the practitioner
asks, “What did I do to help cause this?” and “How can I change my dream and
expectations of the world?” As an example, Durda explains that one option is to get
angry at the oil companies that cause oil spills, but since we are all part of the same
web, that anger reflects back on the whole and healing cannot be accomplished.
When we recognize our unity with all people and the world, anger can be let go and
healing can begin.
As part of this new Shamanism Without Borders initiative, Durda and Tighe hope
to re-inspire the Midwest shamanic community by providing more support to one
another on the path. They also hope to extend their media reach and involve more
people who are not shamanic practitioners but would benefit from the work that
shamans do. They envision more public ceremonies to help the general public
find more balance and unity. Durda speculates that if SWB had existed at the time
of September 11, shamans across the country could have organized ceremonies
right away to help the general public begin regaining its equilibrium from fear and
despair sooner. “We are the people we’ve been waiting for,” says Durda, and she
and Tighe are striving to live up to that expectation and encourage other shamanic
practitioners to do so as well.
SWB is still a new initiative. The shamans involved are working on envisioning exactly
how the movement will look and how it will provide support for practitioners, the
Earth, and people in general. Anyone interesting in learning more or becoming part
of this work is encouraged to contact Spirit Weavers. On April 6, 2013, from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., they will host a Shamanism Without Borders workshop and invite
shamanic practitioners to join them in continuing to create a Great Lakes Shamans’
SWB community.
Details about the April 6 event, including the location, will be available online at
www.spiritweavers.net. Kate Durda and Stephanie Tighe can be reached by phone at
517-667-0694 or by email at SpiritWeavers@gmail.com.

Books by Area Authors
Randy Weiser, known as Puck
Shadowdrake in the Pagan
community, has completed his first
book. Magickal Manners: A Guide to
Magickal Etiquette will be released
in February 2013 by Dark Moon
Press. Weiser is a Third Degree Elder
in the Georgian tradition and the
High Priest of the Ypsilanti-area Circle
of the Samhain Moon. He has been
involved with the Pagan community
for 35 years. He occasionally serves
as a Pagan chaplain for the Ann Arbor
Veterans Administration Hospital and
he has taught at the Crazy Wisdom,
at the earth religionist convention,
ConVocation, and at other local
venues.
Weiser says that the book has been in
the works for about 10 years. Much
that is written in the book, he says,
has never been written down in a
comprehensive way. The book is long,
about 600 pages, and includes some common sense advice (“never invoke anything
you can’t banish”), and instructions for things, such as your first ritual or how to
perform a ritual bath, how to deal with intolerance from other religions, and advice
on such odd situations as “what to do when the police are raiding your circle.” Advice
is even offered on “coming out as a witch or Pagan” to family members. There are
chapters on teaching, and Weiser says, more importantly, “how not to teach.” He
uses examples of his own growth as a teacher, in which he says he has occasionally
suffered from bouts of “unbridled ego,” which he calls “high-priest-itis.”
Magickal Manners will premier at ConVocation, held February 21–24, 2013, in
Dearborn, Michigan. It will be available through Crazy Wisdom, and at Amazon.
com, including a version for the Kindle e-reader, and through the leading Pagan
catalogues, Abyss and Azure Green. This is Weiser’s first book but will not be his last.

Dark Moon has extended a contract for two additional books. The first of the two will
be on guided meditations, and he hopes to have it ready within two years. The third
book will be an anthology of Pagan humor.
Randy Weiser can be reached by email at Puckshadowdrake@yahoo.com. More
information about ConVocation is available online at www.convocation.org. Dark
Moon Press is online at www.darkmoonpress.com.

Upcoming Events
Marijo Grogan will offer
four Sunday afternoon
workshops at the Aprill
Wellness Center from
January through April,
with topics including: The
Grail Quest, The Seven
Keys to Wellness & Chinese
Five-Element Theory,
Awakening the Dreamer,
and Metaphors & Mandalas.
Marijo Grogan, A.C.S.W., has returned to
Ann Arbor after a 10-year collaboration
with Art 634 in Jackson, Michigan, to open a
psychotherapy practice at the Aprill Wellness
Center. These days, says Grogan, the “bible” of her practice is Dr. Mark Hyman’s work
The UltraMind Solution. Hyman espouses seven “Keys to UltraWellness,” including:
identifying nutritional factors, balancing hormones, cooling off inflammation, fixing
digestion, enhancing detoxification, boosting energy metabolism, and calming
the mind. Grogan also incorporates some assessment and intervention tools from
Chinese medicine.
Grogan will offer four Sunday afternoon workshops at the Aprill Wellness Center
from January through April. Each workshop runs from 2:00–4:30 p.m. and will carry a
nominal fee of $10–15.
On Sunday, January 20, she will present The Grail Quest (a spiritual approach to
healing). In 2004, Grogan published an article in the American Humanistic Psychology
Perspective titled “The Grail Quest: A Model for Personal and Communal Healing.”
She describes the Grail Quest as “one of the greatest spiritual legacies in Western
tradition.” Participants will explore concepts of the Grail Quest, which parallel
psychological and spiritual states of development.
On Sunday, February 17, she will present The Seven Keys to Wellness & Chinese
Five-Element Theory (a holistic approach to healing). Participants will learn to use
Hyman’s seven assessment keys as well as another assessment tool based in the
Chinese Five-Element Theory.
On Sunday, March 17, Grogan will present Awakening The Dreamer (a communal
approach to healing). A video presentation will be shown of Awakening the Dreamer,
a seminar being held around the world to enhance personal and communal healing
at this important time in history. Participants will also work with reflective and
interactive exercises to complement the experience.
On Sunday, April 21, she will present Metaphors & Mandalas (a creative approach
to healing). Participants will learn how metaphors can help in the healing of trauma,
depression, and anxiety. They will also create their own mandala art. No artistic
experience or talent is necessary to express personal healing symbology.
More information on Marijo Grogan is available at MarijoGrogan.com. She may be
reach by email at marijogrogantherapy@gmail.com or by phone at 734-433-4213.
Her office is located in the Aprill Wellness Center at 107 Aprill Drive, Suite 4, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48103.
Kim Cardeccia, M.A., L.P.C., is now hosting equine assisted healing workshops.
Cardeccia has been a licensed counselor for 11 years, but has been “into horses”
for her entire life. Six years ago she combined her two passions by beginning to
practice equine assisted psychotherapy. Horses, she explains, can help people to
explore and embrace their own leadership style and bring body, mind, and spirit
into alignment. “In order to reach our goals, our thoughts, behaviors, and feelings all
have to be headed in the same direction,” she explains. Feedback from the horses
can help people get into this state of alignment. Working with horses, she says, is
experiential, and in some ways less threatening than working with people. She says
something always happens with the horses to make the experience more than she
could provide by herself.
Cardeccia began offering equine assisted healing workshops in 2012. She describes
the workshops as something like a mix of a riding clinic and group therapy.
Participants learn about how horses communicate and put their trust in a leader.
Each participant gets about half an hour of one-on-one horse time, in which they
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are able to explore their own leadership style and get out of the “autopilot” many
people run on most of the time. By disrupting these “autopilot” cycles and being in
a relaxed state around the horses, Cardeccia explains
that we can access the subconscious faster than
under other circumstances and create new patterns of
Kim Cardeccia
behavior more effectively.
is offering
The next equine assisted workshop will take place in
January of 2013, with the date to be announced on
Cardeccia’s website: www.hiddenpromisecampus.com.
Kim Cardeccia can be contacted by telephone at 517898-5094 or by email at kim@hiddenpromisecampus.
com. The workshops are held at 9484 Dean Road,
Fenton, Michigan 48430.

Kim Cardeccia, & Hidden Promise

equine
assisted
healing
workshops
that combine
a riding clinic
and group
therapy. She
says horses
can help
people to
explore and
embrace
their own
leadership
style and bring
body, mind,
and spirit into
alignment.

New Classes
Dena Bowen, an associate Bowenwork instructor and owner and operator of
Bowen Touch Pain Relief Therapy, is presenting an introductory Bowenwork class
called Wellness In Your Hands that is open to everyone. Wellness in Your Hands is
a four-hour hands-on class that teaches the most important Bowenwork movements.
Bowenwork is a soft touch therapy that is easily applied, deeply relaxing, and
directly affects the nervous system. The gentle moves stimulate the body’s own
healing response that resets tension patterns in the body. It is safe and can be used
on everyone from infants to the elderly, elite athletes, and people with chronic
conditions.
In this introductory class, participants will learn to apply key elements of Bowenwork
to different parts of the body to help ease breathing difficulties, relieve muscle
tension, joint pain, stiffness, ease heartburn, acid reflux, gastrointestinal complaints,
relieve knee and back problems, address injuries, and more. Participants can
immediately apply the skills that they have learned to assist their families and friends
with relief of stress, pain, injury, and shock.
“There has been an overwhelming response to this class,” says Bowen, “and many
people, such as parents, husbands and wives, caretakers, teachers, and emergency
personnel, are asking to learn the Bowenwork technique. It is so rewarding to be
able to teach the most important Bowenwork moves that will help a mother put her
child to sleep, to give immediate support to an injury, or to help a husband offer pain
relief to his wife. I wish I had this knowledge of Bowenwork when I was raising my
own children; it would have been very useful. Today, my grandchildren know exactly
what it is and ask for it by name.”
Penny Talbert of Westland, Michigan, recently took the Bowenwork class in October
and was immediately able to apply what she had learned in class when her 11-yearold daughter, Joslyn, fell down and injured her wrists and knees while riding on a
motor scooter. Penny said, “I also use Bowenwork on my husband for relief of low
back pain and use the relaxation moves on friends and family too.”
Wellness in Your Hands is being offered on Monday, January 7, 2013, from 6:00–
10:00 p.m. at Jump-In Professional Services in Hamburg, Michigan. The cost of
this class is $75.00 and students will receive a Bowenwork beginner’s manual with
photos and anatomical illustrations.
For more information about this class, contact Dena Bowen at 810-824-1604 or
bowentouch1@yahoo.com. More information about Dena Bowen is available online
at www.denabowen.com.

New Practitioners and Businesses
Amy Advey, M.S.W., L.M.S.W., opened her psychotherapy and sex therapy practice
in Ann Arbor in March. Advey is a licensed social worker with over 10 years’
experience in outpatient behavioral health, community mental health, and inpatient
substance abuse rehabilitation. In October, she completed her Sexual Health
Certificate at the University of Michigan, with a sex therapy focus.
Advey explains that sex therapy is talk therapy that can help with sexual problems
like low desire for sex, low arousal, erectile dysfunction, anorgasmia, sexual pain,

and sexual aversion. She says, “It is beneficial to approach sex therapy from a
biopsychosocial perspective. With the advent of medications like Viagra, we have
seen a medicalization of sexuality in health, but a prescription for Viagra does not
address the psychological and interpersonal aspects of sex.” She says that sex is not
just a matter of physicality, but of expectations, hopes, relationships, and traumas.
Advey says she was drawn to a specialization in sex therapy in part because it is
straightforward. “Feelings and beliefs come out quickly,” she says, while traditional
therapy might spend months trying to get to the heart of the issues. Advey grew
up in a Catholic household where sex was not discussed. She has noticed a lot
of discomfort with the topic of sexuality, even among therapists and health care
providers, and wanted to create a safe space for clients to discuss these often
unaddressed, emotionally charged issues.
Advey is happy to work with people of all backgrounds. She is respectful of religious
beliefs and will work with clients within the context of those beliefs. She is also very
interested in helping LGBT populations; having watched a close friend transition from
female to male has interested her in transgender issues.
Advey works with couples and individuals, and also provides psychotherapy for
depression, anxiety, mood disorders, posttraumatic stress, relationship problems,
and other issues.
Amy Advey can be reached at 734-585-4746 or at
info@amyadvey.com. Her practice is located
at 2030 Packard Street, Suite B, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48104. More information
is available on her website, www.
amyadvey.com.

Amy Advey
opened her
psychotherapy
and sex therapy
practice in Ann
Arbor to create
a safe space
for clients
to discuss
the often
unaddressed,
emotionally
charged issues
surrounding
sex,
expectations,
hopes,
relationships,
and traumas.
Carole Pfeiffer, Ph.D., started her shaman healing practice, Ancient Light, in
February of 2012. Pfeiffer says her unique background as a behavioral neuroscientist,
a certified hypnotherapist, and a Ph.D. in psychopharmacology “gives me the
opportunity to offer my clients that elusive bridge between science and spirit.”
In 2006, Pfeiffer traveled to Peru and met a shaman there. This sparked an
interest, leading her to read a book by Dr. Alberto Villoldo, a scientists and medical
anthropologist who studied with the shamans of the Andes and the Amazon. Villoldo
is the founder of the Four Winds Society, where Pfeiffer went on to receive her
training in shamanism.
She explains that shamanic healing involves working with a person’s Luminous
Energy Field (LEF), which contains imprints of all of our past interactions, traumas,
and illnesses. The images lie dormant until something or someone triggers them,
causing a cascade of information through the chakra system and the nervous and
endocrine systems to mimic the reaction to the original trauma. Pfeiffer explains
that this causes our personal history to repeat itself. Awareness of these patterns
is not always enough to eliminate them; thus a shaman like Pfeiffer helps people to
clear these detrimental energetic imprints. She says that, in neuroscience, she was
able to study the brain on a micro level by looking at neurotransmitter levels and
their correspondence with disease states. In hypnotherapy, she was able to look at
brain function and the ability to reroute neural pathways through suggestion and
the subconscious mind. “So, after studying the neurotransmitters and exploring how
thoughts and the subconscious mind affect the nervous system, the next logical
step was to see how those thoughts are formed and go directly to the source.
Shamanism, to me, is going to that source.”
Continued on page 16
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Pfeiffer says that the techniques and tools used by shamans are different and
unique to the individual. In her practice, she uses tools such as medicine stones,
rattles, and pendulums to help her clients let go of behavioral patterns, illnesses,
and toxic relationships. She explains that, since energy has no boundaries, she can
assist clients over the telephone as well as in person. In fact, clients have been able
to report what part of their energy field she is working with over the phone, and
sometimes the phone sessions are even more effective than in-person sessions
because there is less energy, such as thought energy, that may get in the way.

Amy Koch

Pfeiffer is currently seeing clients at the Center for Sacred Living off of Jackson Road
in Ann Arbor. Email her at carole.pfeiffer@gmail.com or call her at 734-645-7217 to
schedule an appointment.

Amy and Markus Koch have formed Whitecrane
Therapeutics that features Crystal Light Beds that
come from John of God’s Casa de Dom Inacio in
Brazil, at their Jackson and Chelsea locations.
Amy and Markus emphasize that they do not neglect the physical in their
treatments. They intentionally treat the whole person, bridging the emotional,
mental, and spirit realms in order to facilitate healing for the entire being.

Carolyn
Christopher

Amy and Markus Koch can be reached at whitecranetherapeutics@gmail.com or by
phone at 734-660-0898. Their website is at www.whitecranetherapeutics.com.
Carolyn Christopher and Kathy Wilkinson, certified Laughter Yoga teachers, have
formed The Laughter Project, which brings Therapeutic Laughter Circles to Ann
Arbor. Therapeutic Laughter, created by Dr. Madan Kataria and known in India as
Laughter Yoga, is the practice of “unconditional laughter” as a form of exercise.
No jokes, comedy, or even a “sense of humor” are needed. Over 70,000 Laughter
Circles exist in over 70 countries. Studies have established that laughter can relieve
stress, enhance the immune system, and improve creativity, self-esteem, and
communication skills.
The Laughter Project works with groups at Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital, the Michigan
Public Health Institute, the University of Michigan, and Washtenaw Community
College, as well as other organizations. Laughter Circles consist of yogic breathing

Kathy
Wilkinson

Amy and Markus Koch were recently inspired to move to Chelsea from the Seattle
area and they have formed Whitecrane Therapeutics. Amy Koch is a physical
therapist and spiritual medium who specializes in energy medicine with sound and
light and holistic bodywork. Markus Koch is a former NFL player, massage therapist,
and student of Jin Shin Do Bodymind Acupressure who specializes in treating the
spirit, mind, and body with acupressure and reflexology. Both are certified yoga
instructors. Whitecrane Therapeutics has offices in Ann Arbor, Chelsea, and Jackson.
In addition to their hands-on therapies, Amy and Markus offer Crystal Light Bed
sessions in Chelsea and Jackson. Amy explains that the Crystal Light Bed comes from
John of God’s Casa de Dom Inacio in Brazil and combines the power of color and
crystal healing therapy to produce beneficial stimulation on many levels. Specially
cut healing crystals are positioned over the chakras and colored light is focused
through them, pulsing in rhythmic patterns. In addition to the healing properties
of the colored light and crystals, Amy explains that Light Beings who work in and
around the Casa in Brazil channel their healing energy through the crystals to the
individual using the bed. These Light Beings were healers, such as doctors, while
alive, who choose to continue their healing work after death. She says that for
Crystal Light Bed sessions, she and Markus will meditate and hold space around the
bed while the Light Beings are working.
The Jackson Crystal Light Bed is located at the Corinthians Center for Healing and
Spiritual Growth, run by Connie and Daniel Price. Amy and Markus met Connie and
Daniel when they traveled to Michigan for a healing service in June. This meeting
inspired the couple to relocate to the Ann Arbor area -- they were attracted to the
Ann Arbor area's vibrant holistic community, combined with its relatively small town
feel.
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and laughing exercises, visualization, singing, hand clapping, Ayurveda point tapping
on the hands, and frequent eye contact between the teacher and participants.
“When you look into someone’s eyes who is laughing, you can’t avoid laughing
yourself,” says Christopher. She has quite a collection of hats and other props for the
Laughter Circles and changes them regularly during her presentation.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN | ANN ARBOR

You Are Global.
You are UMS.

During the Circle, laughter is simulated during the exercises, but soon turns genuine
as participants surrender to the childlike glee. Christopher explains that the body
cannot tell the difference between simulated laughter and real laughter, and so it
receives the same physiological and psychological benefits from either.
The Laughter Project also offers experiential seminars, team building, ice breaker
seminars, or any event where laughter can make a difference and improve the
environment.

UMS brings incredible worldclass performances from around
the globe right to your doorstep.
Where will our season take you?

The partners of The Laughter Project can be reached at thelaughterproject@gmail.
com and are online at www.thelaughterproject.org.

Sun, 1/27
Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán
Fri, 2/1
Angélique Kidjo with
special guest Meklit Hadero
Fri, 2/15
Kodo
Sat, 2/16
Ustad Amjad Ali Khan, sarod
Sat 3/23
Hamid Al-Saadi Maqam &
Amir ElSaffar's Two Rivers
Thu, 4/18
Bobby McFerrin
Tickets: ums.org
734.764.2583

Please note that the “What’s New” column is part of the editorial (not paid-for
advertising) part of the journal, and the editors may or may not include what
you submit. Whether the editors include material or not will depend on space
considerations, as well as other editorial issues, such as the need for high resolution
jpgs and the overall mix of stories included in the “What’s New in the Community”
column in a given issue. If you would like to submit information to be considered for
this column, please email communitynews@crazywisdom.net or drop off or mail
to the store: What’s New in the Community, 114 South Main, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48104. The firm deadline for submissions for the next issue (May thru August 2013) is
March 1, 2013.

DISCOVER YOURSELF
What if...
Your gut instincts are right
You can balance your energy
Your body can heal itself
Your body, mind and spirit are connected
Annual Polarity Workshop
April 24-27, 2013, in Ann Arbor

March Classes Now Forming
Level I – 8 weeks starting March 9
Level III – 4 weekends starting March 2-3
Questions? (313) 647-0038 polaritycenter.com
Limited enrollment. Register now.
A healing and learning community in southeast Michigan
for more than 25 years

.
Approved NCBTMB continuing education provider.
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Ann Arbor’s
Missing Central Park

Our vision for a downtown park is informed by the concept of place-making
through which urban neighborhoods around the world are being transformed.
By Will Hathaway
The election is over but a political struggle continues in Ann Arbor. On one side are
those who view the future of our downtown as 14-story skyscraper towers built
as high and as wide as the zoning will allow. This “dense development” team is
pushing big buildings. Some of the maximum density proponents even brandish
a consultant’s study that claims Ann Arbor could support a downtown hotel/
conference center. On the other side are advocates for a more human-scale land
use. This lower density alternative is a downtown with new construction, but it
also includes public parks and plazas — common spaces where people sit to view
performances, where kids have space to run around, where public art can be
appreciated — perhaps even played with!
The choice between these two competing visions is imminent. City Council will
decide the fate of five publicly owned parcels based on the recommendations of a
subcommittee of the Downtown Development Authority (DDA) expected sometime
in December 2012. What City Council decides to do with these plots of land will
shape the character of our city for generations. One of these parcels is the Library
Lot. Located next to the downtown library, it is the site of the new, underground
parking structure. Currently this 700-space parking ramp is crowned with another 40
surface parking spaces — temporarily. What happens with the ground level “roof” of
this underground lot is a central question in the downtown land use debate.

Background
As long as people can remember, there was a large, surface parking lot next to the
library. Various people have advocated for it to become a downtown park. When the
Liberty Plaza “pocket park” was created in the late 1970s, many saw potential for
connecting that small public space with an adjacent Library Lot park. The dream of
a central park for Ann Arbor seemed attainable. Our town could finally reclaim the
public square we lost in the 1950s when the stately, old County Courthouse was torn
down — its generous lawn replaced with more concrete. The vision of a city plaza on
the Library Lot was enshrined in the 2006 Calthorpe Report, the result of a lengthy
public process which proposed a “Town Square or central civic area that incorporates
an outdoor meeting place, an art center, underground parking, an indoor facility and
mixed-use buildings.”

When the Liberty Plaza “pocket park” was created in
the late 1970s, many saw potential for connecting that
small public space with an adjacent Library Lot park. The
dream of a central park for Ann Arbor seemed attainable.
The City of Ann Arbor, through the DDA, pushed forward with the underground
parking. However, the vision of a public plaza was subordinated to a competing
vision for dense development. The underground parking design assumed a
skyscraper would be built on top. Extra millions were spent on reinforced footings
and infrastructure to support the speculative tower.
In 2009, the City issued a “Request for Proposals” (RFP) for the Library Lot. Following
a long process, during which two proposals for public parks were dismissed out of
hand, a 15-story, combination hotel/conference center seemed the winner. Upon

closer examination, the Valiant proposal was determined economically unfeasible
without a huge investment of public funds. City Council said no. After it rejected
the hotel/conference center, City Council sought another way to build consensus
for decisions about the publicly owned downtown land. To solicit input from the
community about the future of the downtown, City Council turned to another
branch of local government, the DDA.

What City Council decides to do with these plots of land
will shape the character of our city for generations.
The DDA’s Flawed Public Process
A “robust” public process — that was the charge to the DDA when City Council
directed that it study five publicly owned properties. Many interpreted that
description to mean that the process would allow for meaningful input from the
entire community. Unfortunately that has not been the case. The DDA leadership
entered into this project, which it named “Connecting William Street,” with a
preconceived desired outcome of dense development including a downtown hotel.
The process it has designed and executed has, unsurprisingly, confirmed those
preconceived ideas, resisting any contrary inputs such as lack of support for a hotel
and the persistent and overwhelming call for downtown public parks. What did the
DDA do to create a public process?
•

Excluded people with different views from its steering committee — a tactic
proudly announced in advance by one DDA leader — and it excluded public
comments during committee meetings.

•

Selectively “cherry-picked” from past planning documents those items that
supported dense development and then claimed an archival “consensus.”

•

Designed an unscientific and biased multiple-choice survey as the primary
means for public input. Then limited the pool of respondents by distributing
the survey almost entirely online.

•

Dismissed the overwhelming pro-park survey response that was received
despite the survey’s designed bias in favor of development.

•

Hired a land use economist with expertise in the economic benefits of
urban parks, but did not ask him to assess potential benefits of a downtown
park for Ann Arbor.

•

Commissioned the consultant to do a feasibility study for a downtown
hotel/conference center for Ann Arbor — the same idea that was rejected
as unfeasible a year earlier by City Council.

•

Held focus group meetings during which three development “scenarios”
were presented and feedback was channeled toward selecting between
“dense, denser and densest” options for new construction on the public
land.
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Despite repeated protests, the DDA moved forward with this process as if it would
yield a true representation of what the public wants. Analysis of the DDA’s own
survey data shows walking, parks and events/culture as the top items the public
would like to see downtown. Those of us who tried to represent the public’s
interest in downtown parks eventually concluded that we would not get a fair
hearing. Having the DDA overseeing a public process to determine the future of
the downtown was, in this instance, a fox guarding the chicken coop. No amount of
contradictory information would shake the fox from its instinctive appetite.

Having the DDA overseeing a public process to determine the
future of the downtown was, in this instance, a fox guarding
the chicken coop. No amount of contradictory information
would shake the fox from its instinctive appetite.
The Library Green Conservancy
When the City voted down the hotel/conference center in spring 2011, a group of
citizens began meeting with the goal of promoting a park on the Library Lot. We call
this vision for a future park “Library Green.” We’ve formed a non-profit organization
called the Library Green Conservancy. While the construction crew was busy
excavating the hole for the new underground parking, we were busy meeting with
members of City Council, developers, business and community leaders, and adjacent
property owners and neighbors to talk about our idea of a central downtown park
and to listen to their concerns and suggestions. We learned a lot. We know there are
other potentially competing views for the future of the Library Lot. We also know
that there are those with concerns about the possible negative impacts of public
space in the downtown.
The Library Green Conservancy wants the City to move to create a public plaza on
a significant portion of the Library Lot now rather than waiting for some future
developer. We recognize it will take creative design to ensure this plaza is a vibrant
public space. Imagine a fun water feature with kids playing and parents watching
— an ice rink in winter. How about interactive public art like The Cube on Regents
Plaza? Some have said that neighboring businesses need to take “ownership” of a
downtown park. We agree; there should be tables and chairs on the Library Lot as
there are at Sculpture Plaza near the Peoples’ Food Co-op.

The new underground structure is well designed — in
some ways architecturally beautiful. It merits a better
crown than a surface parking lot and Ann Arbor deserves
a true public square at the center of our downtown.
Our vision for a downtown park is informed by the concept of place-making through
which urban neighborhoods around the world are being transformed. Place-making
relies on economic development generated by proximity to an attractive, public open
space. Once a lively plaza is created, the existing buildings nearby could be “reborn,”
with new, expanded uses. New construction would occur and more customers will be
drawn to the area.
According to the City of Ann Arbor’s 2009 Downtown Plan, the only downtown
park right now is Liberty Plaza, a relatively tiny public space with limitations due to
its physical design. A pedestrian link from Liberty Plaza to a Library Green would
enhance both spaces. It would be Ann Arbor’s downtown Diag. The Ann Arbor
District Library draws thousands of people downtown. Like libraries in other cities,
the Ann Arbor public library could extend itself in relation to an adjacent park.
The new underground structure is well designed — in some ways architecturally
beautiful. It merits a better crown than a surface parking lot and Ann Arbor deserves
a true public square at the center of our downtown.
Will Hathaway is a life-long Ann Arborite with degrees from both the University of
Michigan and Eastern Michigan University. He currently works as executive director
of a statewide voter rights organization. Will volunteers as a member of the Library
Green Conservancy, a citizens group formed to promote the idea of a public park
adjacent to the Downtown Library. To learn more about the Library Green effort, go
to a2centralpark.org or find the “Library Green Advocates” page on Facebook. You
can reach Will directly at hathwill@gmail.com.

The People Of The

SEVENTHare Gathering
FIRE
It is time to reunite.
Come bring the gifts of
your authentic self
and co-create a
new world of
collaboration
with us!

www.seventhfire.org
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Leaps of Faith:
Tales of Local Businesses
By Mary Runser
Photos By Susan Ayer
This is part of a series of articles we’re doing on local business owners and their
businesses. From major corporations to smaller businesses, business owners all
over the state had been downsizing, reorganizing, and out-and-out closing their
doors since the economic meltdown in 2008. And yet, as the economy in Michigan
has begun to slowly improve, there are still brave souls who have taken the leap of
faith to open their own businesses here, and others who have revitalized their older
businesses. What follows are profiles of two interesting businesses that are thriving
despite the odds.

Cool. People. Mix.
Downtown Ypsilanti’s Bright and Shining Jewel:
Mix Retail, Studio Theater, and Marketplace
Ed & Bonnie Penet and Markel & Leslie Leland, owners
Mix Retail and Studio Theater, 130 W. Michigan Avenue, Ypsilanti, Michigan
48197; Mix Marketplace, 200 W. Michigan Avenue, Ypsilanti, Michigan
48197; (734) 961-8704; email: mixonmichigan@comcast.net; website:
mixnewandused.com
In 2009, Bonnie Penet and Leslie Leland, along with their spouses, Ed and Markel,
opened Mix, a retail venue that specializes in new and used clothing, household
goods, art, and jewelry. What began as a small business now flourishes as a diverse
venture encompassing a mix of pleasures to please most any pallet.

Bonnie and Leslie

In 2006, after Key West was hit by eight hurricanes in two years, the Lelands
returned to Michigan and rented an art studio in Ypsilanti. A chance meeting with
Bonnie and Ed Penet sparked a conversation about opening a store, only this time,
a store that would be a blend of new and used gift, furniture, and household items.
Thus, the name Mix.
Adding Bonnie’s collection of second-hand women’s clothing to the “mix” was
almost an afterthought. “We started out with mostly second-hand,” Bonnie said. “I’d
been selling clothing on eBay for years, so I had a lot of stock, knowledge of price
range, and always had my eye on the artistic.” While the variety of merchandise was
highly appealing, the store owners were surprised to find that it was the women’s
clothing and accessories that became the strongest sellers. “You know, you fill your
house with furniture and decor,” Leslie explained, “and you only need gifts from time
to time, but women can never have too many clothes or too much jewelry.”
Second-hand clothing sales were the main feature at Mix for the first year before
Bonnie and Leslie ventured out to a women’s clothing apparel and accessories show
“just to look.” Deciding to take a chance, they ordered new clothing to sell in the
store in the spring of 2010. When the new clothing arrived, women were buying it
as it was being unpacked from the boxes. Today, the clothing that the store offers is
mostly new and has grown to include more than ten different lines of artistically chic
women’s clothing, drawing a loyal customer base that is rapidly growing. High-end,
gently-used clothing and accessories are still offered, and a used book, CD, and DVD
section has recently been added.
Drawing on their prior experience with design and merchandising, they renovated
their new storefront into “a completely presentable space” by the time Mix opened
on December 1, 2009. “There was total excitement on our part about the space….
We immediately put up lots of lights, painted the floors and walls
in warm, appealing colors, and filled it with merchandise that we
loved,” Bonnie recalled. Folks in town seemed to be excited as
they drove past the space, because someone, it appeared, was
moving back into downtown Ypsilanti. “You could see excitement
on the faces of drivers passing by along Michigan Avenue. They
wanted to know what was happening, so many of them turned
around and drove back by.”
Ypsilanti has been one of the last towns in Southeastern
Michigan to develop, making the cost of doing business
attractive for potential independent business owners. “Here we
were, lucky to be sitting in this gem of a town with its charming
architecture, a very supportive business community, and
wonderfully supportive clientele who are anxious to see Ypsilanti
succeed. It was the perfect time and place to be bootstrapping a
new business in a difficult economy, and still is. In the three years
since we’ve opened, we’ve watched as the town has blossomed
with strong, thriving businesses,” Leslie said.

A chance meeting sparked a conversation about opening a store,
only this time, a store that would be a blend of new and used
gift, furniture, and household items Thus, the name “Mix.”

In addition to running the store, the Lelands and Penets have
been busy establishing Mix Studio Theater and Mix Marketplace,
the other components of their business. “One of the things
we did in lieu of advertising was to stage events as a way of
attracting people,” Ed explained. “We held entertainment here
inside the store and helped launch the First Class Blues Band,
which is now, two years later, opening at the Greektown Casino.”

Bonnie and Leslie first met working on the art fair circuit and at the Ann Arbor
Farmers’ Market, and both are artists in their own right. Bonnie creates beautiful
Women of Power dolls designed to remind women of their inner power, while Leslie
and her husband, Markel Leland, create colorful and vibrant indoor/outdoor sculpted
metal paintings.
Both Bonnie and Leslie began their forays into the worlds of art fairs and the Ann
Arbor Farmers’ Market around 1991. In 1998, Leslie and Markel decided to open a
retail store, Purplebabymommies, in downtown Ann Arbor on Liberty Street. They
asked Bonnie to help them renovate and remodel the space. Bonnie also worked
in management and sales in the store until Leslie and Markel decided to move its
location to Key West, Florida, in 1999.
From 1999 to 2006, while the Leland’s ran a busy store on Duval Street in Key
West, Bonnie Penet established a successful business selling high-end, gently-used
art clothes on eBay. “I’ve always been in love with clothing,” Bonnie said. “It’s a
passion.” Penet sold a very carefully curated collection of used clothing on eBay for
a number of years, additionally setting up shop at bazaars and sales in really good
neighborhoods and at weekly music festivals, which helped her to develop a repeat
clientele. “People asked me how they were going to find me in the wintertime, and
could they just come to my house.”

Deciding to take a chance, they ordered new clothing to sell in
the store in the spring of 2010. When the new clothing arrived,
women were buying it as it was being unpacked from the boxes.
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Ed designed and made the clothes racks in the store with wheels so they could
be moved when they were hosting events. “We call it ‘rack and roll,’” Ed said. Ed’s
background is in theater and film, with some design training, so entertainment
became a large part of getting Mix on its feet. “We’ve had theatrical readings of new
works where actors came in and read their plays and people came to listen. That was
the beginning of Mix Studio Theater.” Mix Studio Theater is housed in the space just
behind the store. The 40-seat black box theater is currently the home of two theater
groups, The New Theater Project and Threefold Productions, who share the space.
“We always love an excuse to throw a party, offering musical groups, book signings,
artist’s receptions, and shopping parties. We still host events here in the store when
a play opens. We use the counter as a box office, pour champagne, and have a party
after opening night. We continue to do those kinds of events,” Ed explained.

“We always love an excuse to throw a party, offering musical
groups, book signings, artist’s receptions, and shopping parties.”
– Ed Penet, co-owner of Mix
With Mix running successfully, the Penets and Lelands have taken on a new project
at 200 W. Michigan Avenue called Mix Marketplace. The empty shell of a failed
restaurant and bar stood directly across from Mix on the busiest corner of the
blossoming downtown. “It was the worst thing to look out the windows at Mix,
across the street, at a completely dark building,” Bonnie said. When the two couples
were offered an opportunity to develop the space directly across from them, they
decided to accept the challenge. The concept for Mix Marketplace includes the
Bona Sera Café (already in operation), a wine bar, an entertainment bar, and a
market for downtown shoppers meant to attract those who live in the recently
developed upstairs lofts and the surrounding historic downtown neighborhoods.
There are many walk-able neighborhoods in Ypsilanti, and “we believe that every
neighborhood needs its own grocery like the downtown-style, big city groceries in
Manhattan,” Leslie said.
Bona Sera Café, the first permanent business to open, is made up of the duo Bad
Fairy and Wonder Woman, two fabulous women chefs who had been hosting
highly popular underground supper clubs in the Ann Arbor area for the past three
years. They contacted the Penets and Lelands about coming “above ground” and
permanently renting the restaurant space at Mix Marketplace, a more than ideal
match in the eyes of the Mix team. “Bona Sera Café opened June 15 and has been
very successful,” Bonnie said. “When we get our liquor license in the next few
months, people will be able to have a glass of wine or cocktail with their dinner.”

“We want others to come down here and help us revitalize
downtown Ypsilanti.” – Leslie Leland, co-owner of Mix
Obtaining their liquor license will allow Mix to move forward with the final piece
(at least for now) of their business. Downstairs from Bona Sera is a fully functional
and fabulous bar. It is what used to be the Keystone Underground. “There are 4,000
square feet downstairs,” Ed said. “There is no other space in downtown with that
much room. We’re not looking at opening just a bar, but an entertainment venue
that would be open certain hours and would cater to blues, jazz, and variety type
shows, including comedy, storytelling, theater, and film. People are hungry for
something different. There are lots of places in town you can go to hear rock and roll
and local bands, like Depot Town and the Tap Room, but there’s no blues, no jazz,
and no shows for the 30 and over crowd.”

The concept for Mix Marketplace includes the Bona Sera
Café (already in operation), a wine bar, an entertainment
bar, and a market for downtown shoppers…

While the Penets and Lelands are excited about what they’ve done and what they
will be doing with their business, they’re even more excited to see others come
back into downtown Ypsilanti. “Ypsilanti is a gem of a town with an educated, openminded, diverse, and welcoming community,” Leslie said. “There’s more space
available for others to open businesses. That’s what we want. We want others to
come down here and help us revitalize downtown Ypsilanti. We want to continue to
see it as the place where ‘Cool. People. Mix.’”
Contined on page 22
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Leaps of Faith:
Tales of Local Businesses
Contined from page 21

Greening Up the Environment,
Strengthening the Community
Wheels In Motion
DeWight Plotner, owner
Wheels in Motion, 3400 Washtenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor 48104; (734)
971-2121; email: wheelsinmotion3400@comcast.net; website: www.
wheelsinmotion.us
When you talk to DeWight Plotner, owner of Wheels In Motion, a full service bike
retail and repair shop, you immediately recognize his passion for cycling. DeWight
doesn’t just sell bikes for a living; he’s also an avid cyclist who has been riding most
of his life and an idealist whose views have been shaped by his love for the sport.
“There are so many good things about cycling,” he said. “Cycling really is one of the
best exercises you can put your body through. Like swimming, cycling is low impact
and has far fewer adverse effects on the joints than many other strength building
exercises. It’s just good all the way around.”

every day, but you couldn’t use the highway and it would take you more than an
hour to get to work or back home, you wouldn’t be too happy with that, would you?
A commuter is exactly the same. They simply want to get from point A to point B as
quickly as possible by using a bike. They want to be on the road, not a path.”
Next you have the cyclists who don’t want to be on the roads at all or have to deal
with traffic; these are the path riders. Taking the paths can be very relaxing because
they are often very scenic and a really good way of becoming involved with nature.
A cyclist can go at their own pace and not be worried by the noise, confusion, and
hassles of road traffic. “Right now, I’m very into riding along the river, listening to
the birds and other animals. Those are the nice aspects of riding the paths.” Finally,
some people just enjoy a leisurely ride through the backstreets of neighborhoods in
the community to see all the different architectural designs the neighborhood offers.
“There’s a lot of different beauty depending on what you’re looking for, and you can
see these things better from a bike because you can slow down and coast.”

“There’s a lot of different beauty depending on what you’re
looking for, and you can see these things better from a bike
because you can slow down and coast.”
– DeWight Plotner, owner of Wheels in Motion
A common misconception is that riding is only a summertime sport. According to
DeWight, that simply isn’t true. If you really want to ride and commute all year, you
can do it by layering with wind-stop garments and protecting your extremities (head,
hands, and feet). “Really, the most beautiful time to ride is in the fall with the color
change. With the exception of just a few days when the conditions are icy or there’s
two feet of snow on the ground, you really can ride all year around. If you’ve ridden
to work and the conditions turn too bad to ride home, use the public transit system.
The Ann Arbor bus system is great because the buses have bike racks on the front for
just that purpose. It allows you to promote that commuting option while reducing
traffic on the roads.”

While the current store, located at 3400 Washtenaw Avenue in Ann Arbor, was
opened in 1988, the business has been serving the area for much longer. Farrell
Plotner and Ben French, DeWight’s father and uncle, founded the original company,
Campus Bike & Toy, in 1933. At one point in its history there were a total of four
stores: one in Brighton, one in Fenton, and two in Ann Arbor. As the needs of
business changed and evolved, all but the one Ann Arbor location closed, making the
business more streamlined and stable for the future.

While DeWight talked to me with a calm and quiet confidence, explaining the many
things he’s learned about the sport he loves, his idealism became quite contagious.
DeWight views bicycles as a very simple solution to many complex problems. “If
you can get people on bicycles, their health improves, the ozone layer improves,
and carbon emissions are eliminated, thus decreasing our carbon footprint on the
planet.” Reflecting on cycling’s potential to prevent and curb health conditions, he
adds, “I recently heard that there are now one in four children suffering with Type II
diabetes. There’s an explosion of health problems going on, and cycling can be part
of the solution to many of those things. Fewer health issues means less money spent
by government and individuals on getting healthy.”

Wheels in Motion sells bikes for various kinds of cycling, including commuting, path
riding, racing, and mountain biking. DeWight encourages customers to be prepared
to answer a few questions when they come in looking for a new bike. He and his
team can help customers narrow down the type of riding they are most interested in,
get them fit to the right bike, and train them in proper riding techniques through a

DeWight doesn’t just sell bikes for a living; he’s also an avid
cyclist who has been riding most of his life and an idealist
whose views have been shaped by his love for the sport.
variety of clinics offered for riders.
He explained that, once they get into it, many customers become interested in more
than one bike, and that variety is part of the joy of cycling. There are times when
a person wants to ride down to the local coffee shop, go out to the country with a
group and ride really fast, or ride through the trails with another group. You can buy
a dual-sport, hybrid or cycle-cross bike, which are multi-purpose bikes, but “If you
really want to be the most efficient in every type of riding you enjoy, you buy a bike
for exactly the purpose it was designed. If you can afford to do that, you’ll be better
off in the long run…. There really is a difference. The mountain bike is perfectly
designed for someone who wants to get on the trails, and the road bike is perfectly
designed for aerodynamics and speed. Your hybrid or city bike is the one you want to
hop on to ride down to the coffee shop.”
DeWight broke down several different types of cyclists for me. “The pure commuter
is the person who really is trying to use the bike instead of a car. And that’s where
some of the problems come in when local officials try to decide between bike paths
and bike lanes. As a driver, if you were told that you could drive your car to work

While every retailer has felt the crunch of the recession over the
last several years, DeWight has perhaps felt that crunch a little
less…. In fact, as many businesses have been forced to cut back,
Wheels In Motion is set to expand in the coming year.
Some local schools are beginning to jump back on the cycling bandwagon. “For
several years, many schools banned students from riding their bikes to school,”
he explained, “but now they’re beginning to designate certain routes as ‘safe’ for
students to ride.” Some Ann Arbor schools have also started mountain biking clubs.
That’s exciting for the team at Wheels In Motion because they’re “always looking for
groups to organize with and ways to promote cycling, especially for kids.” Wheels
In Motion created Tour De Kid, a marathon developed specifically for kids as a way
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of introducing them to the sport of cycling at a young age. “The younger we can
introduce them, the better. It’s a fun event that will hopefully encourage them to
exercise and be active for a lifetime.” This year, the Ann Arbor Bicycling Society is
teaming up with Wheels In Motion for the Tour De Kid event and will be able to
provide an ongoing community resource for those who desire to continue riding into
their adulthood years. With schools coming back on board with cycling, there is a
continuity of cycling from youth through adulthood.

As an avid cyclist, DeWight rides the trails as well as many of the roads throughout
Ann Arbor and the surrounding area and is constantly reminded that safety is the
primary issue for any cyclist. “I really feel like we’re looked on as second-class
citizens,” DeWight said. “Motorists don’t show us the respect we wish they would.
Many refuse to share the road, including the bike lane. Often times they speed up
and crowd the bike lane so the biker can’t get through, or so that they can pass the
biker. I’m really not sure they realize how dangerous it is if an automobile comes in
contact with a biker. I often feel that I’m little more than an irritation to them. I wish
they’d just stop and think, if I even touch this person with my car, there could be lifealtering implications.”

Wheels In Motion created Tour De Kid, a marathon
developed specifically for kids as a way of introducing
them to the sport of cycling at a young age.

While there are several roads in Ann Arbor that have bike lanes, DeWight believes
that every road should have one. Though local governments often say that money
isn’t available to add bike lanes, they are setting aside money to repair roads, and
DeWight suggests that they slightly extend the roads that are already under repair to
make them safer for cyclists. “Doing just that would open the roads for more people
to commute to work, to the grocery store, or to downtown…. That just means less
traffic congestion on the streets, which is a cost-saving factor in the long run when it
comes to maintenance and repairs, and it opens up parking in downtown and other
high traffic areas.” On top of that, there is the personal savings for that person who
has opted to bike rather than drive.
While every retailer has felt the crunch of the recession over the last several years,
DeWight has perhaps felt that crunch a little less. “It’s a little different in the biking
industry. It’s interesting because as the price of gas has risen over the last few years,
so has the sale of bicycles. It’s just a given in an economic situation where people are
trying to find money-saving ways to travel.”

In fact, as many businesses have been forced to cut back, Wheels In Motion is set to
expand in the coming year. With a staff of 12 during peak volume, including both of
his children, Travis and Chelsie, the store will be moving one retail space over into
what is currently the Naked Furniture space. “It is more square footage and will give
us more floor space for bikes and accessories,” DeWight explained. “And Trek [a
primary bike brand carried in-store] is considering us as one of their concept stores,
which just means they will offer us more dealer support and guidance in the future.
I’m considering it, but, at the same time, we’ve really worked hard over the decades
to build our image and reputation within this community, and we’re really set on
maintaining that image while being able to offer our customers further support.” The
staff people at Wheels in Motion have become known as ambassadors for cycling.
“We promote cycling, whether it’s leisure cycling, commuting, or racing. We want
you to be comfortable coming into our store and we want to help you get out on the
roads and trails.”
###
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Green Living

Manifesting a Dream Job ~
How DIY Culture, Etsy, and Ingenuity Helped a Local Couple Find
Their Place in the Global Market

Artisans
Mark Winn
& Jeff Risinger

Owning their own business has taught Mark and Jeff valuable lessons…“It’s shown me that there are many different
avenues beyond the traditional to achieving your goals in life. What you can visualize, you can materialize,” says Jeff.

Story and Photos by Rachel Pastiva
You’ve probably noticed by now that we’re in the middle of a Great Awakening—
one that affects the very foundations that society is built upon: food systems, money
systems, political systems. People everywhere are discovering they are no longer
content with the status quo, and are willing to do something about it. As people
begin shifting their money to local financial institutions and vegetable gardens
continue to pop up in backyards across the country, a new creative movement is
transforming the way people spend money, and what they do to earn it.
The concept of DIY (Do-It-Yourself) is not a new one, but it’s no secret that over
the past few years it has gained a momentum that is unprecedented in our
modern history. From “Stitch ‘n’ Bitch” circles and craft fairs to Make magazine and
Instructables.com, the idea of making something yourself is entering the minds of
more and more would-be consumers, and inspiring people to question the quality
and function of mass-produced products. No place is the rise in handmade products
more evident than in the continued success of Etsy.com, the online marketplace for
all things handmade and vintage.

Since 2005, Etsy’s goal has been to reconnect makers with buyers, give artists a
chance to make a living doing their craft and, in the end, hopefully build a new
economy by doing so. As it exists today, Etsy is a launch pad for makers of all things
creative and innovative, not just artists, and has given a local couple a chance to
make a living doing what they love.
Operating out of their home in Ypsilanti, partners in business and in life,
30-somethings Jeff Risinger and Mark Winn began selling wares on Etsy in 2009,

Mark’s sister, Jessica, had been selling handpicked vintage
clothing for years [on Etsy]. “I saw that she was doing something
that she had passion for — she woke up in the morning happy to
be doing what she was doing. Even though she wasn’t making a
lot of money, she was making a living, and I thought it would be
worth it to me to just make a living doing something I love.”
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as a hobby to supplement their incomes. Mark’s sister, Jessica, had been selling
handpicked vintage clothing for years in her Etsy “shop” called Lola Vintage, and
this inspired Mark to give Etsy a try. “I saw that she was doing something that she
had passion for — she woke up in the morning happy to be doing what she was
doing. Even though she wasn’t making a lot of money, she was making a living, and I
thought it would be worth it to me to just make a living doing something I love.”

Spiritual Clearings
Sacred Practices to Release
Negative Energy and
Harmonize Your Life
by

Diana Burney, RN, BSN, M.Ed

SpiritualClearings.com
An Award Winning blend of spiritual and practical material, Spiritual Clearings,
offers a comprehensive checklist of situations that may require a personal, home,
property, or business Clearing; from feeling “stuck” in life, to selling a home.
Also discussed, are different categories of energy, its presence in the invisible
world, and the unseen influences that may be drawn to discordant energy.
The book’s Clearing exercises include prayers that invoke the assistance of the
Archangels and Ascended Masters, incantations and chants from different spiritual
traditions, and the visualization of the Violet Flame. (ISBN 978-1-55643-815-8)

Mark credits nostalgia for part of the attraction. “Who doesn’t
have some retro Tupperware in their house, in their basement,
stuck in some cupboard somewhere?...[And] how ubiquitous is a
Mason jar? Everywhere you go, there are Mason jars. So the idea
to upcycle them was modern and vintage at the same time.”
Jeff also dreamed of doing something different with his life: working for himself.
While working part-time at a video rental store, Jeff became acquainted with a
customer who hired him to do yard work, and later to be his full-time personal
assistant. “Working for Dale helped me realize I had the skills to run a business. I had
a lot of freedom while working for him and his wife…I basically ran their household.
I did everything from laundry, to gardening, to tax prep, to roofing. I really enjoyed
the variety of tasks involved and being able to work at my own pace. I realized that
I could work for myself and have that same freedom in my workdays. Not having to
punch in somewhere is a beautiful thing.”
Jeff and Mark established an online shop on Etsy and named it BootsNGus, after two
of their cats. In the beginning, the shop sold vintage housewares that Mark enjoyed
collecting. “We were selling vintage dishes, vintage garden planters, and vintage
home decor. It’s extremely fun for me to find a vintage set of dishes or an antique
planter somewhere that I know will be loved again by one of our customers,” Mark
says.
Mark’s passion for housewares began at a very young age. “[It] definitely stems
from growing up in the late 1970s and my mother’s tastes…She had Tupperware
parties and I used to be fascinated by all the colors and shapes. Our home was full
of beautiful housewares from the fifties, sixties, and seventies,” Mark says. “Most
of those pieces were bought at tag sales or garage sales or second-hand stores. My
parents are both avid ‘salers’. They love a bargain, and I’ve been treasure-hunting
with them since I was born.”

LIVING THE LIGHT WITHIN ™

Mark and Jeff added some homemade items to their shop when Jeff began sewing
pillows and coasters. The more he made, the more inspired he became. “The more
I focused on my creations, the more I desperately wanted to provide people with
something unique and different.”
In the first year of business, the shop brought in a few thousand dollars — not
enough to allow Mark and Jeff to realize their dreams. Mark remembers, “When
we had so many housewares that they were taking up valuable space in our house,
Jeff said, ‘If we want to move these, why don’t we try to make them into something
other than what they are?’ ”

Continued on page 26
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Manifesting a
Dream Job ~

to recycle and to reduce the amount of trash I threw away,” Jeff says. “We had so
much vintage Tupperware and antique Mason jars and old Pyrex bowls. Making them
into lights and giving them new lives seemed like a great idea.”
From there, the Tupperware lighting took off. Mark credits nostalgia for part of
the attraction. “Who doesn’t have some retro Tupperware in their house, in their
basement, stuck in some cupboard somewhere? Tupperware is great, but you can
only put so many leftovers away.” Jeff created more lights and began working with
Mason jars, another item Mark thinks people easily connect with. “How ubiquitous is
a Mason jar? Everywhere you go, there are Mason jars. So the idea to upcycle them
was modern and vintage at the same time.”
Upcycling housewares into lighting and, more specifically, upcycling Mason jars,
was the key to helping Jeff and Mark realize their dreams. Jeff left his job in the fall
of 2010 to devote his time fully to their Etsy shop. In March of 2011, as demand for
their lights increased, Mark quit his job, and Jeff could finally say he makes a living
working for himself. From chandeliers to sconces, pendant lights to outdoor solar
lighting, Mason jar lighting has become BootsNGus’s most popular product line.
Mark and Jeff have shipped their lights to every state in the country, as well as many
countries in Europe. They’ve shipped to places as diverse as Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, Turkey, Malaysia, South Korea, South Africa, and Brazil. “We’ve had many
restaurants and bars purchase our products,” says Mark. “We’ve sold to many shops
and boutiques, from coffee and tea shops to shoe stores, to bed and breakfasts. Pixar
studios purchased from us. A couple of television shows have purchased from us for
sets.”
In addition to selling their products worldwide, they have been featured in various
media outlets. “We’ve been in a few magazines including Natural Home & Garden,
Better Homes & Gardens, Country Living, Flea Market Style, and House & Home
Canada. We’ve been in many blogs and online magazines. One of our favorites was
an Italian online newspaper. We couldn’t understand the article, but we were very
pleased!” says Mark. “Our work will be featured on an ABC television show this
holiday season. We aren’t allowed to discuss details yet, but we’re very excited to
see our lights on prime-time TV!”

“I make it a point to support local and small businesses every
chance I get. Owning our own business has shown me how
important our contribution to our local economy really is.
I feel a deeper connection to our community.”

“That night, I put a
cord through some
Tupperware, hooked it
up, filmed it, and listed it
within an hour, because
I was so hyper. It went
from being a sevendollar Jello mold to a
thirty-five-dollar light.”

Continued from page 25
Jeff began doing research on what would prove to be the beginning of a profitable
new endeavor. “I went on Etsy and the Internet and looked up ‘upcycled Tupperware
lights.’ I noticed that no one had done anything.” (“Upcycling” is defined as turning
reused materials into products of better quality or a higher environmental value.)
“So I said, ‘I’m going to do it.’ That night, I put a cord through some Tupperware,
hooked it up, filmed it, and listed it within an hour, because I was so hyper. It went
from being a seven-dollar Jello mold to a thirty-five-dollar light.”
Though this was the first light Jeff made for BootsNGus, the process wasn’t new to
him. “I’ve always been interested in upcycled lighting. I’ve been making my own
lights out of found materials since I was in high school. I remember looking up ways

Jeff began sewing pillows and coasters. The more he
made, the more inspired he became. “The more I focused
on my creations, the more I desperately wanted to
provide people with something unique and different.”

Owning their own business has taught Mark and Jeff valuable lessons. For Jeff, it’s
been a reminder that anything is possible when you put your mind to it. “It’s shown
me that there are many different avenues beyond the traditional to achieving your
goals in life. What you can visualize, you can materialize.”
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For Mark, the experience has changed his perspective on his role as a consumer. “I
have become much more responsible with where and how I spend my money. I make
it a point to support local and small businesses every chance I get. Owning our own
business has shown me how important our contribution to our local economy really
is. I feel a deeper connection to our community.”
Both credit Etsy as a catalyst for the changes happening among consumers.
“Spending just a few minutes on Etsy can inspire one to want to support handmade.
Etsy has everything you could need for your home — millions of awesome items.
Etsy has changed people’s buying habits by offering a bounty of quality goods made
by hand, not made by a large conglomerate. Even the vintage side of Etsy is changing
the way people buy. It’s a wonderful way to recycle!” says Jeff.
“Etsy has given consumers another choice. Many of our customers tell us that they
don’t want to buy from large chains and would rather support handmade,” adds
Mark. “Etsy is also very easy and convenient. Shopping online is great for busy
people.” For those who want to support handmade items locally, Etsy even offers an
option to search for items by location.
In a time when chain stores are closing, Etsy gives artists a chance to grow their
businesses. It has given Jeff and Mark the foundation they need to continue to
explore new ideas for their lighting and expand to more markets. They are working
on launching their own website, BootsNGus.com, and hope to someday open a brickand-mortar store.
While they are grateful for the
opportunity they’ve had to build a
business, Jeff isn’t surprised at what
it has become. “I always knew I would
work for myself. I always knew I would
run my own business. I worked really
hard to manifest my dream. I didn’t
let circumstance get in my way. I kept
my eye on the goal. I’m lucky to have
a partner who shares that drive. When
we decided to make this business
work, we knew that it would. There
was never any doubt for us. It was just
a matter of time.”
Mark Winn was born and raised
in Alma, Michigan; Jeff Risinger in
Jackson, Michigan. They have been
together for five years. To see more of
their wares visit www.etsy.com/shop/
BootsNGus. You may also contact them
at bootsngus@yahoo.com.
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Each human has co-personalities that share the same eternal soul
By Maureen McMahon
Photos by Joni Strickfaden
The rungs of a redwood tree. Al Gore reading ice cores in Antarctica. The
anthropologist who discovered the Lucy remains combing the Afar Depression,
decoding cliffs of sediment. All tell a dynamic history.
The redwood seed was planted; the conditions were maybe a forest in Marin, foggy,
late afternoon light. A small grove for many centuries gained a tree, just as a long
and detailed history, in which all affects all, played out. The rungs of the stump
attest to drought, disease, fire, and flood. They tell a linear (concentric, if you will)
narrative, yet point to a dynamic history.
Now consider your hair. Consider how fluctuations in hormones, emotions, and
conditions are evidenced in how your hair grows moment to moment. A lock could
tell your story.
Catalogs of information are being naturally recorded all around us, yet, when it
comes to our individual histories, we tend to be more comfortable thinking about
how the human mind intentionally inputs items into various catalogs, as opposed to
it happening passively, subconsciously.
I could tell you a child was born. The conditions were Arizona, summer, teenaged
parents, a good school district, a bad relationship. And that would be a snippet of
the story, a fragment of narrative that could never encompass the whole. If you were
that child, you would most definitely want there to be more to that story.
As we form our narratives, we relish the intention and editorial choices involved in
telling anecdotes, writing diaries, building monuments, or, as is the tendency in the
modern world, using the Internet to record aspects of how we were here. Through a
torrent of zeroes and ones, our blogs unfold, our social media pages update, and our
emails come and go. When we publish our individual histories on the web, they take
on a dynamic life beyond the page of a diary — a process that is closer to the truth of
our dynamic nature.

Just as each book in each library used to have a static record, a Dewey Decimal
Number, now with the Internet, the life of that book has changed; encoded within its
reference tags are fast portals to thousands of other possibilities. As we evolve and
our systems for interpretation evolve, we are differently aware of interrelatedness,
exchange, and dynamic progressions. We’ve become accustomed to rapid progress
and rely on the way technology connects narratives.
Of course, the narrative process is also inherent. We talk about getting older. We
see our children growing up, our towns changing and the decades settling into
their legacies, and it feels linear. Yet, as we age, our personal legacies change with
our memory of them and our decisions of how to frame memory. It is a subjective
catalog, gloriously encouraged to change.
The question then is, could there be something apart from our narratives and our
memory that thoroughly catalogs the events of our lives? Something unbiased,
containing stories about us we maybe weren’t aware of before, stories that can aid in
processing our progress.
It is a catalog that is naturally being recorded all around us; it relies on our human
love of narrative, utilizing it as a transaction through which we come to understand
our true selves and our true potentials; it blends history as a helpful concept with
the reality that time is not linear; it is a catalog that is always in flux.
Sound unlikely or confusing? To begin, I’d like you to imagine a seismograph
recording the fluctuations of the Earth’s internal rumblings, not just during the
Japanese quake but during all events. Imagine Louis Armstrong’s “West End Blues”
being recorded in 1928, the oscillations in sound from his trumpet carving a vinyl
groove, its broadcast making history.
Now imagine an experiential body of knowledge recording everything that every
soul has ever thought, said, and done over the course of its eternal existence, as
well as all its future possibilities. The result is a record of raw events related to each
soul that can be accessed by an individual or by a person on behalf of that individual
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and interacted with through meditation, dialogue, imagery, impressions, emotional
or physical feelings, and downloading and uploading — all in a process intended to
bring further insight about the soul’s progress.
It may sound strange, but the existence of such a catalog is recognized by many of
the major spiritual traditions. In the Judeo-Christian tradition it is known as both
“The Book of Life” and “The Book of God’s Remembrance.” In Egyptian history it’s
referred to as “The Hall of Records.” Moreover, metaphysical students know of it as a
plane of consciousness called the “Akashic Records.”

As the akasha vibrates, what takes form are the
Akashic Records, a light body of universal self-awareness
and a dimension of consciousness that contains a
vibrational record of every soul and its journey.
Before we get into how this catalog could exist and what we can learn from it, we
need to dig into the concept of reincarnation. To many, reincarnation is a spiritual
belief held by some and not a reality. It seems intricate, unlikely, and uncomfortable.
Others say you may not believe in reincarnation but you will participate in it. To
them, it feels natural, logical, and obvious.
For the purposes of this exploration into the topic of the Akashic Records, as I will be
calling it, we need to consider that reincarnation is real. For many of us, life is too full
and our knowing too intact for us to have achieved our highest thought starting at
year one and ending at death. We go somewhere new and feel like we’ve been there
before. We meet our future spouse at a party and just know this person was meant
to be with us, feeling instantly that we’ve somehow picked up where we left off. We
ask ourselves, if I did not have the conditions in place to experience such events in
this lifetime, how do I know so much about this?
These feelings of knowingness seem to defy our linear catalog of events. They even
stick out in our minds as extraordinary…as the day my life’s trajectory changed…
as the day I won the legal settlement and felt a wave of justice cresting, feeling
more meaningful than my personal drama…or when I finally made the trek up that
mountain that had long called to me…or that small gesture that felt like it completed
something bigger than myself.
According to many of the world’s religions and spiritual traditions, when we become
aware of these shifts in our emotional compass, it is our eternal soul revealing
its progress to us. You’ll find this in Hindu traditions, as well as similar notions of
evolving consciousness in Tibetan Buddhism, Kabbalah, and Jainism, to name a
few. Common among these traditions is an expectation that people should strive to
become more aware of the dance of karma; to be self-reflective, but also to see it
moving slow and fast, leading to minor adjustments and broad restorative justice,
and always pointing to the reality that life is not linear, time is not linear.
Through the lens of reincarnation, you are a person experiencing life through a
particular personality, but versions of your eternal soul have incarnated many times.
This concept of “you” as a soul reincarnating as various personalities living during
many lifetimes helps explain how we get to our knowing, what our life’s purpose
is, what we’ve come to complete, and how we hope to evolve. While we think of
reincarnation as a linear progression of past lives resulting in one’s current lifetime,
it’s more complex than that, with simultaneity and probabilities always at play.

John
Friedlander

The question then is, could there be something
apart from our narratives and our memory that
thoroughly catalogs the events of our lives?
So how can we understand reincarnation more clearly? How can the catalog of
the Akashic Records help us understand it? These are the questions that directed
my study of the Akashic Records. These were also the first questions I asked
during a long phone conversation in January with John Friedlander, a well known
intuitive, author, and psychic teacher who resides here in southeast Michigan. John
teaches his students how to interact with the Akashic Records in his master classes
and through our conversation and correspondence, he gave me a much fuller
understanding of reincarnation and the Akashic Records than I received from the
basic resources I consulted.
The following is an exploration of what I learned. The texts I consulted were How to
Read the Akashic Records (2006) by Linda Howe and portions of The Seth Material
compiled by Jane Roberts, an American woman whose work channeling an entity
called Seth became the foundation for much metaphysical inquiry since the 1970s.
My hope is that these explorations will be thought provoking and enticing. Some
of these concepts will be a reach for many — and, I must admit, though he is very
skilled at explaining these concepts, interacting with John’s ideas felt like going down
the wormhole at times. Still, I think it’s valuable to be exposed to these ideas and
fascinating to contemplate our origins and the nature of the soul’s progress. I can
only sketch the scope of John's practices and believe that by doing your own study
and/or training with him and doing the psychic exercises that build skills with these
concepts would allow you both to understand and use them fruitfully.
As I stated before, the Akashic Records are an experiential body of knowledge
recording everything that every soul has ever thought, said, and done over the
course of its eternal existence, as well as all its future possibilities. Records also exist
for buildings, towns, eras, animals, and so on.
The medium for this recording is the Akashic plane, a central, neutral plane of
creation that interconnects all others and contains akasha, a Sanskrit word that
means “the primary substance.” According to Linda Howe, the akasha is so sensitive
that the slightest vibrations of an ether register an indelible impression upon it.

“After you die, what you do with your Akashic Records, is you take it
out of its linear order. Like modern music samplings. You create whole
new riffs and whole new different understandings…you start seeing
other choices you could have made…it’s really quite glorious.”
– John Friedlander
As the akasha vibrates, what takes form are the Akashic Records, a light body
of universal self-awareness and a dimension of consciousness that contains a
vibrational record of every soul and its journey. Here can be accessed an archive of
each soul as it has existed from lifetime to lifetime as different human beings on the
earth plane while evolving through time and space. In Howe’s description, these
Records are governed by non-physical light beings, called the Lords of the Records,
who work with a human’s Masters, Teachers, and Loved Ones by “downloading”
to them the information they will relay during an Akashic Reading. The Lords and
the entities they communicate with are, in essence, mediators of information, only
providing to a person or the reader who’s working on his or her behalf focused
excerpts that would be helpful to know.
Continued on Page 30

When people discuss near death experiences, they describe
their whole life flashing before their eyes. That’s all their
information being uploaded into the Akashic Records.
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So let me take us back to this Dewey Decimal concept of knowledge. Metaphorically
each soul has a Dewey Decimal Number in an eternal library that is managed by
librarians who regulate what information can be accessed and is open to the public
24 hours a day. In Linda Howe’s process to access the Akashic Records, a soul’s
Dewey Decimal Number is their current legal name, and there is a “Pathway Prayer”
process she has channeled to help anyone access the Records.
Why go into the Records? Among many reasons are to ask questions and to learn
about yourself or to receive information to be shared with others. Howe writes,
“Accessing the Record can be extremely valuable. Your soul's very essence and
expression, potential, and purposes can be seen. The Records can be a tool to assist
you in manifesting your own Life Purpose.” The information stored there is raw, in
that the Records show events exactly as they were experienced, and these events are
not clarified, understood, and assimilated until a consciousness takes responsibility
for doing so. Once it is fully assimilated, it is stored on the Akashic plane.
Howe’s book provides a useful background of the Akashic Records and is a practical
guide for how to explore them. She suggests a person accessing the Akashic Records
should ask questions beginning with how, why, and what; whereas time related,
predictive questions and yes or no questions are unreliable and are to be avoided.
She also states some guidelines for going into the Records, like avoiding drugs
and alcohol, grounding yourself after the reading, getting permission from others
to access their Record, remaining confidential about what is exchanged, and not
opening the Records of people under age 18.

I used Linda Howe’s Pathway Prayer process to explore the Akashic Records on
my own for about six months. While still a novice, I got some fascinating results
and would recommend anyone try it. Among the most revealing experiences I had
occurred when I went into a friend’s Record with her permission and got a powerful
feeling that I was interacting with her soul’s plan or higher self. I physically felt like I
accelerated north and entered a very loving space. I was able to calmly write down
the information I received and she claims it was helpful for her to read.

Imagine an experiential body of knowledge recording everything
that every soul has ever thought, said, and done over the course of its
eternal existence, as well as all its future possibilities.
When I shared my ideas and impressions with John Friedlander, he expressed that
the processes that go on around the Akashic Records are very complex and that this
is a very confusing topic, one that he’s learned about through studying with Jane
Roberts herself in 1974, and from reading The Seth Material and her other books, as
well as from his own clairvoyant explorations and channeling. I might point out, too,
that to access the Records, John does not use any certain prayer process. He told me
that you can find your Akashic Records many places, but that typically he does it by
focusing his awareness about a foot above the crown chakra, a place often called the
Soul Star.
When we spoke on the phone, John patiently began by pointing out that the Akashic
Records are not just a hall of records, but are intrinsically creative, and even include
what could have happened as well as what did; that is, they include probable
realities too. This is why predictive questions don’t work; they can’t take into account
the dynamic nature of probabilities in flux. He explained that everything that could
happen does happen. There are alternate worlds where you’ve taken different
choices. And in those worlds, this “you” here is the probable self, and “they” are to
themselves the real self. In the deepest sense, everything happens simultaneously.
And even though it’s happening simultaneously, at every point in time, it’s being
consciously reborn in time. So every moment recorded therein is nevertheless still
happening and continuing to change, which doesn’t fit into our linear consciousness.
To illustrate this, he described how a meeting in a dream he had some decades ago
changed the life experience of a woman in the Victorian era: “During a dream while
I was studying with Seth, I met a woman who was a past incarnation of mine from
the Victorian era. When she saw me in the dream, she was shocked and put her
hand over her mouth — because she had seen this male part of herself. When she
went to sleep, in line with Seth’s teachings, she hadn’t yet met this male aspect of
herself. When she woke up, my past Victorian incarnation was different than she had
been before she went to sleep. It wasn't until she went to sleep that she met her
future self, me; and it wasn't until I went to sleep that she, my past self, changed.
When I awoke, my past — her — had changed. Thus, my Akashic Records of my past
life were different when I woke than they had been when I went to sleep the night
before. Akashic Records change over time.”

While we think of reincarnation as a linear progression of past
lives resulting in one’s current lifetime, it’s more complex than
that, with simultaneity and probabilities always at play.
He added, “All consciousness expands in all directions, and your Akashic Records
are a form of consciousness, just as you are. When we work with them, we work
with them very dynamically.” He suggested that updating your Akashic Records
can be done often to great benefit. When he and his advanced students finish a
workshop, they almost always take some time to upload the information into the
Akashic Records, and then download a copy of all the information that’s relevant
into their bodies, auras, and in particular chakras. Thus, their Akashic Records are
up to date and are more available to their soul to help them make life plans, and the
information relevant to everyday life is right there in the body and aura so it can be
used.
Most people don't update their Akashic Records during their lifetime. For them, their
whole life's updating occurs upon death. This is why, when people discuss near death
experiences, they describe their whole life flashing before their eyes. That’s all their
information being uploaded into the Akashic Records.

“As humans, we can do healings with a co-personality
and complete issues and it makes a pretty dramatic change in
the aura. Its issues are your issues. It gave birth to you.”
–John Friedlander

John explained that anyone can update their Records consciously — by accessing
them and “sorting them out.” “After you die, what you do with your Akashic Records,
is you take it out of its linear order. Like modern music samplings. You create whole
new riffs and whole new different understandings…you start seeing other choices
you could have made…it’s really quite glorious.”
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Even though we can update our Records consciously and sort them out, people are
generally uncomfortable with exploring alternate probabilities as they relate to their
lives. “Seeing probabilities in dreams can be overwhelming. People wonder, ‘What
am I guilty of? What can I take pride in?’” — and so, when he was studying with Jane
Roberts in her group, they backed off exploring probabilities, even though “Seth told
us that exploring them could be thrilling…It changes your relationship to experience
when you really start to understand that you've taken multiple paths in your various
probabilities, and each is sacred and adds to life expanding in all directions. It took
me decades to return to probabilities with a deeper understanding, though now
my students and I find our psychic explorations of different probabilities to be both
reasonably easy and life changing.
“Within your everyday life you’ll have goals, things you like and things you don’t like,
but understanding this richness that all life expands in all directions — it gives you a
kind of openness and playfulness; a lack of fear, judgment, and resistance. You are
moving to a more synchronistic universe and away from your understanding of a
causal one.”
In response to Linda Howe’s description of “the Lords of the Records,” he noted
that all form is held together by consciousness, and that the Akashic Records are a
consciousness, not just a place. These “Lords” are form beings related to a whole
chain of evolution called the Deva chain (Deva being a Hindu word for deity),
which the Western traditions call an angelic chain. The chain runs parallel to the
human animal chain we understand, though their consciousnesses are necessary to
support our lives. He recommends the movie City of Angels (1998) for a metaphoric
explanation of a certain level of Devas who don’t have the self-reflective ego that
humans do. He also said about Devas, “They are pretty much at the same level as
humans, but are of a very different consciousness. They tend to move spontaneously
towards what is right the way a plant moves naturally towards light. They can’t
engage in the kind of stories that we engage with, they are different, and neither
form of consciousness is better.” These keepers streamline information in such a way
that you can focus on one probability. Each probable view would have one bank of
Akashic Records.

For many of us, life is too full and our knowing too intact for us to have
achieved our highest thought starting at year one and ending at death.

To clarify the meaning of the Masters, Teachers, and Loved Ones who are said to
govern the Akashic Records, he said, “I don't use that terminology. Many beings
collaborate to support human consciousness. Those ‘Lords of the Records’ include
beings who order time and space in conjunction with the way that humanity
currently experiences time, and the ‘Masters’ and so on work with the Lords to
facilitate our use of the Records during and after our lives. At a certain level all
these so-called Lords and Masters are exercising judgment, but not so much as a
king exercises judgment with whimsicality. The very nature of human consciousness
depends on our way of having time and they maintain that structure and our use of
it. I like to say time is a way to keep everything from happening at once. They are just
a part of that nature, these beings. The Devic Lords are just of a different chain of
evolution.”
Working from this metaphor of a library or bank of shared information, he added,
“The whole thing is a system. The simplest definition of a system is that when you
take action at any part of the system, the whole system is affected.” So your Records
can be distorted “by people adding or subtracting information; by people taking
your information for their own purposes, or by your giving it away. What you can do
in part of your work is you can go back and collect any information of yours that’s
elsewhere. You don’t have to rip it out of their grip. If they’re using it constructively,
you can let them keep it and make a copy of it.”
At this point in our conversation, without pausing and much to my delight, John
described how he was currently accessing the Akashic Records: “I don’t think I’ve
sorted out my Records in a year and a half. Now that I’m talking to you, so now as
we are talking, I’m sorting out my Records. One of my family members has a strong
opinion of what I should be doing with my life, and my family member is, quite
unconsciously, poking their finger in my Akashic Records, and so I’m doing what’s
called becoming neutral, in which I’m acknowledging my family member has an
opinion and then I withdraw my energy from their space. When I've done so, that
family member can no longer affect my Records because only my resistance gave
them traction there in the first place.”
Before we talked, I had read John’s chapter on co-personalities in his recent book,
Psychic Psychology: Energy Skills for Life and Relationships (2011), which had
given me more insight into reincarnation. In it, he emphasizes how “past” lives
happen simultaneously and that each human has co-personalities that share the
same eternal soul. When we spoke, he elaborated that, “When you die, you can
work together with your other incarnations as a collective to ‘seed’ or plan a new
future life. It isn't just your next life; it's the next life for each of the participating
incarnations. This process is a new idea — you each participate in this next life your
collective is seeding. You participate from a psychic platform that forms part of the
new life's unconscious mind.”
I told him that after reading his descriptions of a soul’s co-personalities, the imagery
it brought to my mind was of fingers leading to a hand, to a wrist, then to an arm
— the co-personalities being the fingers working together, and the eternal soul
uniting them as the wrist and arm. Working with my metaphor, he laughed warmly,
Continued on Page 32
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saying it’s more like three hands, and then explained that, “At the causal level, each
incarnation has its own soul, and is in constant, though usually unconscious, contact
with that soul. The incarnation, that is you, your personality, also continues further
up the arm in that it shares experiences with a broader group-shared soul, and up
more to an ever broader sharing, until you get seven small levels up, where you
share experiences with the whole human race.”

“Within your everyday life you’ll have goals, things you like
and things you don’t like, but understanding this richness
that all life expands in all directions — it gives you a kind
of openness and playfulness; a lack of fear, judgment, and
resistance. You are moving to a more synchronistic universe
and away from your understanding of a causal one.”

I then asked him if you could use your mind to communicate with your soul’s other
co-personalities. He replied that there is another use of the term co-personalities
more related to this, which he describes as “a psychic platform that’s attached and
my other co-personalities are ensconced in it.” To elaborate the point, he used the
example of his good friend Will, a man who studied with him and Jane Roberts
in John’s current lifetime, died decades ago, and is one of John’s co-personalities.
“Will participates in his experience from his own center, but also in mine. Will can
participate from his own consciousness. Will is helping me grow my equanimity. It’s
not second hand, my experience, to Will; it’s a direct but different experience. Like
the audience watching a basketball game. They are there, interacting as part of the
crowd, seeing it as it unfolds.” Additionally, “The soul has it’s own psychic platforms
called ‘permanent seeds’ that act as mediating stations between you and the Akashic
Records. There are three of them.”

– John Friedlander
When I asked him if you could run into one of your co-personalities on the street, he
replied that, yes, you can meet your counterparts. Jane Roberts was a counterpart
of Rob, her husband, and a counterpart of her best friend, and about 10 other
people who studied with her. At one frequency level they have distinct souls, but one
significant step higher in frequency they share a soul. He added that, “That’s another
thing that affects Akashic Records, because, from just one point of view, they just
have the information from that one life, but from another, they have all information
from you and your counterparts.”
“Often your bitterest rivals will be your counterpart. Incarnating as counterparts
is how you experience the richness of that time frame. You can’t understand the
21st century as just an intellectual female who lives here. If you really want to
understand an issue or the 21st century, this whole group, almost like a team, will go
in to understand…maybe how to get the notion of the physical body. One might be
an athlete, one might be paralyzed to understand that, one might be a doctor, one
might have 15 children — to really explore all the things a body can do and not do.”

Author Linda Howe and her book,
How to Read the Akashic Records :
Accessing the Archive of the Soul and Its Journey
Linda Howe is the founder and director of the Center for Akashic Studies,
and the leading expert in the field of Akashic Studies. Specializing
in the use of the Akashic Records for personal empowerment and
consciousness development, she has successfully taught thousands of
people to work in the Records as a spiritual practice since 1996. Widely
regarded as a gifted teacher, Linda Howe is known for making spiritual
ideas understandable and useful in the daily lives of her students,
enabling them to experience the growth and transformation they seek.

“They are pretty much at the same level as humans, but are of a very
different consciousness. They tend to move spontaneously towards
what is right the way a plant moves naturally towards light. They
can’t engage in the kind of stories that we engage with, they are
different, and neither form of consciousness is better.”
					

– John Friedlander on Devas

“One group might want to explore the politics of the age, in one country, or
throughout the globe. People born in the forties and fifties might have wanted to
explore gender issues; one person might be gay, one a very promiscuous male or
female, or a monk. Or explore it through classes; one a poor mother, one a Park
Avenue mother, one person might join an eco forum, one might be Gloria Steinem.
The real story is there is this proliferation of stories going on with all the others.”

Why would a personality seed a new incarnation and participate in that incarnation
as a co-personality? “You die, and eventually you really need new experience
from another incarnation. So you seed a new incarnation, collaborating with other
incarnations from your soul who also are no longer alive. The soul also takes part
in that collaboration in the new incarnation from a much higher energy. You hang
out with that new incarnation from your little platform, interact with its new
experiences; it’s not like you’re a passive recipient of its experience. You feed back
through the new incarnation's subconscious your own responses to its experiences.”
He added, “The living personality can bring in new co-personalities as its personality
changes. Co-personalities don’t have to stay for the whole lifespan.” This interplay is
partly why a personality undergoes a dramatic change; the co-personality completes
what it needed and clears out, allowing a new co-personality to interact. It’s why you
see that some people have such distinct chapters in their life and seem like they are
“a different person” when they begin a new chapter. An example might be someone
who battles severe addiction and recovers from it. When John explained this to
me, it was a real revelation, helping me to understand why people might take such
unexpected and, in the end, profound detours. It helps explain this yearning we have
regarding the question of what do we need to complete.
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SURVIVING THE DRAGON:
An Evening with Arjia Rinpoche
A Tibetan Lama's Account of 40 years of Chinese Rule
Wednesday, March 20, 2013, 7pm
at Jewel Heart, 1129 Oak Valley Drive,
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Suggested Donation ~ $5 - $10 — if you cannot afford
a donation, you are most welcome!
Co-sponsored by
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore and Tea Room
and Jewel Heart Tibetan Buddhist Learning Center
Join us for an intriguing talk and book signing!
Questions? Contact kathy@jewelheart.org
734 994 3387 x 221
or rachel@crazywisdom.net
Jane Roberts (Seth Books)
Jane Roberts (May 8, 1929 – September 5, 1984)
grew up in Saratoga Springs, New York
where she attended Skidmore College.
Jane was a prolific writer in a variety of
genres including poetry, short stories,
children’s literature, fiction, and nonfiction. Her international bestselling
non-fiction books include Seth Speaks,
The Nature of Personal Reality, and The
Individual and the Nature of Mass Events.
Her enormously popular novels include
The Education of Oversoul Seven,
The Further Education of Oversoul
Seven, and Oversoul Seven and the
Museum of Time (now published
as The Oversoul Seven Trilogy).
Yale University Library maintains a
collection of Jane’s writings, journals,
poetry, and audio and video
recordings that were donated after her
death by her husband, Robert F. Butts.

My fascinating conversation with John ended with a question about Jane Roberts
and Seth. In The Seth Material, Seth often talks about Jane’s incarnations and I
wondered if Seth accesses the Akashic Records to do this. John replied, “Seth sees
everything simultaneously.” I should have guessed. He added, “I do past life readings
by picking up the energy in people’s auras. Some people differentiate doing an aura
reading and checking the reading by getting ‘the truth’ from the Akashic Records.
My concern is what’s happening in the aura. Reading co-personalities’ interactions is
also very helpful. As humans, we can do healings with a co-personality and complete
issues and it makes a pretty dramatic change in the aura. Its issues are your issues. It
gave birth to you. It’s not that you have to suffer because your soul chooses this life.
This doesn't fit into linear time. Before you even exist in time, you, the personality
that you eventually become, actually chooses to be born or not into the particular
circumstances of your family.”
I hung up the phone pretty awestruck. Could it be that I’m a finger dancing on a
hand, synchronizing with my many co-personalities to evolve our soul? Sounds
probable to me — and after taking a few months to explore the Akashic Records,
even likely. Doing this exploration has taken me out of my linear, causal, selfreflective narrative and opened my mind to the possibilities beyond. I agree with
John that when you go after the richness that comes from understanding that all life
expands in all directions, you approach a lack of fear, judgment, and resistance, and
feel openness and playfulness in their place. Reincarnation and the Akashic Records
are often uncharted territory, though well worth exploring for yourself.

Linda Howe’s How to Read the Akashic Records,
various Jane Roberts texts, and
John Friedlander’s Psychic Psychology
are available at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore.
Visit John Friedlander's website, psychicpsychology.org,
for a free download that can help you get in touch with your soul.

Laurel Emrys ... is thrilled to
be here in Ann Arbor again!
~ PIANO, FLUTE & HARP LESSONS (+ RENTALS)
~ EXPERT PIANO TUNING SERVICES
~ FUSION ASTROLOGY CONSULTS
~ BRAINWAVE SELF-OPTIMIZATION

Call (734) 761-7699
LaurelEmrys@yahoo.com
www.BrainflexFormula.com
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Mary Anne
Perrone ~
Spiritual Guide,
Anam Cara

And with a delightfully ready sense of humor, she can share a belly laugh as easily as a prayer
By Jeanne Ballew
Photographs by Joni Strickfaden
If you were preparing to embark on an adventure full of risk, mystery, and challenge,
who would you choose as your guide? A big, beefy guy? A wizened old man who
knows all the short cuts and back roads? You may be surprised to find that a slight,
soft-spoken, middle-aged woman with attentive blue eyes can offer just the expertise
you need. After all, diving headlong into the void, the abyss of consciousness, the
great unknown of the divine is exactly that kind of adventure. Travelers on this path
who have Mary Anne Perrone as their spiritual guide count themselves fortunate for
she offers a most profound quality indeed — presence.

Mary Anne comes to this career as a spiritual guide after a range of life experience.
She spent about 12 years cumulatively as a special education and bilingual teacher
at the elementary and middle school levels, not including time off to raise her two
boys, do community organizing, and live overseas doing social justice and Latin
American solidarity work. From 2000–2005, she was the founding principal of Our
Lady of Guadalupe, a small middle school for girls in southwest Detroit.
In addition to her career in education and being a mom, Mary Anne has been a nonstop activist for peace and justice issues for over thirty years. Inspired by her own
spirituality and faith, she has worked extensively with the Interfaith Council for Peace
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and Justice in Ann Arbor focusing on Latin America and other peace and justice
issues, including nuclear disarmament and putting an end to world hunger, torture,
and war.
When asked how she got so involved in global social justice work and why she has kept
at it for more than 30 years, Mary Anne tells the following story:
In 1979, I took my very first trip to Latin America to be part of a group
holding dialogues with the native people affected by oppressive,
dictatorial regimes and extreme poverty. There was a simple quote
on a poster hanging on the wall in the center by development
theorist and ethicist Denis Goulet: “Yes, there is a connection
between meaningless deaths on one continent and meaningless
lives on the other.” That quote impacted me at a visceral level. I
find it is as true today as when I first read it, if not more so. I have
worked in various ways to address both realities of meaninglessness
and to illuminate the connection. It occurs to me now that my call
to be both an activist and a spiritual guide is in some ways, for me,
a “getting at” that connection and attempting to transform what is
meaningless into fuller life.

“There is always a feeling that one should
not rest while injustice is being done.”
In 1979, Mary Anne completed a five-week traveling seminar in Mexico called "The
Struggle for Social Justice in Latin America" at a time of tremendous upheaval and
liberation movements throughout the southern hemisphere. Since that time, she
has had a special devotion to solidarity work in the United States related to those
liberation movements in Latin America, including working to change U.S. foreign
policy toward human needs instead of military aid for oppressive governments; the
Sanctuary Movement for Central American refugees during the 1980s; the Pledge
of Resistance to prevent the U.S. invasion of Nicaragua; and the closing of the U.S.
Army School of the Americas housed at Ft. Benning, Georgia, where the U.S. has
trained thousands of Latin American military officers who have returned to their own
countries to commit horrendous human rights violations against civilian populations.
She says:
I’ve been an activist all of my adult life. I am an extrovert, and I’ve
been a very “doing” person. I’ve had the opportunity to see first hand
and experience deeply some of the incredible problems that we face
in our world today, especially for the poor and oppressed. I have
been called to accompany them and to advocate with and for them.
There is always a feeling that one should not rest while injustice is
being done.
Although I’ve always been a reflective person and engaged
in reflection, I’ve been a little late in coming to the value of
contemplation. Paying attention to my interior landscape has not
figured as prominently as what is out there. It’s been a journey for
me to marry these two pieces and to learn to value and pay attention
to my own soul even while continuing work out in the world to
address the burning issues of our day. This meeting place of action on
behalf of others and attending to one’s own center and relationship
with spirit is at the crux of what we need at this moment in our
history.
A lifelong Catholic, Mary Anne regularly attends St. Mary’s student chapel in Ann
Arbor, a place that easily integrates her religious beliefs with her social justice values.
“My Catholic identity has evolved over the years, and I continue to embrace the
liberating aspects of Catholic social teaching.”

“Being a partner and a parent has been a huge
part of my own spiritual path. It has been one
of the main training grounds for accompanying
others through spiritual guidance. It is certainly
where many of us find the most challenges and
opportunities to become more whole.”
Though Mary Anne has clearly been in leadership and active roles throughout her
adult life, one feels the genuine humility that comes along with years of sincere
spiritual practice when sitting with her. She listens more than speaks. She honors
different perspectives rather than forcing her own agenda. She is sharp, perceptive,
and challenging in a gentle, quiet way. Mary Anne is a modern day sage, though she
would blush to hear it. And with a delightfully ready sense of humor, she can share a
belly laugh as easily as a prayer.
As for her home life, Mary Anne has been married to Ricardo Bartelme, M.D., for
over thirty-four years. They have raised two sons, Dominick and Micah, who are now
grown, and they just became grandparents to a beautiful baby girl named Aria Marin
Bartelme, daughter of Dominick and his wife, Lisa. “Being a partner and a parent,”

“This meeting place of action on behalf of
others and attending to one’s own center and
relationship with spirit is at the crux of what we
need at this moment in our history.”
says Mary Anne, “has been a huge part of my own spiritual path. It has been one of
the main training grounds for accompanying others through spiritual guidance. It is
certainly where many of us find the most challenges and opportunities to become
more whole.”
In 2005, Mary Anne enrolled in a two-year long course called The Art of Spiritual
Guidance Trainings and Alchemy with Atum O’Kane here in Ann Arbor. “It is not
a certification program in spiritual guidance,” reports Mary Anne, “but rather an
opportunity to access one’s own spiritual guidance. I was asked to help coordinate
the second two-year program, so I took the course twice. Later, along with other
graduates in this program, I took another year-long course in alchemy (spiritual
transformation to become more of our authentic, divine self) with Atum O’Kane. Mr.
O’Kane is a gifted teacher who lives in Seattle but travels throughout the world giving
trainings.” (To learn more about him and his training, go to www.atumokane.com) In
2008, Mary Anne enrolled in a two-year certification program at the Haden Institute
to become a certified spiritual guide. She is also a member of Spiritual Directors
International (www.sdiworld.org).
Mary Anne is now established as a spiritual guide, a term she likens to companion.
This type of role is not new by any means. According to Mary Anne:
It is a time honored tradition in the Catholic Church, but in more
recent times it has been embraced by other Christian denominations,
Jews, and other world religions, as well as those who do not identify
with any particular religion. There is a deeply felt spiritual hunger

Continued on page 36

“My Catholic identity has evolved over the
years, and I continue to embrace the liberating
aspects of Catholic social teaching.”
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Mary Anne Perrone ~ Spiritual Guide, Anam Cara

Continued from page 35

today. Many are seeking out different types of groups, formal or
informal, such as book groups, meditation groups, inquiry groups,
and conversation groups. People are feeling a need to pay attention
to their souls whether that is in the form of their emotional or
physical health, their creative side, or their intellectual awakening
as to what is happening on the planet. Many are searching for their
purpose in life, their mission, asking, “Why am I here at this time in
history? What is my purpose?” We are seeking wholeness. A very
personalized way to do this is to see a specific person on a regular
basis to accompany one on the journey.

The midwife’s whole purpose is to be available to the mother.
Sometimes this involves asking the right question. Sometimes it is
making a comment or a suggestion, but less so. What I have found
most helpful is to hold up a mirror. Many times we don’t see things
about our journey or about ourselves, at least not in that moment.
For example, sometimes our words are saying one thing and our body
another. If we have a worry about some challenge, someone listening
well might see that maybe it isn’t all bad or that maybe we have more
of the answers than we realize. As a spiritual guide, if we simply reflect
back what we hear the other person say, not so much what we think,
this can be very helpful.

“There is no sense of fixing anything, particularly oneself. Clients are not directed
to go back to childhood to resolve anything. We start simply from a desire to grow
spiritually and live more consciously, to enrich our relationship with the divine.”
Mary Anne prefers the term spiritual guide to the commonly used term spiritual
director.
It’s a little softer and less “directive” sounding, but the process is
usually known as spiritual direction. The idea in spiritual direction is
that Spirit is the actual director, not the person named as the spiritual
director. [In the simplest terms,] being a spiritual guide means to
accompany an individual on his or her journey through life. Our
spiritual journey is not separate from our life journey. We have one
life and one journey. All of us can use some accompaniment along the
way to remind us that we are spiritual beings on a human path.
There are a number of other interchangeable terms that have been used to describe
the role of spiritual guidance, including spiritual midwifery, holy listening, anam cara
(Gaelic for soul friend), and accompaniment. Mary Anne says that these are all terms
that help describe the nature of her work -- the kind of listening that goes beyond
hearing, but involves listening from the heart. Says Mary Anne:
We can all use a soul friend, someone who is willing to go there with
us. Sometimes this is a literal friend who we feel a close bond with,
but sometimes people take the next step and find a relationship that
is solely devoted to spiritual growth.
The midwife image is such a beautiful one. The laboring mother is the
one who gives birth, but the midwife attends to, accompanies, and
supports the mother and catches the baby to give it a soft landing.
In spiritual guidance, it’s not the guide making things happen. It’s
the hidden things happening inside a person’s soul. Sometimes a
baby gets stuck, or a foot comes out first, or the baby is coming too
fast. The spiritual guide can assist in those moments, listening very
carefully to what is happening with the client's soul.

When I was seeing a spiritual guide many years ago, I came to her
with a problem having to do with my prayer life. She listened carefully,
such a wise woman, then looked at me and said, “That doesn’t sound
like a problem to me.” There is no way in the world that what I was
describing didn’t sound like a problem to me. But her response shifted
things so much that I was able to see things differently.
In some ways, spiritual guidance can look a bit like therapy. Sessions are held oneon-one in a quiet, private place, last about an hour, and address the intimate details
of an individual's daily life. But the similarities end there. Most important to note is
that spiritual guidance is not designed to fix a problem. As Mary Anne says:
There is no sense of fixing anything, particularly oneself. Clients are
not directed to go back to childhood to resolve anything. We start
simply from a desire to grow spiritually and live more consciously, to
enrich our relationship with the divine. It can be very therapeutic,
and sometimes there is overlap with therapy, but we are not trained
as therapists. At its best, spiritual guidance is neither counseling nor
advice giving, nor is it directive in any way (just like good therapy).
We are essentially there to listen, be present with the seeker, and
reflect back to them what they hear. Sometimes both the client and
the guide are listening together for what spirit is saying.
There is no specific goal that we’re “working toward” in spiritual
guidance, though the process may be healing and clients may
feel significant shifts. Sometimes people come in with a particular
problem and that may be a starting place but not necessarily. They
may think of their problem as a spiritual issue but they also want
to deepen their spiritual consciousness. If it is a deeply entrenched
psychological problem, we refer them to a trained psychotherapeutic
professional.
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The spiritual guidance session is not just talking about spirituality, the journey,
or about practices, though that certainly happens, but the session itself can be a
spiritual practice that includes silence, guided meditation, spoken or silent prayer,
stopping conversation and doing something else to shift the energy, or giving time
over to where the spirit is moving. Says Mary Anne, "Even though spiritual guidance
may involve talking about or listening to a person’s understanding of spirit and who
God is for them and what their prayer life is like or their meditation practice, often
what we’re doing is looking at their everyday life. One way of seeing it is to ask the
question, 'How is the spirit moving in your life?'” She continues:
Both the guide and the seeker are practicing holy listening. Within
this container, the guide is listening to the seeker and spirit in the
moment, as well as listening for how the seeker has been listening
over the past few weeks since their last meeting. The balance varies
from meeting to meeting and person to person.
Silence can also play a very important role in the session and can
be called upon at any time. In a spiritual guidance session, it is a
good thing, not an awkward thing. It is both a time for being and for
listening to something other than each other.
Though it is called spiritual guidance, one does not have to be religious to partake of
Mary Anne's services. Says Mary Anne:
Many people today do not identify with a specific religion but are
very interested in growing spiritually. If someone wants to start
a session off with a particular practice from their tradition that
helps him or her to feel more comfortable, such as saying a prayer,
chanting, or something else, I would gladly participate in that. It
is the person’s time to spend how he or she wishes. I am there to
accompany their process; it is not my process.
Another extremely important function of a spiritual guide is to create sacred space
within each session. "Wherever the meeting takes place,” says Mary Anne, “it is set
apart from the everyday in both space and time yet in the midst of the everyday. The
sacredness is what we create together. Our meeting needs to be safe and imbued
with trust and a sense that the person can bring anything at all to the space.”
To facilitate her spiritual guidance sessions, she provides a physical space that is
warm and inviting. In that regard, it is a lot about hospitality and comfort. There
should be no phones or interruptions. Ideally, there is room for silence. Things like
lighting a candle or having an altar or focal point help create a certain atmosphere.
Mary Anne sees people in her own living room, though some use an office or other
setting.

Mary Anne says that sometimes she finds herself with someone:
…on a street corner or a busy cafeteria. It’s not always planned. Any
of those spaces can be sacred. Sometimes I go into people’s homes,
for example, if one is too ill to leave the home or if a young mom has
little ones and cannot easily come to me. Whenever we enter into a
meeting of hearts with the other, this is holy ground.
Another aspect to spiritual guidance is that clients are given the opportunity to
discuss and/or explore their own spiritual practices or other practices that might
be helpful. But Mary Anne warns against the temptation for the guide to get overly
caught up in presenting clients with the latest, greatest tool.
I know a number of different techniques such as the use of mandalas,
movement, breath work, and so on, and if it is the right moment
with the right person, these are resources to call upon at any given
moment, but generally speaking there is no lesson plan. You don’t
want to do activities for the sake of the activity. It is all in service to
the client’s needs in the moment. Hopefully, if I give advice or make
specific recommendations, it is not just because I learned it at a
recent workshop, but because I see it as a felt need in the moment.
Mary Anne says that "anyone seeking to know one's true self, seeking a
closer relationship to spirit and the divine, or who is seeking to enhance one's
consciousness in all that one participates in" can benefit from working with a
spiritual guide.
When asked what she loves most about being a spiritual guide, Mary Anne said, “It is
a privilege to be invited into people’s hearts and souls and into the intricacies of their
lives. I love sharing their challenges and joys and witnessing the lights going on when
spirit is transforming their lives right before my eyes.”
To contact Mary Anne Perrone to learn more about spiritual guidance, you can email
her at maperrone@ameritech.net or call her at (734) 996-9390.
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Sustainable Health

Classical Homeopathy
— The Way of Life
By Monica Gurnani
The human body is equipped with a marvelous system of repair and self-preservation.
This healing system is active throughout the lifetime of the individual and is capable of
restoring the individual’s own rhythm and balance if it is given a chance.
Homeopathy is a powerful complementary medicine that stimulates this natural
healing process through the use of plant and mineral substances in very small doses.
Homeopathic remedies act as a catalyst to restore the normal function of the individual
at all levels, mind and body. With the aim to restore health rather than suppress
symptoms, they bring fast, gentle, effective, and permanent cure without side effects.
They are green, not tested on animals, and are derived from natural sources.
While many know of homeopathy as a common folk medicine, in places like India,
where I trained to be a homeopathic physician, it is integrated into standard care at
clinics and hospitals. Among many purposes, it is used to build up the immune system,
improve diet, and reduce the side effects of other treatments. It is also used to prepare
a person physically and psychologically for the shock and trauma of surgery, as well as
shorten the recovery time after surgery.
Great personalities like Mother Teresa, Mahatma Gandhi, John D. Rockefeller, and Pope
John Paul II used homeopathy and encouraged others to use it. The British royal family
has used and endorsed homeopathy for the last three generations.
To understand homeopathic principles, we can first turn to the definition of
homeopathy. It comes from the Greek words homeo meaning similar and pathos
meaning disease or suffering. The founder of homeopathy was Dr. Samuel Hahnemann
(1755–1843). Based on his observations he formulated the so-called “Law of Similars”
in which like cures like. This can be explained with a simple example. One common hay
fever remedy is prepared from Allium Cepa (onion) because a healthy person chopping
an onion will often get a runny nose and streaming eyes. Thus, Allium Cepa can cure
the same set of hay fever symptoms of runny nose and watery eyes.
Hahnemanian homeopathy, often called classical homeopathy, is a holistic approach
that considers physical, mental, and emotional aspects of an individual. According
to the homeopathic way of thinking, a disease originates from a disturbance of the
patient’s "vital force." This is the life force energy that sustains life. As the origin of
disease occurs on this energetic level, the homeopathic remedy also has to be on this
level. Such an energetic medicine is made through diluting the remedy and succussing
it, or shaking it vigorously. All homeopathic medicines are "potentized,” which releases
the potential of a substance from its physical matrix so it can operate in an energetic
field.
Homeopathy has an individualized approach for each person and it takes into
consideration all the signs and symptoms manifested by the body and mind. Even two
brothers with colds may need different remedies depending on symptom presentation.
Homeopathy doesn’t look at disease as an external entity. The symptoms manifested
by the body during sickness help us to identify a unique remedy for that individual. It’s
like getting fit for a tailor made dress rather than buying something from the store.

Homeopathy has an individualized approach for each
person and it takes into consideration all the signs and
symptoms manifested by the body and mind.
The work of the homeopath is then to look at the more subtle level, at the image of the
disease, to see the manifestation at the deeper level. By looking at all the aspects of
disease, not just the diagnostic symptoms, the perversions of functions that manifest in
mind, body, and spirit, the homeopath sees the sum total that provides a sound basis
for prescription. The homeopath goes deeper to the root of disease and takes care of
things from there.
Homeopathic treatment is a two-fold process, including constitutional for chronic
complaints and acute for complaints of an acute nature. Homeopathic consultation
for a chronic illness or condition consists of a complete case taking, which includes the
patient’s history, their current condition, and information about their nature (body
temperature, energy level, appetite, sleep, personality, and mental and emotional
make-up). After collecting all the data, the homeopath takes some time to analyze the
case and come up with the remedy that matches all the symptoms presented by the
individual. Depending on the patient's response to the remedy, the homeopath may
repeat or change the remedy.
Chronic illness is caused by “miasm,” a homeopathic term derived from the definition
“polluting or residual poisons.” Miasms can be acquired or inherited and affect the
body and the mind. They are like a computer virus that disrupts the programming and
crashes the system. Thus, effective treatment of chronic ailments needs a miasmatic
remedy. The three original miasms discussed by Hahnemann were Psora (mother of
disease), Sycosis, and Syphils, which were followed by the additions of Tubercular and

Cancer miasms. Homeopaths understand that miasms exist in various layers within the
body and the miasmatic remedy is like peeling away the layers of an onion as we work
to correct disease and build health.
A few chronic diseases responding successfully to homeopathy are: allergies, asthma,
recurrent respiratory infections, A.D.D./A.D.H.D., ear infections, migraines, sinus
infections, autism, acid reflux, irritable bowel syndrome, ulcerative colitis, thyroid
problems, chronic yeast infections, menopausal related complaints, neuralgias,
nervous disorders, depression, anxiety disorders, insomnia, and obesity.
Homeopathic consultation for an acute condition (for example, flu, urinary tract
infection, headache, food poisoning, ear infection, colic, fever, sprains, bruises, and
cuts) can be done in-person or over the telephone. The homeopath will ask questions
pertaining to the specific condition and some questions about the person’s general
mood, sleep, appetite, and so on.

The work of the homeopath is then to look at the
more subtle level, at the image of the disease, to see
the manifestation at the deeper level.
I run a family practice and see clients of all ages, from infants to geriatrics. I work with
many parents who are drawn to homeopathy because it offers a safe treatment for
childhood ailments without side effects. A lot of baby ailments like teething, colic,
ear infections, sleep issues, and cold/flu respond effectively with remedies. I recently
treated a child who had asthma and had been taking treatments for it. Once we
evaluated the case it became clear that his underlying fears, such as fear of water, were
a derangement at the emotional level. By treating him with homeopathic remedy and
looking at the whole picture, we were able to address his fears and cure his asthma,
with no further medication required, thus healing him at all levels.
Minor complaints during pregnancy that affect the general well being of the mother,
like morning sickness, constipation, or cold and flu, can also be successfully treated
using homeopathic remedies. There are even remedies that can be used to help with
normal labor and delivery, breast-feeding issues, and for proper bonding of mother and
child.
There are about 3,000 proved remedies compiled and organized in books formatted
by homeopathic practitioners. The homeopathy remedies are prepared under strict
guidelines provided by the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the United States (HPUS).
If you are interested in trying homeopathy for your own well being, here are a few
remedies that can be used to treat common family illnesses and can be found in the
health food store. These remedies can be used in 30c potency and the dosage can be
every four to five hours depending on intensity of symptoms (30c is a standard dosage,
referring to the centesimal potency scale, in which the dilution contains 1 part mother
tincture and 99 parts alcohol or water). Please consult a practitioner for questions or
concerns.
Arnica: Derived from the plant Arnica Montana, it helps reduce muscle soreness,
swelling, bruising, trauma, and shock. Arnica can be used after an accident or minor fall
from tripping in the park or outdoor play. It can be used to recover from a strenuous
workout.
Chamomilla: Made from the chamomile flower, it soothes teething, as well as bloating
in the abdomen and stomach of people with severe diarrhea. It can be used for babies
who are irritable, scream with anger, are restless, or demand to be held.
Aconite: This is especially effective when taken at the first sign of a cold or fever
and also treats anxiety and fear after shock or trauma. It can be used after dental
treatments.
Ruta: Also known as a first aid remedy, it is made from rue, Ruta graveolens, known
as the herb of grace. It is used for strains to tissues around bony parts brought on by
over exertion, or if the body has general bruised soreness, is aching with weakness, or
is worse lying or sitting still. People who need ruta are troubled in their minds. They
become quarrelsome and dissatisfied and, despite their restlessness, feel languid and
despairing.
Caulophyllum: This is a beautiful homeopathic medicine for women in their
childbearing years and can be used for certain conditions during pregnancy and labor.
In long drawn out labors it is needed for extremely painful, ineffective contractions.
When used carefully and correctly with the help of a trained professional,
homeopathy is highly effective at treating all types of physical, mental, and
emotional disorders. Homeopathy can prevent illness as well as cure it. It helps our
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual selves to integrate. When this occurs,
our perception of well being is enhanced, our energy levels are increased, and we
often feel as though we are at last fulfilling our creative potential.
Monica Gurnani, BHMS, CCH, RSHom (NA), is a certified practitioner of classical
homeopathy who earned a medical degree from Bombay University and trained
at the Bombay Homeopathic Hospital. She offers a non-judgmental presence in
the healing process while providing compassionate and insightful support to her
clients. She practices at The Parkway Center, 2345 South Huron Parkway, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 48104. She can be reached at (248) 982-3642, through her website www.
mihomeopath.com, or search for mihomeopath on Facebook.
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Integrative Approaches ~
Dr. Amy Saunders Opens
Up about Illness,
Contemporary Medicine,
and her Transition to
a Holistic Practice

“I think it is important to be open not only to the knowledge and skills that other practitioners have,
but also open to acknowledging our own limitations in knowledge and treatment options in allopathic medicine.”

– Dr. Amy Saunders

By Rachel Urist
Photos by Gregory Fox
Dr. Amy Saunders arrives at our lunch date smiling. Petite and soft-spoken, her wispy,
once brown hair is now a silky, salty bob. As she sits across from me in the café, I
remember that smile from the examining room. The smile lit up the room each time
she entered.
Dr. Saunders was my primary care physician for over twenty years. When I underwent various medical procedures, she visited me in the hospital. When I was far
from Ann Arbor and had medical concerns, she walked me through them by phone,
having given me her cell phone number. It is no wonder that news of her departure
from the old medical clinic prompted tears from many of her former patients. Some
will follow her to the Natural Balance Wellness Medical Center, where she has just
launched her new practice. Those without acceptable insurance must find someone
else. Saunders herself mourns the loss of these patients who, she says, taught her so
much.
Her grieving has ebbed now that she is working in a holistic setting, long the object
of her dreams. She is excited to move from allopathic medicine to an integrative
modality. “Allopathic medicine,” a term she uses frequently, is more commonly
known as “Western medicine,” and is the term of choice for advocates of alternative
medicine. “Allopathic,” a term coined in 1810 by Samuel Hahnemann, a homeopath,
refers to conventional or modern medicine, which uses either pharmaceuticals or
physical interventions to treat or suppress symptoms or pathological processes.
Saunders has had considerable experience with illness — as a medical caretaker,
as a patient, and as kin. At age 13, she was diagnosed with cancer. Surgery for the
rhabdomyosarcoma, which presented as a lump on her back, was followed by
chemotherapy. “The chemo wasn’t too bad,” she says. Only later do I learn that
she experienced most of the usual side effects: nausea, fatigue, constipation, hair
loss, mild anemia. But she never threw up, so she thought herself lucky. The perk of
chemo was having additional time with her dad, who drove her to the treatments.
Otherwise, she didn’t see him much. Her parents divorced when she was nine, and
then her father married a woman who wanted nothing to do with his six children.
Their mother — schizophrenic and alcoholic — had custody of the children. Amy,
the youngest of the brood, strongly identified with her physician father. As a little
girl, she adored him. But neither he nor anyone else in the family told her that she
had cancer. Today, she marvels at her youthful lack of curiosity and wonders why she
never asked what was wrong with her.
Life has a habit of throwing monkey wrenches, and life wasn’t through with her. Soon
after the birth of her second child, Saunders was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis
(MS). That diagnosis came in 1995, when her beloved brother, Tim, was dying of
the same disease. His was chronic progression MS, and he was already wheelchair

bound, with recurrent decubitus ulcers (bedsores) and many other symptoms. Their
sister, Becky, meanwhile, was battling metastatic breast cancer. Five years older than
Amy, Becky “was more a mother than sister to me,” says Saunders. “Growing up, we
slept in the same bed. She kept things in order at home, since we couldn’t rely on
our mother.” Becky was 37 years old and pregnant when she received her diagnosis.
She died in 2000. She was 49 and left a 12-year-old daughter. As Tim’s MS progressed, Amy struggled with the question of whether he should come live with her.
He told her it felt wrong; he did not want her to watch his demise. After one closeddoor discussion with him, Amy’s older daughter, then four years old, said: “Mommy,
who do you love more, me or Uncle Tim?” That clinched it. Motherhood came first.
Tim remained in California, where he died in 2003.
“The decade between 1995 and 2005 was very sad, and hard,” says Saunders.
Though she feels “fortunate” that she has only a mild, manageable form of MS, she
no longer takes life — or health — for granted. Partly in response to her own chronic
illness, partly in response to stories from patients who found relief in alternative,
complementary healers, Saunders pursues, promotes, and advocates for alternative
therapies. When her musculoskeletal symptoms flare, or when she feels “things are
getting significantly out of whack,” she seeks chiropractic care and physical therapy.
She also frequents a practitioner of polarity therapy and craniosacral massage,
which, she says, “have helped minimize spasticity and pain more than any allopathic
treatment I have received.”
Saunders views her illness as a key to new learning opportunities. “Personal growth
and increasing self awareness have been important to me,” she says, and she speaks
highly of her experience of psychotherapy. She also encourages stress reduction,
which has been shown to have clear health benefits. She notes that many complementary therapies — for example polarity therapy, craniosacral massage, Reiki,
meditation, and acupuncture — have been found to reduce stress or tension in the
body. (Note that polarity therapy, like Reiki, works with the human energy field and
operates on the principle that the flow and balance of energy in the human body is
the foundation of good health.)
Saunders has little patience with doctors who dismiss alternative healing methods
without bothering to learn about them. She is impatient, too, with current trends in
conventional medicine. “I have become convinced over time that our medical system
is too oriented toward drug therapy, in large part because of the dominance of pharmaceutical industry in funding research and influencing papers submitted for publication.” The problem, as she sees it, goes far beyond the greed of drug companies.
Our basic understanding of illness has been too constricted and contrived by our
focus on the disease model. We are taught to treat diseases, not patients, and one
of the sad results is that there is judgment and bias against patients who are unfortunate enough to present a medical problem that doesn't fit neatly into a disease
Continued on page 40
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Integrative Approaches ~

Dr. Amy Saunders Opens Up about Illness,
Contemporary Medicine, and her Transition to a Holistic Practice

ing referrals for complementary treatments, she keeps several factors in mind. High
on the list is patients’ preferences. “I believe that honoring a patient's own sense of
empowerment, intuition, and autonomy often is therapeutically beneficial.”
Asked how she makes referrals, she says:
Some conditions, like acute infections and cases where surgery was clearly needed,
are best handled by an allopathic physician. But a condition like acute or chronic
musculoskeletal pain would often be handled better by a chiropractor or massage
therapist, especially when the pelvis, spine, or ribcage were out of alignment. Many
chronic conditions: fatigue, headaches, insomnia, depression, but also diabetes and
hypertension, have complementary approaches to care that are often better than
M.D.s’ tendency to prescribe more and more medications.
Bring up the subject of the health insurance industry, and she is likely to say: “Don’t
get me started.” That industry, along with the pharmaceutical lobby, raises her hackles. But getting Amy Saunders started is a good way to learn. She says:
I am saddened by the state of healthcare in this country today. I believe that healthcare should be a right not a privilege, and that is not the case today in the U.S. The
best way to provide care to all is with a single payer system. It is a myth — or rather a
deceit — that people in Canada, France, Denmark and other countries are less happy
with their healthcare system than we are. And most policies in the U.S. have far more
restrictions on what physician a patient may see than in Canada (or in government
administered programs in the U.S. for that matter — Medicare and the V.A.).

“I think complementary providers are way ahead of us in their
understanding of nutritional deficiencies and the effect that
poor nutrition and other pro-inflammatory exposures such
as external stresses have on the body.”
Continued from page 39
definition. They are either subject to distortion of their real clinical picture to try to
fit it into a recognizable disease category, or they might be accused of “not really
having a disease,” in which case their psychological functioning is suspect.… We
make no effort to validate their medical concern and actually seek to understand
it and treat it appropriately. I do have anger at the medical profession for claiming
that other ways of evaluating and treating illness are quackery when they refuse to
learn anything about these approaches that they condemn. I think it is important to
be open not only to the knowledge and skills that other practitioners have, but also
open to acknowledging our own limitations in knowledge and treatment options in
allopathic medicine.
Over the years, when Saunders’s patients reported to her about their visits to alternative practitioners, her first question was, and still is: “Did it help?” She listens and
learns. She attends workshops and seminars and has integrated many techniques
and approaches into her own medical practice. She has routinely referred patients to
physical therapists, massage therapists, chiropractors, acupuncturists, psychotherapists, nutritionists, and others. She recommends books, too, citing some she found
“pivotal” in her own life, such as: How Can I Help by Ram Dass and Paul Gorman;
The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying by Sogyal Rinpoche; Life Lessons by Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross; The Pathwork of Self-Transformation by Eva Pierrakos; and The Undefended Self by Susan Thesenga.
Saunders is pleased that at Natural Balance Wellness Medical Center she will be
working with several alternative practitioners. She will also offer therapies that she
could not provide before. She looks forward to using low-level laser therapy, also
known as photodynamic therapy, which has been shown to improve healing of local sites of inflammation such as tendonitis or chronic wounds. It also reduces the
swelling that results from impaired lymphatic drainage and other conditions. In Ann
Arbor, laser therapy is currently used by physical therapists, including at U-M and by
many sports teams, chiropractors, and veterinarians, but, she adds, “It hasn't had the
kind of role I think it should in the primary care setting.”
She will also focus more on nutritional therapy, using supplements or herbs that
have been shown to have health benefits. She explains:
Many people are not aware of the pro-inflammatory effects of the typical American
diet, nor of the nutritional steps one can take to counter that. Healthy diet, stress
reduction, and in some cases addition of some antioxidant vitamins and supplements
can help reduce the body's level of oxidative stress. I think complementary providers
are way ahead of us in their understanding of nutritional deficiencies and the effect
that poor nutrition and other pro-inflammatory exposures such as external stresses
have on the body. Allopathic researchers are just now realizing that many illnesses
are a manifestation of inflammation. And we don't know that much yet about how to
alter that internal inflammatory state.
While Saunders routinely refers patients to surgeons, oncologists, neurologists,
dermatologists, orthopedists, and other medical specialists, she is keenly aware
of the liabilities of many modern procedures. “Let's face it,” she says, “lots of care
that we provide in allopathic medicine is stress-inducing: chemotherapy, being in an
I.C.U., pre- and post-operative states, life and death situations, terminal illness. Most
conditions are best dealt with using a combination of care approaches.” When mak-

The rising costs of healthcare now are driven in large part by the high administrative
costs associated with private insurance. There are myriad companies and thousands
of different policies, all with different regulations and an underlying profit motive.
They make paperwork complicated. Every hospital has to employ many people —
thousands at U of M — to do billing and try to navigate the maze of requirements for
each policy. Insurance companies routinely deny coverage in order to force physicians and patients to go through the complex appeals process. They hire people to
review cases to find reasons to retroactively deny coverage for care, and they use
their profits to line their own pockets rather than contribute ideas to help improve
access to care.
Further, they advertise and pay lobbyists large sums of money to make citizens and
lawmakers afraid of a single party payer system and of healthcare reform in general.
Shame on them! Up to now, they have been able to raise premiums without restrictions and drop clients freely, as soon as they start having significant healthcare
expenses. Only now, with the Affordable Healthcare Act, is there starting to be some
restrictions on insurance companies’ profits and their freedom to deny coverage.
She stops herself with: “Sorry about the rant.” She doesn’t need to apologize to me. I
enjoy her rants and ask her to address the issue of “productivity” in current medical
practice. In medical parlance, “productivity” refers to the number of patients a physician sees per hour. Dr. Saunders always seemed to have all the time in the world for
me. I hadn’t realized that she worked part-time, an arrangement that allowed her to
extend patient consults using her own time. Responding to my “productivity” question, she says:
There is no question in my mind that the way we measure quality of patient care is
misguided and at risk for becoming even worse as we take the wrong steps in trying
to fix it. The first misguided theory is that the spiraling costs of health care are largely
being blamed on the inefficiencies and overprescribing and overuse of medical tests
by clinic physicians. And the solutions then seem to be to improve their efficiency,
have docs see more patients for a shorter period of time and have “cheaper caregivers” provide care (for example, nurse practitioners and physician's assistants), and
to oversee the clinical physicians' performance to make sure they have adequate
“productivity” and appropriate care. Somehow it is ignored that these changes erode
quality of care. Those fallacies need to be corrected in order for the right reform to
take place without sacrificing quality of care.

“Our society generally has failed to acknowledge and compassionately
address the fruitlessness of aggressive care in the dying patient.
The inappropriate, painful interventions that are done even when
there is no chance of recovery are unethical in my opinion.”
The way to solve the problem is: First, change the reimbursement system so it
doesn't reward procedures more than preventive or primary care. Currently it is very
profitable for a health center to do more and more procedures, tests, and surgeries.
They sometimes are medically unnecessary, especially at the end of life, but the reimbursement and profit are the same. Second, change the awareness and attitudes
about end of life care. Our society generally has failed to acknowledge and compassionately address the fruitlessness of aggressive care in the dying patient. The
inappropriate, painful interventions that are done even when there is no chance of
recovery are unethical in my opinion. They are also absurdly expensive. Third, reign
in pharmaceutical company profits and insurance company profits and waste. Ideally
a single payer system would be most efficient and least expensive, but even without
that, many structural changes can be made that will have much greater impact on
reducing costs than policing the primary care doc in the clinic setting. And none of
these reforms would have a negative impact on the doctor-patient relationship.
Growing up in Findlay, Ohio, a small, conservative town, where her Harvard-trained
father practiced family medicine, Saunders never envisioned these complications.
She often went with her dad to his clinic, sometimes joining him on rounds at the
nursing home, where he was the primary care physician. She was proud that her
father was a doctor. Given her early status as a cancer survivor, she felt she had a
special understanding of other people suffering. There was even a period when she
saw herself as a victim. She hastens to add that she traces that feeling “to my chaotic
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childhood and many losses — father to divorce, mother to schizophrenia and alcoholism, siblings moving away” as well as to her experience with cancer. “It took me
a while to see how sanctimonious my perspective was,” she says, exposing a certain
rueful humility. Though it is rare for her to talk publicly about herself (this article is a
breakthrough for her), she has long used poetry to express her inner self. She called
one poem “The Martyr's Prayer,” but subtitled it “A Cautionary Tale,” “to remind
myself to not inflate the meaning of my suffering.” She cringes to think she ever used
the word “martyr” to describe herself.
Saunders’s change of heart occurred while she was in medical school at Ohio State,
a two-hour drive from where she grew up. As she became increasingly aware of the
ubiquitous nature of suffering, she began exploring the meaning of health in society.
After completing her residency, also at Ohio State, she went to Duke on a two year
fellowship in general internal medicine and, while there, she earned a master’s in
public health from the University of North Carolina. Her broadened perspective has
taken her medical understanding to new dimensions. “Everyone has inner wisdom,
and everyone's task is to find their own path toward healing and peace of mind. I no
longer feel like [my experience] sets me apart. These things rather bind me to others,
as we are all in the same boat. We are all ‘wounded healers,’ as Rachel Remen says in
Kitchen Table Wisdom.”

Ann Arbor
Holistic Resource Guide
Comprehensive. Useful.
Trusted. Accurate. Online.
Over 500 listings in 170+ categories.
The place to go for information about
holistic practitioners in southeastern Michigan.
And if you are a practitioner, please join in.
It’s easy to get listed - just register and you can
include photos and multiple category listings.
And it’s free.

www.annarborholistic.com

against the system. “Now that I have left the medical center,” she says, “I realize that
I don't feel the need to see things as an ‘us versus them’ kind of struggle. That's good
because that would be counter to my goal to integrate the best of many approaches
to patient care for each individual patient.”
To look at Amy Saunders today is to see a picture of health. She works at it. She
meditates two to three times a week, eats wisely, visits her masseuse as needed, and
holds stress at bay, where possible. She also has remarkable perspective.

To look at Amy Saunders today is to see a picture of health.
She works at it. She meditates two to three times a week, eats
wisely, visits her masseuse as needed, and holds stress at bay,
where possible. She also has remarkable perspective.

Turning to practical matters, I ask what insurance she will accept at her new clinic.
She mentions that establishing her credentials to be a certified provider was an
ordeal, mostly because each insurance company requires completion of a “load of
paperwork.” At the time of this writing, she will be able to provide care for people
who have Blue Cross Blue Shield, straight Medicare, Cofinity, Aetna, and HAP. The
process is ongoing.

“Now that I have left the medical center, I realize that I don't feel the
need to see things as an ‘us versus them’ kind of struggle. That's good
because that would be counter to my goal to integrate the best of
many approaches to patient care for each individual patient.”
Meanwhile, Saunders is pleased to be in a place where her work is more aligned with
her values. She relishes the time allotted to see patients. She likes her new office,
the pictures on the walls, her customized electronic medical record, and the way the
clinic communicates with patients. The way the clinic is run reflects her attitude and
philosophy about patient care. In retrospect, she appreciates the latitude she had
to practice integrative medicine while working in the University of Michigan Health
System. While she had cause for frustration regarding restrictions on time and on
the therapy she could provide, she now realizes that part of her problem there was
a function of internal dissonance. She chose to see herself as an outsider struggling

I realize how amazingly fortunate I have been. I have been blessed to have had
great love and support from my siblings, a wonderful husband, and have two terrific
daughters, aged 18 and 23 [who are] very supportive and compassionate people. I
have also had the opportunity to do work I love with brilliant colleagues, and meet
and be friends with some amazing and beautiful people. I also have had a very mild
course of my multiple sclerosis. All of these blessings have filled me with a new sense
of gratitude.
These blessings also support and promote her capacity to embrace new opportunities for growth. Several years ago, she went to China with a group of physicians to
see how Chinese medical centers integrated old and new medical approaches. She
has worked with several Chinese practitioners in the area since her return. She is
a frequent visitor to Crazy Wisdom Bookstore, and attends its lecture and Salon
events. She cultivates a sense of humor. She lives to learn.
Dr. Amy Saunders’s new practice is located at the Natural Balance Wellness Medical
Center at 1310 S. Main Street in Ann Arbor. For more information, call (734) 9292696 or visit their website at nbwellness.com.
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Excerpts from the New Book
by Local Buddhist Lama,
Traktung Yeshe Dorje,
of Tsogyelgar
Dharma Center

EyeToForm
A journal of 100 days

What follows are a selection of journal entries from local Buddhist leader, Traktung Yeshe Dorje, which appear in his recently
published book, Eye to Form is only Love, A Journal of 100 Days (published by Hohm Press). Traktung is an American born
lama in the Nyingma lineage of Vajrayana Buddhism, and he and his wife, Katie, are the leaders of the Tsogyelgar Dharma
Center on West Liberty in Ann Arbor. He will be the guest speaker at a Crazy Wisdom Salon, Thursday, March 14th at 7 pm.
Traktung is well-known to long-time Crazy Wisdom Community Journal readers, and to Buddhist practitioners in the
area. We did a lengthy interview with Traktung in our Spring 1998 issue. (At that time, the publication was called the
Crazy Wisdom Calendar, Traktung was known as Khepa, and his community was known as Crazy Cloud Hermitage.) We
have posted that interview on our CW Journal web archive at www.crazywisdom.net. We also published a photographic
spread on the Tsogyelar Dharma Center in the May thru August 2010 issue (starting on page 14 of issue #45), which is also
available on our web archive. One can also read more about Tsogyelgar by going to their website at: www.tsogyelgar.org
Traktung is one of a kind, an Ann Arbor treasure. Intellectually brilliant, iconoclastic to the utmost, humorous, engaging,
fierce, lovable and loving, devoted to his wife and family, his students, and his Buddhist community. The excerpts we've
selected give a sense of Traktung's spiritual range, depth and sparkle.

Hearing praise of the guru
makes the disciple happy.
Listening to the sound
of emptiness makes
the yogin happy.
Celebrity gossip makes
TV watchers happy.
Wandering without care
in the vast expanse is
my happiness.
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Day 5.
For many years not a day would pass in which I didn’t
feel intense fear at the thought of my life slipping away
before I realized its deepest meaning. One day I jotted
down a bit of advice from me to myself about this illness that cures.
Things to be kept together. Things to be kept apart.
Emptiness’ open space and luminosity’s clarity,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
Mind’s luminosity and deity’s form,
These are two things that should not be kept apart.
The appearance of beings and spontaneous compassion,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
The practice of dharma and public display,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
Speculative talk and one’s precious time,
These are two things that should be kept apart.
The mind’s intrinsic dignity and the eight worldly concerns,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
The world’s appearance and the celestial palace,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
The sun and the moon as seat for the deity,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
One’s every breath and the deity’s recitation,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
The waning days of our lives and problematic companions,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
Our every breath and negative gossips,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
Our mind’s freedom and kowtowing to others,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
One’s every moment and the inner warmth,
these are two things that should be kept together.
The precious bindu and our own body
these are two things that should be kept together.
The mind’s great bliss and the expanse of space,
these are two things that should be kept together.
A leaky faucet and an expensive mansion,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
Jungle tigers and sheep in a pen,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
Ordinary desiring and the great third conduct,
these are two things that should be kept apart.
Primordial purity and easeful spontaneity,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
All appearance and empty awareness,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
All phenomena and complete exhaustion,
these are two things that should not be kept apart.
A high view but low actions,
this brings shame upon a yogi.
Fancy words but no realization,
this signals the old age of a lineage.
Buddha’s dharma and politics,
This means the nail has been driven in the coffin.
If you are scared that death’s appointment with your life might come before you have
understood the meaning of Buddha’s words then shun all politics and the eight worldly
concerns, embrace the lineage of practice, cultivate unwavering faith in the Guru and utter
sincerity. With these there is no way to fail.



If your robe is white but your heart is black —
what then, yogi?
If your hair is long but your compassion short —
what then, yogi?
If your ornaments jangle but so does your mind —
what then, yogi?
If your posture is perfect but your heart is crooked —
what then, yogi?

Caverns of lineage
teaching form
her belly,
a deep navel
birthplace
of Buddhas.
Her neck is a swan —
the great
Paramahansa,
and her
every word —
a secret script
All in All
a constellation
of happiness.

Day 7.
We both step and do not step in the same rivers. We are and are not.

—Heraclitus

Once upon a time Aristotle, that sage founder of our tradition of reason and logic, was
walking down the beach. It was a crisp clear day and the ocean waves were perfectly still
leaving the surface of the water like a mirror. Further down the beach Aristotle could see
an unusual activity taking place; a man was running to the water’s edge, bending down and
then running a short way back up the beach toward the sand.
After some time Aristotle came close enough to recognize the figure, Heraclitus, that
enigmatic figure who many called The Obscure and others called The Riddler. Now
Aristotle’s mind became full of irritating thoughts as he recalled the words of Heraclitus’
philosophy such as “flow, transformation, hidden harmony.” There was no harmony
between his system and the system of this man who hid his confusions behind enigmatic
meaninglessness, mystic mumbo jumbo.
Coming closer Aristotle called out, “Hello there good man, what are you doing?”
Heraclitus stopped his frenetic activity and answered, “Ah, yes, I am using this spoon for a
grand project. I have dug this small hole here in the sand and I am taking the water from
the ocean and filling the hole. Let me show you.” Thus said, Heraclitus ran back down to
the water, filled the spoon, ran back and poured the contents into the hole. Aristotle, now
standing by the hole, looked down and saw the water sink into the sand leaving the hole
empty again. “You are a fool!” exclaimed Aristotle, “Look at the vast ocean, look at your
tiny hole, you can not fit the ocean into the hole. And, as soon as you pour the water in it
rushes back out again. Look! The hole is empty!”
Heraclitus did not seem disturbed by this, in fact, he laughed out loud. “Yes, yes, you speak
truly. But, my dear Aristotle, if this makes me a fool then what are you? Look how vast the
universe is and how small your head. You will never fit the mystery of this universe into
your small box of reason. Death will come and your head will also be empty.”
Jean Piaget discovered that a child develops their capacity for knowing organically along
with age and brain development. The brain is one organ of knowledge, there are others.
Subtle capacities for knowing truth, beauty, love, enlightenment abide within the human
being. There are human stages of growth just as for children but these higher stages require
conscious participation. They are the inner import of the spiritual path. When a human
being matures beyond satisfaction with the shallow consolation of a society based on
partial wisdom then they will seek the way . . . and it is there.

Day 15.
If your robe is white but your heart is black—
What then, yogi?
If your hair is long but your compassion short—
What then, yogi?
If your ornaments jangle but so does your mind—
What then, yogi?
If your posture is perfect but your heart is crooked—
What then, yogi?
If your status is high but your qualities low—
What then, yogi?
If the monk dyes his robe red but his heart is not dyed
in the color of love, what then? If the yogi wears a
simple robe of white but his mind, stained with
grasping, is drenched in the color of death—what then?
He is a real yogi who can sit upon a stainless lotus
without roots, whose heart resounds with silence, who
eats the pulse and rhythm of Being for breakfast and
who wears the body of illusions. Standing outside all
concerns, an ornament of Love, he is at rest in the
midst of all actions.



Continued on page 44
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Eye To Form is only Love —
A Journal of 100 Days

Continued from page 43

Day 33.
Meditation in solitary places make the yogi happy.
Prayers and offerings make the protectors happy.
Cash up front makes most gurus happy.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.
Right motivation and pure heart makes the Buddhas happy.
Fearless Conduct makes the siddha happy.
Approving glances and compliments make most disciples happy.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.
Teachings and instruction makes the guru’s student happy.
The breadth of space makes the Garuda happy.
The tangles of mind keep most people unhappily occupied.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.
The beauties of puja make the devotee happy.
Blazing and dripping in secret channels makes the yogi happy.
A little wet friction makes most men happy.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.

can discover you are that. The body can abide in and as that and enact its qualities in the
world. The girl’s mind was rooted in a deep space beyond even being and non-being. Her
body was that mystery’s animation.
The deepest aspect of the path is prior to consciousness. The perceiving of the world and
of beingness flows out as the active potential of “that”—a pure irreducible, unutterable,
mystery. It is not a new identity—it is beyond identity.
The girl, maybe 19 or 20 years old, was a treasure in the ruin of humanity’s confusion and
struggle. Her eyes spoke of knowing and love to anyone who knew how to look into their
wonder. Even though no one seemed to notice that they were in the presence of a blessed
one, still their lives would be enriched through even this minimal, unconscious, contact.
Such a wonder, the hidden ones.

Day 61.
Dear Friend, you asked for a few simple words to remind you what it is to be a yogi. You
also asked if I would write a prayer whereby you could remember me. Well, I have no
interest in you remembering me . . . so, if you can use this for the same purpose then so be
it.
Homage to the stainless heart of victorious ones!
Homage to invariant light!
Homage to the result, which exists as the cause!
Homage to ground Dharmakaya!
Glorious Heruka, tamer of those hard to tame, Lord of the
Tantras cavorting in great bliss, the Jewel of Activity—Mind itself,
the great Vajradhara, to inseparable appearance emptiness I bow down.

Pure dharma lineage makes the practitioner happy.
The heritage of secret conduct makes the yogin happy.
Eagerly waiting inheritance makes most people happy.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.

Magical appearance of ceaseless compassion,
Kaya of the single family of the great secret,
To the warming rays of wisdom and love,
To The Guru Pema Tro Tren Tsel, I bow down.

Accumulating mantra makes the mantrica happy.
Counting breaths makes the zen person happy.
Tallying money makes the monastic treasurer happy.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.

Father Lama, who is only kindness, special deity, who is the
noble dharma, assemblage of Vajrayogini, noble sangha, to the
three roots I bow down.

Hearing praise of the guru makes the disciple happy.
Listening to the sound of emptiness makes the yogin happy.
Celebrity gossip makes TV watchers happy.
Wandering without care in the vast expanse is my happiness.

This body, a mandala of secrets, its heart is the Heart
of all Sugatas, its pleasures are the outer offering, its kleshas
are the inner offering and inseparable wisdom bliss suffices
for the secret offering! To a yogi obstacles and easy times are
pretty much the same.

With the empty sky as my home,
And a happy mind as my dogma,
Like a lion who roams free
I wander the vast expanse.

In the playful realm of ceaseless manifestation
Here and there are an infinite palace.
Realize this and you won’t need to go wandering.
To a yogi coming and going are pretty much the same.

A spontaneous song offered to beloved Dakinis on the
25th day of the Flower Moon.

In the dimension of luminosity and lucidity
Strangers and companions are both the deity.
Realize this and love will find its own place.
To a yogi friends and foes are pretty much the same.

There are sublime beings, hidden from almost
all, in the most ordinary places. Without
contrivance or even intention their liberated
wisdom enacts effects on all those around them,
without anyone ever knowing. Hidden sages.
Day 52.
Standing, dwarfed by the Eiffel Tower’s mass of steel, body feels joy and beauty. People go
up and down taking pleasure in the Paris views and each other’s company. A girl in the
elevator smiled, her mind was utterly pure, silent, and filled with beauty. There are sublime
beings, hidden from almost all, in the most ordinary places. Without contrivance or even
intention their liberated wisdom enacts effects on all those around them, without anyone
ever knowing. Hidden sages.
No one noticed her. Peace pervaded her face and she simply stood amidst the crowd in the
elevator. At the top of the tower she looked out over the city, enveloping it in her silent
joy. After some time she came down the elevator again and walked away. Her body did not
know the past. Her mind was free from the scars of ego. No one noticed her and yet her
blessings had flowed across Paris from the Eiffel Tower’s height. Watching her, body was
filled with benediction, every cell.
On what does consciousness happen? Beingness, consciousness, happens somewhere,
on something—like images played across a screen. Appearances happen inside
of consciousness like the currents and eddies within a deep lake, but where does
consciousness happen? It is impossible to know the answers to these questions in
conceptual mind. You can not “know” the answer to what is prior to consciousness but you

In the great indestructible bindu’s stronghold
Mind remains unborn no matter how many lives you’ve had.
Realize this and you won’t fret over who you were and who
you will be. To a yogi being born or dying are—pretty much the same.
In the vast of Mind’s own way of abiding
Emptiness and appearance are mere words.
Realize this and you will be able to rest at ease.
To a yogi doing and non-doing are pretty much the same.
Listen fortunate child of the Buddhas: by connecting
the profound oral instructions to the lineage of accomplished
practice, the result, present from the start, becomes manifest—
doubts and efforts are laid to rest and like a carefree tiger you
roam the jungle of awareness appearance.
The expanse of awareness is without inner or outer.
The expanse of wisdom is without clarity or obscuration.
The expanse of dharmadhatu is pervasive.
The expanse of the Great Bindu is beyond transition.
The expanse of experience is without interruption.
Well, there you go, love.



To know love without grasping. To know beauty without
wishing ownership. To touch the essence of life within the
display of forms is the purpose and meaning of human life.
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Day 73.

Day 100.

….. a single thought of love and this old shirt fills with
warmth, worn cuff, one button missing,

Why did Rebbe Nachman go to Uman? To redeem the world. Why are you here?
—Dr. Kullman, Kenyon College

soft with days and nights.
If I could share the indescribable beauty discovered in
perception when mind is gone to Silence there would be
no more violence, no more alienation.
This longing.
The communicative thrust of joy.
The afterthought of luminosity.
This
mind without form,
form without limit,
no need for the extraordinary.

Eye to form is only love—without implication of being. Without problem of non-being.
Free from dogma of perceiver or perceived.
The sky was blue and mauve, white with clouds and infinite like mind. A single crow,
blacker than black, flew across its breadth. Mind was shattered into silence, its pieces
scattered across the sea of meanings. Walking between the pines the smell of sap filled the
nostrils. Perception is pure pleasure; the meeting of sense and sense field the enactment
of primal love. Sometimes, suddenly, the whole body is made terribly alive, filled with a
mysterium tremendum whose force practically takes away the breath. And then . . . . . . . .
the silence.
To know love without grasping. To know beauty without wishing ownership. To touch
the essence of life within the display of forms is the purpose and meaning of human life.
It is in this act that we fulfill our being obligation debt. It is in this profound alchemy of
perception that gross matter is transformed into the achingly tender love play of divinity
revealed. In this revelation all appearance is redeemed.
Eye to form is only love and this redeems the world.

Eye to form is only love and this redeems the world.

Day 78.
Do you know . . . . . . . .
the flavors of sunrise, eye meeting form, lover meeting love? Have you known the silent
way light moves from heart to eye to form the world from a stuff far more wondrous than
dreams?



Visit Traktung’s Facebook Page at,
www.facebook.com/traktung.khepa
Visit Tsogyelgar Dharma Center at, www.tsogyelgar.org

Do you know . . . . . . . .
the dark twig, the pine’s shadow and how damp forest soil tastes to the soul? Have you
known spring’s greening of life deep into the marrow, the fields, pastures, plains of body’s
landscape?
Do you know . . . . . . . .
the way ear meets sound, old friend, new love, fragile first kiss? Have you known bird calls,
the cry of a baby, the sound of an engine, rested in mind’s vast space, known as Love only?
Do you know . . . . . . . .
the corpses of casual disregard, the wounded heart torn by unlove?
Have you known the shipwrecks of this life’s efforts, the taste acrid
in the mouth, the sharp crystals of reason?
Do you know . . . . . . . .
The scar of isolation, the hornet of alienation’s repeated sting?
Have you known a thousand shattered pieces of dawn, sun meeting
dark sky, spread out across your day with the cold of no regret?

Eye To Form is only Love — A Journal of 100 Days
by Traktung Yeshe Dorje
is available for purchase at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore
and also at shopcrazywisdom.com
Traktung Yeshe Dorje will be the guest speaker
at a Crazy Wisdom Salon,
Thursday, March 14th at 7 pm.

Do you know . . . . . . . .
the immaculate touch that restores mind and heart?
Have you known the dreaming dark knowing with its mysterious
tiny-ness of all moments—so small they engulf the world.

Day 84.
She is a fabulous Being—half human,
half drum, flute and symbol.
(an orchestra of erotic Realism)
Hips of invitation, heavy with joy,
alive with knowledge and the Freedom of delight.
Not pornography but iconography
describes that liquid motion.
Across the sky of mind, her touch rings like a turquoise bell
transforming the bandits of passion, healing wounds of flesh
and memory long forgotten, lost in deep places of earth.
Caverns of lineage teaching form her belly, a deep navel
birthplace of Buddhas. Her neck is a swan—the great
Paramahansa, and her every word—a secret script
All in All a constellation of happiness.
For twelve hundred years I have been lost to the smile
of those hips—the hidden ground of primordial wisdom.
Since that day, I find in the motion of
love and form and body not the tired end of
desire or fretful consolation but the pulse of
living, a deep moss scent of life, a wild blue
gesture out beyond One or Two
In each naked moment our living arises without correction or
distraction.
This is the natural yoga of spontaneous joy.
Her eyes were the way of open sky,
Whatever arises—instantly known as Emptiness Brightness,
that delicate color of compassion, and filled
here without contemplation or without effort.
me with the wild clarity of joy and then entered
Unobstructed, primordially pure, our own original nature
me into a forest of primeval humor.
is the union of perception and delight.



Naturopathic School of the Healing Arts ~
New Life Energies Wellness Center
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA PROGRAMS:
entering our 5th year of Education and Training

Traditional Naturopathic Doctor (ND)
Massage Therapy /Energy Medicine (LMT)
Master Clinical Herbalist (MH)
PRIMARY CARE NATUROPATH (ND MH)
HERBAL PHARMACY AND DISPENSARY,
Clinical Health Services by Appointment
Tinctures, Elixirs, Poultices, Pessaries, Compounded Capsulated
Body Care- for Lymphatic, Reproductive, Respiratory, Muscular,
Digestive, Urinary, Nervous, Endocrine, Immune Systems.
Bodywork, Energy Medicine, Health Consultations
WEB: naturopathicschoolofannarbor.net
Tel: 734-769-7794
Naturopathic School of Ann Arbor
& Gaia Center for Herbal Studies
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A new meeting & retreat center
for women seeking sacred space
for personal renewal.
Multi-Dimensional
Transformational Healing
Self-Guided Retreats and
Personal Coaching Available
Wisdom Circles & Ceremony
A Color Filled Haven for
Healers in the Community
Seeking Client Space

Bronwen Gates, Ph.D.
sanctuarysophia.blogspot.com
www.bronwengates.com
bronwild@gmail.com

(734) 975-8754

Where Do We Distribute
The Crazy Wisdom
Community Journal?
10,000 copies of The Crazy Wisdom Community
Journal are distributed to more than 210 locations
in the Ann Arbor area, including Crazy Wisdom
Bookstore, Whole Foods, Plum Market, Castle
Remedies at the Parkway Center, the Food Co-op,
Kerrytown, Nicola’s, the Zen Temple, Sweetwaters,
Pharmacy Solutions, Michigan Union, the Better
Health Store, the Ann Arbor Institute of Massage
Therapy, North Campus Commons, Arbor Farms,
the Center for Sacred Living, Complete Chiropractic,
the Lotus Center, Unity Church, the Lighthouse
Center, Jewel Heart, Tsogyelgar, the Aprill Wellness
Center, Yoga Space, Michigan Theater,
Center, and the Weber Center.
Deep Spring Cente
We also distribute to the offices of dozens of doctors,
holistic health care providers and therapists.
If you’d like us to bring copies of
The CW Community Journal to your office, studio
or center, please call us at 734-665-2757
or email: bill@crazywisdom.net.
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A Body of Artists
and Their Bodies at Work

By Syndy Sweeney

It is said the mirror never lies…but the woman looking into it often
does. Instead of seeing beauty, strength, and purpose in her body
and its parts, a woman often only sees cellulite, weight, imbalance,
imperfection, age, and scars. She meditates not on acceptance, but
on how she doesn’t measure up to the standards of society. She
doesn’t believe her body is good enough. By default, neither is she.
But she is. And four local artists, all of whom have
faced their own challenges with body image,
show in their lives and art that their bodies
— and all women’s bodies —
are not just good enough, they’re glorious.
Continued on Page 48
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A Body of Artists and Their Bodies at Work

W
hen Elizabeth Raymond, the owner of Boundless Beauty
Studio in Ypsilanti, graduated from Washtenaw Community

College with a degree in Photographic Technology, she wasn’t
interested in taking photos of people. Instead, she was attracted
to nature, finding beauty in its landscapes of rolling hills and
curves. But an experience that took her in front of the camera
began to change her mind: Raymond posed for boudoir
photographs.

Elizabeth Raymond,
owner of
Boundless Beauty
Studio

Assigned to take a self-portrait in one of her classes, Raymond
didn’t know what to do. Then, she remembered a photograph she
found of her grandmother: It was a head shot that she had sent
to Raymond’s grandfather during World War II. In a popular pose
for the time, her grandmother’s shoulders were bare. Inspired,
Raymond duplicated her grandmother’s photo, with a boudoir
twist, for her own self-portrait.
Having struggled with her weight, Raymond could not believe the
results. “The pictures came out so beautiful!” Surely, she thought,
the camera had caught only good angles and not her problem
areas. “I wasn’t very proud of myself and what I looked like…I
didn’t have a very positive self-image.”

Elizabeth’s grandmother

Raymond doesn’t rush her clients and she guides them into poses,
often demonstrating with her own body. “I’m like a size 18 and
I’m sexy. And so, I know what sexy is and I can pose sexy.”
Although she hasn’t yet photographed a woman who has conquered
breast cancer, Raymond believes she could help such a woman see
her changed, but still beautiful, body with fresh eyes.
According to
Raymond, a
pregnant model
might say, “I look
horrible, I feel
tired…God,
I’m so fat right
now!” To which
she responds, “It’s
not fat! Women
really believe this!
They’re not fat!
They’re creating
something
beautiful and
they’re showing
it on their insides
and out… women
glow when they’re
pregnant.”

It wasn’t until she took sexy photos of
a friend that Raymond fully understood:
A woman’s body is a landscape of loveliness.

Photo by Boundless Beauty Studio
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Mixed Media Artist,
Brenda Oelbaum

When Oelbaum showed her Willendorf Project at ArtPrize in Grand Rapids in 2010, while proudly wearing clothing
that celebrated her own curves, the response from women of size was disheartening: They averted their eyes and
walked quickly away, unable to recognize either the irony — or their beauty — in the display.
But it wasn’t until she took sexy photos of a friend that Raymond fully understood:
A woman’s body is a landscape of loveliness. “I enjoy taking pictures of people now,”
she says. “And it began with women, because women are nature. Women have
beautiful curves. They have the curves of nature and they have the gentleness of the
petals of a flower.” She captures these gentle curves during both her boudoir and
maternity photo sessions.
Understanding firsthand the delicacy and courage required to pose while
wearing little clothing, Raymond goes out of her way to not only make her clients
comfortable, but to pamper them. She prefers to book no more than one photo
session in a day. First there is an initial consultation appointment. This allows
Raymond the time to get to know each client personally. Discovering her client’s
occupation, passions, children, and spouse are things Raymond can refer to during
the photo session “that might bring spirit” to her client’s face.
In this initial consultation, Raymond also urges her models to get comfortable with
their facial expressions by practicing in a mirror at home. Prior to a photo shoot,
Raymond recommends her clients get as much sleep as possible and to not starve
themselves. In fact, she prefers that, on the day of the session itself, her models
eat before they arrive. While Raymond suggests not overdoing make-up, she does
recommend wearing a pair of false eyelashes, which “…brings your eyes out…people
see your personality in your eyes.”
Raymond helps the personality shine brighter right before a photography session by
giving her clients a gift, to connect to their beauty or “bring out their sexy.” It may
be a bottle of perfume or something special the client revealed she likes during her
consultation. “It’s that extra oomph right at the beginning…that one gift is worth,
like, forty great pictures!”
Even if a client is a bit anxious at the beginning of a session, Raymond ensures the
anxiety is temporary. She doesn’t rush her clients and she guides them into poses,
often demonstrating with her own body. “I’m like a size 18 and I’m sexy. And so, I
know what sexy is and I can pose sexy,” Raymond says. “[Clients] don’t have to be
scared. They don’t have to feel self-conscious around me.”
If any self-consciousness does linger, it tends to be with the women sitting for
maternity photographs, rather than boudoir. Boudoir clients typically are women
who have been married for ten to fifteen years and want to show their husbands
that, although they’re a bit older, they’re as sexy as ever. But for maternity clients,
the photo sessions can be more emotional.

According to Raymond, a pregnant model might say, “I look horrible, I feel tired…
God, I’m so fat right now!” To which she responds, “It’s not fat! Women really believe
this! They’re not fat! They’re creating something beautiful and they’re showing it on
their insides and out….women glow when they’re pregnant.” Because of this glow,
Raymond can always tell when a woman is pregnant, even at one or two months;
but she prefers to take photos of women who are in their eighth month, when their
curves are at their most exquisite.
Because Raymond finds all women’s bodies beautiful, she will also make a donation
from her boudoir sessions during Breast Cancer Awareness Month, as well as offer
those women who are currently suffering from breast cancer or have survived the
disease 50% off of their prints. “We know this is something that women struggle
with…and we understand that women are still beautiful after breast cancer…This is
something that affects a lot of women and their self-image.” Although she hasn’t yet
photographed a woman who has conquered breast cancer, Raymond believes she
could help such a woman see her changed, but still beautiful, body with fresh eyes.
Raymond, who lives and works in Ypsilanti along with her boyfriend and business
partner, Dan Woodward, continues to see her body with fresh eyes. Once again,
she’s moving to the other side of the camera for her second boudoir session. She’ll
proudly share these photos on her website, proving to herself and her clients that a
woman’s body is always beautiful.

For Brenda Oelbaum, a mixed media artist who lives in Ann Arbor with her husband,
Dr. Ben Margolis, and two sons, Simon and Leo, accepting the beauty of her own
body has been a long and difficult journey that has included eating disorders,
decades of dieting, and stages of recovery — all of which have found expression in
her artwork.
At the age of seven, Oelbaum turned to food to cope with an emotional trauma.
Although her parents were still living, she was brought from Montreal to Toronto
to be adopted by her maternal uncle and his wife. This new family brought with it
new pressure. According to Oelbaum, “They were very socially astute…and things
had to look a certain way, and it was really reflective of the family if you were not
dressed properly or didn’t look fashionably correct…There was a lot of emphasis on
‘body beautiful’…Everybody in the house was always dieting and there was a lot of
pressure.”

Continued on Page 50
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A Body of Artists and Their Bodies at Work
Continued from Page 49
Even though Oelbaum was active, spending her summers on horseback and winters
skiing, the pressure continued. “It became more important in high school. I was
on diet plans that my parents would pay for. That’s what everyone was doing. I
remember when my family was on the Scarsdale Diet. I remember when they were
on the liquid protein diet. It was the way the family lived. I remember being really
excited to move out on my own, because I thought I could do every crazy diet on the
planet.”
And she did, with catastrophic results. When each diet ended, weight gain occurred.
With the additional weight, she would try a new diet. Over time, Oelbaum suffered
from “every eating disorder under the sun,” including binge eating, overeating,
anorexia, and bulimia, with yo-yo dieting being the greatest disorder of them all.
In 1995, after the birth of her second son while living in Ann Arbor, Oelbaum went
on another diet, describing it as “some bag of pills that they would sell at the
health food store.” Not only did they have unpleasant side effects, these pills led to
Oelbaum not eating for several months, living only on juice and 500 calories a day. To
her family, she appeared anorexic.
Then, at her eldest son’s birthday party in 1999, she ate one chip and she couldn’t
stop eating. Her weight gain was “rapid and scary” and she finally sought help at
Castlewood Treatment Center in St. Louis. While admitting that if she had remained
thin, she never would have gone into treatment, Oelbaum says, “I just needed to get
off the crazy wagon I was on, and I did.”
And Oelbaum got off that wagon with a vengeance. She completely stopped
dieting. But more importantly, she began to explore herself as an artist. Since
childhood, Oelbaum has “always made art” and is a classically trained oil painter,
with experience painting in Florence, Italy. She has a BFA equivalent from the
Ontario College of Art and an MA in Gallery and Retail Art Administration from State
University of New York.
While she did make and sell a few oil paintings, Oelbaum’s eating disorders
prevented her from finding her artistic voice. For years, as she focused on how every
bite of food would eventually appear on her body, Oelbaum often found herself
drawing or cutting out pictures of baby birds with their mouths open. She says,
“It was about hunger...and I was too busy trying to be pretty...Even in my art...the
fat and my real body scared me. I could never commit to my body...because it was
always changing...So I could never commit to my imagery.”
Then, 9/11 happened. Distraught by both the attacks and public reaction, Oelbaum
finally found her voice. And it was a provocative one. Exchanging her paints for
fibers, Oelbaum hooked rugs that featured the images of the key political players
of the time, including President Bush and Osama bin Laden. She called this first

professional exhibit “The Axis of Evil Rug Series.” Creating the series was cathartic:
Oelbaum could finally consider herself an Artist.
But then, something even closer than 9/11 hit home. Oelbaum saw a short-lived
commercial for a diet plan. As the Venus of Willendorf — a 24,000-year old fertility
symbol that became an emblem for women’s empowerment in the Sixties — rotated
on the screen, a man’s voice said, “You don’t want to look like this.”
Offended that a diet company could so desecrate an icon of feminine strength and
beauty, Oelbaum decided to return the favor. Calling herself a Fat Feminist Activist
Artist and using second-hand diet books, Oelbaum makes paper-mache Venuses.
Incorporating several copies of a diet book, such as Stop the Insanity!, Oelbaum
layers page after page onto each Venus. As the Venus becomes more round, she is
a reflection of how Oelbaum herself “got fat: it was years and years of dieting and
rebounding and messing up my metabolism.”

“I was on diet plans that my parents would pay for. That’s
what everyone was doing…I remember being really
excited to move out on my own, because I thought I
could do every crazy diet on the planet.”
Oelbaum was recently elected president of the Women’s Caucus for Art, a national
organization whose mission is “to create community through art, education, and
social activism.” While her new responsibilities have put her own artwork on hiatus,
Oelbaum plans to continue her Willendorf Project, culminating in the grandmother
of all Venuses. This definitive Venus will include one copy of every diet book ever
written. And she envisions Diet World, a giant maze made out of diet books that
reflects the craziness of the diet industry.
Oelbaum’s ultimate mission, however, is “to get people to accept themselves where
they are.” She knows how difficult this can be and how judgmental people can be of
themselves and others. In fact, when she showed her Willendorf Project at ArtPrize
in Grand Rapids in 2010, while proudly wearing clothing that celebrated her own
curves, the response from women of size was disheartening: They averted their eyes
and walked quickly away, unable to recognize either the irony — or their beauty — in
the display.
It is for these women, especially, that Oelbaum makes her art. She doesn’t want
anyone else to sustain the damage her body has experienced through dieting and
disordered eating. She urges, “The fact that your body is functioning…it’s a beautiful
thing…When you are comfortable in your body, it’s a wonderful thing…It’s a good
place!”

Offended that a diet company could so desecrate an icon of feminine strength and beauty,
Oelbaum decided to return the favor. Calling herself a Fat Feminist Activist Artist and using
second-hand diet books, Oelbaum makes paper-mache copies of the Venus of Willendorf.
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Bollyfit’s motto is “fitness through dance.” The philosophy behind BollyFit is what
Rajendra calls Authentic Accessibility… [which] asks the students to be true to
themselves, in order to access those parts that have been lying dormant?
Another artist who is in a good place is Anuja Rajendra, the founder of BollyFit,
who lives in Ann Arbor with her husband, Vijay Sankaran, and sons, Chakor and
Kabir. She began taking dance lessons at age six with her older sisters, Rachana and
Archana, in the Bharat Natyam dance form. Called the “Ballet of the East,” Bharat
Natyam is a 4000-year-old classical dance style. By the time she was 12, Rajendra
achieved Arangetram— a high standard of training, at which point she could dance
professionally and teach.
Performing with her sisters throughout high school and university as The Rajendra
Sisters, Rajendra says, “It was a lot of fun — we danced together, always on the
side. I mean, we had our academic lives, but this was something we loved to do…
it was never pushed on us…and I just adored it. And more than anything, I loved
performing and being on stage.”
But when her sister Rachana was killed in a car accident, Rajendra stopped dancing.
“It wasn’t a conscious decision that I’m not going to dance,” she says, “but it just
didn’t feel right. A lot of Indian dance is about joy… [and] that part of me was
dormant…So much is centered on family, joyous events, and everybody together…I
had no interest in it and I was almost numb to that part of me.”
When Rajendra finally began dancing again, it also wasn’t conscious: Now the
mother of two small boys, she would turn on the music and dance with her sons to
pass the time on cold winter days. Then, during a long visit at her in-laws’ house,
Rajendra stepped back into a classical dance class.

Anuja Rajendra,
founder of
BollyFit

“I just would cry when I was doing it, because I had found that my body had changed
and, in my mind, I think I thought it had been one or two years since I had stopped
dancing. But it dawned on me that it had been ten, twelve years. I had two kids and
two C-sections in the meantime.” Despite her frustration, Rajendra decided she
would begin teaching when she returned to Ann Arbor. BollyFit was born.
Taking its inspiration from her original dance style, Bharat Natyam, and also from
Bollywood (Hollywood-style dance musicals made in Mumbai, India) and from
Bhangra, a Punjabi folk dance, BollyFit’s motto is “fitness through dance.” The
philosophy behind BollyFit is what Rajendra calls Authentic Accessibility. Authentic
Accessibility asks the students to be true to themselves in order to access those parts
that have been lying dormant, and also offers them access to the experience of the
dance and the culture behind it.

Rajendra knows that before they begin to feel good on
the inside, new students may have to get over the hurdle
of feeling self-conscious about moving their bodies,
especially their bellies and hips…“The hips are part of
every woman…and you don’t have to have a
24-inch waist to be able to shake it there.”
Rajendra also uses Conscious Choreography, in which every movement has a purpose
in the dance, but also connects the students to their spirits. The goal is “making
people feel good within and without.” However, Rajendra knows that before they
begin to feel good on the inside, new students may have to get over the hurdle of
feeling self-conscious about moving their bodies, especially their bellies and hips.
“We carry so much on our hips and we tend to look at that part of our body [like]
‘my hips are so big’…The hips are part of every woman…and you don’t have to
have a 24-inch waist to be able to shake it there.” According to Rajendra, it is
the very act of moving the hips that promotes a sense of inner well-being. The
students guide their hips with specific hand and arm movements into a kind
of release that resembles pushing down unwanted body weight into the earth
but, more importantly, gives them “a lightness within.” Rajendra says about her
students, “They’re okay with the way they are.”

Although not every student has the same skill level,
Rajendra extends this love and energy to BollyFit
performances. Rather than showcase only the youngest
and most talented dancers, “all body types, ages,
shapes, and sizes” are accepted and promoted equally.
And Rajendra’s okay with the way they are. In 2011, when U of M’s Athletic
Director, David Brandon, introduced Brady Hoke as the new head football coach
by saying that spending a few hours with a person can tell you a lot more than
relying on a first impression, Rajendra was inspired to create Learn and Love.
Initially beginning as a written meet-and-greet for students to get to know new
instructors, Learn and Love has expanded into a philosophy that encourages
students to share their personal stories with each other. “When we learn
more about others, we realize…something within them…is within us too, some
connection. And so we realize we love them as well.”
Although not every student has the same skill level, Rajendra extends this love
and energy to BollyFit performances. Rather than showcase only the youngest
and most talented dancers, “all body types, ages, shapes, and sizes” are accepted
and promoted equally. Besides, Rajendra experienced a time when her own body
struggled to remember the movements. “I can look somebody in the eye and say,
‘I know how it is if you can’t quite do something.’”

Continued on Page 52
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And it is this honesty and acceptance of her body that endears Rajendra
to her students. While she is quite petite, she is not immune to body
image issues: her C-sections left her with loose skin on her stomach.
Although her sons are now seven and five, Rajendra is frequently asked
if she is pregnant. While finding clothes can be a challenge, she says,
“Overall, I embrace my body. I have no intention of getting liposuction or
anything like that.”
Rajendra also passes her attitude of self-acceptance to the next
generation by offering Girls Bhangra. For girls who are just becoming
conscious, or even embarrassed, of their developing bodies, Rajendra
gives them a safe space to move and to love and accept who they are.
Likewise for the adults: BollyFit is “about literally being comfortable in
your own skin and accepting this is where you’re at.”

For Molly Nuzzo, an artist and drawing instructor at Eastern Michigan
University, “There is no such thing as an unacceptable body.” She says, “As
women in our society, our bodies are inherently political, no matter what
the size or shape. And the way we use our bodies to express who we are
is something that really interests me as an artist.”
Nuzzo confronts society’s values of what is considered beautiful for
women’s bodies in The Becoming Series, a performative drawing process
which she photo-documents in three steps. First, Nuzzo paints with
her hands directly onto a model’s nude body with activated charcoal,
in order to alter the model’s silhouette as if she were shaving inches
from the body. Applying the charcoal sludge with her hands feels
ritualistic: it quickly dries into a superfine powder, which the model then
partially washes off her body as if she is washing away negative societal
expectations. Finally, the remaining charcoal settles into those parts of
the body sometimes considered ugly, such as cellulite and stretch marks.
But as Nuzzo takes close-up photos, these areas become “like the most
beautiful watercolor paper you could imagine.”
As a queer artist, Nuzzo’s work also explores “the embodiment of queer
identities”, or “how queer identities are expressed physically” and “the
relationship between body and gender, and how the two can have a
correlation or not.” She believes gender falls along a spectrum, rather
than the two usually narrowly defined roles of “man” or “woman,” and
that sexuality itself is “something that’s very fluid.”

“Cristy” by Molly Marie Nuzzo
oil on board (40”x60”)
won Best in Show at the Muskegon Museum of Art in 2010
The issue was not that her model was partially naked,
but that it was “A woman with a fat body who is not
adhering to how society expects a woman to present
her gender... Not only is she unashamed, she is
undeniably self-assured. If it bothered people, I hope
that it makes them question why it bothered them.”

It is with this sense of openness and acceptance that she paints in oil on
wood “incredible androgynous…queer and trans[-gender] people.” Her
painting Cristy, for example, depicts a shirtless, masculine woman wearing
only jeans and a tie.
While Cristy won Best in Show at the Muskegon Museum of Art in 2010,
it was not well received by the public. Cristy was censored from a local
newspaper that typically prints an image of the winning art piece. And
the Muskegon Museum of Art, which had offered Nuzzo a solo showcase,
suddenly rescinded, deeming her artwork inappropriate.
According to Nuzzo, the issue was not that her model was partially naked,
but that it was “A woman with a fat body who is not adhering to how
society expects a woman to present her gender. She’s not following the
‘rules’. Not only is she unashamed, she is undeniably self-assured. If it
bothered people, I hope that it makes them question why it bothered
them. And maybe think about the deeper issues at play there. Because
these aren’t natural, inherent standards of beauty and gender ‑‑ these are
socially constructed ones, and they’re harmful.”
As a girl, Nuzzo herself began to feel pressured by such standards. By the
time she was in fifth grade, she was taller than her teacher and had the
body of a woman. During this time, she also read a book that told her if
she put her hands on her hips and her fingers couldn’t touch, she needed
to go on a diet. Even though she never did diet as a teen, Nuzzo says, “I
think that I absorbed all the messages that every girl absorbs, [but] I was
not conscious of…the way I was being brainwashed to think about my
own body. I’m not sure how I escaped it… I don’t know, I created my own
world, drawing in my room with my door shut.”

Molly Nuzzo,
artist and drawing
instructor at EMU

What she couldn’t escape, however, was the bullying she endured
as a senior in high school. Coming out at the age of 17 to the general
support of a small group of her family and close friends, people ‑‑ not
just classmates, but their parents and even some of her teachers in her
conservative community ‑‑ began to gossip about and harass Nuzzo. She
says, “I have no idea how I did it. I think I just held my breath and gritted
my teeth and went to school every morning. I was just in pure survival
mode all year. It didn’t include physical violence, but it included taunting
threats of physical violence and a lot of horrible harassment. But I got
through it, graduation removed me from the situation, and the world
goes on.”

Continued on Page __
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Becoming: The Bather (I)
by Molly Marie Nuzzo

Now 35 and living with her partner, Traci Ruthkoski, in Ypsilanti, Nuzzo hopes that
her experiences “made the road easier for queer students that came after” her. It is
this coming out story — of being able to access the deepest courage to express her
truth — that is as important as the art itself, and informs all of it. “There’s so much of
me in it…I consider myself a queer activist and a feminist, [and] those kinds of issues
seep into my work, because that is who I am. I can’t really separate those parts of
myself.”
Each piece of art that Nuzzo creates, then, is a quiet and personal form of activism,
reflecting the ideals that are most important to her — not just as a woman, but
as a person. And as she contemplates using her own body as the next model for
The Becoming Series and has embarked on a group of self-portraits, Nuzzo is also
exploring the feminine side of gender, in which her model is a feminine man posing
as a pin-up model. One thing is certain: Nuzzo and her work embody what it means
to be completely accepting of all people and all bodies.

Each of these artists embodies this ethic. By being able to look at themselves with
honesty and love, by accepting who they truly are, Elizabeth, Brenda, Anuja, and
Molly reflect the art of their beauty into the world.
Besides boudoir and maternity sessions, Elizabeth Raymond and Boundless Beauty
Studio also offer portrait sessions and boudoir parties. For more information, please
visit www.boundlessbeautystudio.com or call 734-635-7034.
Brenda Oelbaum is collecting secondhand diet books for her Venuses and Diet World
projects. If you would like to donate a diet book to Brenda, please send it to her
studio at 1342 N. Main, Suite 7, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. To read Brenda’s Fat Feminist
Activist Artist blog, please visit http://brendaoelbaum.me.

“I think that I absorbed all the messages that every girl
absorbed, [but] I was not conscious of…the way I was
being brainwashed to think about my own body. I’m not
sure how I escaped it…I don’t know, I was drawing too
much in the bedroom with my door shut.”

Becoming:
The Drawing (II)
by Molly Marie
Nuzzo

To check out the classes that Anuja Rajendra and BollyFit offer, please visit www.
bollyfit.com or call 734-657-6680. Rajendra and her students can also be seen in
flash-mob dance videos on the website and in upcoming BollyFit DVDs.
To see The Becoming Series, and Molly Nuzzo’s other drawings and paintings, please
visit her website www.mollynuzzo.com

Merging Bollywood film
dances with classical,
folk (Bhangra, Garba)
and western styles
in a high-energy
cardiovascular
experience.
All ages and abilities
welcome!
Dance ~ Yoga ~ Mindfulness

photo document
of activated
charcoal
drawing on skin

Many locations
to serve you!
Please visit:
www.bollyfit.com
734-657-6680

“As women in our society, our bodies are inherently
political, no matter what the
size or shape. And the way we use our
bodies to express who we are is something
that really interests me as an artist.”

facebook.com/bollyfit
@bollyfitwinkles
Anuja Rajendra,
BollyFit Founder

We Offer BollyFit, BollyFit Belly,
BollyFit Fusion, and BollyFit Kids.
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EMDR: Recovering Lives
by Moving Out Trauma
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Top Row: Cam Vozar and Zona Scheiner
Bottom Row: Bennet Wolper, Deborah Kennard and Carrie Hatcher-Kay
EMDR is a well-researched, expanding therapy with a high success rate
that inspires its practitioners…by its ability to heal their clients from trauma.
By Syndy Sweeney
Photography by Joni Strickfaden
Inspiration often arrives in the quiet, almost mundane moments when the body is
occupied and the mind seems to float above itself — still aware and, yet, free to
explore. In 1987, when Francine Shapiro was walking in a park, inspiration arrived in
much the same way. Thinking about a traumatic event in her life, she noticed that
her eyes were moving — and, as they did, the negative emotions attached to her
memories seemed to lessen.
Brilliant and curious, Dr. Shapiro began to study this phenomenon, creating a new
mode of psychotherapy called Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing
(EMDR). Over two decades later, EMDR is a well-researched, expanding therapy with
a high success rate that inspires its practitioners — including five local therapists —
by its ability to heal their clients from trauma.
EMDR is a therapy that works with the way information is processed in the brain.
All experiences, whether positive or negative, are stored in memory networks that
link together all of the thoughts, emotions, physical sensations, and images related
to each specific experience. EMDR works to diminish negative experiences in one’s
memory, both “small-t traumas” and “large-T traumas,” and to enhance or instill
positive thoughts in their place.
“Small-t traumas” are relatively minor, yet continuous, events that occurred in
childhood — such as frequently being called “stupid” by a parent — that have
never been resolved, but still negatively influence the beliefs and self-worth of a
person. “Large-T traumas” are those catastrophic events that have caused a major
disturbance in a person’s life and psyche. They can be either single-incident traumas,
such as almost dying in a car accident or witnessing the death of a fellow soldier
during war, or multiple-incident traumas, such as prolonged childhood sexual abuse.
Regardless of the type, when confronted with trauma that occurs too often or is
too horrible to face, according to the EMDR Resource Center of Michigan, that

trauma “lives…undisturbed in the person’s brain, in its original form, generating
negative beliefs and perceptions, and containing all the smells, sounds, feelings, and
sensations associated with it.” In essence, what happened in a person’s past shapes
how he or she feels, thinks, and relates to experiences in the present.
The goal of EMDR, then, is threefold: to address the past, present, and future. It
takes past trauma and all of its negative connotations and processes them until
their influence is lessened. Next, it helps clients identify those associations with the
memories that continue to disturb them in the present. Finally, it offers clients the
skills they need to move forward into the future.

…When confronted with trauma that occurs too often or
is too horrible to face, according to the EMDR Resource
Center of Michigan, that trauma “lives…undisturbed in
the person’s brain, in its original form, generating negative
beliefs and perceptions, and containing all the smells,
sounds, feelings, and sensations associated with it.”
The way EMDR does this is by a treatment plan that covers eight different phases.
Depending on the individual client’s needs, each phase may consist of one to several
sessions, usually lasting between 50 to 90 minutes per session.
When the therapist and client meet, the first phase of EMDR – history-taking –
begins. The therapist and client identify what the client’s specific problem is and
how it impacts his life, both currently and historically. The client, however, does not
need to describe in detail all aspects of memories that are distressing. Unlike talk
therapy, which asks a client to revisit trauma over and over again by talking about it
while in session and writing about it at home between sessions — thereby possibly
re-traumatizing the client — EMDR seeks to focus on the beliefs that a person carries
as a result of the trauma.
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For example, a client may reveal he often feels “stupid.” The EMDR therapist would
help the client to identify earlier experiences, or typical childhood incidents, that
might have led him to hold this belief. Rather than elaborating on how his father
used to berate him publicly whenever he participated in sports, the client might
simply say, “I feel stupid because of things my father said to me.” In EMDR, this
is enough information for the therapist to target for treatment. As beliefs are
processed, new problems may crop up and this phase can be repeated.
As one local EMDR therapist noted, "The client doesn't often know the origins, it's
not an easy or direct question-and-answer about what event led to these feelings,
but rather a process of discovery."
Before helping a client work on a specific traumatic event, the therapist — in the
second phase, Preparation — needs to make sure that the client is stable and able
to cope well with any painful emotions that may arise. Is the client capable of basic
self-care, such as getting enough sleep, eating well, and exercising? And does he
have someone he can talk to between sessions, who can serve as a positive support
system?
The therapist also helps the client develop internal resources. This can be a safe
place that a client creates within his mind that is meaningful to him, where he can
retreat when faced with stress and negative emotions. While in this safe place, a
client may also create a container, where disturbing thoughts and memories can be
safely held — not forgotten, but out of the way.
For many clients, being able to access this safe place may take only one session. For
others who have may have suffered from years of abuse and have issues with trust,
this stabilization phase may take a long time, over a period of months. After working
together to increase safety and trust, the client is better prepared to move forward
to the third phase, Assessment.

…A methodology unique to EMDR [is] bilateral stimulation
of the brain’s hemispheres. While the client focuses on the
physical sensations, images, and negative thoughts related
to his traumatic event, his eyes follow the movements of
a light bar, or the therapist’s fingers, for about 30 seconds.
However, research into EMDR has discovered that moving
the eyes is not the only way for bilateral stimulation to occur.
Other methods, such as alternating tones played through
headphones or the therapist tapping the client’s hands one
after the other, have been found to be just as effective.
This phase assesses the client’s beliefs, images, emotions, disturbance level and
sensations about the event. The therapist asks the client for his worst belief about
the event, in relation to himself. Using the example above, the client might say, “I am
the stupidest man on earth," or "I'm not seen/important," or "I am not safe."
The therapist then asks the client to rate how disturbing this belief is by using the 0
to 10 Subjective Units of Disturbance (SUD) scale, with 0 being no disturbance at all
and 10 being the most disturbing belief. For most clients in EMDR, the disturbance is
at least 5, if not higher.
The client is also asked to become aware of the emotions he feels and the sensations
that he may be experiencing in his body — such as cramping in the stomach, legs
bouncing as if they want to run away, or an increased heart rate — while examining
this negative belief.
The therapist then asks the client to think about becoming completely freed from
the pain of the event: What positive belief could he then imagine substituting for his
negative one? In the above example, perhaps it would be something like, “I did the
best I could.” When the client has settled on a better belief, the therapist asks him to
rate it, as well — this time, using the 1 to 7 Validity of Cognition (VOC) scale, with 1
meaning “completely false” and 7 being “completely true.”
Usually, before reprocessing begins, the client may view this positive belief as a 1 or
2; it’s a belief he’d like to have, but currently does not. The ultimate goal of EMDR
is to have a client rate his negative beliefs much lower (from 0 to 2) with his new,
positive beliefs much higher (6 or 7).
After the memory is fully accessed and the pump is primed for processing, and after
rating the beliefs, then the therapist and client can move into the fourth phase, or
Desensitization. Based on Dr. Shapiro’s original discovery — that eye movements
reduce the anguish of distressing memories — this phase uses a methodology
unique to EMDR: bilateral stimulation of the brain’s hemispheres. While the client
focuses on the physical sensations, images, and negative thoughts related to his
traumatic event, his eyes follow the movements of a light bar, or the therapist’s
fingers, for about 30 seconds.
However, research into EMDR has discovered that moving the eyes is not the only
way for bilateral stimulation to occur. Other methods, such as alternating tones
played through headphones or the therapist tapping the client’s hands one after the
other, have been found to be just as effective. Whichever method is used depends
purely on the preference of the client and the therapist.
This process creates something like an opening in the brain in which dual attention
occurs: as the client is engaged in the bilateral stimulation while focusing on the
traumatic event, he is also asked to be aware of any other emotions and thoughts
that may crop up. {It is thought that the brain is re-working and re-shuffling the
memories and meanings and associated emotions and sensations between the
emotional (right-brain) and analytical (left brain) during both the active bilateral

stimulation as well as during the breaks between the 30-second sets.} After the
stimulation is over, the client discusses this new awareness and also re-examines his
worst belief. How does he rate it now? Has it decreased, increased, or stayed the
same? What new associations with the traumatic event have been revealed?

Because of its lasting results, EMDR has been “strongly
recommended” or considered a “treatment of choice” for trauma
by the Department of Defense, the American Psychological
Association, and the American Psychiatric Association.,
Depending on the client’s response, the therapist will repeat the stimulation,
changing the focus if needed. This processing phase may last one or multiple
sessions. As the therapist sees that the associations are shifting towards less
disturbing and more adaptive perspectives on the event(s), then it is time to reassess disturbance level. Once the client’s SUD rating is at least a 2 or below (with
the final objective being 0), the client will have resolved his negative beliefs about
his trauma. The original positive belief is re-assessed, and most likely it has begun to
strengthen.
At this point, phase five, Installation, begins. While the client thinks about the
positive belief that he originally established (in the above example, “I did the best I
could”) — or an even better belief that may have emerged through processing (such
as, “I am intelligent”) — and simultaneously focuses on his trauma, the therapist will
again conduct bilateral stimulation.
After this 30-second session, the client is once again asked to weigh in on what he is
feeling and thinking. How does he now rate this new, positive belief? Has it become
true for him or is it still a false belief that he’d like to have, but doesn’t? The idea
is to strengthen this positive belief until it is at least a 6 or 7 on the VOC scale. This
process of strengthening the positive belief is critical to getting the full benefit of
re-working memories in EMDR. By transforming one's perspective on the traumatic
event, the client heals, and also, according to one local therapist, "gains deep
wisdom and empathy for the human condition."
After the positive belief is strengthened, the therapist asks the client to scan his
body. EMDR recognizes that trauma occurs not just in the intelligence, but also
manifests in — and must be processed from — the body. In this sixth phase, Body
Scan, when the client thinks back to his trauma, how does he presently feel in his
body? Is there pain or tension in the body? How is he holding his posture? Is the
heart rate elevated or steady? Is there any anxiety?
The goal is for the client to be able to think about his trauma without feeling
corresponding disturbing sensations in his body. If he still feels physical sensations,
then bilateral stimulation is used once again; he and the therapist continue to
process until he is no longer does.
The seventh phase is called Closure. Ending every session, the objective is to
have the client feeling better than when he arrived. This also extends to the time
between sessions. If any additional thoughts, feelings, or sensations relating to the
trauma appear after the session, the client is asked to take note of them, so they
can be processed in future sessions. If those emotions become too difficult, the
client is reminded to return to the safe place he created and to utilize the self-care
techniques he developed earlier in his treatment.
Finally, the eighth phase, Reevaluation, begins the next (and every) session. Here,
the therapist and client re-evaluate the client’s progress. Is his rating of the negative
belief still low? Does he consider his new positive belief still to be true? Is his body
free of tension? Or have other things been brought up that need to be worked on?
Continued on page 56
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EMDR: Recovering Lives
by Moving Out Trauma
Continued from page 55
In the previous example, the client may have been able to completely process the
feelings of stupidity in relation to his father and now believes that yes, he is, in fact,
intelligent. In processing this event, however, perhaps he remembered another
situation in which similar feelings of humiliation came up, such as a teacher who
announced he failed the test and his classmates laughed at him.
This associative memory would then be processed in the same way as the original
traumatic event. Once all of the associative memories are processed, the client will
have succeeded in being able to put a lifetime of feelings and memories of stupidity
(and humiliation) into the back of his brain, until they no longer disturb him in the
present moment and no longer prevent him from moving forward into the future.
While the process of EMDR may seem complicated, many of the phases overlap in a
single session. And for many people, especially those suffering from single-incident
traumas, their treatment can be completed in as little as six sessions. Research
has shown that the healing that clients can achieve with EMDR lasts long after the
treatment is completed.

Despite its effectiveness in treating trauma and the research
being done on EMDR, what is still unknown is exactly how it
works. It seems to access the areas of the brain where the fear
response lies — the amygdala and cerebrum — and calms them
down, allowing for new associations and pathways to be grooved
in the brain. However, it is not necessary to know how EMDR
works to accept the evidence that it works very well.
Because her initial discovery of EMDR was met with skepticism, Dr. Shapiro began
testing the efficacy of EMDR. She and the EMDR Institute (which she founded
in 1990 in order to train others in EMDR methodology) continue to welcome
outside research, no matter what the results may be. In 2006, the EMDR Research
Foundation was founded to further invest in the development and dissemination of
EMDR research.
To that end, there have been over 20 randomized, controlled studies done on EMDR
that show positive results. For example, a study funded by Kaiser Permanente
in 1997 (Marcus, S., Marquis, P. & Sakai, C.) looked at treating people with PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in an HMO healthcare setting. After six 50-minute
sessions of EMDR, 100 percent of the single-incident trauma and 80 percent of the
multiple-incident trauma victims no longer suffered from PTSD. A year later, another
study of combat veterans suffering from PTSD (Carlson, J., Chemtob, C.M., Rusnak,
K., Hedlund, N.L, & Muraoka, M.Y.) revealed that, after 12 sessions of EMDR, PTSD
was eliminated in 77 percent of the veterans and these results were still maintained
when a follow-up was conducted.
Because of its lasting results, EMDR has been “strongly recommended” or considered
a “treatment of choice” for trauma by the Department of Defense, the American
Psychological Association, and the American Psychiatric Association, as well as
numerous international boards, including the Israeli National Council for Mental
Health; the Northern Ireland Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety;
and the French National Institute of Health and Medical Research.
Despite its effectiveness in treating trauma and the research being done on EMDR,
what is still unknown is exactly how it works. It seems to access the areas of the
brain where the fear response lies — the amygdala and cerebrum — and calms them
down, allowing for new associations and pathways to be grooved in the brain. Also,
the eye movements used in EMDR may replicate the same processes that occur
when a person is in Rapid Eye Movement or REM sleep, when the mind is relaxed
enough to process its memories.
However, it is not necessary to know how EMDR works to accept the evidence that it
works very well. Not only do therapists use it with great success to treat their clients,
but, because their two-part EMDR training requires them to undergo EMDR sessions
themselves, they understand firsthand the beauty in being able to release their own
traumatic events. Witnessing this release of trauma and all of its negative beliefs is
what ultimately inspires five highly trained Ann Arbor therapists who make EMDR
their own and who give back to the field that continues to give them so much.

One such therapist is Cam Vozar.

c

Graduating in 1975 with a master’s degree from the University of Michigan’s Social
Work program, Vozar began his career as a children’s counselor. By 1990, he was the
administrator of a child and family agency in Adrian. While he was good at his job, he
realized he missed the direct connection with people that being a therapist provided,
so he decided to go into private practice.

“I was working with people with trauma and I wasn’t having the
kind of success I wanted with them. I could see that just talking,
that just simple talk therapy, was insufficient.” –
— Cam Vozar

Cam Vozar
Older and not as easily able to get down on the floor to meet child clients at their
level, Vozar turned his attention to working with adults and families. But it could be
frustrating. “I was working with people with trauma and I wasn’t having the kind
of success I wanted with them. I could see that just talking, that just simple talk
therapy, was insufficient.”
In 1991, just a few years after EMDR was developed and before a certification
process had been formally established, Vozar became trained in EMDR and his
practice changed. “I started using it after that,” he says, “and I really had very good
results.”

A Taoist with daily practices in meditation, chi kung (cultivating
and balancing life energy), and tai chi (a slow-moving internal
Chinese martial art), Vozar gravitated to accessing his clients’
spiritual beliefs as part of their healing…According to Vozar, a
spiritual resource is simply one’s connection to a higher power,
whatever that higher power may or may not be called.
Vozar saw the opportunity to develop and expand on the internal resources used in
EMDR. A Taoist with daily practices in meditation, chi kung (cultivating and balancing
life energy), and tai chi (a slow-moving internal Chinese martial art), Vozar gravitated
to accessing his clients’ spiritual beliefs as part of their healing. Besides creating a
safe place and a container, Vozar and his clients “co-create a poetry of healing and
spiritual connection” by constructing three additional internal resources that are
not usually part of the standard EMDR protocol: spiritual, protective, and nurturing
resources.
According to Vozar, a spiritual resource is simply one’s connection to a higher power,
whatever that higher power may or may not be called. When processing trauma, if a
client becomes overwhelmed, Vozar has the client access his safe place. While there,
Vozar asks if his client can connect to his spiritual resource. If he can, what would his
higher power say about the client’s experience? Can the higher power comfort the
client through the processing?
The nurturing and protective resources may also have a spiritual component to
them. Vozar says, “Some people would see the Virgin Mary, for example, as a
nurturing resource. Some of the Hindu gods are quite protective. So it really depends
on the person.” However, the nurturing and protective resources could have an
emotional attachment, rather than a spiritual one. For example, a client’s protective
resource could be an image of Wonder Woman or Bruce Lee; while a nurturing one
may be represented by a mother bear with her cub or a warm embrace of light.
Vozar also uses the protective and nurturing resources to help the client enhance
his or her own qualities, like the capacity for compassion and empathy on one hand,
and the ability to be assertive and take action on the other. When the client may be
facing a difficult moment during processing, she can remember that not only does
she have internal resources to protect and nurture herself through it, she herself
actually embodies their qualities. In the midst of feeling overwhelmed, having the
ability to acknowledge her strengths can be an additional powerful tool to help a
person heal from trauma.
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It was Vozar’s personal internal resources and EMDR that were “invaluable” in
guiding him out of his own trauma. In 2005, this father of three adult children lost
his wife to cancer. He says, “It is interesting that your mind really does start thinking
differently in the EMDR state and it’s able to make some different connections to
heal the trauma.”
These connections have helped him move forward. Vozar is now in “a loving
relationship with a strong spiritual bond.” Involved with various tai chi associations,
he also gives back by teaching tai chi at the Cancer Support Community.
Whether it is the way he lives his life or helps his clients to make sense of theirs,
Vozar can’t help but bring a deeper, spiritual sense to his practice. Because, for him,
therapy isn’t just about healing from trauma, it’s about allowing “a more authentic
and spiritual self” to rise up from that trauma.

c

A generous and authentic spirit also infuses the practice of Deborah Kennard.
A recent transplant from Monroe to Ann Arbor, Kennard began working in
community mental health after she graduated in 1994 with a master’s degree in
clinical psychology from Eastern Michigan University. Two years later, she went into
private practice and one of the members of her group suggested she look into EMDR.
When she went to her first EMDR training in 1996, Kennard had never been in
therapy. When it came time for the practicum in which she would experience EMDR
for herself, she says, “I was thinking, ‘I can’t even think of anything [to work on].’”
Then Kennard remembered a moment when she was 16 years old. She had made
plans to meet her mother at a mall. In a time before cell phones, Kennard could not
find her mother in or outside of the mall. Upset, she drove home crying. In her EMDR
training, processing this memory revealed feelings of abandonment and a fear of
becoming an orphan, both of which stemmed from her father’s death shortly before
her second birthday. She says, “I was able to process it and then I went from there to
go on to get more help, to get more EMDR, and it was really helpful.”
EMDR has also given Kennard a “larger success rate” in working with her clients,
many of whom have suffered from some of the most heartbreaking and severe
traumas. They come from complex family systems in which trauma plays out in the
history of a family. Or they may be carrying ancestral trauma, resulting from such
tragedies as the Holocaust. Kennard says, “It’s just really amazing once we start to
process…You can see that line of how that pain has been passed on from generation
to generation. And how amazing it is to see the healing that’s done and it really feels
like you’re reaching back [into the previous generations].”
In her practice, which is mostly referral based, she often treats victims of sexual
abuse. She also works with perpetrators and is able to do so without passing
judgment. “What happens with EMDR…is that we really understand everything that
is happening. Even if it’s a perpetrator sitting in my office…I understand everything
that person has been through,” she says.

With HAP, Kennard travels to conduct trainings with therapists, usually once a
month. Last year, she was in New Orleans, training therapists who work with
veterans; in Nashville, which experienced severe flooding several years ago; and
in Fort Collins, Colorado, training therapists from agencies all over Colorado and
some from surrounding states who work in areas with trauma or in underserved
communities.

Kennard says, “It’s just really amazing once we start to process…
You can see that line of how that pain has been passed on from
generation to generation. And how amazing it is to see the
healing that’s done and it really feels like you’re reaching back
[into the previous generations].”
While in Fort Collins, Kennard also trained a local EMDR trainer. This was a few
months before the mass shooting at the Batman movie premiere. “We [now] have a
team of trainers in that area that help organize assistance for any disaster, including
the Batman incident,” says Kennard.
Kennard also donates her time to the EMDR International Association (EMDRIA) as
the EMDRIA Regional Coordinator for Michigan and Northwest Ohio. Founded in
1995, EMDRIA is a professional membership organization that sets the standards and
certification process for EMDR, as well as provides a professional journal and annual
conference to its members. As a regional coordinator, Kennard manages an e-mail
list and helps EMDR-trained therapists to continue their education by bringing in
additional training.
Whether working or volunteering, Kennard brings her “whole self” into her practice.
She’s studied shamanism and Buddhist psychology and is able to draw connections
between these disciplines and EMDR to complement her practice. For example,
EMDR seeks to discover the root of one’s trauma. In Buddhist psychology, Kennard
says, this root is similar to sankharas or the stored patterns of one’s past that, “when
conditions are right…may surface again.” Or it resembles the soul retrieval found
in shamanic healing, in which part of a person’s soul may leave when faced with
trauma. With shamanism, as in EMDR, the goal is to make the person whole again.
Kennard also does drum journeying. For some of her clients, especially children who
have been internationally adopted and are having problems attaching to their new
families, she uses her floor drum as her tool for bilateral stimulation. She says, “Each
of us will sit on one side of it. [With] drumming…you’re still receiving the bilateral
stimulation that is vibrating into your hand.” Besides, it’s a lot of fun for both
Kennard and her young clients.
Reiki also finds its way into Kennard’s practice. While she’s never practiced Reiki as
a profession, she has been trained in it. It helps her to connect to the energy of her
clients and — along with doing her own EMDR work and practicing meditation — it’s
a way for her to heal as well.

Deborah
Kennard
She extends this understanding to volunteer work. For the last four years, Kennard
has been a trainer for the EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Program (EMDR HAP). A
nonprofit organization funded by donations and founded in 1995, HAP is a network
of EMDR-trained therapists who work with community mental health or other
non-profits in areas that are underserved or have been hit by natural or man-made
disasters, both in the United States and worldwide. While their expenses are paid, all
HAP volunteers donate their time and expertise to train other therapists in EMDR, so
those therapists can turn around and help heal their communities from trauma.

With the EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Program, Kennard
travels to conduct trainings with therapists, usually once a
month. Last year, she was in New Orleans, training therapists
who work with veterans; in Nashville, which experienced
severe flooding several years ago; and in Fort Collins,
Colorado, training therapists from agencies all over Colorado.
And it is this ability to take care of her health and well-being that keeps Kennard
continuing in her chosen field. “I can tolerate anything in my office,” she says.
“Someone who may have been tortured or they’ve seen horrible things; I’ve heard
the worst of the worst.” But in her down time, even the smallest amount of violence
is intolerable to Kennard and she mostly avoids watching television or the news.
Kennard also has the love and support of her husband, Stan, and her three adult
sons, Harris, Lee, and Spencer. According to their mother, “They all have a big heart…
they’re good people.”
Continued on page 58
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But what protects Kennard the most from becoming burned-out is hope. She says, “I
really do think hope…is a great protection for me…It really helps. And I do see them
[my clients] progress, which is really a wonderful honor. What a great thing to have a
job where you can see people healing!”
Kennard is currently developing a community website in which EMDR trainers can
talk to people. Called the Center for Personal Transformation, the theme of this
website is how to actively open up the heart in order to discover one’s path in life.
“That’s really how I see my clients,” Kennard says. “What they really need is to get
whatever there is out of the way that keeps them from having an open heart, from
just being who they are, and connecting with their essence. EMDR is really a great
tool for that.”

c

When Dr. Carrie Hatcher-Kay first heard about EMDR in graduate school, she didn’t
think she’d have a use for it. “I thought it was so odd,” she admits.
As she earned her doctorate of psychology from the University of Michigan in
2001 and went on to do two years of post-doctorate work at UM Department of
Psychiatry, she didn’t give EMDR much more thought. Then in 2002, one of her
colleagues, whom she highly respected, had a car accident. As her friend healed
through EMDR and went on to become trained in it, Hatcher-Kay investigated EMDR
further and found that she, too, could be healed from an earlier trauma.
When she was 30 years old, a tragedy (that Hatcher-Kay prefers to remain private)
occurred. At the time, she processed it through traditional therapy, but it was still
“gripping.” Processing her loss through EMDR changed that. It was, she says, “like
moving from an active gash on your body to a scar that is a memory but it is faded,
it’s not actively hurting…It’s got its place in the fabric of your skin, your story. And
that’s what I experienced. And so I quickly felt compelled to pursue this training and
offer it to numerous clients that I could immediately think of helping.”

Dr. Carrie
Hatcher-Kay

Hatcher-Kay didn’t have to go far, nor wait long, to pursue EMDR training: shortly
after her epiphany, EMDR training came to Ann Arbor. That was in 2005. And then
three years ago, she attended a local EMDR training which introduced her not only to
a new way of doing EMDR, but to a new passion: Sensorimotor Psychotherapy (SP).
When the sixth phase of EMDR treatment asks a client to check in with the
sensations he is feeling in his body, SP enhances that EMDR protocol by allowing
the client to make contact with his body in ways that go beyond the protocol —
beyond the intellect and emotions — to a place of curious mindfulness about the
body. According to Hatcher-Kay, SP “allows people to learn more about that core
experience that’s stored in the body.”
While the body may have manifested pain or disease as a result of trauma, the body
may also have simply created ways of being or holding itself as strategies just to get
by in life. Those life strategies could manifest as tension carried in the shoulders,
difficulty making eye contact, a slight pulling away from other people when standing
too close to them, or even talking too quickly. A person may have developed the
strategy of talking too fast, for example, because slowing down may feel dangerous
— connecting the person to difficult emotions she is trying to avoid.

Sensorimotor Psychotherapy (SP) enhances that EMDR protocol
by allowing the client to make contact with his body in ways
that go beyond the protocol — beyond the intellect and
emotions — to a place of curious mindfulness about the body.
According to Carrie Hatcher-Kay, SP “allows people to learn
more about that core experience that’s stored in the body.”
The process Hatcher-Kay uses to help guide her clients into greater body awareness
is almost meditative. First, she invites the client to turn inward and notice how her
body feels and what it is doing. Then, she will mirror the client’s posture. If the client
is hunched slightly or has her legs crossed, she will quietly do the same. The client
may not even be consciously aware of Hatcher-Kay’s new posture, but she may be
sensing what she herself looks like. She may call attention to the client’s posture or, if
it shifts, to that shift. But she and the client do not judge the shift or even analyze it.
As Hatcher-Kay says, “We notice together with curiosity.”
As this shift occurs, the voice may slow down and, moment-by-moment, the client is
noticing the impulses of her body. In trauma, those impulses are usually defensive —
a need to fight or escape, or to freeze or collapse. A person may freeze in her chair
or her shoulders may rise and fists clench, indicating an impulse to fight. Hatcher-Kay
watches this reaction, pointing out that it is a precursor to movement, and she and
the client process through it. That might include giving the client a pillow to push
away or hold, or to work through the tension in her body.
If the client’s body is reacting as if it wants to run away, Hatcher-Kay may invite her
to walk around in the room. She’ll often mirror the client’s pace. And processing the
bodily reactions in this way creates a greater opening and connection to the earlier
experience that didn’t just occur in the mind or the emotions, but settled in the body
when the client was unable to protect herself. According to Hatcher-Kay, this process
begins to “settle, to work through that stuck-ness of that incomplete action [the
inability of self-protection], as well as deepen and affirm that this really happened.”

The results are profound. With this release from the body, there is often grief
for having lived for so long with trauma and its myriad effects. But, according to
Hatcher-Kay, “The tears that flow in grieving are healing, as the client recognizes
what was missed, but also senses the possibility of moving on.” She adds that the
client’s traumatic experiences then become “woven into the background fabric
of the tapestry of life, whereas before they may have been overwhelmingly in the
foreground.”
SP has so transformed Hatcher-Kay’s EMDR practice that she has formed Partners
in Healing with two other colleagues to offer opportunities for other therapists to
train in integrating mind-body approaches in psychotherapy. They have become the
Michigan liaisons for the Sensorimotor Psychotherapy Institute and hope to help
host a training here starting in 2014.
Hatcher-Kay also incorporates into her practice another adaptation of EMDR:
Induced After-Death Communication (IADC). An intensive grief psychotherapy, it asks
the client to be willing to plunge into sadness after the death of a loved one. This
therapy is not for everyone: Hatcher-Kay does an assessment to make sure that her
clients are not actively depressed (as distinguished from grieving) and that they are
able to access their internal resources and to take care of themselves.
In IADC, the therapist keeps returning the client to the sadness to process deeper
parts of it. The sessions are extended and occur two to three days in a row, in order
to maintain access to the intensity of the experience and reduce everyday defenses
from popping up and interfering with the “moving through” process.

Hatcher-Kay also incorporates into her practice another
adaptation of EMDR: Induced After-Death Communication
(IADC). An intensive grief psychotherapy, it asks the client to be
willing to plunge into sadness after the death of a loved one…
The client’s connection to his loved one begins to shift from
sadness to a deeper connection, in which joy can return.
What happens, according to Hatcher-Kay, is “profoundly beautiful.” The client’s
connection to his loved one begins to shift from sadness to a deeper connection,
in which joy can return. “Some people might call it spiritual,” she says. “Some
experience it as light. Some experience it as that person saying something to them.
Some experience it as humor, with memories of good times with their loved one
returning.” Hatcher-Kay recalls a mother who had lost her son and, after her intense
processing was over, she experienced him present in the room in the form of sparks
of light and warmth, in which he told her everything was going to be okay.
“It’s so beautiful,” this married mother of two young children says. “I want to do
more of these. It’s so beautiful.”

c
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Dr. Zona Scheiner agrees: “EMDR can be addictive.”
Scheiner first read about EMDR in the early 1990s and “it sounded intriguing, but a
bit strange.” Then in 1996, at the urging of one of her colleagues whose brother-inlaw was an early adapter of EMDR, Scheiner took her first training. Although she had
been a family and couples therapist for over 20 years by that point, EMDR intensified
her passion for her practice. She says, “It wasn’t until I learned EMDR that I could say
to people — and this is not all people all the time, but to enough people enough of
the time — that you do not have to live with this [trauma]. We can do something…
You do not have to walk around with this on an ongoing basis. For psychotherapists,
that is a pretty extraordinary thing to be able to say.”

Bennet Wolper
Other Local EMDR Therapists
(Listed on the EMDRIA website)

Dr. Zona
Scheiner
Scheiner says, “It wasn’t until I learned EMDR that I could say to
people — and this is not all people all the time, but to enough
people enough of the time — that you do not have to live with
this [trauma]. We can do something…You do not have to walk
around with this on an ongoing basis. For psychotherapists, that
is a pretty extraordinary thing to be able to say.”
Bennet Wolper, Scheiner’s husband and partner in their practice, Family Therapy
Associates, “wasn’t immediately grabbed by” EMDR, however. After his wife
returned from her initial training, she talked a lot about EMDR. Wanting to connect
with what had become so important to his wife, Wolper decided to pursue his own
training. He admits, “I did not have a knock-down, drop-dead, fabulous experience.”
Then, the couple decided to take the second part of EMDR training together.
Held in Philadelphia, and conducted by Dr. Shapiro herself, Wolper’s “practicum
experience was very profoundly moving. It really connected with me personally.”
While preferring to keep the details of what he processed private, Wolper was able
to release a heightened — and what he calls “irrational” — sense of responsibility for
others that had resulted from his own traumatic experiences.
What EMDR released for Scheiner in her practicum, however, was not so much
feelings associated with trauma, but her self-esteem. While it did not happen every
day or even every week, for most of her life, whenever Scheiner felt badly or thought
she didn’t perform well, she was unable to look at her body with honesty. She says,
“I used to joke that I could gain 20 pounds in a day…I would look at myself in the
mirror, and I would see a different person.”
It wasn’t until two or three months after her EMDR training that Scheiner became
aware that what she had processed in her EMDR practicum had stuck with her. She
and Wolper presented a couples’ workshop and, after it was over, they decided they
hadn’t really done their best work. They talked about it for a few hours and suddenly,
Scheiner realized, “I didn’t gain any weight!” Because of EMDR, she was able to
disconnect the experience of not performing her job well from the way she saw her
body.
Continued on page 60

Bartley, Dinah, Psy.D.
218 N. Fourth Avenue, Suite #210
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 995-1480
dibartley@comcast.net

Kaplan, Michael, MSW, ACSW, LMSW
2225 Packard Road, Suite #1
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 663-9050
mdkap@hotmail.com

Blumson, Diane, LMSW
1210 Henry Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 668-1594
diane.blumson@gmail.com

Kleinsmith, Cindy, LMSW
425 E. Washington Street, Suite #101E
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 649-2421
cindykle@umich.edu

Camero-Sulak, Adrianne, Psy.D.
555 E. William Street, Suite #18-H
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 355-4439
info@drcamerosulak.com
www.drcamerosulak.com

Levin, Karen, MSW, LMSW
2345 S. Huron Parkway
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 677-2928
krlevin@comcaStreetnet

Cole Frank, Mindy, LMSW, LMFT
400 N. First Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(734) 996-2306
mincfrank@ameritech.net
Frick, Julie, MSW, BCD, CBT
902 Miner Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(734) 665-2397
julie@juliefrick.com
Fry, Janet, LMSW, ACSW
2350 Washtenaw Ave., Suite #6C
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 572-7251
jmfrylmsw@comcast.net
www.janetmfrylmsw.com

Miller, Sandy, LMSW, ACSW, CAAC
202 E. Washington Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 709-1232
Riley, Kelly, LMSW
Evolve - Behavioral Health of Brighton
710 E. Grand River, Suite #1
Brighton, MI 48116
(810) 599.9591
kriley@evolvebrighton.com
www.evolvebrighton.com
Schreiber, Emanuel, Ph.D.
1411 Packard Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 995-4171
awschreiber@sbcglobal.net

Golden, Susan, Ph.D.
1510 Franklin Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(734) 994-9133

Sherman, Matruka, LMSW, ACSW
2345 S. Huron Parkway, Suite #2
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 213-7475
matrkasher@aol.com

Hartman, Brenda, Psy.D.
552 S. Main Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 332-9173
brenda@hartmantherapy.com
hartmantherapy.com

Sipher, Lynn, LMSW, ACSW
202 E. Washington Street, Suite #201
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 332-3365
lynnsipher@gmail.com
www.lynnsipher.com

Holtzman, Margaret (Peggy), MSW
Family Therapy Association of Ann Arbor
118 W. Jefferson Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(734) 572-0882
www.ftaannarbor.com

Valdez, César, LMSW
Partners in Healing Psychotherapy
202 E. Washington Street, Suite #200
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 929-6574
cesvaldez@gmail.com
www.partnersinhealingpsychotherapy.com

Inoue, Lisa, LMSW
5331 Plymouth Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(734) 996-9111
inoue.lisa@gmail.com
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For Wolper, the connection that EMDR provides both within and between himself
and his clients is its own reward. “What is occurring is that people were traumatized
and all alone and they have defended against exposure to that experience to
the best they’ve been able to [in] their life,” Wolper says. “And they enter into a
relationship with an EMDR therapist. And even though we’re not friends, in this
moment of time, we’re walking down this particular road together in a way that is
very, very unique. That nobody — nobody — shares that kind of experience with
them. It is an incredibly meaningful experience for the therapist.”
And because EMDR has been so significant for both Wolper and Scheiner, they
volunteer with the many organizations that expand and support the field of
EMDR. Says Wolper, “There is a profound gratitude for what it has done for us
as professionals, to be able to do more effectively that which we dedicated our
professional lives to do.” Scheiner concurs, “It’s been a profession that has given so
much back to us, you find ways to give to it.”
As such, both Scheiner and Wolper are EMDR HAP trainers, working both
domestically and internationally. Scheiner has even worked in Germany helping
psychiatrists who themselves had been traumatized from their efforts working in
refugee camps in Kosovo. And, currently, Scheiner sits on the board of directors for
the EMDR Research Foundation.

“What is occurring is that people were traumatized and all alone
and they have defended against exposure to that experience to
the best they’ve been able to [in] their life,” Wolper says. “And
they enter into a relationship with an EMDR therapist…nobody
— nobody — shares that kind of experience with them. It is an
incredibly meaningful experience for the therapist.”
The couple also volunteers for EMDRIA. Scheiner served on the board of directors
from 1999 to 2005 and became its president in 2006. Beginning in 1998, Wolper
was a member of EMDRIA’s Standards and Training Committee for 10 years, even
serving as its co-chair. And he has been involved in its special projects, such as
defining EMDR and developing its curriculum. Currently, Wolper is on the Conference
Committee, which oversees EMDR conferences.
In addition to helping clients and volunteering, Scheiner and Wolper also act as
regional trainers for the EMDR Institute. Because the Institute’s training is two-tiered
(consisting of two three-day sessions), therapists can attend the first training in one
city and the second training months or even a year later in another city.
What Wolper and Scheiner bring to the way they train is intimacy and consistency.
Therapists who want to be trained in EMDR sign up for the entire training process
at once, committing to three weekends (one three-day intensive and two two-day
sessions). For the trainees, this gives them an opportunity for their work to build
upon itself. It also fosters a community: because the trainees tend to be from the
same area, they can meet in between weekends and bounce ideas off of each other.
What also makes a difference to their training is the fact that Scheiner and Wolper
really enjoy working together. “I think we’re kind of funny,” Scheiner says, “and
people seem to enjoy the relationship.” Wolper agrees, “To have your best friend
also as a colleague is pretty cool…I couldn’t imagine doing it another way.”
They’re not immune to disagreements, however. But to keep those to a minimum,
these parents of two and grandparents of five take separate cars to their office. “I
know this is a very un-green thing to say,” Scheiner laughs, “[but] we drive in our
own way, on our own route, with our own music on the radio, and don’t have to talk
to anybody else.”
Although Wolper and Scheiner are cutting back a bit with their schedules, their
passion for EMDR still drives them. Scheiner says it best: “The intensity of my passion
has …probably increased — which is, I think, pretty unusual. As I say, our EMDR
keeps people working long past any reasonable retirement age!”

~~~~~~~
From the beginning — when Frances Shapiro’s higher awareness helped her to look
at her trauma with fresh eyes — to the present day, when the therapy she created
fills its practitioners with passion and an ability to truly help people out of their pain
and trauma, EMDR can only be called one thing: inspirational.

c

Books on EMDR
For a full listing of books on EMDR and those that are required reading for therapist training,
please visit the EMDR Institute’s website: www.emdr.com
Getting Past Your Past: Take Control of Your Life with Self-Help Techniques from EMDR Therapy
Francine Shapiro
EMDR and The Art of Psychotherapy with Children
Robbie Adler-Tapia, PhD, and Carolyn Settle, LCSW
Light in the Heart of Darkness: EMDR and the Treatment of War and Terrorism Survivors
Steve Silver, PhD, and Susan Rogers, PhD
EMDR in the Treatment of Adults Abused As Children
Laurel Parnell, PhD
Small Wonders: Healing Childhood Trauma with EMDR
Joan Lovett, MD
EMDR and Psychotherapy Integration: Theoretical and Clinical Suggestions with Focus on
Traumatic Stress (Innovations in Psychology Series)
Howard Lipke, PhD
EMDR and the Relational Imperative: The Therapeutic Relationship in EMDR Treatment
Mark Dworkin, CSW-R
Through the Eyes of a Child
Robert H. Tinker, PhD, and Sandra Wilson, PhD

Resources on EMDR
EMDR Institute, Inc.: www.emdr.com
Information about training therapists in EMDR methodology. Also has listings of EMDR-trained
therapists, treatment guidelines, and research studies done on EMDR (including the two
studies mentioned in the article, as well as randomized and nonrandomized clinical trials and
meta-analyses).
EMDR International Association (EMDRIA): www.emdria.org
The professional membership association of EMDR.
EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Program (EMDR HAP): www.emdrhap.org
The volunteer arm of EMDR.
EMDR Research Foundation: www.emdrresearchfoundation.org
Invests in the research of EMDR.
The Francine Shapiro Library: http://emdr.nku.edu
Repository for scholarly writings about EMDR. It is hosted by Northern Kentucky University as
a service to EMDRIA.
EMDR Resource Center of Michigan: www.emdrmichigan.com
Founded by Dr. Zona Scheiner and Bennet Wolper, its purpose is to “bring quality EMDR
educational experiences to EMDR clinicians in the State of Michigan.” The Resource Center
recommends that, when clients are searching for EMDR therapists, they should ask not only if
they are trained in EMDR, but how often they use it in their practice.
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Music Reviews
by Sarah Newland

Between the Shores of Our Souls cd
by Mirabai Ceiba

The duo Mirabai Ceiba continues its
signature sound of sweet, gentle melodies combined with lush vocal harmonies.
Words by Rumi take center stage. A poem
by Kahlil Gibran and an ancient Zen poem
add pleasurable variety. The combination is
irresistible. Mirabai Ceiba sings the poems
with heartfelt emotion with original instrumentation amplyfing the feeling.

World Yoga cd

by Putumayo World Music
Take a relaxing journey around the world with
these soothing songs from Mali to Nepal and
beyond. Following their bestselling Yoga cd, this
new compilation features work from Belgium,
Gambia, Wales, South Africa, Armenia, Tibet,
and others and brings an inspiring, cross-cultural
background for your yoga practice.
Shelved with Yoga music.
$13.95

Shelved with Chant music.
$17.98

Light Body cd
Stillness: A Collection cd
by Real Music Artists

Shelved with Meditation music.
$16.98

Beyond the teeming activity of our lives on this
beloved Earth lies a great eternal silence. As we
pause and listen, the silence will speak. One of
the wondrous voices is through the language of
music. From solo instrumentation to full musical orchestration, this cd offers a seamless musical experience into the depth of relaxation. The
pieces merge into a relaxing, soul-filled hour of
music and meditation.

by Peter Kater

Peter Kater’s compositions, signature piano,
and keyboards harmoniously marry here
with instrumental support of Paul McCandless and vocals from Trisha Bowden. The
result is an uplifting, supportive audio companion that comfortably guides you through
the body’s seven chakras for rejuvenation.
Feel your daily stress wash away. It may
also aid in coping with challenges of great
magnitude, from illness to emotional trauma and the process of dying. Kater consistently delivers work that positively affects people’s lives. Shelved with Meditation music.

$16.98
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Mary
DeLisle-Berry

Hospice is a collaborative venture with the patient, family,
and hospice staff. Hospice provides the teaching and the
medical supplies needed for end of life care. Nursing, social
work, chaplaincy, and volunteer staff offer physical, emotional,
and spiritual care and support when they visit, but family and
friends are the primary care providers. They are the ones there
24/7 to meet the daily needs of that person and support them
through the dying process. They will likely be at bedside when
their loved one dies; they will dial the phone and make the call
to hospice when that happens.
I sat down, took my coffee with cream, and Hank and I chatted.
He was a nice man and quite a talker. After about ten minutes
or so of small talk, I thanked him for the coffee, got up from the
kitchen table, and went up the stairs to meet his wife. I had no
idea then what an adventure I had ahead of me.
Maryanne was a matter of fact “don't bullshit me” (her first
words to me after hello) woman. “How long do I have to live?”
followed shortly after my Avon-lady pitched “hi, my name is
Mary, I'm your nurse” intro. Apparently no time was going to
be spent here chit-chatting with Maryanne. When I mentioned
how I enjoyed meeting her husband, Hank, she remarked that
I had “talked more with Hank in the last ten minutes” than
she had “in the last ten years.” Interesting — particularly since
Hank was ultimately going to assume the role of her primary
caregiver.
I stumbled through that first visit with Maryanne. No touchy
feel-ly stuff wafting in the air. No hand holding. She wanted
a schedule of when I would be visiting, a list of the meds she
would be taking, and she wanted to be kept informed on
how long she had to live and how she would die. She wanted
specifically to know what would happen physiologically
that would cause her death. "Don't spare any details," she
instructed. So we made a schedule for my visits, we reviewed
her medications, and I agreed to be totally honest and
straightforward with the information she wanted from me. She
had clearly defined what she wanted from hospice and I was
clearly committed to providing hospice care for her, her way.
The dance had begun.

Combing Her Hair ~

A Hospice Worker Reflects on
Dying with Dignity and Grace
By Mary DeLisle-Berry, R.N.
Photography by Gregory Fox
I knocked on the door and a man answered and invited me in. He said his name was
Hank. He was the husband of the patient I was going to meet for the first time that
day. I am an R.N. and I had been assigned as the case manager for a 56-year-old
woman named Maryanne. She had a diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. Hank told me
his wife was upstairs, would I like a cup of coffee before I went up to meet her? I like
to get to know the family early into my relationship with my clients and accepted his
invitation.

20

When I mentioned how I enjoyed meeting
her husband, Hank, she remarked that I
had “talked more with Hank in the last ten
minutes” than she had “in the last ten years.”
Early in my visits with Maryanne, and then at every visit, she was
very insistent that I keep increasing the dose of her Morphine
and Ativan. I would bring her request to our hospice doctor and
her pain and anti-anxiety medications were taken up per her
request. Pain and anxiety are what the patient says they are, and hospice is about
meeting comfort needs and managing pain. But on my visits after these increases
in dosage, all I ever observed was my patient getting more and more “dopey.” On
one of these visits she slurred out the question, “How long ‘til I die?”
I'd gotten to know her well enough by then to know how to answer that one. We
had actually established a good rapport and had discussed many of her beliefs
about life and death. I told her, “Well, unless you drown from drooling, or pass out
and fall into your oatmeal and meet the same fate, I suspect it is going to be awhile
yet.” That woke her up a bit. I explained graphically, as I agreed at the beginning I
would, that physiologically her body still had body fat to burn, and it had the ability
to use that fat for energy. Her body was not burning muscle yet. Her heart was a
muscle and it was strong. I was speaking her language. I knew we were connecting.
“As far as I can see,” I said, “you’re not leaving any time soon.”
It was an effective pattern interrupt. She opened her eyes and looked at me. Tears
flowed. She needed to cry, something she said “did not come easy” for her, and with
that I knew a shift in her perception had occurred; she understood she was going
to die — but she got it! She was not dead yet! I upheld my agreement to honor her
wishes and not sugarcoat anything. I had earned her trust. I was not there to take
over her life; I was there to walk with her through this part of it.
Maryanne was able to admit to herself and to me that it wasn't physical pain,
but fear, she was trying to medicate away, and it was not working. We spent time
talking about how she wanted to do this part of her life, beyond the anatomy/
physiology updates. I asked her if she would like to explore ways to manage the pain
by dealing with some of the fear. She said yes. It was here the first “touchy feel-ly”
heart opening occurred between us — and it was at her invitation. She offered me
her hand, and I took it. I believe at that point Grace spun its magic, and the dignity
Maryanne and Maryanne's family deserved to experience at her end of life journey
began.
Maryanne was a part of the Baha'i faith. Friends from her congregation would
come to visit. They brought food and little gifts of inspirational readings to offer
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support to her. She had been involved for years with the Baha'i faith and a very
active member in their local community. She told me she had always found
strength and purpose for her life integrating her faith into her everyday life, but,
when she was diagnosed with cancer, her entire focus had gotten stuck on “when
and how will I die?” She wasn't able to take in love and comfort from her friends.
When they came over she was “drugged.” Sometimes she would sleep through
their visits. When she was awake, she obsessed about the details of the disease. She
could not quiet her mind long enough to focus on anything else. While her actual
physical pain was managed very well, her spiritual pain was raging, and her source
for addressing that pain was blocked. None of the drugs she was taking could
manage that kind of pain.

Maryanne was able to admit to herself and to me
that it wasn’t physical pain, but fear, she was trying
to medicate away, and it was not working.
Because she had agreed to try some alternative symptom management, I
suggested guided imagery. Perhaps she could relax and that would open a
pathway for her to quiet her mind and find strength again in the things that had
sustained her throughout her life. She was very receptive to that idea. She had
used hypnosis many years prior to quit smoking and was pleased at how well that
had worked for her. A session of guided imagery was held at her bedside and taped
for her. It was scripted by her, for her, specifically using her favorite imaginings.
Thoughts and ideas that brought her peace of mind and hope were used to help
her remember how she had lived her life before fear had taken over.
I remember very well one story she wanted on that tape to help her relax. She said
her father was a fisherman. When she was a little girl she would sit on the dock
and watch for him to come in with his boat at the end of the day. It was a carefree
time in her life when she felt safe and loved, and so that was the story we used to
promote relaxation on the tape. We put some of her favorite poems, songs, and
spiritual quotes into the tape as well. It was her tape, done her way. She loved it!
She listened to it when she felt anxious, when she went to sleep at night, and when
she wanted to catnap during the day. She fell into the experience of relaxing with
it. And, slowly over the weeks that followed, she had us wean her medications
down to levels that managed her pain, yet allowed her to be present and alert for
her life. She started enjoying the visits from her friends. She was even talking to
Hank. One day when I came to visit, Hank was combing her hair. It made me cry.
Not all of my experiences in hospice have been so dramatic, but they have all been
unique — and sacred. Seeing “don't bullshit me” Maryanne having her hair brushed
by a man she said she “had barely spoken to in the last ten years” touched me
deeply. Later, after her death, when I met her two grown daughters at the funeral,
they told me of some very amazing conversations they had with their mom during
those months prior to her death. They told me how “stunned” they were observing
tenderness between their parents during that time. One daughter said her mom
and dad seemed to have “fallen in love again” — something she never thought she
would see. I honestly do not know how all that healing happened between them.
Maryanne and Hank must have called a truce to the silence and made peace with
each other. And he did become her caregiver, bathing her, helping to feed her, and
sitting vigil many hours at her bedside. It was Hank who made the call to hospice
when she died.

When I met her two grown daughters at the funeral…
they told me how “stunned” they were observing tenderness
between their parents during that time. One daughter said
her mom and dad seemed to have “fallen in love again” —
something she never thought she would see.
As I reflect on what occurred, I feel Maryanne innately always knew what she
needed to do to make peace with her life and her death. By numbing and overmedicating she was running away from herself and the means to tap that knowing.
I knew I could help her get there if she would let me. I offered guided imagery
when she had exhausted doing it her way — when she realized stoicism, “just the
facts,” and “more morphine, please” were clearly not working for her. When she got
it, and was ready, she invited me into her heart. She offered me her hand and I was
able to use guided imagery to journey with her, to witness her soul empower her
mind to break the chains of fear.
It was an honor to have been a part of this precious woman’s life.

Mary DeLisle-Berry, R.N., has 30 years of experience in ICU, ER, Neuro-oncology,
home care, and hospice nursing. She has a private practice as a certified
hypnotherapist with 14 years experience in relaxation and guided imagery for
symptom management. She currently works with Grace Homecare in Washtenaw
County (www.gracehhc.com). Mary can be reached through her website, www.
consciouslylivingus.com.

Crazy Wisdom Poetry Series
at the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room
hosted by Joe Kelty
and Ed Morin
Second and Fourth Wednesday
of each month, 7-9 p.m.

Crazy Wisdom Poetry Series
Second Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Poetry Workshop at Crazy Wisdom Tearoom. All writers welcome to share and discuss their poetry and short fiction.
Sign up for new participants begins 6:45 p.m.
Fourth Wednesdays • Featured Reader, 7-7:45 p.m. Followed by Open
Mic reading, 8-9 p.m. • All writers welcome to share their own or other
favorite poetry. Sign up begins at 6:45 p.m.

Crazy Wisdom Poetry Series
Featured readers
Jan. 23 - Laszlo Slomovits, one of the
twin brothers in Ann Arbor's nationally-known children’s folk music duo, Gemini, performs his musical settings of poems
by Jennifer Burd, widely published author
of Body and Echo (Plainview Press, 2010)
and Daily Bread (2009). Jennifer will also
read poems. Laz has recorded CDs of his
musical settings of poems by Sufi mystics
Rumi and Hafiz and by Jiri Orten, Czech
poet of the Holocaust era.
Feb. 27 - Cody Walker, author of Shuffle and Breakdown (Waywiser Press, 2008) and co-editor of Alive
at the Center: An Anthology of Poems from the Pacific Northwest (Ooligan Press, 2013), has published in
Slate, Parnassus, and The Yale Review. He teaches
English at the U. of Michigan. His poems show a
keen eye for the preposterous in pop culture and
media news.
March 27 - Chris Lord, former cohost of Writers Reading at Sweetwaters and an editor
of Bear RiverReview, has had poems in The MacGuffin, Passager, and Ann Arbor Review. She has
won 1st Prize 3 times in the Current Poetry Contest
and has a chapbook, Field Guide to Luck (Pudding
House Publications).
April 24 - Saleem Peeradina, who
teaches English at Siena Heights University in Adrian
and lives in Chelsea, MI, has three books of poetry
— First Offence, Group Portrait, and Meditations on
Desire — and a new one titled Slow Dance. Besides having many poems in college textbooks and
anthologies of South Asian and world literature, he
published a memoir, The Ocean in My Yard (Penguin,
2005).
These events are FREE to attend.
Each featured reader is followed by an hour of open mic.
Joe Kelty, poet and teacher of biology
and English at area community colleges.
Ed Morin, poet and former English teacher
at area universities and colleges.

Crazy Wisdom Bookstore & Tea Room
114 S. Main St., Ann Arbor
http://crazywisdom.net/
734.665.2757
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Is Your Pet Suffering from Chronic...
• Allergy & Skin Disease
• Advancing Age Problems
• Vomiting
and/or Diarrhea
• Urinary Tract Infections
• Behavior Problems
• Arthritis
Functional medicine
may be the key to
restoring your pet’s
health. It combines
science with alternative
medicine to uncover the
root causes of chronic
disease.

A neighborhood store for dogs, cats & people who love them.
established
2001

• Superior Products
• Personalized Service
• Competitive Pricing

John B. Smith, D.V.M.
Office Hours by appointment

www.dogdoctor.us		(734)

213-7447

Petcare Holistic Veterinary Center		

1954 S. Industrial, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

jOIN THE
mICHIGAN THEATER FAmILY...

bECOME

When we opened our doors, a lot of people thought we were nuts. How could this small, neighborhood shop - dedicated to the
values and aesthetics of pet lovers looking for healthy, quality and affordable products - make it through the year? A community
focused place that went beyond the basics: a resource for products, ideas and information that help enrich the life of your pet.
As we enter our 10th year, I am proud of our place in the local business and pet communities. Our knowledgeable, experienced
staff—Allison, Susan and of course, Jake—offer advice you can trust and amazing service. And yes, we are affordable (best
poop bag prices in town!). If you're already a customer, you know. And if you haven't shopped with us, please come and visit,
and you'll see why we're THE LEADER OF THE PACK!

Alice Liberson, DVM, Diplomate ACVP, CVA
208 North 4th Ave. Ann Arbor, MI 48104 • (734) 929-0022 • www.dogmacatmantoo.com

crazywisdom.net
Email Service
Crazy Wisdom’s Email Service is a great way to
showcase yourself, your business and your services!
This service is a cost effective method of reaching
a targeted audience without the need for investment
in costly hardware and mail related software!

A MEMbER!

• Send out a listing of your upcoming classes, workshops,
and events• This is a great way to reach the more than 3000+
people who currently subscribe to our Email Subscriber List

Help support our magnificent
sHrine to tHe arts!

We offer 2 levels of Email Service…
Level 1 – text only email • $89.00
Level 2 – Graphic email • $139.00

Memberships start at $35
and include great benefits, such
as discounted film tickets, bar
privileges and free admission
to member-only events. Visit
micHtHeater.org/support
for details.

If you missed getting your listing into the current issue of
The Crazy Wisdom Journal, our email service is an
excellent way to still reach many people
who might be interested in what you’re offering!
Email Service ads must be mail-ready and emailed to Carol.
For more information contact Carol at carol@crazywisdom.net

Crazy Wisdom Bookstore & Tea Room
114 S. Main Street, Ann Arbor
A n nand allATicketmaster
R boR ’s
dcharge
ownTown
cenTeR
Reserved seats at Ticketmaster.com
outlets. To
by phone call 800-745-3000.

foR fi n e fi l M & p eRfo RMing A RTs
603 e. liberty • 734-668-time • michtheater.org

For more information
http://crazywisdom.net/email-service.html
carol@crazywisdom.net

All creatures great and small
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On Becoming a Dog Whisperer
Cesar Millan,
“The Dog
Whisperer”,
Julia Levitt
and
Julia’s dog,
Tot Man

He is brought into situations with fearful, hopeless owners and aggressive or
frightened dogs and leaves them all with quiet calm, confidence, and routines
for living together in harmony. In seeing that, I have found my life’s calling.
— Julia Levitt on Cesar Millan, “The Dog Whisperer”
By Julia Levitt
Let me start at the end of the story.
I have to pinch myself to make sure that it wasn’t a dream. I spent five days in
an intensive workshop for advanced dog trainers with Cesar Millan, “The Dog
Whisperer,” the most famous dog trainer in the world, my idol.
I have all of his shows and training DVD’s. I subscribe to his magazine. I am a member
of the “Cesar’s Way” online community. For the past few years I have watched The
Dog Whisperer reruns for two hours every evening. I know each of the episodes by
heart but still learn something new with every show.

Julia and Napoleon

Cesar does not describe himself as a dog trainer.
He says, “I rehabilitate dogs and I train people.”
Cesar does not describe himself as a dog trainer. He says, “I rehabilitate dogs and I
train people.” He trains people — the dog owners — through his words and through
his presence. He is centered. He brings a sense of calm and a deeply respectful
presence to every encounter. There is never a hint of chastising, or mocking, or
derision. The dog owners’ children often become the “stars” of the dog owning
family because Cesar finds in them a readiness to learn and to be present with the
dog. Older people are addressed as “Mr. Steve” or “Miss Kathy,” reflecting Cesar’s
Mexican heritage of respect for elders. He is brought into situations with fearful,
hopeless owners and aggressive or frightened dogs and leaves them all with quiet
calm, confidence, and routines for living together in harmony. In seeing that, I have
found my life’s calling.
Like every little girl who has had a dog, I loved my Napoleon. In retrospect, Napoleon
was a not an easy dog to be around. He growled at dogs and people. We generally

kept him in the laundry room with the linoleum floor so he wouldn’t mess the house.
My parents, like most dog owners, didn’t have a clue as to how to raise a dog. But I
loved Napoleon with all my heart.
My next dog, or should I say dogs, came about 25 years later. That’s when I started
to collect dogs. First a German Shepherd we named Tristan after a character my
husband and I loved from the TV show All Creatures Great and Small. Then a softcoated Wheaten Terrier named Duigan (an Irish name because Wheatens come from
Ireland).
Continued on page 66
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All creatures great and small

Julia, Duigan and Tristan

And one day five years ago it almost killed me. As will happen occasionally with
any horse, my horse spooked and threw me. I had been thrown off a horse many
times over the years but this time was different. This time I broke my back, had
eight broken ribs, a collapsed lung, and a separated shoulder. I was first taken to St.
Joseph Mercy Saline Hospital, and then transferred to the Trauma Unit at St. Joe’s
in Ann Arbor. I wore a brace on my torso for six months. As soon as I had the okay
from my doctor, I went back to riding — but it wasn’t the same. Well into middle
age, I shuddered at the potential impact of another accident. I decided to get out of
horses. It left a big hole in my life.
Just to fill the time and to keep busy during this transition, I joined up with a dog
walking service. I love dogs and love to walk. What a perfect combination. Right
around this time I was starting to watch The Dog Whisperer on TV. I tried some of
his techniques on the dogs I was walking and they worked great! One of my first
real successes was walking two Jack Russell Terriers. They were typical Jack Russells,
feisty and in command, and a pain to walk. I tried Cesar’s techniques of calm,
assertive leadership, and, somewhat to my surprise, the Jack Russells responded just
like on TV! In about five minutes, they were walking along like little gentlemen! Even
the neighbors were pointing, and laughing, and amazed. “Are those the same two
dogs you started out with?” Talk about fun! Because of all of my horse whispering
and natural horsemanship experience, I was able to pick up the basics of dog
whispering pretty quickly. And it worked like a charm.

That’s when I started to collect dogs.... I took dog
training classes with all of them and trained all of them,
some to the very highest levels of obedience. But all of this
had nothing to do with dog whispering. It had nothing to do
with providing the dog with a calm, assertive presence —
a presence that allows the dog to feel stable and reassured.
Continued from page 65
Then another Wheaten. Then a Portuguese Water Dog (like the Obama's have).
After the Wheatens passed away, it was then a retired racing Greyhound. After the
Greyhound and the “Portie” passed away, we “downsized” to smaller dogs — a
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel and two Pomeranians. I have loved them all.

Cesar and Tot Man

Julia and Punya
Because of all
of my horse
whispering
and natural
horsemanship
experience,
I was able to
pick up the
basics of dog
whispering
pretty quickly.

I took dog training classes with all of them and trained all of them, some to the very
highest levels of obedience. But all of this had nothing to do with dog whispering.
It had nothing to do with providing the dog with a calm, assertive presence — a
presence that allows the dog to feel stable and reassured. That is something totally
different. Cesar Millan and dog whispering had not yet arrived on the scene. In the
meantime, I was learning about a different kind of whispering — horse whispering.
While it is true that I loved my Napoleon, as a child I did not want to be a dog.
I wanted to be a horse. My sister and I spent hours pretending to be horses. As
adolescents we rode horses. And 30 years later I bought a horse and named her
Punya, which means “good karma” in Sanskrit. I devoted most of my waking hours
to learning about horse whispering. If you saw the recent movie Buck about Buck
Brannaman, “The Horse Whisperer,” that’s what I was learning, from instructors who
had worked directly with Buck. Natural horsemanship is about relating to a horse in a
horse-like manner and speaking their language rather than using abusive or coercive
techniques to “break” a horse. It works. It is a delightful pleasure. It touched my
heart.

From there my path was clear. I became a dog trainer and a professional dog
whisperer. In addition to training dogs and their owners, I started teaching dog
training classes at Ann Arbor Animal Hospital and started to write a dog training
blog for AnnArbor.com. I contacted Cesar Millan’s protégé, Cheri Lucas, and asked
her to provide me with telephone coaching so I could continue to learn about dog
whispering. This past January my husband and I planned a vacation to California so
that I could spend a half-day learning from Cheri Lucas. Cheri was very pleased with
what I had learned about dog whispering and encouraged me to attend the first
workshop that Cesar ever planned for advanced dog trainers.
That’s how I met Cesar and became a true “dog whisperer.” I brought my
Pomeranian, Tot Man, to the workshop. He was the only toy breed there, going on
pack walks with the big dogs, and everyone loved Tot Man, including Cesar. It has
been a long road. I am at the age when some are ending their careers, and I am just
starting my career, my calling. My calling as a dog whisperer.
Julia Levitt, “Ann Arbor’s Dog Whisperer,” provides effective dog training for all
breeds. In addition to private training and “board and train,” Julia also teaches
classes at Ann Arbor Animal Hospital and writes articles for AnnArbor.com that
help dog owners “live in harmony” with their dogs. More information about her
dog training services, upcoming classes, client comments, and all of her previously
published articles can be found on her website, www.InHarmonyDogTraining.com.
Contact Julia at Julia@InHarmonyDogTraining.com and follow her latest activities on
the In Harmony Dog Training Facebook page.
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The Crazy Wisdom
Kids Section
Book and Media Reviews – Special Books, Music, and Audio CDs
(at Crazy Wisdom in our Children’s Section)
By Sarah Newland
(mother of two children, ages 6 and 14, devoted parent of Waldorf education, and a senior manager at Crazy Wisdom Bookstore)
Kids World Party cd by Putumayo World Music
Get the party started with this global medley of fun tunes from Trinidad to South Africa! This fun, cross-cultural
cd includes songs from France, Cuba, India, Italy, and the U.S. 7% of Putumayo’s proceeds from the sale of this
cd go to Amnesty International.
$13.95
Indigo Ocean Dreams cd from the Indigo Dreams Series
This cd and audio book is designed to entertain your child in an ocean
setting while introducing them to four research-based relaxation and
stress management techniques. Children follow their sea friends along
the way as they learn to release and manage their anger, build selfesteem, implement breathing, and practice visualization. Ideal for children ages 6-12, engaging characters
present these proven techniques of breathing, affirmations, visualization, and muscle relaxation in an easy
to follow format that makes it fun.
15.95
Little Lost Unicorn by Lorna Hussey
Little unicorn is lost in the forest until a fox, badger, and baby rabbit come to his rescue. When rabbit gets into
trouble, it’s time for little unicorn to prove what a friend he can be in return. This reassuring story is full of
magic, and there are embossed, shiny unicorns on every page.
$14.95
The Secret Lives of Princesses by Philippe Lechermeier, illustrated by
Rebecca Dautremer
Stepping from the shadows at last are such unique and captivating
characters as Princess Claire Voyant, who can see into the future but
always muddles her predictions, Princess Tangra-la, known for her
exquisite dancing, and Princess Babbling Brooke, who chatters on about
everything and nothing. And who wouldn’t want to meet the Princess of Disorient, who invents all manner of
nonsensical celebrations? As mysterious as they are beautiful, and as eccentric as they are intelligent, these
fascinating royal ladies await your discovery.
$19.95
The Mighty Miss Malone by Christopher Paul Curtis, winner of the Newbery Medal
“We are a family on a journey to a place called Wonderful.” That’s the motto of the Malone family of Gary, Indiana.
Twelve-year-old Deza Malone is the smartest student in her class, told by her teachers that she’s destined for a special
path in life. Her older brother, Jimmie, is no angel, but he can sing like one, and when he does, people stop to listen. The
Great Depression has hit Gary hard, and there are few jobs – especially for black men like Mr. Malone. After their father
leaves Gary to find work, the kids and their mom set out in his wake, always holding out hope that they will catch up
to him. The pluck with which the endearing, sometimes comical Deza faces the twists and turns of the family’s journey
proves that she truly is the Mighty Miss Malone.
$15.99
Imagine Childhood: 25 Projects that Spark Curiosity and Adventure by Sarah Olmsted
For children, potential is limitless, curiosity is an electrical current, and every moment is
open to the possibility of the unexpected. This book is a celebration of childhood through
the crafts and activities that invite wonder and play. The 25 projects here are meant to speak to the way children
engage with the world. These projects are stepping-off points – activities that spark curiosity, an adventure or an
investigation. They’re about getting to know the world inch by inch. Filled with color photographs, this book will help
you and your child explore the world through nature, imagination, and play.
$19.95
Let’s Go Outside: Outdoor Activities and Projects to Get You and Your Kids Closer to
Nature by Jennifer Ward, author of I Love Dirt!
Engage your child in outdoor play, nature outings, and environmental explorations. Chase and be chased in a game
of capture the flag. Use the power of the sun to craft your own shadow prints. Explore the stars on a late night walk.
Create a field guide to your neighborhood. Through 52 ideas, this book offers a range of activities perfect for children
ages 8-12.
$14.00
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New, Fun, and Just Plain Cool

Crazy Wisdom Kids in the Community
If you’d like to be considered for inclusion in the next Crazy Wisdom Kids
column, please contact our columnist at: cwkidscolumn@crazywisdom.net.
The deadline for submissions for the
May through August issue is February 28, 2013.
By Nieka Apell

826michigan

needed extra time for whatever reason,” Wilson said. Eggers’s idea grew into a San
Francisco nonprofit, which opened its doors at 826 Valencia Street in 2002 with
a mission of providing free, volunteer-driven, high-quality programs dedicated to
youth writing. Wilson said it was called 826 Valencia “Because they wanted a name
that was just neutral — no
name, no stigma, just a third
place that wasn’t home and
wasn’t school.”

Eggers and his cofounders
On a recent evening, a dozen
soon discovered, however,
children aged 8 to 10 gathered
that the 826 Valencia property
for a creative writing workshop
was zoned as retail space.
at 826michigan, located on
“They wanted to provide a
Liberty Street in downtown
completely free service,” said
Ann Arbor. Their mission? To
Wilson. “They weren’t thinking
solve the world’s problems
of selling anything.” But they
using “An Almost Automatic
got an idea as they began
Problem Solver!” Facilitator
renovating the space, which
Anna Prushinskaya challenged
had been a weight-lifting gym.
them to come up with an
They discovered dark wood
insurmountable problem.
flooring that they thought
“Bandits are taking over the
looked like the “hull of a pirate
world because they want our
ship,” Wilson said, explaining
gold!” suggested a boy. “I’m
that Eggers then devised a
excited to see where you are
plan to create a “Pirate Supply
going to go with this one!”
Store” — a one-stop shop
replied Prushinskaya, adding,
for pirates, carrying unique
“And now I’ll give you one thing
items such as “peg leg oil” and
to help you solve the problem
“parrot chow.” That store now
— a princess!” The children
Wilson estimated that last year 826michigan served over 2,500 student generates more than a quarter
laughed and then collaborated
writers. The students who come to the organization include enthusiastic million dollars per year.
to come up with a creative —
elementary-school writers, like those attending the “Problem-Solver”
and logical — solution: the
workshop;
teens involved in weekly writing groups; and homeschooled A storefront is attached
princess could cut off her long
students
who
come to collaborate with others interested in writing.
to each of the eight 826
hair, weave it into rope, and
branches across the country,
use it to tie up the bandits! The
including the Bigfoot Research Institute (Boston), the Museum of Unnatural
workshop continued with more activities to help the children think about plot and
History (Washington, DC) and, of course, the Liberty Street Robot Supply & Repair
character in their creative writing.
that is associated with 826michigan. That storefront opened in 2008, a year after
826michigan moved to its current location at 115 East Liberty. “Our Robot Supply
A registered nonprofit organization founded in 2005, 826michigan is dedicated to
Store doesn’t earn us a quarter million dollars,” said Wilson, “but it makes enough
helping students aged 6 to 18 develop their creative and expository writing skills
to pay for our rent and about half our utilities.” Wilson added that 826michigan is
and to helping teachers inspire their students to write. Workshops such as “The
fortunate to have a landlord who keeps rent as reasonable as possible. “Because we
Problem Solver,” held many evenings at 826michigan, are aimed at “helping kids feel
want to be accessible to all, it’s really important that we are located centrally and
that writing is not scary, it’s not hard, and it can be a lot of fun,” said 826michigan
near public transportation, so being downtown is ideal,” Wilson said.
communications coordinator Amy Wilson, who majored in creative writing at
the University of Michigan’s Residential College. Wilson began volunteering for
Wilson estimated that last year 826michigan served over 2,500 student writers.
826michigan in 2009 and joined the staff in 2011. “I was the kid who carried around
The students who come to the organization include enthusiastic elementary-school
a notebook all the time, so I see myself in a lot of 826michigan’s students,” she said.
writers, like those attending the “Problem-Solver” workshop; teens involved in
weekly writing groups; and homeschooled students who come to collaborate with
others interested in writing. “Our teen workshops are very popular,” said Wilson.
“These are the kids who are 16 and working on their third novel. To be around
kids with that kind of unfettered enthusiasm for writing is just so exciting and
inspirational.”

In addition to the workshops held in Ann Arbor, the
organization offers a range of other programs, including
an in-school residency program in classrooms in Ypsilanti.
Ann Arbor’s 826michigan is part of a national umbrella organization founded by
writer and editor Dave Eggers, perhaps best known for his memoir A Heartbreaking
Work of Staggering Genius. While living in San Francisco’s Mission District, Eggers felt
that many children were underserved by the public school system, Wilson explained.
At the same time, she added, he knew many writers and artists eager to share their
time and talents with children. “There were adults with time to give and kids who

Wilson said 826michigan's workshops are often dreamed up by the organization’s
volunteers. “They bring their own ideas and expertise,” she said. “Anyone can come
in with an idea and give it to Catherine [Calabro], our program manager. She can
help them refine it into a workshop the volunteer can share with the kids.” There
are currently more than 2,000 names on 826michigan's volunteer list, with over
350 active volunteers. This pool of volunteer talent allows the organization to offer
workshops with unique names and themes, such as “Plays and Playwriting: FiveMinute Plays,” “Colonel Mustard in the Library with a Candlestick (How to Write a
Mystery),” and “Story Problems: a Poetry and Prose Workshop for Young Adults.” In
addition, a very popular in-house workshop is the “Super-Amazing College Entrance
and Scholarship Essay Writing Workshop (With Pizza!)” taught by Will Purves, a local
educator who shares his experience in the college preparation process with local
students. “It can be very hard to find college essay preparation experience and ACT
or SAT prep if you can’t pay for it,” said Wilson. “We’re so grateful to volunteers like
Will for bringing his skills to us.” The SAT/ACT preparation and essay workshops, like
everything else 826michigan offers for students, are free of charge. Six paid staff
members (three full-time and three part-time) manage volunteers and coordinate
the programs, which often fill to capacity well in advance.
One of the things that makes 826michigan unique among the eight 826 branches
is that it’s the only one not located in a large urban center. “Because of that,”
said Wilson, “we need to take a different approach to the 826 mission to serve all
students, regardless of economics, cultural differences, differences in backgrounds.”
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This means that only about 40 percent of 826michigan’s activities take part at the
Liberty Street storefront. These include structured evening workshops for kids aged 6
to 18 and drop-in workshops for poetry and fiction writing.
In addition to the workshops held in Ann Arbor, the organization offers a range of
other programs, including an in-school residency program in classrooms in Ypsilanti.
In that program, volunteers work with students in 22 classrooms in six different
public schools, for one to two hours per week. Tutoring programs at Ypsilanti Middle
School pair students one-on-one with tutors. The in-school residency program is
also expanding to work with Eastern Michigan University’s Bright Futures program, a
federally-funded initiative that provides opportunities such as yoga, gardening, and
other experiences that enrich students’ lives through mentorships with adults. Lessstructured, drop-in writing groups held at the Ypsilanti District Library are extremely
popular as well. The gift of a used vehicle from a local donor has made it much easier
for 826michigan to expand its programs in Ypsilanti.
Teachers of elementary-school students can also bring a whole classroom of students
on a field trip to 826michigan's Liberty Street location for a morning of creative
writing activities. One such program, for second and third graders, begins with the
facilitator telling the children that it is Thursday and that they are there to make
toast. The children, of course, know it’s really Friday, and they believe they are there
for a writing workshop. Wilson explained, “This leads to a wild frenzy of events that
they are a day late and that they need to hurry to get Friday’s deadline of a story for
Dr. Blotch done immediately.” “Dr. Blotch,” said Wilson, “is a volunteer Skyping from
the basement of 826michigan. The kids don’t always know that, though. Dr. Blotch
doesn’t like kids and thinks they can’t write and that they smell like diapers. If there’s
anything that will get kids to write, it’s someone telling them that they can’t and that
they smell!”
Publishing and performing student work is also a focus of 826michigan, and each
year some of the participants get their work published. The organization prints two
professionally bound books of student work each year as well as the 826michigan
OMNIBUS, an annual student journal. It also publishes a collection of works from
one of its in-school residencies. “It’s one thing to just say, ‘I really like your poem,’”
Wilson said, adding, “It’s something else entirely to say, ‘I really like your poem,
and I’m going to put it into this beautiful book so that everyone can read it.’ It
makes kids think, ‘I must be a great writer because I am a part of this great book!’”
Student playwrights also have the chance to see their work performed, thanks to
826michigan’s partnership with The Penny Seats Theatre Company of Ann Arbor,
which produces and stages an annual benefit show for 826michigan. This year’s
benefit, held in November, was called “Five Bowls of Oatmeal,” because each play
mentions “oatmeal” somewhere.

“It’s one thing to just say, ‘I really like your poem… It’s
something else entirely to say, ‘I really like your poem,
and I’m going to put it into this beautiful book so that
everyone can read it.’ It makes kids think, ‘I must be a
great writer because I am a part of this great book!’”
— Amy Wilson
Other programs offered by 826michigan include an English Language Learners (ELL)
workshop for children aged 8 to 18 that is lead by two experienced ELL teachers,
and occasional adult writing workshops (some of which are fee-based and serve
as fund raisers for the youth programs). Future plans include expanding many of
826michigan programs into Detroit classrooms.

It was at Camp Simcha, watching children undergo painful and frightening medical
procedures related to their cancer treatment, that Goldberg noticed something
significant. He realized that when an adult experiences pain during a medical
procedure, medical professionals often stop the procedure to offer some kind of pain
relief or to try a different strategy, but that when a child cries out from pain, medical
professionals often hold the child down more tightly and continue. As he watched
a young boy in distress, Goldberg had an idea: that his own training in the martial
arts might help the child. Using Tai Chi breathing exercises, he taught the boy how to
manage his pain and fear.

“When we ask kids about their pain, we
found 88.1 percent of our interventions with
children significantly lowered their pain.”
— Rabbi Elimelech Goldberg

For more information about the programs offered at 826michigan, contact: Amy
Wilson, 826michigan communications coordinator; amywilson@826michigan.
org; 115 E. Liberty Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104; (734) 761-3463; http://
www.826michigan.org/
For a current calendar of workshops, visit: http://www.826michigan.org/calendar/

Kids Kicking Cancer
“When a child is diagnosed with cancer, or when their parent is, they feel totally
unempowered,” said Rabbi Elimelech Goldberg, founder of Kids Kicking Cancer, a
Michigan-based nonprofit. “Martial arts can help them break through that feeling,
can help them break through the pain. Our goal is to help them manage their
pain and their fears through the use of breathing, visualization, and meditation
techniques — all part of martial arts.”
Goldberg, who is a spiritual leader, a black belt in the Korean art of Choi Kwon Do,
and a father who lost his first child to cancer in 1983, has a unique perspective
on children who are confronting pain and illness. Seven years after daughter Sara
Basya died from the effects of ALL (acute lymphocytic leukemia), the family moved
to Michigan, where Goldberg became the Rabbi of Young Israel of Southfield. One
day, Rabbi Simcha Scholar approached Goldberg to talk about a special camp he
was involved with — one of the very first pediatric oncology camps in the nation.
Goldberg thought the idea of such a camp was wonderful and offered to donate
money to the cause. Rabbi Scholar, however, had not come seeking a donation;
instead, he wanted Goldberg to direct the camp. Goldberg was concerned that it
would be upsetting for him and his wife to see children suffering as their daughter
had. Still, they agreed to direct Camp Simcha in New York State, and did so for twelve
years.

“We used to believe that there was just a ‘pain center’ in the brain,” explained
Goldberg. “Now we understand that there is a much more complex neuro-matrix of
pain receptors. Our goal at Kids Kicking Cancer is to help these children take control.
Giving people purpose when they're going through pain can be profoundly effective
in reducing their pain, especially for children.” Goldberg now lectures on these topics
in his role as clinical assistant professor in pediatrics at the Wayne State University
School of Medicine and continues as the Kids Kicking Cancer national director.
Kids Kicking Cancer began at the Children’s Hospital of Michigan in 1999; the
organization now has programs internationally. Its Ann Arbor program began three
years ago, with weekly martial arts classes held at the Cancer Support Community
- Greater Ann Arbor (formerly The Wellness Community of Southeast Michigan).
Goldberg said that children as young as three years of age meet for weekly martial
arts classes, where they find a natural ability to focus. “A child who is prone to
normally want to run around and go wild can sit and focus and practice meditation
and imagery,” he said. Instructors have mastery in the martial arts and also receive

Continued on page 70
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additional education in topics related to children and their families confronting
cancer. Because they have an understanding of the martial arts and of the children’s
medical issues, explained Goldberg, they can support kids at various stages in their
treatment process, including times when they may be in pain, unable to stand, or
using a wheelchair, for example. In addition, instructors sometimes accompany their
students to medical procedures to help them use the pain-relieving techniques they
have learned in class.
Children who have participated in Kids Kicking Cancer may also go on to become
instructors. “One of our assistant instructors was part of the very first Kids Kicking
Cancer class and is now teaching for Kids Kicking Cancer,” said Goldberg. The
young man had undergone ribcage surgery years ago as part of his treatment for
an especially aggressive type of cancer. “His mother had asked doctors if he’d have
to have more surgeries as he grew, and the doctors told his mother, basically, ‘No,’
meaning that he would not live long enough to need that,” explained Goldberg.
“Now, he’s recently had that surgery and is an assistant instructor in the program.”

“We teach the children how to use their breath to relax
their muscles when they exhale. They breathe in energy
and light and then blow out the darkness. This gives them
a sense of control and moves them away from a fight-orflight response, to calmness and empowerment.”
— Rabbi Elimelech Goldberg
Kids Kicking Cancer programs are offered free of charge to children who have
themselves been diagnosed with cancer or who have a parent or other family
member with cancer. Currently, 23 to 25 children participate in the Ann Arbor
program. Goldberg said that many of the exercises kids learn help them to manage
the inevitable pain associated with cancer treatments. “When we ask kids about
their pain, we found 88.1 percent of our interventions with children significantly
lowered their pain,” he said. “One of the reasons this program is so successful is
that kids believe in the martial arts,” he added. “They believe in it, and that helps
techniques and interventions work.”

Fortunately, said Goldberg, most of the Kids Kicking Cancer participants do heal
and survive their cancer. “Thankfully, most of these kids do great — I’d say there’s
an 80 to 90 percent cure rate,” said Goldberg. “But, even if they don’t do great, we
help them to be victors rather than victims.” If the Kids Kicking Cancer instructors
know that a child is not doing well, they make sure the child receives his or her black
belt before passing away. “We embroider the child’s name on one side of the belt
and ‘Master Teacher’ on the other side, because that is what they are. They are
all teachers. Sometimes they receive their belt in front of hundreds of family and
friends and sometimes in a quiet hospital room.” The idea that all children fighting
cancer are teachers is an important part of the philosophy of Kids Kicking Cancer.
“It’s our mantra,” explained Goldberg. “Power, peace, and purpose. Power for inner
light. Peace used to calm and heal. Purpose to teach the world.”
During the weekly martial arts sessions for children, Kids Kicking Cancer also offers
services to parents, including support groups, instruction in helping reduce children's
pain, counseling, and special events. “We become part of these kids’ families,” said
Goldberg.
Goldberg said that Kids Kicking Cancer is a registered nonprofit organization that
received some government support until 2009. “Now we get by with praying, and
we’re always working to get funding from individual and corporate donors,” he said.
The organization is also seeking volunteers with experience in the martial arts who
may be interested in learning to become instructors.
For more information about Kids Kicking Cancer, contact: Cindy Cohen, M.S., C.C.L.S.,
Michigan program director, Kids Kicking Cancer; (313) 557-0021 (office phone);
cindy@kidskickingcancer.net; http://powerpeacepurpose.com/

Rec & Ed American Sign Language Class

The skills and techniques the children learn include visualization, focus, and
breathing exercises. “A big part of martial arts is imagery and visualization,”
explained Goldberg. “You have to see the board you are breaking and visualize
yourself breaking it. Many of our kids can’t break boards because of brittle bones
or issues related to treatment, but they can hit pads and visualize that the pad
they are going to hit is their cancer. This power and this focus makes kids feel very
empowered.”
Another powerful technique that is useful for everyone, he says — whether one
is fighting a battle with cancer or just facing everyday life stress — is the “Breath
Brake.” Goldberg explained that breathing is the only part of the autonomic nervous
system that one can control easily. The Breath Brake — related to the idea of slowing
down one's breathing, like using the brakes on a car — uses a Tai Chi technique to
relax all the muscles that tighten during times of stress. “This tightness leads to an
increased respiration rate, increased pain, and our immune system starts to shut
down when we are stressed,” said Goldberg. “It’s why we get sick when we get
stressed. We teach the children how to use their breath to relax their muscles when
they exhale. They breathe in energy and light and then blow out the darkness. This
gives them a sense of control and moves them away from a fight-or-flight response,
to calmness and empowerment.” Twelve-year-old Desi said she found the breathing
techniques to be very helpful to her. “Power breathing helps you push out the pain
and anger, and let in the good,” she explained. Goldberg said the kids come back
to class and tell the instructors that they have taught breathing techniques to their
parents as well.

Marian Lage and Donna Mahoney had a problem: their kindergartner, Jacob, who
is deaf, wanted to play fall soccer through Ann Arbor Community Education and
Recreation. The problem? He needed an American Sign Language (ASL) interpreter;
however, budgeting changes had eliminated funds for that accommodation. The
parents sought solutions on their own. One option was for Lage or Mahoney, both
fluent in ASL, to interpret for their son. “I tried to interpret during a school lunch
period when Jacob’s regular school interpreter was not available,” said Lage. “We
parents all know how differently our kids behave for their parents versus how
they behave for other adults. Plus, I found myself being his mom rather than his
interpreter. With us [parents] there with him, we can’t be neutral, and he can’t be his
own person in that situation.”
This problem led to a brainstorming session with Rec & Ed. “We thought there might
be an interest for others to learn to sign,” said Lage. Although Jacob’s parents are not
teachers themselves, they decided to try offering a beginning ASL class through Rec
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“There’s a lot of myth-busting we can do here.
It’s a great time and place to ask questions.”
— Marian Lage
& Ed for children from kindergarten through grade 5. “We came to the agreement
that, in lieu of paying us directly, we could use those funds to pay for an interpreter
so that Jacob could participate in soccer without one of us having to be on the field
with him,” explained Lage.
Approximately 20 elementary school children are currently enrolled in Lage and
Mahoney's ASL class, which is held after school weekly at Bach Elementary School.
“What started as an accommodation for Jacob has grown into this class,” said Lage.
During a recent class session, kids learned signs for favorite foods. “How do I say

Continued on page 72

“My father wanted to be an architect or engineer, but
without accommodations, that did not happen. He
still regrets not achieving his goals. We want Jacob and
Justin to have access to whatever their hearts desire,
and it’s great if we can give others exposure to and
understanding of sign language and
deaf culture, too.”
					
— Marian Lage
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Lage also noted that ASL is not “easy” to learn, although it might initially seem
fairly simple to learn individual signs. The language has a unique syntax and, more
challenging to nonnative ASL users, a grammar that “lies in the eyebrows and lips —
“nonmanual markers,” Lage explained. “To ask a question or to make a statement
depends entirely on one’s face,” she said. For this reason, skilled interpreters,
such as Lydia Callis, who recently received a great deal of media attention for her
emotive interpretation of New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s speech on
Hurricane Sandy, must use their faces in time with their hand signs in order for
their translations to make sense. Lage said some people do not realize that ASL
interpreters must be “theatrical” in order to clearly communicate meaning.
Even with skilled interpreters in Jacob’s classrooms, Lage said her son still “misses
out” on a lot of incidental learning and side conversations. “There are no interpreters
for incidental learning,” she explained. “The conversations students have with one
another, the off-handed comments between the teacher and other students, those
side conversations that stop as soon as the interpreter or any other adult person
comes near…those are the things that will become even more important to him as
he gets older. Who knows, maybe he’ll find some peers with an interest in signing
that can fill him in on everything else going on in the classroom!” Parents of some
of the students enrolled in the class have found that their children are using ASL to
communicate with one another. Wendy Valtadoros, mother of Lydia and Melanie,
said she has seen her daughters use ASL to communicate with each other at home.

The success enjoyed by Girls Group members is
noteworthy: the group has a 100 percent highschool graduation rate, and 37 of its members are
currently enrolled at colleges and universities.
bacon?” asked one student. Lage demonstrated the sign, which uses two fingers
on each hand, to show the shape of a piece of bacon. Students have also learned
how to sign colors, animals, seasons, and their names. Now, after several weeks
into the session, the students are starting to put together simple sentences. “The
ones who have a strong interest in signing may be able to have some conversations
with Jacob soon,” said Lage. “Having a group of students with some interest in and
understanding of ASL is a good thing, and kids certainly don’t need to be afraid to
use whatever signs they know. They can just use those signs within context, use any
other props, gestures, facial expressions, and they can get a lot of information across
to a deaf person like Jacob.”
Lage said that, in addition to learning to interact with Jacob in his language, the Bach
students enrolled in the class are asking very important questions. “There’s a lot of
myth-busting we can do here. It’s a great time and place to ask questions,” said Lage.
For example, in a recent meeting of the class, one student asked how Jacob had
learned to sign, and he seemed surprised to hear that he had learned it gradually,
from the time he was a baby, just like the other students had learned to speak in
English. Another child asked what one could do if one wanted a deaf person to stop
doing something. Lage just smiled and said, “Do what you’d do for anyone else: ask
them to stop.” Lage said that building community awareness is also an important
part of the ASL classes. “We want the students to realize that deaf people have a
culture and a pride of their own,” she said. “We don’t focus on the ear or on hearing
or not hearing; we focus on Jacob, and if others can interact with him, it’s great for
everyone.”
Other myths that Lage says the class works to debunk include the idea that ASL is an
“easy” language to learn and that it’s universal. Lage explained that ASL is not even
universal within the United States, as there are many regionalisms and colloquialisms
used in different parts of the country. Students in the class are also learning how
ASL changes over time. “It’s a living, evolving language, and signs are constantly
being added and changing,” explained Lage. She gave as an example the sign for
“telephone,” which used to resemble an old candlestick-style telephone, with one
hand near the mouth and another near the ear. As telephones changed, the sign
did, too, she said, evolving to look more like a hand holding an extended, one-piece
device. The current sign is made by a hand held in a C-shape, as if holding a small
cellular phone. “It’s a great opportunity to teach students — and some teachers and
parents — about sign language and about deaf culture in general,” Lage said.

Lage hopes that an introduction to ASL may also have long-range benefits for some
of her students. She explained that ASL is now being treated equally to other world
languages taught in Michigan schools. Until there are certified teachers of ASL,
however, the language will not be taught in K–12 classrooms, Lage said, adding that
once there are K–12 teachers with an ASL endorsement, Michigan students may have
the chance to take ASL to fulfill graduation requirements. Of note is that Madonna
University in Livonia has been accredited to offer an ASL teaching endorsement
through its new ASL for Education program; information at the university's website
indicates that it is one of the only programs of its kind in the nation (for more
information, see http://herald.madonna.edu/Madonna_Herald/ASL.html). “There’s
a shortage of qualified interpreters, so training more is always a good thing,” Lage
said. She added that ASL may also offer a unique language-learning opportunity
for children with more kinesthetic and visual learning styles. “I hope that our class
piques kids’ interests to think about sign language when they’re choosing a world
language,” she said.

“When I come to Girls Group,
I don’t feel invisible anymore.”
— A Girls Group member
Plans for Lage and Mahoney to offer more advanced ASL classes through Ann Arbor
Rec & Ed are being discussed; however, Lage said she is not sure how best to grow
the program, since she and Mahoney both work full time. Right now, however,
they “are just really pleased with everybody’s interest in this program,” Lage said.
“We hope that this class benefits everyone, Jacob and Justin [Jacob’s two-year-old
brother who is also deaf], and all the students — and the teachers and other family
members — involved.” Lage, whose parents are also deaf, said that her family holds
a “nonpathological view of deafness” and that she hopes exposure to ASL and
deaf culture will help others feel similarly. “My father wanted to be an architect
or engineer, but without accommodations, that did not happen. He still regrets
not achieving his goals. We want Jacob and Justin to have access to whatever their
hearts desire, and it’s great if we can give others exposure to and understanding of
sign language and deaf culture, too.”
Families interested in learning more about Lage and Mahoney’s ASL classes should
consult Ann Arbor Community Education and Recreation at http://www.aareced.
com/ or call (734) 994-2300. Marian Lage welcomes questions at lage.marian@
gmail.com.

Girls Group
For many Ann Arbor-area teenage girls, completing high school and going on to
receive a college education is an expectation. Others, however — even bright
young women with great potential — may not know anyone who has gone on to
college and may have a hard time envisioning it as a possibility for themselves. A
local nonprofit called Girls Group has a goal of identifying “young women with the
potential to be first-generation college students,” according to the organization's
executive director, Sue Schooner. She said that an important part of the Girls
Group mission is to guide young women on a path to becoming “emotionally and
economically self-sufficient.” The organization does this through a wide range of
programs, workshops, and mentorships.
A former Chrysler executive, Schooner was volunteering for The Women’s Center of
Southeastern Michigan when she became acquainted with a group of girls who lived
in the Pinelake Village Cooperative in Ann Arbor. As she spent more time with these
girls, Schooner realized their potential for success in higher education, despite the
life challenges they faced. At age 47, Schooner chose to retire from her employment
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Stephaney Moses,
accepting the Hometown
Health Hero Award, on
behalf of Girls Group, at the
State Capitol in Lansing, for
Public Health Week.

When life situations become too intense, each Girls Group member knows she
can reach out to Schooner or to the other counselors who work with the group.
Schooner said there are currently three paid staff members and four social work
interns (there will be six beginning in January) who are available to talk with the girls
or their mothers at any time. “Every girl and every mom has a cell phone number
for me and for our counselors,” said Schooner. “They know they can call us at any
time for any reason — a family problem, a boy problem, a school problem. They can
always call a mentor and say they need help.”
In addition to having a mentor available in times of crisis, forming ongoing,
meaningful relationships with successful adult mentors is an important part of Girls
Group. “We want the girls to learn how to trust adults,” Schooner said. “They might
work back and forth writing journals to each other or find other activities they both
enjoy. This makes every girl feel special, to communicate this way with a mentor.”
Girls Group has a three-year relationship with the Junior League of Ann Arbor, and
the girls continue to benefit from mentoring opportunities with the group. “At first,
girls felt like those women were just so different from themselves,” said Schooner.
“These people come in to talk to you and they look so different than you do and talk
different from you, and you feel you have nothing in common. Then there are people
who might look like you, but who are college graduates and are so successful. After
a while, though, they connect at a heart level and realize that they aren’t entirely
different, and that is life-changing.”

in the auto industry, and in 2003 she founded Girls Group. She initially funded the
organization herself, but nine years ago she took the steps needed for it to become
a registered nonprofit. Girls Group now operates on private donations and on
grants from organizations such as the Knights of Columbus, Mardi Gras Foundation,
MGM, Kiwanis, and many others, and on donations of meeting space from local
organizations such as Peace Neighborhood Center, Hikone Community Center, and
the University of Michigan. “We have incredibly low overhead for an organization
like ours since we have no building of our own,” Schooner said, “We rely on the
generosity of others.”
Girls Group works with teachers, counselors, and other nonprofits to identify middleand high-school girls in Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti who have a desire to complete high
school and go on to college. Schooner said that this year there are 15 middle-school
and 40 high-school students involved with Girls Group. And the success enjoyed
by Girls Group members is noteworthy: the group has a 100 percent high-school
graduation rate, and 37 of its members are currently enrolled at colleges and
universities including Michigan State, Wayne State, Ferris State, Eastern Michigan
University, Washtenaw Community College, DePaul University (Chicago), and
Tuskegee University (Tuskegee, Alabama).
The achievements of Girls Group participants can be attributed to the depth and
variety of experiences the organization offers, all aimed at developing “confident
young women who know that they have a voice, an opinion, and know how to use
these to succeed in college and in the workplace,” said Schooner. Participants gather
weekly for discussion groups on a wide range of topics including careers, politics,
HIV/AIDS, relationships with parents and significant others, and other issues in
their lives. “‘When I come to Girls Group, I don’t feel invisible anymore,’” Schooner
quoted one participant as saying. “Most Girls Group participants have backgrounds
which include one or more traumas — homelessness, poverty, abuse, rape, and/or
neglect,” Schooner noted.
Because Girls Group is not affiliated with any particular religion, participants are able
to talk about a wide range of issues, Schooner said. “Our goal is to help these girls
to develop open minds,” she said. “Our girls are mostly Christian or Muslim, but we
have people come talk with them about being Jewish, about being Muslim, about
being American Indian, about being gay. We want to create an open-minded group.
These young women want to be treated that way, and to achieve that, we all need to
keep it real and we all need to be open-minded,” Schooner said.
Another important aim of the Girls Group program is teaching anger management
strategies to participants. “They are often angry because they are disenfranchised,”
Schooner said. “These girls really do have a lot of stress and frustration in their lives.
They are so close to being angry, and then when something happens at home or at
school, that anger accelerates and they just want to explode. We want to teach them
how to cut that anger before it gets in the way of doing what they need to do to be
successful,” explained Schooner.
To help the girls learn to manage their emotions, Schooner brings in volunteers to
teach them a variety of strategies for relaxation, anger management, and stress
relief, including yoga, healthy eating, meditation, and Zumba. “Some girls may find
that yoga’s not their thing, but others may like it for stress relief,” she said. “Someone
else may love art journaling or jogging. We try to teach them as many ways to selfsoothe as we can by giving them a whole variety of tools. This is a skill that will get
them through school, through college, through work, and through relationships.
They need to find their own coping mechanisms.”

Other activities are aimed at developing what Schooner calls “social capital” among
the girls. Schooner told of a story she’d read recently in an autobiographical book
about a young man who was asked to go into a grocery store to buy brie cheese
and other foods with which he was unfamiliar. “He felt really stupid and angry,”
said Schooner. “That kind of situation happens to these girls all the time, and it’s
easy to get really, really angry. We try to put them in those situations so they are
not uncomfortable when they encounter something new, and we help them think
of ways to self-soothe when they do get angry.” Girls Group staff and volunteers
offer the girls “etiquette brunches” and take them to museums, concerts, plays,
conferences, and events at upscale homes to have mix-and-mingle sessions at which
they can talk to other kids and adults they may not know and with whom they may
not have a lot in common. “This helps prepare them for reality,” explained Schooner.
“That’s what life in college and the workplace is going to be like.”
Many of the Girls Group programs are focused more specifically on helping the
girls graduate from high school, evaluate higher education options, and begin
college. Homework help is offered every Tuesday evening, and Girls Group staff and
volunteers help the girls get to ACT preparation courses, college tours, and college
preparation summer camps at schools across the country by finding funding for
transportation or actually taking the girls themselves. “It can be so empowering
being on a plane,” said Schooner. “You’re so used to focusing on all the drama in your
little neighborhood or in your school or in your family, and then you’re in a plane
with all these strangers, and many of them look different than you do, and then
you’re on a college campus, and staying in a dorm — again, with people with very
different experiences from you. The girls see all of that, and it’s very motivating and
empowering.”
Schooner is proud that every one of the Girls Group participants who has graduated
from high school has gone on to college. “We emphasize that while everyone goes
on to college, there are a lot of valid options available. It’s not just about going to
a four-year school. We are much more intentional about it,” explained Schooner,
adding that Girls Group mentors help the girls make matrices for evaluating college
programs, dorms, and costs. “All this helps the girls feel as if they are making a
good choice,” she said. “There are a variety of great programs. The goal is to be
economically and emotionally self-sufficient. We help them look at ways to do
that other than a four-year degree, if that’s the best choice for them right now.”
Schooner added that the relationship that Girls Group has developed at Washtenaw
Community College and with WCC President Rose Bellanca has made that school
an especially attractive option. “She is so charming and so welcoming. She recently
spent two hours with our girls answering their questions and talking with them
about their goals and dreams.”
Schooner encourages anyone who knows a girl who might benefit from Girls Group
to get in touch with her. She said that some people can’t believe she can have girls
from six different high schools — or from six different neighborhoods — getting
along in a group together. “The group initially did exhibit some prejudices,” said
Schooner, “but now we’ve done so much work together — things like ‘Trust Days,’
when we do exercises that connect the girls at a different level. Now these girls are
connected at the heart level. Now they are comfortable mixing no matter where they
go to school, and they can carry that forward as they go on to college and to work
and to all their other relationships in their lives.”
For more information about Girls Group, contact: Sue Schooner, executive director,
sue@girlsgroup.org; 2445 Newport Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48103; (734) 994-6627;
www.girlsgroup.org
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Save the Earth,
Tend the Children ~
A Visit with
Naturalist Jeannine Palms,
Owner of Blossom Home Pre-School
& Adventures

Jeannine Palms
Care for each other and the earth is the central focus of Jeannine’s Blossom Home activities… Her mission is two-pronged:
save the earth, tend the children. She would probably laugh at that grandiose tenor, but she is deeply committed to both
pedagogy and the environment. Her philosophy of teaching may best be summed up as: provide the stimuli for learning;
use nature to excite imagination; and teach children to be caring, curious, and involved members of the community.

By Rachel Urist
I arrive at Jeannine Palms’s home on a Tuesday morning to find her outside, pushing
a wheelbarrow. Two pre-schoolers trail behind her. Two others rush to greet me.
“Are you from Crazy Wisdom?” one asks. Jeannine looks up and greets me by name.
The children echo the greeting. I am pleasantly surprised. I hadn’t expected such
greetings.
This is Blossom Home Pre-School & Adventures, now 25 years old. Once the children
move on from pre-school, they can enroll in one of Jeannine’s after-school “Blossom
Adventure” sessions, and the friendships forged at Blossom continue. Older kids,
6–10 years old, come two days a week, from 4:00–5:30 pm.
Adventures take place in or around the home, with many activities in the 39-acre
expanse of Buhr Park, which is an extension of Jeannine’s back yard. Jeannine and
the children can walk to the park’s Cobblestone Farm, the newly initiated Food
Forest, any of the three Children’s Wet Meadow Project meadows, the sledding hill,
climbing trees fondly known as the Porcupine Trees, or Ice Mountain, the piles of icy
scrapings from the ice rink.
All these sites are visible from Jeannine’s back yard, whose most salient feature is a
sturdy, rustic, wide swing. It seats five children. Jeannine’s friend, an urban forester,
made the swing, and it hangs from a climbing tree, which also holds a knotted rope
for scaling. When Jeannine pushes the pre-school children on the swing, it begins
to twirl. I joke with the kids that it’s dizzying. “Dizzy is good,” Jeannine says. “It
stimulates the brain. That’s true in children, till about age ten.”
Later in the day, when a Blossom Adventure child follows her friend up the tree but
can’t get down, Jeannine calmly shows her another way. “Try turning, so you’re
facing the tree.” The child tries several times to turn. She finally succeeds. “Good!
Now, hold the rope, and find your footing. It’s an easy drop to the ground. I’ll spot
you.” The child descends without a hitch.
“Do you have your diggers?” Jeannine asks the pre-school children. I wonder what
“diggers” are. Then I see. From a bucket, each child selects a weeding tool and holds
it, pointed side down, as they’ve been taught. The children are off to Ian’s house,
three doors down, where they will need diggers to remove weeds from Ian’s garden.
As we head for Ian’s, I ask Jeannine about the profusion of plants in her garden.
“That’s trillium, wild geranium, celadine poppy, scouring rush — a form of horsetail,

When Jeannine pushes the pre-school children on the swing, it begins to
twirl. I joke with the kids that it’s dizzying. “Dizzy is good,” Jeannine says.
“It stimulates the brain. That’s true in children, till about age ten.”
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Jeannine Palms’s Favorite Initiatives

Later [Jeannine] explains that the “edge” they created by digging a
narrow trench around the garden plot eliminates the need to weed
much in the future. Leaving soil undisturbed, allowing organisms to
develop and weed seeds to germinate, prevents the release of carbon
to the atmosphere. Where soil is exposed, carbon is released.

•

350 is the global, grassroots movement to reduce the level of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere. Scientists are convinced that the safe upper
limit for carbon dioxide is 350 parts per million (PPM) in our atmosphere.
Right now we’re at 390 PPM. Jeannine, like many of the scientists
studying climate change, is hopeful that we can save the planet—IF we
get back down to 350. New treaties and policy changes are needed to
ensure this correction. Go to 350.org to learn more—and to see some
wonderful photo albums.

•

10/10/10, a global work party, was a project of 350.org. It was a day of
practical, positive action. Thousands of events, big and small, took place
on that day around the world. Each event was designed to reduce carbon
emissions. Says Jeannine: “It truly was ‘A Day to Celebrate Climate
Solutions’; together we got to work in our communities on projects that
can cut carbon and build the clean energy future.” The name, 10/10/10,
is a nod to its launch date: October 10, 2010. 171 participating countries
are now on 10/10/10’s roster. Ian’s garden was sown that day as a
10/10/10 project. (Visit www.350.org/en/node/16834 to learn more.)

•

The Buhr Park Children’s Wet Meadow Project created and supports
a group of wet meadow ecosystems in Ann Arbor’s Buhr Park. The wet
meadows provide a habitat for native plants and animals, an attractive
educational site for children, neighbors, and other visitors, and an
environmental filter for storm water runoff from the park grounds.
The original Children’s Wet Meadow is behind Cobblestone Farm. The
second, a three-basin meadow, is on the west side, uphill from the
playground. There are frequent events at the wet meadows, including an
annual prescribed burn and presentations by naturalists who teach the
children about the value of wetlands. Programs have focused on insects,
pollinators, and wildflowers. See www.wetmeadow.org.

•

The Food Forest, in Buhr Park, is a stone’s throw from Allen School. The
idea was born several years ago, part of an effort to help create local
food security. Jeannine, along with friends and neighbors, continue to
meet, plan, and create this garden, which is an extension of the third wet
meadow. Last spring, the Allen School Pride Team wrote and received a
grant to fund some of the fruit trees for the project. Under Jeannine’s
guidance, the team of students, parents and teachers, neighbors, and
friends have planted 15 fruit trees. The garden will yield apples, pears,
peaches, cherries, plums, apricots, chestnuts, and pawpaws.

•

Natural Area Preservation (NAP) is a commission mandated to protect
and restore Ann Arbor’s natural areas, and to foster an environmental
ethic in the community. NAP staff and volunteers conduct a wide range
of ecological stewardship activities to restore the native plant and animal
communities throughout the Ann Arbor Parks system’s 1200 acres of
natural areas.

•

The Resilience Circle is part of a nationwide movement of small groups,
usually 10–20 people in each, who help one another through challenging
times. Jeannine’s Resilience Circle is neighborhood based. Help spans
a wide continuum, from sharing yard equipment, to sewing, cooking,
consulting, providing employment counseling, financial assistance,
and child care or pet-sitting. Each group has a facilitator, who helps the
group learn about the causes of the economic downswing, the threats of
climate change, and then to identify and address local needs.

mayapple, and sorel.” There are almost 100 different plant species in the garden:
ferns, native perennials, herbs, peonies, strawberries, vegetables, phlox, flowering
trees, and fruit trees.
The list is long and the time short; children’s questions come first. They ask about the
neighbors’ plants en route to Ian’s back yard, where a 4 x 6-foot garden plot awaits.
Ian’s yard, like Jeannine’s, adjoins the park. The garden plot is covered with hay, to
which Jeannine will add the wheelbarrow’s stash of “nice rotting hay,” a good mulch.
Jeannine is 65 and slim, with ash blond hair that falls below her shoulders. If she has
grey hair, it is well camouflaged. Hairclips behind each ear create a pig-tails look. She
wears a floppy-brimmed gardening hat and, like the children, she is in rain boots,
rain pants, and a hooded jacket. Her hat is courtesy of the City of Ann Arbor’s Natural
Area Preservation Commission. She is an official steward for Buhr Park.
Ian smiles broadly when the kids arrive. He knows these kids, and the older ones,
too. A certified special education teacher, he subs frequently at Allen School. The
kids dig in, weeding unwanted greens. I am surprised to learn that lily of the valley is
an invasive species that crowds out the native ones.
The adults take turns with Ian’s spade, digging to create an “edge” to help prevent
invading weeds. “Look! There’s a big earthworm,” shouts one of the kids. “There are
lots of them! And look at all the roly polys! There’s a big spider!” Everyone stops to
examine the creatures.
A child proudly pulls up a big dandelion plant, roots attached, and Jeannine points
out that the hole that’s left is a good place for rainwater to seep, to help other plants
grow. Then Ian shows Jeannine a vine creeping along the garden plot. “Can I just pull
it out?” he asks her. Jeannine looks. “This is creeping Charlie. Yes, let’s pull it.”
Ian tells me that this garden will have basil, tomatoes, peppers, and calendula. The
kids, tired of weeding, have begun to run up and down the grassy hill of Ian’s back
yard. While they play, Jeannine explains that calendula is a flower that attracts bees
and other pollinators. It is edible and medicinal.
Later she explains that the “edge” they created by digging a narrow trench around
the garden plot eliminates the need to weed much in the future. Leaving soil
undisturbed, allowing organisms to develop and weed seeds to germinate, prevents
the release of carbon to the atmosphere. Where soil is exposed, carbon is released.
The kids are thirsty and hungry. Jeannine has them all wash up – outside. Since there
is no hose handy, a water bottle, stashed in her purple backpack, becomes a faucet.
Jeannine squirts frugally. They wash over a sapling, so that the tree benefits from the
water, too. “I have all this nice loam in my fingernails. Do you have some, too?” she
asks the kids as they wash.

When a child has trouble with a task, she suggests that the other
children help. In this way, the children own their activities at school.
They are not corralled or regimented; they are making things happen.
At home, too, she washes in water-saving ways. When she cleans her dishes, she sets
two small bins of water side by side. One is soapy, one clear; no need for running
water. Recently, she had an energy-efficient, metal roof installed on her house.
It reflects heat away from the rooms beneath, keeping it surprisingly cool on hot
days. Her transportation, too, puts the environment first. Jeannine walks or bikes
whenever possible. Where distance requires a motor, she takes the bus.
Jeannine and the children sit on the grass for their snack: water and homemade
whole-wheat crackers. I say to Jeannine: “You probably don’t own a pair of gardening
gloves.” “Oh, I have some in my pocket,” she says. “But soil has endorphins, so some
people avoid gloves. The endorphins are why some people like gardening so much.”
Continued on page 76
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Save the Earth, Tend the Children
Continued from page 75

This is one of many examples of how Jeannine promotes self-sufficiency and
compassion. When a child cries, Jeannine calls attention to the tears, as if to drive
home the consequences of inattention — or, worse, aggression. When a child
has trouble with a task, she suggests that the other children help. In this way, the
children own their activities at school. They are not corralled or regimented; they are
making things happen.
Jeannine is a no-nonsense person, but she is not brusque. She simply has no time
to waste. Her calendar is full. Her mission is two-pronged: save the earth, tend
the children. She would probably laugh at that grandiose tenor, but she is deeply
committed to both pedagogy and the environment. Her philosophy of teaching
may best be summed up as: provide the stimuli for learning; use nature to excite
imagination; and teach them to be caring, curious, and involved members of the
community.
In Jeannine’s cheerfully filled living room, which serves as an indoor play-space,
a table holds jars of grain, seeds, and corn, which are used – as the children tell
me – for making biscuits, bread, and cornbread. They grind the grains themselves.
Recycling is a given. When Jeannine cuts apple sections for the children’s snacks,
they are aware that the parings she saves will become compost. Any bag she uses
will be re-used.
In doing projects with children, Jeannine instructs them in age-appropriate ways.
No one is patronized, indulged, or commandeered. Children are gently encouraged.
Invariably, they see the value of cooperation. The message is clear: Be considerate to
each other and to the planet.

Jeannine and the children sit on the grass for their snack: water and
homemade whole-wheat crackers. I say to Jeannine: “You probably
don’t own a pair of gardening gloves.” “Oh, I have some in my pocket,”
she says. “But soil has endorphins, so some people avoid gloves. The
endorphins are why some people like gardening so much.”
Jeannine has been teaching for 40 years, first in Detroit, now at her Ann Arbor home.
She and her partner, Dale Petty, moved from Detroit 22 years ago. She was raised
in Oakland County, before it became so suburban. Her family had 100 acres, and
a grandmother lived down the lane. The homestead provided space for growing
vegetables organically and raising chickens. They had a horse, too.
Jeannine, along with her eight younger siblings and sundry cousins, learned to
husband the earth long before “environmentalism” was coined. Jeannine’s mother
would take the children on nature walks, through fields and wetlands. Family
vacations were rustic: camping in parks and wilderness areas throughout Michigan
every summer. Her parents were avid conservationists.

I visit the school a few times. During my visits, she mentions several initiatives: 350,
10/10/10, the Food Forest, the Buhr Park Children’s Wet Meadow Project, Natural
Area Preservation (NAP), and the Resilience Circle. Jeannine is deeply involved with
all of them. No profile of Jeannine Palms would be complete without describing
these initiatives; they are elemental to her being. (See the sidebar for a primer.)
Because of Jeannine’s consistent and determined efforts to teach and promote
sustainability, the Ecology Center of Ann Arbor honored her on November 11,
2009 with the Herbert Munzel Award for Environmental Activism. The venerable
Bill McKibben, professor at Middlebury College, author of a dozen books about
the environment, and founder of 350.org, was on hand to give a speech on global
warming. His 1989 book, The End of Nature, is regarded as the first book for a
general audience on climate change.
Jeannine’s ethic, to think globally and act locally, is shared by her partner, Dale Petty,
an instructor at Washtenaw Community College. He often joins her on environmental
projects. Several times a year, they travel up north to the Jinny Palms Wildlife
Preserve just a mile inland from Lake Superior. In 2001, Jeannine bought 360 acres of
land — intact and wild — on the southern shore of Lake Superior and donated it to
the Little Traverse Conservancy. The wildlife preserve is named for Jeannine’s mother.

Care for each other and the earth is the central focus of Jeannine’s Blossom Home
activities. The children can already distinguish certain native from non-native plant
species, and they can name many. Some of the children have helped Jeannine
and others plant fruit trees in the newly forming Food Forest, a project that she
helps coordinate with other community members, including students from Allen
Elementary.

Jeannine asks for the disputed ribbon. (“May I hold this while we
solve the problem?”) The child hands it over. “You wanted it so
much, you forgot to think; you forgot to listen,” Jeannine says.
“Horses are like people; they like to be treated gently.”
Along with the Blossom pre-schoolers, she was also an initiator of the Buhr Park
Children’s Wet Meadow project. When the first wet meadow was extended, Yousef
Rabhi, a Blossom Home alumnus and now a county commissioner, served as project
manager.
Back at Blossom, as the kids fondly call their pre-school, the kids remove their
outerwear and stow everything in designated areas: hooks, cubbies, and floor space.
They launch themselves into activity while Jeannine starts lunch, made of locally,
organically grown grains, beans, lentils, tofu, fruits, and vegetables.
One child takes out crayons and paper and begins to color. Another, whose raingear
hid a frilly pink “princess dress,” as she calls it, begins to dance. The other two climb
onto sawhorse-type structures with dowel-rungs on the sides for climbing and a
cardboard horse-head with a mane of yarn affixed to the front end. The kids race
across the prairie, which is what the playroom has become.
Suddenly, a child shouts: “Everybody be quiet! The baby is waking up!” He refers to
a doll that he has just covered with a blanket. The dancer, still twirling, proclaims:
“I am doing a performance!” The two equestrians, who have been waving a single
ribbon, begin to tussle. Jeannine, who has monitored everything from the kitchen,
emerges, observes, and calmly asks: “Can you solve this yourselves?” They try. The
dispute deepens.
“Would you like help solving this?” she asks. A child becomes teary. Jeannine asks for
the disputed ribbon. (“May I hold this while we solve the problem?”) The child hands
it over. “You wanted it so much, you forgot to think; you forgot to listen,” Jeannine
says. “Horses are like people; they like to be treated gently.” She lets this sink in.
Then: “Let’s start over. May I give you a suggestion? How about I set the timer, and
each of you gets to have the ribbon for the same amount of time?” This feels just.
The problem is solved.

Jeannine Palms is an official steward for Buhr Park.
The Ecology Center of Ann Arbor honored her in 2009 with the
Herbert Munzel Award for Environmental Activism.
Says Conservancy Executive Director Tom Bailey: “Jeannine Palms is one of this
organization’s conservation heroes. This latest donation completes the protection of
one of the largest contiguous blocks of land the Conservancy has helped protect.”
She and Dale are the stewards for this preserve, as well as for the Lake Superior
Nature Sanctuary, a Michigan Nature Association preserve located between the Jinny
Palms Preserve and Lake Superior.
Jeannine Palms is an unimposing figure who leaves a profound imprint. Scores of her
former students, whom she calls “my kids,” are now making their way in the world.
Mothers and fathers of her current kids drop in to say hi, to help, to hug one or all
of the children. They are drawn to Jeannine’s warmth and to her calm, inspiring
competence and infectious self-confidence.
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In 2001, Jeannine bought
360 acres of land — intact
and wild — on the southern
shore of Lake Superior and
donated it to the Little
Traverse Conservancy…
Says Conservancy Executive
Director Tom Bailey:
“Jeannine Palms is one
of this organization’s
conservation heroes. This
latest donation completes
the protection of one of the
largest contiguous blocks of
land the Conservancy has
helped protect.”
At a recent Reskilling Festival, Jeannine met a former nanny, Tara Habeck [HAYbeck], who was looking for a new direction. Jeannine asked Tara whether she had
considered opening a home pre-school. The idea had not occurred to Tara, who
was looking for a new house. “There’s one for rent next door to me,” Jeannine said.
Tara is now Jeannine’s neighbor, and a “Blossom Floricita” (Little Blossom) will begin
sessions this fall. There is already a summer camp program under way. Jeannine gave
her waiting list to Tara, and the women now work as partners.
Jeannine’s discussions with parents of pre-schoolers often involve books on
parenting and child development. Jeannine’s latest recommendation is: Radical
Homemakers: Reclaiming Domesticity from a Consumer Culture by Shannon Hayes.
Jeannine and a parent, who stays after the other children have left, enthuse together
about the book, whose theme reflects Jeannine’s and Blossom Home’s ethics. Here is
a synopsis:
Radical Homemakers is about men and women across the U.S.
who focus on home and hearth as a political and ecological
act, and who have centered their lives around family and
community for personal fulfillment and cultural change.
Faced with climate change, dwindling resources, and species
extinctions, it is widely understood that we must drive less,
consume less, increase self-reliance, buy locally, eat locally,
rebuild our local communities. In essence, the great work we
face requires rekindling the home fires. The book explores
what domesticity looks like in an era that has benefited from
feminism, where domination and oppression are cast aside
and where the choice to stay home is no longer equated with
mind-numbing drudgery, economic insecurity, or relentless
servitude. Radical Homemakers nationwide speak about
empowerment, transformation, happiness, and casting aside
the pressures of a consumer culture.
Jeannine Palms and Blossom Home Pre-School & Adventures are located
at 2656 Easy Street, Ann Arbor, 48104. She may be reached at (734) 9715870 or Jeannine@wetmeadow.org. Her website is: blossomhomea2.com.
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Conscious Parenting

First Crushes at the Speed of Online Communication
By Jen Pavich
In seventh grade, I had a huge crush on a boy named
Andrew. When I'd see him down the hall of our crowded
middle school, I’d feel my face heat up as I blushed
furiously. One time in our social studies class, when he
asked me if he could borrow a pencil, I could hardly speak.
These reactions are familiar to anyone who has been
through adolescence – the butterflies, the dry mouth,
the brain searching frantically for the right words to
say to that one person who turns your world upside
down.
My 12-year-old son, Sean, like more and more
middle-school-aged students, has an email account. We originally set it up so he
could stay in touch with his out-of-state grandparents, but he's begun using it more
with friends, even those he sees in school every day. I scan his messages occasionally
and can see that what’s being said is pretty innocuous. It wasn’t until I attended
a parent meeting where I learned about some rapidly progressing middle-school
romances that I really considered the effect that online communication tools can
have in the emotional lives of today's 12-year-olds.
Back when I had a crush on Andrew, my body worked against me. My palms would
get sweaty and my heart would pound. Although I had wanted to act on my feelings
for Andrew, I didn't even have the nerve to say hello. Reflecting on these memories, I
believe my body knew I wasn’t yet ready for romance and held me back.

[By] declaring their affections via online chat, [preteens]
don’t have to worry about blushing, sweating, or stammering.
They can thus progress, in a single evening, though
relationship stages that used to take weeks and months,
and they can do it without ever seeing the other person.
Kids in the twenty-first century have a number of tools for getting around the
discomfort of these situations – the primary ones being email and text messaging.
When writing an email or a text message, kids have much more time to phrase each
idea in the way they think sounds best. And, by declaring their affections via online
chat, they don’t have to worry about blushing, sweating, or stammering. They can
thus progress, in a single evening, though relationship stages that used to take weeks
and months, and they can do it without ever seeing the other person. “Students are
stating things in an email that they would not dare to say in person,” said Deborah
Dorneman, my son's sixth-grade teacher.
I found myself asking what online communications might be costing today’s preteens
while sparing them some of the angst of being a young adolescent. On the other
hand, don't we want to spare our kids some of that adolescent embarrassment? I
have come to the conclusion that preteens stand to lose a great deal by foregoing
it. What had initially caught my attention was the issue of hastily formed romances,
fanned by the flames of frequent communication via text messaging and email. But I
quickly realized that this was part of a much larger question – one having to do with
the importance of the whole spectrum of preteen social-emotional development.
Online communication replaces some of the face-to-face time that teaches
young teens how to interact with their peers. Further, one difficulty young
writers experience with online communication is that tone is difficult to convey
accurately. Because these young communicators are missing the opportunity to
watch the reaction of the recipient, and adjust what they are saying accordingly,
communication mishaps are more likely. Replacing too much in-person time
with electronic interaction robs kids of opportunities to learn to read social cues,
including body language and all of the nonverbal communication that is part of a
face-to-face conversation. Learning to read these cues is a skill they’ll need, not only
to develop healthy personal relationships but also to survive in a professional world
that continues to grow more competitive.
However, our kids will also likely be called upon to be more and more tech savvy
in their adult lives. We can't – nor would we want to – stave off their participation

in online communication forever, but there’s definitely an argument to be made for
limiting children's use of text messaging and email until high school. So, how do we
tame the beast of constant contact (and rushed romances) – at least for a few more
years? The following tools and strategies can help.

Replacing too much in-person time with electronic
interaction robs kids of opportunities to learn to read social
cues, including body language and all of the nonverbal
communication that is part of a face-to-face conversation.
Know Online Policy Restrictions
Oftentimes, with children under the age of 13, you don’t even have to be the bad
guy. Many sites, including Gmail, Google+ and Facebook, require users to be 13 years
old to sign up for an account. Yahoo! requires kids under 13 to be linked to a parent’s
account through a program called Yahoo!Family. This program establishes that the
person authorizing the minor account is an adult, by charging a 50-cent credit card
fee. In this program, parents can access their child’s email and can block senders.
(Note: minors often sign up for sites like this by entering a false birth year; however,
a site’s stated policy gives parents some additional support for addressing this issue
with their child.) As an additional precaution, parents can also request that a service
provider block or close their child’s account.
Set Reasonable Limits
Although it might be necessary for some kids to have a cell phone, it doesn’t need to
be turned on or in use 24/7. Texting or Internet options can be turned off entirely in
nonsmart phones on most cell phone plans. When it comes to email, parents should
have full access to the email of children younger than high-school age. Children are
more likely to be careful about what they say if they know there’s a chance their
parent will be reading along. Be aware that many online platforms, such as Google
and Yahoo!, have chat options built into their online interface. Parents who don’t
want their children chatting online can choose an email provider that doesn’t offer
chat or may choose to forego email for their children altogether.
Connect With Other Parents
The easiest way to combat the “But everyone else is doing it!” argument is to find
out what “everyone else” is actually doing. Talking to the parents of your children’s
friends can provide insight into how other families are addressing media issues. It
can also give you an opportunity to share the media/communication limits you have
set with your own child and ask that these be respected when your child is visiting.
Encourage Face-to-Face Interaction
Deborah Dorneman and other teachers at my son's school recognize the need to
increase face-to-face interaction among students. “One of the main reasons why we
are discouraging emailing among the students is that it is taking away from direct
contact with one another,” she said.
Parents at the school are invited to help decide on a media and communication
policy for their child's class (which also constitutes the entire grade). For my son's
class, parents have agreed to a no-email-among-classmates policy for the time being.
My husband and I promised my son that, in exchange for his giving up emailing his
friends, we would arrange for him to spend more time with his friends outside the
school day. Now, after a few weeks of additional outings and sleepovers, my son's
interest in communicating online has dwindled somewhat.
Talk About Communication (and Crushes)
As you probably remember, navigating the world of social interaction during the
middle school years is no easy trick. It’s not always easy to talk to peers – especially
those you’re crushing on – at any age. Find a space where you can discuss this with
your child in a general way, without making it about them specifically. Relate some
of your own embarrassing experiences, and talk about what you learned from
them. Listen to what your child has to say, and try not to react immediately; just
acknowledge his or her feelings (you can always bring something up again later as a
way to give guidance, if you need to). Many parents find talking with their child while
driving in the car together to be especially helpful because long silences aren’t as
uncomfortable and eye contact isn't expected.

eHow tech: “How to Monitor a Child’s E-mail”
http://www.ehow.com/how_2216621_monitor-childs-email.html

***
As a parent, I have observed preteen social interactions go from painful to hilarious
and back again in a single hour. Some of my favorite moments have happened while
driving, when I've eavesdropped on backseat conversations between my kids and
their friends. (Do they think I’m deaf or just forget I’m there?) I feel good about
making sure those in-person conversations keep happening, so the kids can learn as
much as possible from them. And I also learn – about the kids' changing needs and
styles of communicating with one another.

Federal Communications Commission Guide:
“Children’s Internet Protection Act”
http://www.fcc.gov/guides/childrens-internet-protection-act

Jen Williams Pavich is mother to Samantha, 18, and Sean, 12. She is currently
working as a mom, marketing consultant, and graduate student. She can be reached
at: jlpavich@zoho.com.

Resources for Monitoring Your Children’s Email
Parenting Map: “Online Monitoring: Do You Know Your Child’s Passwords?”
http://www.parentmap.com/article/online-monitoring-do-you-know-your-childspasswords
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Children & Young Adults
Fairy Tea at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Feb. 21, with 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m. seatings • Children and their families are welcome for
tea and petit fours served by real fairies! Celebrate with our magical
fairies as they serve tea, treats, and magic. There will be story time
with books available from Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Fairy attire
is encouraged. Be creative! $11 per person. Babies 18 months and
younger free. Tickets are available by stopping in to Crazy Wisdom
or by phoning prior to the event. For information call, 665-2757 or
email matt@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.

Let It Snow!
Let It Snow!
Let It Snow!

Tai Chi for Ages 11-14 with Wasentha Young • Jan. 7-April 4:
Tuesdays, 4:30-5:30 p.m. • Students will learn the Grasp Sparrow’s Tail section of the Tai Chi Form, practice Tai Chi playful and
safe interactive principles, learn how to meditate, and self acupressure points to maintain a healthy body and mind. $125 (mention
Crazy Wisdom and receive $10 discount). Call 741-0695; info@
peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Children’s Health Issues with Cindy Klement • Mar. 19, 9:30-11
a.m. or 7-8:30 p.m. • This class provides insight into the nutritional and supplemental needs of children, as well as ideas on how
to get kids involved with eating better, and the resources available
to empower kids to make lifestyle changes. $20. Call 975-2444;
cindyklement@gmail.com
Shaman Kidz: Explorations in Spirituality with Kate Durda •
Feb. 10, April 7 in Lansing • Young folks are more in tune from a
very early age, and this gathering helps them maintain and develop their own spirituality through the lens of shamanic practice.
Participants will “journey” to discover their power animal or totem
and learn about energy residing within each individual that keeps us
safe, happy, and in our power. This is an ongoing gathering where
children will be able to draw, sing, and dance to learn how to maintain their spiritual health and overall well being. Other locations
may be possible; please call if you are interested. $25 for one parent
and child with early payment discount available. Call 517-6670694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Kinder Concerts: Music and Motion with Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra with Gari Stein and Kathryn Goodson • Jan.
25, 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.; Jan. 28, 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.; Feb. 9, 10
a.m. • This classical concert, featuring Barbara Sturgis-Everrett and
the violin, for 2-6 year olds to listen, watch, dance with snowflakes
and scarves, and participate in a 30 minute program, up close and
personal, in a library setting: Ann Arbor Downtown, Dexter, and
Whittaker libraries. Free. Call Gari at 741-1510; garistein@aol.com
or little-folks-music.com and a2so.com.
Dancing Babies with Gari Stein and Ann Arbor District Library
• Mar. 2, 10 a.m. • Sing and Dance Along based on traditional folk
music for infants to 5s and the grown-ups who love them. Nurture
development and enjoy simple activities to do together at home.
Share hugs, laughter, and more. Free. Call Gari at 741-1510; garistein@aol.com or little-folks-music.com or aadl.org.
Baby and You with Gari Stein • Wednesday afternoons • A
special program of traditional music and movement for babies and
the grown-ups who love them, with time to share resources and
support. A research-based, warm, gentle, nurturing environment
to learn methods and activities for everyday routines. Help nourish brain and all developmental domains, turn cranky to calm, and
enhance the adult-child bond. $160 includes two cds with financial
assistance available. Call Gari at 741-1510; garistein@aol.com or
little-folks-music.com.

Sing With Me for Infants to 5s with Gari Stein • Jan. 8-April 10: Tuesdays,
9:30 or 10:45 a.m. or Wednesdays, 9:15 or 10:45 a.m. • Research based program
presented in richness of traditional folk music that enhances development, learning,
and literacy, and provides parenting resources and snack and chat. Bounce, chant, do
fingerplays, folk dance, instrument exploration. $194 for 14 wks includes four cds
with financial assistance available. Call Gari at 741-1510; garistein@aol.com or littlefolks-music.com.
Fireside Fun: A Good Ol’ Fashioned Campfire Circle with Leslie Science Center
• Jan. 20, Feb. 10, Mar. 17, April 14; 6:30-8 p.m. • There’s nothing quite as relaxing as sitting around a campfire, roasting marshmallows and swapping stories. We’ll
be stoking the fires and we’d love for you to join us. We’ll provide the campfire and
marshmallows, so grab the family, camp chairs, and the rest of your s’mores fixings.
This is a free program and no registration is required. Call Katelynn at 997-1553;
info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
Tiny Tots Programs for Ages 1-3 at Leslie Science & Nature Center • Jan.-April,
10-11:30 a.m. • A hands-on carnival to help your toddler begin learning about nature!
Caregiver required. $7 per child per class with adults free. Call Katelynn at 997-1553;
info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
Winnie the Pooh Day • Jan. 18 • We’ll be focused on the 100 acre woods, Winnie
the Pooh’s favorite food, and all his Pooh Bear friends.
Polar Animals • Feb. 15 • We will explore places on the planet that are cold yearround and will learn about some of the different animals that call these polar places
home.
Wake Up! Coming Out of Hibernation • Who are the true hibernators that live in
Michigan? Games, stories, and more will have your toddler excited about waking up
from their long winter sleep.
Spring into Spring • Mar. 22 • We’ll discover buds, bugs, and blossoms through a
nature walk, hands-on exploration, and stories.
Big Windy Day • April 12 • Windy activities will engage and delight your little one
as we start to explore the very basics of weather.
Fantastic Frogs • April 26 • We’ll take a trip through the trees to Black Pond where
we’ll learn about frogs and pollywogs.
Storytime for Ages 1-5 at Leslie Science & Nature Center • 10-11 a.m. • Caregiver
required. $2. Call Katelynn at 997-1553; info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
Cotton Tales • Jan. 12 • Hop on over to storytime this month to meet our furry mammals and learn how to follow their tracks in the winter snow.
Hawk Tales • Feb. 9 • We’ll read a story about these amazing raptors, then meet one
of our own hawks from the Center!
Frog Tales • Mar. 16 • Spring is here and the frogs are calling. Bring your best frog
sounds to this lively storytime and visit with our frogs and toads.
Earth Day Tales • April 6 • Celebrate Earth Day with tales about how you can do
your part to care for the planet. We will plant seeds and use recycled items to create a
work of art.
Tykes Programs for Ages 4-5 at Leslie Science & Nature Center • Jan.-April,
1-2:30 p.m. • New activities for each session. Caregiver welcome but not required.
Pre-registration necessary. You can begin anytime during the session. Call Katelynn at
997-1553; info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
Let it Snow, Snow, Snow! • Jan. 10, 17, 24, 31 • Make a snow catcher, learn about
snowflakes, and find out whether or not snow is “clean”, with stories and other snowy
crafts. $44.
Love is in the Air • Feb. 7, 14, 28 • Owls of Michigan are some of our earliest nesters, and they mate for life. What better time of year to learn about these “love” birds,
where they build their nests, and how they care for their young. $33.
Celebrate Reading Month Dr. Seuss Style • Mar. 7, 14, 21, 28 • It’s Dr. Seuss’
birthday month, so we will feature new Seuss stories each session, a game, craft, and
perhaps porphyry. $44.
Earth is Our Home • April 11, 18, 25 • Our planet is so amazing, one Earth Day
isn’t enough. Learn why our planet is so special. We’ll look at far away places and
investigate unique animals that share this home with us. $33.
Camp Sessions for K-5th Graders at Leslie Science & Nature Center • Call Katelynn at 997-1553; info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
Holiday Break Camp • Jan. 2-4, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. • Join us for a three-day celebration of nature. Each day, we will uncover new things to celebrate through hikes,
games, observations, and experiments. $145.
Days Off Outdoors Camp • Jan. 21, Jan. 29, Mar. 11; 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. • When
schools are closed, come discover the wonderful world of nature! Explore the forest,
fields, and trails. Sled down the snowy slopes. Be a predator while stalking your prey
in a dense thicket. A different adventure awaits each day. $65 each day.
Winter Break Camp • Feb. 18-22, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. • Winter is wild and wonderful. You’re invited for scientific exploration, sledding, hiking, and discovering
animals. Don’t hibernate over winter break! $225.
Spring Break Camp • April 1-5, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. • A week of walks in the
woods, poking in the ponds, frolicking in the fields fills your spring break with natural
wonders. Other activities include outdoor games, survival skills, and explorations on
the wet and wild side. $240.
Continued on page 80
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Whoo’s Your Valentine? at Leslie Science & Nature Center • Feb. 10, 1-3 p.m.
• Whoo is your valentine this year? The LSNC Barn Owl, of course! His perfectly
beautiful heart-shaped face will inspire the artist in everyone as we make our own
valentines to share with loved ones. $5. Call Katelynn at 997-1553; info@lesliesnc.
org or lesliesnc.org.
Raptor Ornithology with Dea Armstrong and Francie Krawcke at Leslie Science
& Nature Center • Feb. 26-April 27: Tuesdays, 7-8:30 p.m. and Saturday mornings • In this eight-week course, we will delve into anatomy, physiology, behavior,
taxonomy, reproduction, vocalizations, and identification of raptors. This course is
perfect for the novice or intermediate birder, and advanced birders will have things
to learn as well. $295. This course is designed for adults, but if you are between 14
and 17 years old and are interested in participating, please call Katelynn at 997-1553;
info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.

Spanish Playgroup with Manzanitas Spanish Immersion Preschool • First and Third Sundays of each month, 10:30-12:30
• Children ages six months to five years join us for fun in Spanish
with songs, fingerplays, storytime, and activities for parents and
tots. All levels of Spanish speaking abilities welcome. $2 per child
suggested donation. Call 369-6563; director@manzanitas.org or
manzanitas.org.
Saturday Spanish Enrichment for Ages 5-12 with Manzanitas
Spanish Immersion Preschool • First and Third Saturdays
of each month, 10:30-12:30 • Beginner and intermediate Spanish class for school aged children. We will sing songs, engage in
Spanish conversation, and work on early Spanish literacy. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday afternoon sessions also available. For cost,
call 369-6563; director@manzanitas.org or manzanitas.org.

Owl Prowl for All Ages at Leslie Science & Nature Center • Mar. 2, 7-9 p.m.
• Join us for an enchanting evening with owls. Night hikes, owl calling, and visits
with live owls will fill the evening with wonder as we discover how ears, eyes, and
feathers help owls survive the night. Intended for adults only. See Children’s Section
in this Calendar for Owl Prowl for All Ages. $8. Call Katelynn at 997-1553; info@
lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
Breastfeeding Cafe at Center for the Childbearing Year • Fridays, 10-11:30 a.m.
• Informal, free drop-in group. Breastfeeding moms and babies welcome! Free. Call
975-6534; center4cby.com.
Parent-to-Parent Support at Center for the Childbearing Year • Wednesdays,
10-11:30 a.m. • Informal, free drop-in group. Moms, dads, partners, babies, and
toddlers welcome. Discussion topics and playtime each week. Free. Call 663-1523;
center4cby.com.
Mother’s Group with Lamaze Family Center Ann Arbor • Jan. 17, 24, 31, Feb. 7,
14, 21 • Meet other new moms and get support and advice after your baby is born. In
addition to a weekly topic and circle time, you’ll learn songs, simple baby games, and
basic infant movement. A great way to socialize with adults and bond with your new
baby. $96 for six weeks. For times, call 973-1014; info@lamazefamilycenter.org or
lamazefamilycenter.org.
Rudolf Steiner School of Ann Arbor Open House • Jan. 26, 2-4 p.m. • Join us at
our Lower School and High School for open houses to experience what Waldorf Education is all about. Free. For details, call 995-4141 or steinerschool.org.
University of Michigan Museum of Natural History Programs • For more information, call 764-0478; lsa.umich.edu/exhibitmuseum.
Sun, Earth, Moon • Saturdays, 2:30 p.m. • Ever wonder why the constellations in
the night sky change throughout the year? And why does the moon change its phase
and appear at different places during the month?
The Sky Tonight • Star Talk: Saturdays, 11:30 a.m., 1:30, and 3:30 p.m.; Sundays, 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. • Bright stars, constellations, planets, and telescopic
objects in the current night sky. $5.
Free Dinosaur Tours • Saturdays and Sundays, 2 p.m. • A free, 30-minute docentled tour of the dinosaur exhibits. Sign up on the day of the tour. Limit 15 people.
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Conserving Antiquity at Univ. of MI Kelsey Museum of Archaeology • TuesdaysSundays through Feb. 10 • Get an up-close look at an ancient Egyptian mummy
mask and a Roman soldier’s learther armor. Free. Call 764-9304; lsa.umich.edu/
kelsey.
The Art of Building with LEGO at Henry Ford Museum • Daily through Feb. 24
• Marvel at 13 models of awesome architecture like the Empire State Building and the
St. Louis Arch. $12.50-$17. For more information, contact 313-982-6001; thehenryford.org/museum.
Tinkerbell Visits Storyland at Marquis Theatre in Northville • Through Jan. 27 •
Tink is swept away to visit familiar stories and characters. $8.50. Call 248-349-8110;
northvillemarquistheatre.com.
Celebrate Black History Month at Henry Ford Museum • Feb. 1-3, 6-10, 10-17,
20-24, 27-28 • For more information, contact 313-982-6001; thehenryford.org.
2012 SURA Arts Academy Student Exhibition at Arab American National Museum • Wednesdays-Sundays through Feb. 3 • See photos and short films created
by middle schoolers from Dearborn and Detroit. $4-$8. Call 313-582-2266; arabamericanmuseum.org.
Super Saturday Storytime at Ypsilanti Library • Saturdays, 10:30 a.m. • Stories,
songs, and a simple craft for pre-schoolers to older children. Free. Call 482-4110;
ypsilibrary.org.
Storytime at Nicola’s Books • Saturdays, 11 a.m. • Stories for children ages seven
and under. Free. Contact 662-0600; nicolasbooks.com.
Dance and Drum Classes for Kids at Tree of Life Studio • Various classes offered
through the Spring • Classes include Creative Movement, Hip Hop, Belly Dance,
Jazz, Rhythm Tap, Dance Basics, and Hand Drumming. $12 drop-in. For more information, call 433-0697; info@treeoflifestudio.org or treeoflifestudio.org.
Earth Day Spring Festival with Green Apple Garden Playschool • April 20 •
Families are invited to join us in celebrating Mother Earth! Adults and children alike
will enjoy live music, garden planting, and crafts with natural and recyclable materials. Free. For times, call 369-8248; director@greenapplegarden.org or greenapplegarden.org.

Tea with the Fairies
at Crazy Wisdom
Thursday, February 21
1 p.m. and 4 p.m. seatings
Children and their families are welcome
for tea and petit fours served by real fairies!
Celebrate with our magical fairies
as they serve tea, treats, and magic.
There will be story time with books available from
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore.
Fairy attire is encouraged. Be creative!
$11 per person. Babies 18 months and younger free.
Tickets are available by stopping in to Crazy Wisdom
or by phoning prior to the event.
For information call, 734-665-2757
or email matt@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar

A Free Guide to Local Classes, Workshops and Events
January through April 2013

Psychotherapist Carrie Hatcher-Kay
on EMDR on Page 58

Psychotherapist Cam Vozar on
EMDR on Page 56

Spiritual Guide Mary Anne Perrone
on Page 34

Mixed Media Artist Brenda Oelbaum
on Page 49

Metaphysician and Author John Friedlander
on the Akashic Records on Page 28
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Acupressure, Shiatsu
& Reflexology
Dao Yin: Acupressure Self-Massage with Joel Robbins
Dipl • April 20, 2-4 p.m. • These ancient exercises move qi
(energy) through the acupuncture channels while massaging
the body from head to toe. Learn fundamental Chinese medical theory and important acupuncture points to treat a variety
of conditions. $30. Call 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture@
gmail.com or jrherbasandacupuncture.com.
Harmonizing Heaven and Earth with Joel Robbins Dipl
• Jan. 5, Feb. 2, Mar. 2, April 6; 1-4 p.m. • Experience this
gentle yet powerful acupuncture technique which is used
clinically to improve communication between the heart and
kidney - balancing the fundamental yin and yang energies
within the body. In a peaceful group setting, you will receive
this special combination of acupuncture points along with
personalized ones to address your constitutional needs.
$15. Call 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture@gmail.com or
jrherbasandacupuncture.com.

Addiction & Recovery
Alcoholics Anonymous: A Panel Discussion • Mar. 19,
7:30-9 p.m. • This program will present a short slide show
and discussion of the history of Alcoholics Anonymous
followed by a lively moderated panel discussion regarding
addiction and alcoholism, personal recovery, and participation in 12 Step programs. Free. Call Matt Statman of Dawn
Farm at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/
programs.
The Physiology of Addiction with Carl Christensen •
April 16, 7:30-9 p.m. • This program will explore the differences in neurochemistry between the addicted brain and the
normal brain, the progression of physiological changes that occur in chemically dependent
individuals, the mechanisms of physiologic tolerance and withdrawal, and the effects
of treatment on the addicted brain. Free. Call Matt Statman of Dawn Farm at 485-8725;
info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/programs.
Trauma and Chemical Use and Addiction with Tana Bridge • Jan. 29, 7:30-9 p.m. •
Current research highlights the relationship between chemical use, addiction, and trauma.
This presentation will review events involved with trauma exposure, trauma specific symptomology, the impact trauma has on the brain and on coping and subsequent substance use,
and how to aid individuals struggling with trauma and addiction. Free. Call Matt Statman
of Dawn Farm at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/programs.
Jewish Spirituality and Recovery from Addiction with Yisrael Pinson • April 23, 7:309 p.m. • The audience will gain an understanding of Jewish spirituality, the spirituality of
recovery, the difference between religion and spirituality, and how to use both for their
recovery. Free. Call Matt Statman of Dawn Farm at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or
dawnfarm.org/programs.
Al-Anon: A Panel Discussion • Mar. 26, 7:30-9 p.m. • This program will present a lively
moderated panel discussion with a unique individual perspective regarding Al-Anon Family Groups, a recovery program for family members and friends of people with alcoholism.
Free. Call Matt Statman of Dawn Farm at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.
org/programs.
Teens Using Drugs: What to Know and What to Do with Brian Spitsbergen and
Tamara Shirey • Two Parts: Jan. 8 and Jan. 15 or Feb. 5 and Feb. 12, 7:30-9 p.m. •
This is a free, ongoing, two-part workshop series designed to help participants learn to
understand, identify, and address adolescent alcohol/other drug problems. Free. Call Matt
Statman of Dawn Farm at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/programs.
Eating Disorders with Carl Christensen, Lori Perpich, and EDEN Program Facilitator • Jan. 22, 7:30-9 p.m. • This program will define various eating disorders and their
consequence, explore neurobiological and behavorial theories of addiction, describe physiological consequences of eating disorders, discuss screening tools, and provide information on treatment options and resources for people with eating disorders. Free. Call Matt
Statman at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/programs.

Artwork by Sara Van Zandt

Recovery from Addiction and Christian Spirituality with Ed Conlin • Mar. 19, 7:30-9
p.m. • This program will describe how Christian spirituality relates to recovery from
chemical dependency, explore personal spiritual needs and life choices, and discuss the
Twelve Steps as a spiritual program that can benefit anyone (recovering or not). Free.
Call Matt Statman of Dawn Farm at 485-8725; info@dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/
programs.
How to Support Recovery and Not Support Addiction with Charles Gehrke • Feb.
19, 7:30-9 p.m. • When all else has failed, what does work when confronted with a loved
one’s addiction? What does not work? What can others do to help? These and other
questions will be addressed. Free. Call Matt Statman of Dawn Farm at 485-8725; info@
dawnfarm.org or dawnfarm.org/programs.

Animals & Pets
Raptor Ornithology with Dea Armstrong and Francie Krawcke at Leslie Science &
Nature Center • Feb. 26-April 27: Tuesdays, 7-8:30 p.m. and Saturday mornings •
In this eight-week course, we will delve into anatomy, physiology, behavior, taxonomy,
reproduction, vocalizations, and identification of raptors. This course is perfect for the
novice or intermediate birder, and advanced birders will have things to learn as well. $295.
This course is designed for adults, but if you are between 14 and 17 years old and are interested in participating, please call Katelynn at 997-1553; info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.
org.
Owl Prowl at Leslie Science & Nature Center • Mar. 1, 7-9 p.m. • Join us for an
enchanting evening with owls. Night hikes, owl calling, and visits with live owls will fill
the evening with wonder as we discover how ears, eyes, and feathers help owls survive the
night. Intended for adults only. See Children’s Section in this Calendar for Owl Prowl for
All Ages. $8. Call Katelynn at 997-1553; info@lesliesnc.org or lesliesnc.org.
PetMassage 6-Day Advanced Workshop with Jonathan Rudinger • Feb. 4-9, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. • This workshop will reinforce and expand on Foundation theory and applications, provide additional training in body mechanics and energy practices, TCM, canine
anatomy, physiology, and pathology, expand interspecies language, refine business plans,
and help students qualify and prepare for the NBCAAM test for national certification. 100
hours toward the 200 contact hour requirement. $1,400. Call Anastasia Rudinger at 800779-1001; info@petmassage.com or petmassage.com.
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PetMassage 4-Day Foundation Workshop with Jonathan Rudinger • Feb. 14-18, Mar.
14-18 or April 12-15, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • In this distance learning course in canine anatomy
and business marketing, you will understand the roadmap to creating and marketing your
canine massage business, the theory, techniques,vocabulary, culture, and vision of PetMassage, become aware of body mechanics, learn to understand and provide for diverse
canine needs, learn various complementary bodywork techniques, and understand basic
dog anatomy and physiology. $1,400. Call Anastasia Rudinger at 419-475-3539; info@
petmassage.com or petmassage.com.
Acupuncture for Dogs and Cats with Monica Turenne • Feb. 10, 2-3 p.m. at Crazy
Wisdom Community Room • We will discuss the basic philosophy of traditional Chinese
veterinary medicine and how acupuncture and Chinese herbs can benefit cats and dogs
with a wide variety of ailments. Patient cases will be presented for discussion. Free. Call
385-7161; mt@fourpawsvetwellness.com or fourpawsvetwellness.com.
Animal Hospice with Monica Turenne • Mar. 10, 2-3 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • We will discuss the growing field of Animal Hospice - what it is and how it
can help owners faced with chronic, painful, and/or terminal diagnoses for their pets. Free.
Call 385-7161; mt@fourpawsvetwellness.com or fourpawsvetwellness.com.

Anthroposophical Medicine
Intensive Health Retreat at Rudolf Steiner Health Center • Feb. 25-Mar. 9 • This
2-week health retreat allows for total immersion in a holistic healing environment that
promotes the ideal picture of health through daily rhythm, organic meals, anthroposophic
therapies, physicians visits, nursing treatments, and carefully chosen natural medicines.
Presentations on various aspects of health bring patients to a new understanding of how
to incorporate health-promoting practices into their daily lives. Health retreats are open to
anyone, whether or not they have an illness. $1,900-$5,500. Call Sara McMullen-Laird at
663-4365; info@steinerhealth.org or steinerhealth.org.

Aromatherapy & Essential Oils
Be Young Essential Oils Support Group with Karlta Zarley • Second Wednesday of
the month, 6:30-8 p.m. • Many of us are interested in the potent effects of Be Young essential oils but aren’t sure how to use them or which ones to use. This is for anyone using
Be Young oils that wants to learn about them for daily use. $10 suggested offering. Call
433-9333; kzarley@att.net or karltazarley.com.

Art & Craft
The Elephant Club: A Series of Art Therapy Experiences with Lynn Vaughn • Feb.
23, Mar. 9, April 6; 1-4:30 p.m. • Elephants are nurturing creatures. They travel in herds
and hold up the weaker ones to help them move forward. This club allows us to explore
together the emotional and spiritual jumble of life and come to a place of deep knowing
and realization through hands-on media. No experience necessary. $45 includes materials.
Call Lynn Vaughn at 248-921-7922.
Drawing, Painting, Visual Journal - Image and Word with Nancy Wolfe • Begins Jan.
13 • Small group classes with sliding scale available. For winter schedule and cost, call
358-5857; nancy@nancywolfe.com or nancywolfe.com.

Astrology
Learning Astrology: The First Steps with Bon Rose Fine • Six Thursdays: Mar.
21-April 25, 7:30-9:30 p.m. • This class will offer beginning students a proper foundation
in the basics of astrology. The meanings of signs, planets, and houses will be covered and
students will receive copies of their own natal charts, as well as four extra charts of friends
or family members. $75 includes free hour of private tutorial with teacher. Call 434-4555;
bonrosefine@comcast.net.
The Planetary Hours: An Ancient Technique for Modern Times with Bon Rose Fine •
April 13 or April 20, 2-5 p.m. • It’s not necessary to have any knowledge of astrology to
learn that there truly is a time for every purpose, and using the planetary hours can help effectively schedule activities, working in harmony with the universe. This is a single, threehour class. $20 includes workbooks containing easy to understand lists of the planetary
hours extending through June 2013. Call 434-4555; bonrosefine@comcast.net.

The 27 Club and the Progressed Lunar Return with Debra Rozek through SMART •
Feb. 17, 2-4:30 p.m. • Several rock ‘n rollers died at 27, while other celebrities negotiated
that emotional threshold into maturity with exuberance and grace. The potential of the first
progressed lunar return will be examined using the astrological charts of these individuals.
$18 or $15 members. Call Rodney Smith at 734-879-0035; smartmich2010@gmail.com or
astrologer@delaney-smith.net.
SMART’s Spring Sampler • Mar. 24, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community
Room • Five members of SMART present short talks on a variety of astrological topics.
The public is welcome to attend and get acquainted, especially those interested in learning
more about astrology. $20. Call Rodney Smith at 734-879-0035; smartmich2010@gmail.
com or astrologer@delaney-smith.net.
The Astrology of Love and Money with Nancy Bahlman through SMART • April 21,
2-4:30 p.m. • Two of the most popular subjects requested by clients, discover the astrological clues to look for when love and money are at the forefront. We will analyze Venus
and house indications for love and attitudes toward money and how they are linked, with
notes on Venus/Pluto connections and their importance in charts. $18 or $15 members.
Call Rodney Smith at 734-879-0035; smartmich2010@gmail.com or astrologer@delaneysmith.net.

Auras
Aura and Chakra Photos with Jack and Susan Lewis • Jan. 19, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. with
appointment required • Learn about how your aura affects your body, what the colors
mean, what the position of the colors tell you, and some things that affect the aura and
how to increase your vibration. If you choose, you can receive an aura photo, a special
color card, and interpretive reading. $30 for chakra photo and interpretation. $20 for
chakra photo and report. Call Pat Krajovic at 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Author Events
Book Signing and Talk with Lisa Marie Selow, author of A Rebel Chick Mystic’s
Guide: Healing Your Spirit with Positive Rebellion • Mar. 5, 7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Let go of your inner good girl! Some women try to be June Cleaver,
Mother Theresa or Pollyanna. Learn how to release your people pleasing, creating better
boundaries with others and taking better care of yourself. Lisa will inspire you to let out
more of your sassy, passionate, authentic, creative, and fiery self and ignite your courage,
helping you carve out your own path, with your own rules. Free. Call Rachel at 665-2757;
rachel@crazywisdom.net.
Book Signing and Talk with Brenda Bentley, author of Woodward Avenue: A Walking Guide • May 7, 7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • A slide show of the great
landmarks of Woodward Avenue, an historic trail that became a highway running from
Detroit to Pontiac, will be presented as the format for introducing Brenda Bentley’s new
book. Great architecture, world historic automobile history, Art Deco details, Cranbrook,
downtown Detroit, Royal Oak, Birmingham, and other lively nodes along Michigan’s
historic Highway 1 make many areas along the 27 mile length of the Avenue delightful for
the curious walker. Free. Call Rachel at 665-2757; rachel@crazywisdom.net.
An Evening with Andrew Solomon, a Crazy Wisdom Salon featuring the author of
Far from the Tree: Parents, Children and the Search for Identity • Sunday, March 10th
at 4:30 pm in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • His previous book The Noonday Demon:
An Atlas of Depression won the 2001 National Book Award. In Far from the Tree, Andrew
Solomon tells the stories of parents who not only learn to deal with their exceptional children but also find profound meaning in doing so. He writes about families coping with
deafness, dwarfism, Down syndrome, autism, schizophrenia, multiple severe disabilities,
with children who are prodigies, who are conceived in rape, who become criminals, who
are transgender. While each of these characteristics is potentially isolating, the experience
of difference within families is universal, as are the triumphs of love Solomon documents
in every chapter. Free. Call Rachel at 665-2757 for more info.
An Evening with Traktung Yeshe Dorje, a Crazy Wisdom Salon featuring the author
of Eye to Form is only Love: A Journal of 100 Days • Thursday, March 14th at 7 pm in
the Tea Room • Traktung is an American born lama in the Nyingma lineage of Vajrayana
Buddhism, and he and his wife, Katie, are the leaders of the Tsogyelgar Dharma Center on
West Liberty in Ann Arbor. Free. Call 665-2757 for more info. See article on page 42.

Panel Discussion: Looking Ahead to 2013 with Southeast Michigan Astrologers
Round Table • Jan. 27, 2-4:30 p.m. • Four mundane astrologers discuss the coming year.
Charts for the U.S., Washington DC, Michigan, Lansing, and Detroit will be examined for
transits and their potential impact on the region and nation. Come early and enjoy lunch
with the group. $20. Call Rodney Smith at 734-879-0035; smartmich2010@gmail.com or
astrologer@delaney-smith.net.

Book Signing and Talk with Susan Stabile, author of Growing in Love and Wisdom:
Tibetan Buddhist Sources for Christian Meditation • Mar. 21, 7 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Susan Stabile will explore some of the common values and understandings that underlie Christianity and Buddhism and talk about how interreligious engagement can offer mutual enrichment for people of both traditions. Her particular focus will
be how meditation practices drawn from the Buddhist tradition (15 of which are presented
in her book) can enrich Christian spirituality. Free. Call Rachel at 665-2757; rachel@
crazywisdom.net.

If you are interested in obtaining some biographical information
about the teachers, lecturers, and workshop leaders
whose classes, talks and events are listed in this Calendar,
please look in the section which follows the Calendar, which is called
"Background Information" and which starts on page 110.

Unpacking My Father’s Bookstore -- A Colloquium with Laurence Roth • Thursday,
April 11th at 12pm in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Professor of English and Jewish
Studies at Susquehanna University, Laurence Roth will discuss how his upcoming memoir
of J. Roth/Bookseller of Fine & Scholarly Judaica—a microcosm of the Los Angeles
Jewish community and borderland of cultural encounters—combined with a critical study
of the contemporary American mythology of the bookstore, help illustrate that American
Jewish literature is best understood as an activity. Free. Call 665-2757 for more info.
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Book Discussion Groups
Crazy Wisdom Monthly Book Discussion • Jan. 25, Feb. 22, Mar. 15, April 26; 7:30-9
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Each month, a different book is chosen for
reading and discussion. All are welcome. If you’re interested in the topic, it’s fine to come
to the book discussion even if you haven’t read the book! Purchase the book in advance of
the discussion and receive 30% off. Free discussion. For more information, call 665-2757
or info@crazywisdom.net.
Jan. 25: The Marriage Plot: A Novel by Jeffrey Eugenides, hosted by Crysta Coburn
• Pulitzer Prize-winning author Eugenides returns with a book centering on the lives of
three college seniors at Brown in the early 80s: Madeleine Hanna, a dutiful English major
writing her senior thesis on Jane Austen and George Eliot, the charismatic and intense
Leonard Bankhead, and the mystically inclined Mitchell Grammaticus. As all three face
life in the real world, they will have to reevaluate everything they have learned, creating a
new kind of contemporary love story.
Feb. 22: Flight Behavior: A Novel by Barbara Kingsolver, hosted by Rachel Pastiva
• In the lyrical language of her native Appalachia, Kingsolver bares the rich, tarnished
humanity of her novel’s inhabitants and unearths the modern complexities of rural existence. Characters and readers alike are quickly carried beyond familiar territory, into the
unsettled ground of science, faith, and everyday truces between reason and conviction.
This novel takes on one of the most contentious subjects of our time: climate change. With
a deft and versatile empathy, Kingsolver dissects the motives that drive denial and belief
in a precarious world.
Mar. 15: Far from the Tree: Parents, Children, and the Search for Identity by
Andrew Solomon, hosted by Bill Zirinsky • National Book Award winner Solomon’s
startling proposition is that diversity is what unites us all. He writes about families coping
with deafness, dwarfism, Down syndrome, autism, schizophrenia, multiple severe disabilities, with children who are prodigies, who are conceived in rape, who become criminals,
who are transgender. While each of these characteristics are potentially isolating, the
experience of difference within families is universal, as are the triumphs of love Solomon documents. This book explores themes of generosity, acceptance, and tolerance - all
rooted in the insight that love can transcend every prejudice. This crucial and revelatory
book expands our definition of what it means to be human. Crazy Wisdom’s longtime
owners, Bill Zirinsky and Ruth Schekter, were interviewed by Solomon for this book, and
there is a four-page section of the book devoted to their family story, (as well as photos of
their children, and accompanying audio, on the Disability pages of the Far from the Tree
website). (Their older two children, Sam Zirinsky and Juliana Zirinsky, both suffered from
the same rare neuro-metabolic, degenerative disorder, and both children died in the 10th
year of life.)
April 26: Active Hope: How to Face the Mess We’re in Without Going Crazy by
Joanna Macy, hosted by Karen A’llerio • The challenges we face can be difficult to
think about. Climate change, the depletion of oil, economic upheaval, and mass extinction
together create a planetary emergency of overwhelming proportions. This book shows us
how to strengthen our capacity to face this crisis so that we can respond with unexpected
resilience and creative power. Drawing on decades of teaching an empowerment approach
known as the Work That Reconnects, the author guides us through a transformational
process informed by mythic journeys, modern psychology, spirituality, and holistic science. This process equips us with tools to face the mess we’re in and play our role in the
collective transition to a life-sustaining society.
Jewel Heart Readers • Jan. 8, Feb. 12, Mar. 12, April 9; 7-8:30 p.m. • Enjoy lively
discussion on monthly dharma-related book selections with fellow sangha. Free with
donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

Breathwork
Conscious Connected Breath Drop-in Sessions with Frank Levey • Tuesdays, 9:30-11
a.m. and 7-8:30 p.m. • This drop-in format offers participants the opportunity to experience a facilitated session using a conscious connected breath. These simple tools give us
the opportunity to open restricted breathing patterns, allowing for a deep sense of well being and gratitude for the great gifts our lives offer. $15-$25. Call 657-8742; franklevey@
hotmail.com or awakenedbreath.net.
Breathing Regeneration Ecstasy Ascendency Total Health (B.R.E.A.T.H.) with Robert Lewanski • Last Saturday of the month, 7 p.m. • We will discuss Taoist Chi Kung
deep breathwork, five element meridian exercises, Taoist philosophy, and the practice of
spiritual cultivation and meditation. $5 per class. Call 248-680-8688; healthforcecenter@
gmail.com or healthforcecenter.com.
Group Breath Practice with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Jan. 10, Feb. 7, Mar. 6, April
11; 6:30-8 p.m. • This class is for experienced breathers who want to deepen the benefits
of conscious breathing by developing a consistent breath practice. The workshop will
consist of intention setting, a facilitated breath session, and sharing and integration. Must
have experience with connected breathing. For cost, call 734-416-5200; inspire@globalbreathinstitute.com.
What Does My Breathing Say to Me? Intro to Pranic Breath Work, Level 1 with
Dave Krajovic • Jan. 14, Feb. 28, April 10; 7-8 p.m. • Bring awareness to your breath
pattern, understand how it impacts your physical health and well being, and learn techniques to open your breath as you bring consciousness to your breathing. $22. Call 734416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

The Prana of Forgiveness with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Jan. 27, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • Join
us as we surrender to the state of forgiveness. Experience the joy of letting go of old
wounds and the burden of guilt we carry. Find the strength within to break the pattern of
victimhood. Gain the power and freedom that comes from understanding your power as
the creator of your life experience. $139. Call 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
The Presence Process Work Group with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Mondays: Feb.
4-April 8, 7-9 p.m. • Let go of the drama in your life. Facilitation through Michael
Brown’s book, The Presence Process. Ten facilitated breath sessions. $222 or $111 for
conference call or repeaters. Call 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or
globalbreathinstitute.com.
As I Breathe, So I Live: Intro to Pranic Breath, Level 2 with Dave and Pat Krajovic •
Mar. 13, 7-8:30 p.m. • Builds on Level 1 to increase consciousness of your breath pattern.
Understand how to use the breath to gain peace of mind, mental clarity, attract life experiences and abundance. Begin the process of building a conscious breathing practice. $33.
Call 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Mindful Creation through My Breath: Intro to Pranic Breath, Level 3 with Dave and
Pat Krajovic • April 29, 7-9 p.m. • Deepen your awareness of your breath pattern. Build
on your practice to use the breath to attract, clear limiting beliefs, thoughts, and attitudes.
Begin to understand the pathway of awareness and how it filters your life experience. $44.
Call 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Water does not resist. Water flows. When you plunge your hand into
it, all you feel is a caress. Water is not a solid wall, it will not stop
you. But water always goes where it wants to go, and nothing in
the end can stand against it. Water is patient. Dripping water wears
away a stone. Remember that, my child. Remember you are half
water. If you can't go through an obstacle, go around it. Water does.
				~ Margaret Atwood
Conscious Connected Breathing and the Shamanic Path of the Buddha with Frank
Levey • Six Thursdays: Jan. 10, 24, Feb. 7, Mar. 7, 21, April 4; 7-8:30 p.m. • Each
class will cover a specific aspect on Buddhist awareness of breath in our lives as well as
a facilitated breath session. Practicing conscious connected breathing also guides us in
accessing transcendental states of consciousness, providing increased energy, focus, and
awareness along our spiritual journeys. $48 building fee with opportunity to offer dana to
teacher. Call Deep Spring at 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Buddhism
White Tara Meditation Sessions with Jewel Heart Instructors • Sundays, Jan. 6-April
2; 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. • Tara is the mother goddess of Tibetan Buddhism, known for
her quick and compassionate activity. She is particularly associated with healing and long
life. Join us for a guided meditation using visualization techniques to overcome physical,
mental, and emotional suffering. No meetings on Feb. 24 and Mar. 3. Free with donations
welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Tibetan Buddhism with Gelek Rimpoche • Sundays, Jan. 6-April 28; 10-11 a.m. Talk
and 11-11:30 a.m. Tea and Cookies • We invite you to enjoy weekly Sunday morning
talks by Gelek Rimpoche. Speaking from Ann Arbor, New York and other locations, these
talks will also be live video webcast. Open to all. Free with donations welcome. Call 9943387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
De Lam with Jewel Heart Instructors • Jan. 14, 28, Feb. 11, March 4, 18, April 1, 15,
29; 7-8:30 p.m. • Delam, or the Smooth Path, is a multi-dimensional map that, when followed with genuine effort, will help us remove limitations imposed by fear and confusion,
opening our hearts and minds to reach their fullest potential. Following Gelek Rimpoche’s
transcript, De Lam, this course presents aspects of life for meditation that will deepen our
relationship with the guru and ourselves, and ultimately bring our future enlightenment.
$110 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Art of Living with Jewel Heart Instructors • Jan. 9, 16, 23, 30, Feb. 6, 13, 20, Mar. 6;
7-8:30 p.m. • We long for meaning, for an effective way to bring insight and heart to the
ordinary circumstances and inevitable challenges of our daily lives. On the basis of Gelek
Rimpoche’s book, Good Life, Good Death, this course will explore pragmatic methods to
bring depth, meaning, and joy to our lives. $80 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@
jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar will be posted online starting
January 1, 2013 at crazywisdom.net.
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Ganden Lha Gyema with Jewel Heart Instructors • Jan. 10, 17, 24, 31, Feb. 7, 14,
Mar. 7, 14; 7-8:30 p.m. • One of the most popular practices in the Tsong Khapa tradition,
the Ganden Lha Gyema deepens our connection with the enlightened through meditational
exercises and enriches our inner development. Grounded in appreciation for our spiritual
teacher, this practice uplifts us through familiarity with generosity, respect, purification,
and rejoicing. This course offers instruction on specific visualization practices interwoven
with the Migtsema mantra. $80 non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org
or jewelheart.org.
GOM Practice Weekend with Jewel Heart Instructors • Mar. 22-24, Friday 7-9 p.m.,
Saturday 9 a.m. - 8:30 p.m., Sunday 8:45 a.m. - 6 p.m. • GOM, or concentrated meditation, is an essential tool that helps develop peace and joy as well as the power to deeply
understand wisdom. This meditation weekend intensive, offered according to the Tibetan
Buddhist tradition, will include practice sessions with light guidance. Silence will be
maintained between sessions. Practice sessions will include sitting and walking meditations. Donations welcome. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
The Four Noble Truths with Jewel Heart Instructors • Mar. 27, April 3, 10, 17, 24;
7-8:30 p.m. • This course introduces Buddha’s revolutionary message that suffering can
come to an end through one’s own efforts. Following Gelek Rimpoche’s transcript, Four
Noble Truths, participants rely on readings, discussion, and meditation. $80 non-members.
Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Six Months to Live with Mary Grannan and Dorothy Ann Coyne • Jan. 5, 19, Feb.
2, 16, Mar. 2, 16, April 13, 27 • This class will be a gentle but direct examination of
our fears associated with both our own death and that of our loved ones. We will use the
centuries-old Buddhist practice of letting aging, illness, and death be enlightening experiences. $176 building fee with opportunity to offer dana to teacher. Call 477-5848; info@
deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Mindfulness Meditation in the Tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh with the Huron River
Sangha • Sundays, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • The Huron River Sangha is a community of Buddhist practitioners in the tradition of Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh. We meet weekly to
share mindfulness practices of sitting meditation, walking meditation, and dharma discussion. We welcome people of all backgrounds and levels of experience. Donations appreciated. Contact Joe Reilly at joereillymusic@gmail.com.
Two Sunday Services at Zen Buddhist Temple • 10-11:30 a.m. and 4-5:30 p.m. •
Morning meditation service consists of two periods of meditation, followed by chanting
and a talk. Afternoon dharma service has two shorter periods of sitting meditation, sometimes walking meditation, reflection, chanting, and a short talk. By donation. The Temple
will be closed for winter recess Jan. 2-5. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.
org.
World Peace Chanting Service at Zen Buddhist Temple • Feb. 11-15: 6:30 a.m. each
day and also at 7 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday • A week-long
kido chanting and purification service for repentance, peace of the world, and happiness
for all beings. Open to all. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Introductory Zen Meditation Course at Zen Buddhist Temple • Five Thursdays
beginning Feb. 21 and April 11, 6:15-8:30 p.m. • The viewpoint of Zen is that life lived
fully in each moment is the end and purpose in itself, and not the means for something
else. Held in the Temple’s meditation hall, the course includes simple stretching exercises,
work with the breath, meditation postures, concentration, and mindfulness practice. $160
or $120 unwaged. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Overnight Introductory Meditation Course at Zen Buddhist Temple • Mar. 15, 7
p.m.-Mar. 16, Noon • This format is primarily intended for out-of-towners, but local
people who cannot attend the Thursday evening course or who prefer the overnight retreat
are also wlecome. $160 includes accommodation and vegetarian breakfast. Call 761-6520;
annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Buddha’s Enlightenment Sitting at Zen Buddhist Temple • Jan. 18, 8 p.m. • Come and
meditate to awaken to your true nature, inspired by Shakyamuni Buddha who sat under
the bodhi tree and came to freedom. Sit from 8-10 p.m. and/or 10-midnight. After midnight, please stay until 4 a.m. Bring an offering of flowers, fruit, candles, nuts, incense,
dried fruit or money for the altar. Everyone welcome. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.

Ceremonies, Celebrations and Festivals
Imbolc Ritual with Shining Lakes Grove • Jan. 27, 2-5 p.m. • Join us as we honor the
goddess Brid on her high day. Potluck and raffle to follow. Free with donations welcome.
Call Rob Henderson at 277-1897; robh@shininglakes.org or shininglakes.org.
Spring Equinox Ritual with Shining Lakes Grove • Mar. 24, 2-5 p.m. • Join us as we
honor our local river goddess Ana and welcome the spring. Potluck and raffle to follow.
Free with donations welcome. Call Rob Henderson at 277-1897; robh@shininglakes.org
or shininglakes.org.
41st Ann Arbor Dance for Mother Earth Powwow with Native American Student
Association at the University of Michigan • April 6-7 at Crisler Arena • This powwow
encompasses dancers, singers, artists, and crafters who come from all over North America.
It represents our appreciation for all that Mother Earth provides and shows the beauty and
vibrancy of our traditions. For cost, call 408-1581; danceformotherearth@gmail.com or
umich.edu/~powwow.

hellerwork + structural medicine
are innovative tools to work with some of the
body’s most complex issues. Your work with
me will be a collaborative effort to discover
and treat the source of the pain and
imbalance you’re experiencing. You’ll come
away with better posture and body
awareness, reduced pain and discomfort,
increased flexibility and agility, and an overall
improved sense of health and well-being.

w o r k s h o p

Aromatherapy for Life and Health:
An Introduction to Essential Oils
Saturday / February 9 / 10 am - 3 pm
$110 includes lunch + course materials
$90 if payment received by January 26

Julie Jeffery Peale, CHP, SMS

7 0 8 W. H u ro n S t . , S u i te 3
A n n A r b o r, M i c h . 4 8 1 0 3
7 3 4 . 3 9 5 . 6 7 7 6
julie@bodybalance4u.net
www.bodybalance4u.net
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Ceremonies, Celebrations and Festivals
(continued)
Chili Classic 2013 Winter Class Kickoff with Dana Norris of Center for Integrative
Well Being • Jan. 20, 2-4 p.m. • Join us to shake off that winter chill. We’ll have a variety
of tasty chilis from traditional meat to vegetarian, regular and spicy, and something in
between. Check out the new classes being offered and enjoy community, food, and conversation. Contact us if you’re interested in bringing a pot of chili. Free. Call 788-5367;
lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Easter Celebration Retreat with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Mar.
29-31 • Deepen your experience of inner peace in a silent, peaceful atmosphere. Inner and
outer silence, together with times spent in prayer, meditation, contemplation, and walking help us develop a depth of peace that is rare in today’s hectic world. This small group
retreat offers vegetarian meals and shared accommodations in a quiet country setting.
$140 includes lodging and meals. Private rooms extra. All welcome. Call 517-641-6201;
SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Easter Message and Satsanga with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Mar.
31, 10:15 a.m. • Join us on Easter morning for our pure meditation gathering. We share in
song-chants, inspired thoughts, and Mata Yogananda’s Easter message and blessing, followed by pure meditation and silent prayer for as long as you wish. No cost. All welcome.
Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Year-End Service: Kindling Light of Wisdom at Zen Buddhist Temple • Dec. 31, 7-9
p.m. • An occasion to take stock of one’s life and to greet the New Year in contemplation
and reflection. All welcome. $10 donation. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.
org.
New Year’s Day Service at Zen Buddhist Temple • Jan. 1, 11:30 a.m. • Come join us as
we begin 2013 with contemplation. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Earth Day Celebration for All Ages at Zen Buddhist Temple • April 21, 9:30-11:30
a.m. • This celebration will be followed by garden planting. Call 761-6520; annarbor@
zenbuddhisttemple.org.
New Year’s Eve Meditation at Lighthouse Center • Dec. 31, gather 11 p.m., meditate
11:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. • Bring in the New Year in the highest vibration, meditating with
us to release the old from 2012 and welcome in the new for 2013. Love offering. Call
Patricia at 417-5804; thielp17@yahoo.com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Community Gathering for Food and Conversation with Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth • Tuesdays, 6 p.m. • Potluck meal and community gathering for food and
conversation. Bring a dish to share. Donations accepted. Call Joanna Courteau at 3270270; interfaithspirit.org.
Sunday Service at Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth • Sundays, 10:45 a.m.12:30 p.m. • The Interfaith Center is a gathering of spiritual seekers that meets in its
own beautiful building every Sunday to celebrate oneness with all beings, experience the
power of group meditation, benefit from enlightening readings, enjoy guest musicians,
and listen to talks that inspire and stimulate spiritual growth and understanding. There is a
children’s spiritual education program during the service each week and a monthly potluck
following the service on the first Sunday of each month. Donations accepted. Call Dave
Bell at 327-0270; dave@interfaithspirit.org or interfaithspirit.org.
Vernal Equinox Celebration: A Multi-Generational Celebration of Balance and
Rebirth with Michigan Friends Center • Mar. 20: Potluck at 5:30 p.m., Circle of
Celebration from 6:30-8:30 p.m. • We will celebrate the balance of light and dark and
the birth of sharing thoughts, poems, stories, songs, and knowledge. All ages welcome.
Bring something to share - a verse, story or song, seasonal lore or a readiness to partake in
what others have brought. What does this season mean to you? Dress for the weather. We
will have a bonfire, if possible. Free. Call Carolyn Holland at 734-475-1892; manager@
mfcenter.org or mfcenter.org.
Spring Equinox Ritual Teaching and Celebration with Bronwen Gates • Mar. 19,
6:45-8:45 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Come gather to celebrate the
turning of the wheel of the year and the beginning of spring in ritual celebration. Dance
the rites of spring! $18. Call 975-8754; bronwild@gmail.com or bronwengates.com.
Call for Healers and Teachers interested in 2013 Burning Man Event • Jan. 18, Feb.
8, Mar. 8, April 12; 7:30-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This is an
informational/organizational meeting to create the healing and teaching spaces at the 2013
Lakes of Fire Burning Man event with Camp Syncytium in June. Based on the Burning
Man ten principles, including gifting, inclusion, participation, radical self expression, and
self reliance. Call Frank at 904-1852; oracleparadox@gmail.com.

Channeling
Evenings with Aaron with Barbara Brodsky and Aaron • Wednesdays, Feb. 27, Mar.
30, April 17; 7-9:30 p.m. • Aaron gives a talk followed by questions and answers. Aaron’s
talk will cover a variety of spiritual practices including Vipassana and Pure Awareness
meditation, Working with Inner Guidance, and Supporting Changes in our physical/spiritual bodies through the work with body energy, the elements, sound, and Open Heart. By
donation. Call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Divine Christ Consciousness Within with Barbara Brodsky and Aaron • Dec. 30, 10
a.m. • Barbara will talk briefly about knowing the divine consciousness/Christ consciousness within. Aaron will tell some “Christmas stories” that illustrate how he learned to
know his own divine consciousness from his times with Jeshua. Free. Call Connie Price at
517-789-9196; corinthianscenter@gmail.com or corinthianscenter.org.
Our Transition: Earth and All Beings Moving into Higher Vibration with Barbara
Brodsky, Aaron, and Sisters of Light • Jan. 6 • Barbara will talk about our earth and all
beings on it moving into transition to a higher vibration and how we can support the opening to our wholeness. Aaron will incorporate, lead a meditation, talk and walk around,
sharing energy. The Mother will also incorporate to share energy. Free. For time, call Connie Price at 517-789-9196; corinthianscenter@gmail.com or corinthianscenter.org.
Remembering Wholeness with Barbara Brodsky and Aaron • Feb. 24, 10 a.m. • Barbara will talk briefly about her experience at the Casa de Dom Inacio in Brazil, with John
of God. Then Aaron will incorporate and speak about “remembering wholeness”. From
Aaron’s perspective, we do not heal, which indicates something is broken, but remember
and invite the re-expression of wholeness. Free. Call Connie Price at 517-789-9196; corinthianscenter@gmail.com or corinthianscenter.org.

Chanting
Chanting with Ann Arbor Kirtan • Jan. 18, Feb. 15, Mar. 22, April 12; 7:30-9:30 p.m.
• Come join us for an informal evening of yogic and Sanskrit chanting. Kirtan is a participatory call and response, cross-cultural music experience that incorporates the audience
into the performance. $5 donation suggested. Call Karen at 645-8904; krlevin@comcast.
net or kirtanannarbor.org.

Childbirth
Meet the Midwives of New Moon Midwifery • Jan. 14, Feb. 11, Mar. 11, April 8; 6:307:30 p.m. • An open forum to ask questions about our midwives, home birth, waterbirth,
doula support or options in childbirth. Free. Call Anna Fernandez at 424-0220; mother.
bloom@yahoo.com or newmoonmidwifery.com.
Lamaze Childbirth Class with Lamaze Family Center Ann Arbor • Jan. 13, 20 or
Jan. 14, 21 • This ongoing series covers a wide range of topics based on Lamaze International’s Six Healthy Birth Practices. You will feel prepared for labor, delivery, and
early postpartum. $185 includes a two-hour breastfeeding class. For times, call 973-1014;
info@lamazefamilycenter.org or lamazefamilycenter.org.
Lamaze Childbirth Preparation Series • Six sessions offered: Tuesdays, Jan. 8-29
with Julie Morrison; Wednesdays, Jan. 16-Feb. 6 with Jodie Hughes; Tuesdays,
Feb. 12-Mar. 5 with Cara Genisio; Wednesdays, Mar. 6-27 with Elizabeth Satterley;
Tuesdays, Mar. 19-April 9 with Cara Genisio; Tuesdays, April 23-May 14 with Cara
Genisio; 6-9 p.m. at various locations • This series covers a wide range of topics indepth based on Lamaze International’s Six Healthy Birth Practices, including the various
stages of labor, birth, and early postpartum including breastfeeding overview; relaxation
and breathing techniques, comfort measures, and positions for labor and delivery; partner’s role; and pain management options and birth interventions, hospital procedures, and
Cesarean birth. $185 includes a breastfeeding class. Call 973-1014; info@lamazefamilycenter.org or lamazefamilycenter.org.
Lamaze Condensed Childbirth Class • Five sessions offered: Jan. 5, 9:30-4:30 with
Elizabeth Satterley; Jan. 13 and 20, 1-4 p.m. with Jodie Hughes; Jan. 14 and 21, 6-9
p.m. with Julie Morrison; Feb. 10 and 17, 1-4 p.m. with Julie Morrison; April 14
and 21, 1-4 p.m. with Julie Morrison • See above description. $185 includes a two-hour
breastfeeding class. Call 973-1014; info@lamazefamilycenter.org or lamazefamilycenter.
org.
Childbirth Preparation: Everything You Need to Know through Center for the
Childbearing Year • Seven Tuesdays: Jan. 8-Feb. 19 or Seven Wednesdays: Mar.
6-April 17; 6:30-8:45 p.m. • Birth is normal and you can do it! This series provides a
community of expectant parents who come together to learn about childbirth and explore
related topics in preparation for giving birth. Emphasis is placed on developing confidence
in a woman’s natural capacity to birth, comfort measures and labor support techniques,
how partners can help, alternatives to drugs, Cesarean prevention, and the baby’s needs.
$245 per couple. Call 663-1523; patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
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Focusing: A Way of Living Mindfully
By Joya D'Cruz
I stand on the sidewalk, noticing buildings, dusty plants, incessant traffic, and people:
people scurrying, restless at street corners as they watch for lights to turn green, or just
standing. They’re standing, looking around; some reading, others gazing into nothingness. There’s someone drawing closer to a bench where I’m standing. He seems to be
taking me in, sensing where my attention is.
I look toward him. I smile. He has my full attention now. He smiles somewhat tentatively. I invite him in more intentionally with, “Hi.” A sense of comfort develops between
us. I sense it in my body, even as I notice his shoulders loosening. We seem to be taking
each other in, even while we banter about somewhat inconsequential niceties.
“How are you doing this morning?” I venture, holding his gaze and ready to listen,
clearly different from the usual tone of a passing formality. He pauses, probably taking in my sincere expectation of a response. He ventures, “Not bad,” seeing me still
listening intently. “Just bothered by something going on at work,” he sighs. I notice him
tensing up again. Still finding he has my attention, he continues to speak.
A few minutes later, he hears himself say with emphasis, “Yes, that’s what’s really bothering me!” He sighs deeply and smiles broadly. He looks relieved. He thanks me for
listening, surprised that he had nailed what was really affecting him. I return the smile,
so happy for our exchange. He was just listening to himself. I had helped him hold his
own attention.
It’s just like that with Focusing!
In Focusing, we consciously invite the presence of something within us — a feeling, a
physical sensation, or anything the Focuser is concerned about. We develop a sense of
comfort and make space to listen. We converse with places in us that are trying to be
noticed. When they sense our intention to truly engage, without merely trying to fix or
get rid of them, they show us all we need to know about what’s really going on and help
us to move forward.
A Focusing Guide invites the Focuser to “be with” how something significant feels
in his body. This “being with” the body sense, the spaciousness, or heaviness has the
potential to offer the Focuser what he needs to know. It may offer significant insights,
memories, or healing that happens beyond the realm of words and cognition. Perhaps it
moves, disperses, gets lighter, or disappears.

Eugene Gendlin created the steps of Focusing after having
observed, with his research team, the process that some
psychotherapy clients were using to successfully resolve their
issues. It is what goes on organically sometimes and can be used
more intentionally for other purposes in daily life.
In typical mindfulness meditation practice, one trains to notice, observe, and allow what
is present to be there, just bearing witness to it. This is a powerful practice. One trains
not to dwell on one’s thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations. One also develops the
experience of being an observer of all that goes on within and outside of the person.
However, what arises in meditation is, in fact, alive — a responsive aspect of ourselves
that is constantly responding to the flux in our lives and interactions, longing to be in
relationship with us. Focusing is about being mindful of all that one is in the present
moment: physical, intellectual, emotional…and more. It is a process of engaging with
all of that within ourselves.
Eugene Gendlin created the steps of Focusing after having observed, with his research
team, the process that some psychotherapy clients were using to successfully resolve
their issues. It is what goes on organically sometimes and can be used more intentionally for other purposes in daily life.
A significant part of Focusing is the allowing of a “felt sense” to form in — and through
— our bodies. This is more than thoughts or emotions or physical sensations. A “felt
sense” is the way our bodies carry the information about any given experience. It usually begins with a vague sense of a particular idea, feeling, person, or situation. With
patient acceptance and non-demanding attention, it comes into focus.
In my practice as a psychotherapist, I try to guide, teach, and model for clients how
to create safety for places inside themselves that need it. Clients sense the presence of
those places as somewhat separate from, and yet so intimately connected to, themselves
— their emotions, beliefs, and issues. When clients begin to see how they can relate
with the places in them, they begin to feel more in charge of their lives. Additionally,
whatever change needs to happen can unfold with greater ease. People begin to feel
“unstuck,” and discomfort gives way to fresh new places of joyous living.

Joya D'Cruz's related Calendar Listing can be found in the
Personal Growth section on page 99.

		

Psychotherapist Joya D’Cruz

A significant part of Focusing is the allowing of a “felt sense”
to form in — and through — our bodies. This is more than
thoughts or emotions or physical sensations. A “felt sense”
is the way our bodies carry the information about any given
experience.
Focusing is being used in the corporate world. Much time and energy is saved that is
otherwise spent using habitual patterns of thinking, exchanging superficial information,
or being emotionally reactive. Entrepreneurs capitalize on this process to excavate the
rich potential in their staff. Focusing skills are similarly used for creative expression by
artists, therapists, and teachers.
When adults learn to stay in connection with themselves in this way, they listen more
skillfully to children’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, and to what they say and what
they have no words for. Through simple suggestions and the use of language, adults are
able to access their own innate wisdom. Teachers and parents have fewer disciplinary
issues to deal with and have tools to facilitate children’s growth.
Focusing skills help teachers with large classes, where several of the students have
special needs. Children can be taught to attend to those places in them that feel bad or
need something. The children also learn to assist the teacher in attending to those parts
of other kids in the class that may be acting out at any given time.

When adults learn to stay in connection with themselves in this
way, they listen more skillfully to children’s thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors, and to what they say and what they have no
words for.
Research shows that a lot of time is saved in hospital care when doctors and nursing
staff are able to spend a few moments of listening in a Focusing way with patients. A
hospitalized patient in distress is less likely to complain and be demanding when he or
she feels acknowledged and cared for.
Focusing is being taught in the war-torn areas of Afghanistan, using their own cultural
metaphors to help them heed parts of themselves that hold anger, grief, and tenderness.
They learn to greet their emotions as guests, whom they welcome and invite guidance
from. Destructive emotions are transformed into peaceful and constructive actions.
The Focusing Institute website (www.focusing.org) summarizes the many areas where
Focusing is being used in Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and the Americas.
Joya D'Cruz practices individual and relational psychotherapy in Ann Arbor. She also
guides and trains people to use Focusing personally and professionally. Find out more
at www.joyadcruz.com or contact her at (734) 219 2555 or joya@joyadcruz.com.
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Readers in the
Crazy Wisdom Tea Room
Tarot • Psychic • Intuitive •
Numerology • Astrology • Palmistry
No appointment needed;
Readings $1 per minute
Thursday
Tarot Readings with Rebecca Williams
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
734-660-9680; rebeccawilliams999@comcast.net
Friday
Tarot Readings with Randy Weiser
1st & 3rd Fridays, 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
734-482-9874; randy_weiser@yahoo.com
Intuitive Readings with Irena Nagler
2nd & 4th Fridays, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
734-996-1772; birena@umich.edu
Saturday
Tarot Readings with Jenna Harbin
2nd & 4th Saturdays, 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
503-267-6002; Jennaharbin@gmail.com
Sunday
Palmistry Readings with Vijayalaxmi Shinde
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
734-222-9160; vijaya_laxmi@comcast.net
Intuitive Psychometry Readings with Barbara Pott
1st & 3rd Sundays, 12:00 - 3:00 p.m.
734-576-5707; awencrafts@gmail.com

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Childbirth (Continued)
Childbirth Preparation: Focus on Labor and Birth - Condensed Series through
Center for the Childbearing Year • Jan. 12 and 19, 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m. or Feb. 23, 9:30-5
or April 6 and 13, 1-4:30 p.m. • The condensed series is designed for folks with busy
schedules who cannot accommodate a longer series, couples seeking a refresher class for
a second (or more!) baby or couples planning a homebirth. We’ll focus on just the basics:
the process of labor and birth, coping with pain, support techniques and comfort measures,
and the postpartum recovery period. $180 per couple. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.
com or center4cby.com.
Caring for Your Newborn through Center for the Childbearing Year • Jan. 9 and 16,
6:30-8:45 p.m. or Feb. 16, 12:30-5 p.m. or April 2 and 9, 6:30-8:45 p.m. • We share
practical insights and identify supportive resources for new parents. What about diapering,
bathing, and calming the baby? How much stuff do you really need? Learn how to read
your baby’s cues. $65 per couple. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.
com.
Breastfeeding Basics with Barbara Robertson through Center for the Childbearing
Year • Feb. 2, 12:30-5 p.m. or Mar. 19 and 26, 6:30-8:45 p.m. or April 27, 12:30-5
p.m. • Breastfeeding combines instincts and learned skills. Most expectant parents express
surprise after attending this class in that they did not expect to learn so much nor realize
the extent to which misinformation abounds. Our goal is to help you get it right from the
start. $65 per couple. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
DONA International Birth Doula Workshop with Patty Brennan through Center for
the Childbearing Year • Feb. 9-10 or April 20-21, 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.• Are you interested
in a career working with moms and babies? Become a professional birth doula. You do not
need to be a mother yourself nor have a medical background to become a doula - just a
passion for birth and the desire to be a support role for other moms. Class leads to professional certification through DONA International. $385/$350 with early registration. Call
663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
DONA International Postpartum Doula Workshop with Patty Brennan through
Center for the Childbearing Year • Mar. 14-17, Thursday Noon-6 p.m., Fri/Sat 8:30
a.m.-6 p.m., Sunday 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. • Turn your passion for helping moms, babies,
and new families into a profitable career. Become a professional birth doula! This course
prepares you to provide excellent in-home care to families in the postpartum period. We
will focus on breastfeeding support, baby wearing basics, support strategies for depressed
moms, holistic healing measures, adjustment strategies for all family members, and more.
Class leads to professional certification through DONA International. $435/$395 with
early registration. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Professional Education in Breastfeeding with Barbara Robertson through the Center
for Childbearing Year • Mar. 9 (part I) 9 a.m.-2 p.m. and Mar. 16 (part II, optional)
1:30-6 p.m. • This groundbreaking workshop ensures an up-to-date, evidence-based approach to breastfeeding. Tremendous leaps have recently been made in our understanding
of how breastfeeding works and how to best support moms and babies. Any professional
who works with moms postpartum will benefit. $85 (part I only)or $130 (parts I & II with
early registration). Call 663-1523; patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Top Seven Questions about Becoming a Doula through the Center for Childbearing Year • Jan. 14, Feb. 18 or April 1; 8-9 p.m. • Join us for an interactive teleseminar
designed to explore whether or not becoming a doula is right for you. We will cover
doula training, career paths, the “on-call” lifestyle, blending doula work and family life,
the viability of doula business, and more. Free. Call 663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or
center4cby.com.
Introduction to Childbirth for Doulas with Patty Brennan through Center for the
Childbearing Year • Feb. 8 or April 19, 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m. • Want to become a doula
and wondering where to start? Learn how to facilitate informed decision making for your
clients with up-to-date information on the benefits, risks, and alternatives to medical
interventions in the birth process. Explore the connection between nutrition in pregnancy
and mom’s overall energy, health, and comfort. $125/$110 with early registration. Call
663-1523, patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.
Dance for Birth with Khaylen Stanton at Hygeia Center • Winter session forming
• Preparing women for birth is an age-old tradition you can enjoy in this upbeat class
designed to share birth wisdom while dancing and enjoying your pregnant body. For cost
and dates, contact welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.

Crazy Wisdom Tea Room currently
has openings for Readers.
If you are interested in reading
in the Tea Room, contact Bill
at bill@crazywisdom.net

Birth and the First Three Months with Deb Rhizal at Hygeia Center • Six Thursdays
beginning Jan. 10, 6:45-9:15 p.m. • A series focused on preparation for childbirth and the
transition to parenting. Come away with a variety of tools for labor and a valuable understanding of your newborn. $240. Contact welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Birthing Normally: Physiological Birth with Beth Barbeau of Indigo Forest • Saturdays every 4-6 weeks, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. • With our local Caesarean birth rates above 30%,
what can you do to maximize having a healthy, satisfying, vaginal birth? Emphasizing
both the positive and practical, this frank, proactive class covers why labor support such
as doulas cut the C-section rate in half, safe ways to keep your energy up and your labor
effective, and how to use lighting to cut your labor time. $89 per couple. For dates, call
994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.
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Birthing Vaginally After a Caesarean with Beth Barbeau of Indigo Forest • Saturdays every 4-6 weeks • Have you had a Caesarean birth and would like to maximize
your chances of having a vaginal birth this time? This one-session class will offer current
research about safe VBACs, keys for positioning your baby in the most ideal position for
birth before labor begins, strategies for successful laboring and birthing, proactive measures for building confidence along with a supportive team, and the opportunity to discuss
pressing concerns. $89 per couple. For dates and times, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.
com.
Ann Arbor’s Original Nursing Cafe with Beth Barbeau of Indigo Forest • Wednesdays, 2-3 p.m. • Come hang out with other breastfeeding moms and a big pot of nursing
tea, with professional lactation support on-hand for questions and help. Pregnant moms
and older siblings welcome. Free. Call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.
The Doula Community House with Beth Barbeau of Indigo Forest • Monthly Saturdays • Committed to nurturing doulas by creating a community hub that provides warm
support, practical information, friendly networking, and continuing education. It’s the
place to go when you need a hug after a tough birth, some perspective on a challenging
situation or client, a birth fix or to get recharged. Free group, but class fees vary. For dates
and times, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.

Your hand opens and closes, opens and closes. If it were always
a fist or always stretched open, you would be paralysed. Your
deepest presence is in every small contracting and expanding,
the two as beautifully balanced and coordinated as birds' wings.
						~ Rumi

Children & Young Adults

Complete listings for children are found in the Children’s 		
Section of this Journal, devoted to events and classes for children,
young adults, and families.

Fairy Tea at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Feb. 21, with 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. seatings
• Children and their families are welcome for tea and petit fours served by real fairies!
Celebrate with our magical fairies as they serve tea, treats, and magic. There will be story
time with books available from Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Fairy attire is encouraged. Be
creative! $11 per person. Babies 18 months and younger free. Tickets are available by
stopping in to Crazy Wisdom or by phoning prior to the event. For information call, 6652757 or email matt@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.

Christian Mysticism
World Peace: Practices of the Mystics that Help Bring Peace on Earth with Mother
Clare Watts of Center for Light • Mar. 1, 7:30 p.m. • Most everyone wants peace in
their hearts and in their minds. The secret desire of human hearts and souls is for there
to be peace among peoples, nations, and individuals. How can each one of us play a part
in making this a reality? What spiritual practices make us transform into beings who live
in peace and work toward peace in the world? $25 suggested donation; bring a friend for
free. Call Selena Lucas at 330-5048; revselena@centersoflight.org or annarbor.centersoflight.org.
Gratitude: A Way to Change Your Life with Mother Clare Watts of Center for Light
• Feb. 28, 7:30 p.m. • What if you felt genuinely grateful for everything that has come
into your life? People are often grateful for the good things and have trouble feeling gratitude for the challenges. This seminar will enrich your understanding of how the attitude
of gratitude profoundly changes your world and your experience of everything in it. $25
suggested donation; bring a friend for free. Call Selena Lucas at 330-5048; revselena@
centersoflight.org or annarbor.centersoflight.org.

A Course in Miracles
A Course in Miracles Study Group at Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth •
Mondays, 6:45-8:30 p.m. • Join us as we read aloud the popular Foundation for Inner
Peace metaphysical book, A Course in Miracles. Donations accepted. Call Dave 327-0270;
dave@interfaithspirit.org or interfaithspirit.org.
A Course in Miracles Workbook Study Group at Interfaith Center • Thursdays,
Noon-1:30 p.m. • All welcome to study the workbook lessons of A Course in Miracles,
focusing on a non-dualistic interpretation. Donations accepted. Call 327-0270; interfaithspirit.org.

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar will be posted online starting
January 1, 2013 at crazywisdom.net.

Crystals
John of God: Crystal Light Bed with Whitecrane Therapeutics • Jan. 3, 7, Feb. 21,
28, April 4, 9; Noon • Informational class about the development and use of Crystal Light
Bed Therapy by the medium John of God in Abadiana, Brazil. We will answer questions
about the use and benefits of the crystal light bed. Free. Call Amy Koch at 660-0898;
whitecranetherapeutics@gmail.com or whitecranetherapeutics.com.

Death & Dying
Making Death Your Ally with Robert Moss • Mar. 29-31: Friday 7-9 p.m., Saturday
10-5 and 7-9 p.m., Sunday 10 a.m.-1 p.m. • In this challenging, high energy workshop,
we’ll learn the arts of active dreaming, shamanic journeying, and compassionate communication with the deceased, deepen our personal understanding of death and rebirth,
and explore ways in which we can help others move beyond fear and approach the last
stages of life as an opportunity for new growth and learning. We will also meet our own
personal death and review all life issues with clarity and courage that intimacy with death
can bring. $225 by Feb. 28. Call Julie Tumbarello at 478-0160; jatumbarello@yahoo.com
or mossdreams.com.
Death Cafe with Merilynne Rush • Jan. 19, Feb. 16, Mar. 16, April 20; 10 a.m.-Noon •
Gather with us for a relaxed and frank discussion about living and dying. This cafe has no
agenda other than to listen and share with each other about how we can live more fully if
we embrace that death happens to us all. Call 395-9660; mrush@afterdeathhomecare.com
or afterdeathhomecare.com.

Divorce Support
Cultivating Peace During and After Divorce with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 8, Noon1:30 • Cultivate your innate peace during and after divorce through a process that focuses
on the gifts in any situation. Find hidden blessings and move into joyful power. $30. Call
Melanie at 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.

Dreamwork
DreamWorks Workshop with Deb Foggio • Saturdays: Feb. 23-Mar. 23, 1-2:30 p.m.
• Want to know your true desires, find the root of your challenges or have insight into the
future? You can, by studying and analyzing your dreams. Your dreams are a huge part of
your physical, mental, and emotional well being, and a magic mirror that reveals what is
going on in your life now. $165. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.

Drumming
Drummunity Circles with Lori Fithian • Jan. 14, Feb. 11, Mar. 30, April 23; 7 p.m. at
Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Get your hands on a drum and add your sound and
spirit to the community groove. All are welcome to join the circle. No experience necessary. Drums available. Free. Call Lori at 426-7818; lorifithian@mac.com or drummunity.
com.
The Circle of Rhythm with Jermaine Rivers • Jan. 18, Feb. 15, Mar. 15, April 19 •
This is a drum circle gathering with the purpose of giving the participant a spiritual awareness, a healing, an attunement, and connection to Self as well as others. Percussion will be
provided as you are lead through various rhythmic patterns. $15. For time, call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Rhythm Development 101 with Jermaine Rivers • Feb. 23 and Mar. 9, 7-9 p.m. • This
class is designed to retune your inner rhythm and reconnect yourself. You will start with
the basics of using your body to feel, hear, and sense rhythm. Your sense of timing and
movement will also improve as they relate to rhythm. This course is excellent for anyone
seeking to learn an instrument, join a band or dance, and includes foot tapping, finger
snapping, and lateral movement. $25. For time, call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Drum 4 Wellness Circle with Don Allen of Interfaith Center • Jan. 5, Feb. 2, Mar. 2,
April 6; 7:30-9 p.m. • Facilitated community drum circle. Bring your own or use a drum
provided. $5. Call 480-1219; don@drum4wellness.net or interfaithspirit.org.

Energy Healing
Healing Movement with Megan Sims and Joel Robbins • Feb. 9, 4-6 p.m. at Crazy
Wisdom Community Room • Invigorate your body, mind, and spirit with Qigong and
Nia - both movement traditions used to cultivate and maintain vibrant health. Explore
therapeutic movements and learn to appreciate and work with your body’s own characteristics. $15 suggested donation. Call Joel at 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture@gmail.com
or jrherbsandacupuncture.com.
Six Qi Seated/Six Healing Sounds Qigong with Joel Robbins Dipl • Mar. 16, 2-4 p.m.
at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This traditional Qigong form is used as self
therapy to maintain health of the body. These gentle exercises are performed seated along
with meditative sounds that activate the body’s qi and purify the six organs of Chinese
medicine. $30. Call 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture@gmail.com or jrherbsandacupuncture.com.
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Energy Healing (continued)

Enneagram

Hun Yuan (Primordial) Qigong with Joel Robbins Dipl • Ongoing Sundays, 1-2 p.m. •
This qigong set promotes health, vitality, and a peaceful meditative state through coordinated breath and gentle movement. It is especially effective for nourishing the body and
mind while developing the pathways for Taoist internal alchemy. $10 suggested donation.
Call 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture@gmail.com or jrherbsandacupuncture.com.

A Quick Look at the Enneagram with Su Hansen • Jan. 23, 7:30-8:45 p.m. • An opportunity to check out this dynamic personality system that describes nine different ways
of operating in the world. Learn some ways you can use it in your everyday life as well as
integrating it with your personal and spiritual growth practices. Free. Call 417-8397; su@
enneagramcenterofannarbor.com.

International Network of Esoteric Healing Basic Curriculum with Joanne Karpinen
• April 3-7, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. • “Synthesis” is the fourth in a series of courses teaching the
principles and techniques of esoteric healing. The practical work expands to incorporate
the nervous system, vagus nerve, immune system, diseases of disciplines and mystics,
links between chakras and subtle bodies, and the right use of energy. You will learn to
identify energetic qualities through the Seven Rays. $425. Call 517-347-4618; drkarpinen@aol.com or integratedhealingjourneys.com.

Enneagram Basics with Su Hansen • Feb. 9, 12:30-4:30 p.m. • This is a workshop
for learning about the nine enneatypes and the ways the enneagram can be useful. Most
people come away with a good idea of their type and how it works in their life as well as a
basic understanding of the other types. This is a good stand alone workshop or the start of
deeper work. $40. Call 417-8397; su@enneagramcenterofannarbor.com.

Spiritual Energy Healing Series with Barbara Brodsky, the Brothers and Sisters
of Light, and supporting mediums • Mar. 3, April 7 or April 20 • Barbara channels
interventions on a spiritual level, in the body, mind, and karma. Our intention, human and
spirit, is for the highest good of all beings and with love. Learn to remember your wholeness, live your wholeness, and reflect that radiance. Free. For times, call Amy Koch at
660-0898; corinthianscenter@gmail.com or corinthianscenter.org.
Healing Touch Certification Program - Level 1 with Barb McConnell • Jan. 12-13 or
April 27-28, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. • Learn basic techniques to balance, energize, and clear human
energy system to promote healing. Includes lecture, demonstration, and hands-on experience. 18 CEs for nurses and massage therapists. $275 includes notebook. Call Barb at
517-914-4133; mcconb51@bigplanet.com or healingtouchmichigan.com.
Healing Touch Certification Program - Level 2 with Barb McConnell • Feb. 2-3, 8:30
a.m.-6 p.m. or April 13-14, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. • Students who have completed Level I will
learn another full body technique with an emphasis on developing healing sequences for
specific client needs. 17.5 CEs for nurses and massage therapists. $275 for February class;
$290 for April class includes notebook. Call Barb at 517-914-4133; mcconb51@bigplanet.
com or healingtouchmichigan.com.
Learn the Emotional Freedom Technique with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 11, Noon-1:30
• Learn a powerful tool you can use anytime to improve your health, career, abundance,
relationships, and retirement. Release what is not life enhancing (fears, emotions, trauma,
depression, negativity, disease) and increase whatever you choose to add joy to your life.
Experience reduced conflict, reduced suffering, and increased peace. $30. Call 668-2733;
mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Free Pranic Healing Clinic with Dave and Pat Krajovic • Third Wednesday of the
month, 7-8:30 p.m. • Dissolve and disintegrate dirty and blocked energy. Pranic healing
is effective with many illnesses and diseases. Love donation. Call 734-416-5200; inspire@
globalbreathinstitute.com.
Natural Spiritual Healing Course with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
April 21-27 • Transform yourself and the lives of others, develop a healing practice, take
healing skills and knowledge into your way of life and work or take the course as part of a
personal self development program. Five weeks training over two years with an independent assessment. $1,530 for two weeks in 2013 includes vegetarian meals and shared
room lodging. Call 517-641-6201; info@selfrealizationcentremichigan.org or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Harmony of Energy: Integrative Work for Couples with Wasentha Young • Jan. 17,
24, 31; 6-8 p.m. • During these hands-on sessions for couples, we will explore healing
touch and playful interactive exercises that offer a stepping stone for open dialogue. $450
per couple. Contact Hygeia Center at welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Harmony of Energy: Integrative Workshop for Young Adult Females Ages 18-24 with
Wasentha Young • Feb. 7, 14, 21; 6-8 p.m. • During these physically active sessions,
young women will learn how to train and gain confidence in the tangibility of their intuition as a powerful self-defense mechanism. $225. Contact Hygeia Center at welcome@
hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Harmony of Energy: Defragmenting with Wasentha Young • Mar. 7, 14, 21; 6-8 p.m.
• During these process-oriented sessions, participants will explore practices that support a
sense of wholeness and offer tools for changing your perspective when dealing with anxiety. $225. Contact Hygeia Center at welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Healing Practitioner Eight-Day Intensive with Karen Greenberg • Mar. 14-22 with
no class Mar. 16 • Tools and techniques offered include 22 strand DNA activation; full
light body activation; cap, crystal, armor, and karmic matrix removal; cord cutting; toning;
basic aura, etheric, and magnetic energy balancing; starseed healing; and unified chakra
awakening. Classes help develop and balance you as a facilitator of healing, with sacred
divine geometry, basic meditation, astral travel, alchemy, gifts of spirit, and Adam Kadmon seminar. $999 with payment plans available. For times, call 417-9511; krngrnbg@
gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.

Enhancing Your Most Important Relationship with the Enneagram with Su Hansen •
Mar. 9, 12-5 p.m. • The enneagram is a useful tool for understanding those special people
in our lives and interacting with them with more compassion, grace, and laughter. We
will learn the strengths and challenges in different enneatype pairings and how to work
together more effectively. $55. Call 417-8397; su@enneagramcenterofannarbor.com.
Following Christ Down Nine Intertwined Paths with Su Hansen • April 13, 12-5 p.m.
• The enneagram can be a useful tool on our mystical walk with Christ. We’ll discover
how our type structure gets in the way of our union with God and learn ways of relaxing it. We’ll also come to understand others and ourself in ways that can ease loving one
another. $55. Call 417-8397; su@enneagramcenterofannarbor.com.

Exercise & Fitness
The Healer Within Qigong with Erin Reas • Four-week series: Jan. 24-Feb. 14,
5-6 p.m. • Learn simple health enhancement exercises detailed in the book, The Healer
Within, by Roger Jahnke. These practices include gentle movement, breathing exercises,
self-applied massage, and relaxation methods. Health benefits can include reduced stress,
improved balance, lower blood pressure, improved immune system, and mental focus.
$40. Call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.
com.

Exhibits
Art Exhibits at the University of Michigan Museum of Art • Free. For more information, visit umma.umich.edu.
Francis Alys: Guards • Through Mar. 31
Florence Pita/FP Mod • Jan. 19-June 16
El Anatsui: When I Last Wrote to You About Africa • Feb. 2-April 28
Buddhist Thangkas and Treasures • Feb. 23-June 9

Film
Free Films and Discussion at Jewel Heart • Fridays, 7 p.m. • Bring your friends and
enjoy a free film and discussion about dharma and the film. Concessions are available.
Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Jan. 25 • Four short films: Raju, Time Freak, The Shore, and The Fantastic Flying
Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore
Feb. 15 • Finding Joe
Mar. 29 • The Lamp
April 26: Sedona
Holding Up Half the Sky: Free Film facilitated by Wasentha Young at Hygeia Center
• Jan. 18, 6 p.m. • Come and view our free film, Holding Up Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide, a documentary film by Nicholas Kristof,
with discussion following. Free. Call 769-6100; welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Spiritual Cinema with Interfaith Center • Jan. 19, Feb. 16, Mar. 16, April 20; 8-10
p.m. • Join us for a monthly screening of spiritually-themed cinema. Past titles include
The Eastern Mystics and For the Next Seven Generations. $5 donation. For upcoming
films, call Dave Bell at 327-0270; walkerandyd@gmail.com or interfaithspirit.org.
Great Freedom Balanced View Community Video with Interfaith Center • Mondays,
7-9 p.m. • Balanced View video meeting at 7 p.m. followed by a clarity call at 8 p.m.
Donations accepted. Call Rob Michalowski at 255-0163; michalowski529@comcast.net
or interfaithspirit.org.
Transition Town Chelsea Free Film Series on Permaculture with Michigan Friends
Center • Series starts Feb. 15, continuing several Fridays after, 7 p.m. • Come learn
more about the principles of permaculture as it relates to sustainability, respect for nature,
food production, and its relation to the wider community. We hope to galvanize interest in
more permaculture develoment in the local area. Free. Call Carolyn Holland at 475-1892;
manager@mfcenter.org or mfcenter.org.
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Flower Essences
Flower Power: The Medicine of Now - A Flower Essence Apprenticeship Program
with Bronwen Gates • Jan. 21, 7-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room •
Flower essences hold remarkable powers of healing beyond what our medical science can
yet explain. This presentation introduces you to the energy of flower essences and their
gifts for you, and an overview of the transformative potential available when we become
skilled in their use. $12. Call 975-8754; bronwild@gmail.com or bronwengates.com.

Healing
The Healer and Ascension Certification Course with Eve Wilson • Alternate Tuesdays
for 13 months beginning Jan. 19, 7-10 p.m. • Experience deep transformational healing
for body, emotion, mind, spirit, and ascension assistance for individuals, animals, and the
planet. We will cover aura reading, healing all lifetimes, healing Qabalah, DNA, heredity,
and soul contracts. Part of a legal UCM healer practitioner certification. $2,900 with early
payment discount available. Call 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Chakra Magic: Balancing Your Life Force with Ruth Owens • Feb. 2, 10 a.m.-Noon;
Mar. 20, 9:30-11:30 a.m. • This workshop will give you an understanding of our energetic
bodies and why it is important to keep the seven main chakras clear and balanced and
how to do so to maintain a healthy you in the physical, emotional, and/or spiritual body.
You will be shown the proper meditative technique to clear your chakras of old energy
and bring a cleaner energy into each area of your body. $60. Call Deb Foggio at 248-7027064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integratedwellbeing.com.
Healing Circle at Deep Spring Center • Ongoing Tuesdays, Noon-1 p.m. • We’ll sit
together, then offer or receive the loving touch of health and wholeness. Come whenever
you can and let us know of your wellness concerns so we can call you in and hold you
in the light during our gathering. By donation. Call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or
deepspring.org.
Heart Math for Healing with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb. 5, Noon-1:30 p.m. • Learn a
strategy to bring harmony to your heart, brain, and nervous system for positive health,
emotional, and spiritual results. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.

Herbs, Plants & The Garden
Herbal Wisdom Series with Linda Diane Feldt • 7-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room sponsored by People’s Food Co-op • All evenings are free. To pre-register, call Karen at 994-4589; outreach@peoplesfood.coop or peoplesfood.coop.
Jan. 24 • The Liver: Herbs that Nourish and Support this Critical Organ • You will
learn to appreciate the hundreds of functions of the liver, the importance of keeping it
healthy, how to support great liver functioning, and the myths and misunderstandings associated with liver “cleansing”.
Feb. 28 • 60,000 Years of Herbal Wisdom • A brief look at the long history of herbal
use, including misunderstandings and the recent radical effect of marketing, big business
involvement, and the consequences of government regulations.
Mar. 28 • Feeling Better: Herbal Tonics, Homeopathy, and Flower Essences • What
they are, simple uses, and where to begin or continue your exploration.
April 25 • Seven Common, Valuable Local Roots You Can Harvest Now • These roots
can help build iron, heal wounds, build immunity, and help the liver. Learn what to harvest
and how to best prepare the roots.
East/West Herbal Studies with Joel Robbins Dipl • 6-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom
Community Room • $15 suggested donation. Call 315-0573; drherbsandacupuncture@
gmail.com.
Jan. 17 • When and How to Use Chinese Herbal Medicines • This free class will
explore the traditional use of Chinese herbal medicines through ancient texts and modern
science. No cost.
Feb. 21 • Topical and Internal Herbs for Sports Injury • Learn about Chinese and
Western herbs and herbal preparations to treat bruising, sprain, muscle pulls, tendonitis,
arthritis, swelling, and scrapes.
Mar. 21 • Chinese and Western Herbs/Foods for Longevity • Certain herbs and foods
have the ability to prolong life. We will discuss principles of longevity in traditional Chinese and modern medicine.
April 18 • Chinese and Western Herbs for Allergies and Immune Health • Learn about
herbs to strengthen the immune system and to address seasonal spring allergies.

Courage: the most important of all the virtues because without
courage, you can't practice any other virtue consistently.
					~ Maya Angelou
Winter Botany: A Plant Medicine Ways Class with Bronwen Gates • Jan. 16, 30, Feb.
13, 27, Mar. 13; 1-4 p.m. • Explore the richness and wonder of what plants are doing
in winter, inside and out. We will include identification, understanding the winter life of
plants, and field trips. $150 for the series or $35 per class. Call 975-8754; bronwild@
gmail.com or bronwengates.com.

Holistic Health
Relaxation for Body, Mind, and Spirit with Self Realization Meditation Healing
Centre • Jan. 26 or April 13, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. • Nurture yourself to sustain or regain your
forward momentum. Includes a relaxing yoga class, quiet time for your spirit, and optional
pure meditation foundation class. $39 includes vegetarian lunch and refreshments; $86
with lodging and all meals. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Steiner Health Cancer Support Group with Molly McMullen-Laird • Jan. 3, Feb.
7, Mar. 7, April 4; 7:30-8:30 p.m. • This is an ongoing cancer support group. Free. For
more information, call Sara at 663-4365; info@steinerhealth.org or steinerhealth.org/
ongoing-events.
Your Health and Lifestyle Options with Marie Gustin • Jan. 16, 7-8:30 p.m. at Crazy
Wisdom Community Room • You are what you eat and what you expose yourself to.
Discover an easy step to create a healthy home environment and to maximize your health.
Free. Call 316-2421; gustin.marie@hotmail.com.
Seven Keys to Wellness and Chinese 5 Element Theory with Marijo Grogan • Feb.
17, 2-4:30 p.m. • Discover some of the physiological and psychological conditions underlying states of depression and anxiety. Participants will receive practical information to
help heal the body and enhance brain functioning. $10-$15 sliding scale. Call 433-4213;
marijogrograntherapy@gmail.com or marijogrogan.com.
Personalized Rituals for Health and Happiness with Megan Sims • Mar. 23, 2-4 p.m.
at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • In this multi-arts workshop, you will be led
through guided movement, chanting, imagery, writing, and other creative activities to
access the center of self. Through sharing and discussion, participants will be supported to
design their own daily, weekly or special occasion ritual containing personal inspiration.
$12. Call 417-7020; megansims600@gmail.com or meganrose.org.
Holistic Health Lecture Series with Cindy Klement • Each class begins at Noon. $20
each. Call 975-2444; cindyklement@gmail.com or cindyklement.com.
Jan. 8 • Anti-Nutrient Capacity of Foods and Beverages • Certain foods, drinks, medications, and lifestyle behaviors can create nutrient deficiencies in the body. We’ll explore
which substances you may need to moderate or eliminate from your diet and how to
increase the nutrients being depleted.
Feb. 5 • Detoxification and Liver Health • The liver is one of the major organs of detoxification for the entire body. As our exposure to pollutants in the environment increases, we
should periodically support the liver with both dietary and herbal measures.
Feb. 12 • Digestive Strength and Health • An in-depth look at the functioning of the digestive system when at its optimal level, where nutrients are perfectly delivered, contrasted with the digestive ills we suffer today with acid reflux, indigestion, bloating, cramping,
and ulcers.
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Holistic Health (continued)
Feb. 19 • The Healthy Intestinal Tract • Your 30 feet of intestines are important to your
overall health. Learn about problems that can arise, such as colitis, Crohn’s, celiac, and
irritable bowel.
Feb. 26 • Optimal Nervous System Health • Stress is a common topic, and this presentation offers information on nutrition, flower essences, herbal, and Bach flower remedies
that can help calm frayed nerve endings, increase energy levels and mood, reduce anxiety,
and help you sleep.
Mar. 5 • Glandular Health and Healing • Are you familiar with all seven endocrine
glands and their response to infection, stress, damaged tissue, body temperature, and energy level? Hormones also produce growth and control basic drives and emotions.
Mar. 12 • Diabetes and Insulin Resistance • Diabetes lowers life expectancy up to 15
years and increases the risk of cardiovascular disease 2-4 times. This class will take a serious look at both prevention and control of blood sugar issues.
Mar. 19 • Prevention and Healing of the Cardiovascular System • The leading killer of
both men and women, over 81 million people in the U.S. already have some form of CVD.
April 9 • Urinary System Health • This class explains the health of the urinary system
and the potential problems associated with it.
April 16 • The Structural System • The health of the bones, joints, tendons, ligaments,
and muscles are explored in this class, with recommendations provided to support healing
in these tissues.
April 23 • Immune System Strength • When working optimally, the immune system
protects you by fending off viruses, toxins, free radicals, parasites, fungus, and bacteria.
Learn how to improve the health status of your immune system.

April 30 • Don’t Spend Another Season Sneezing and Wheezing • Learn how to keep
the allergic response in your sinuses and lungs to a minimum through dietary changes, and
by using proven herbal and nutritional supplements that will keep you breathing freely.
Tired of Being Tired? with Paul Hess • Jan. 9, Feb. 6; 7-9 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom
Community Room • Energy crashes? Tired after meals? Need to eat urgently? Crave
sugar or caffeine? Brain fog? Moody? Overweight? Chronic fatigue? Learn how to
improve your energy and health through nutrient dense and complete foods, along with
detoxification of poisons like mercury that steal energy and impair digestion and the brain.
Learn how to know what is working and stay motivated until you get your energy back.
Free. Call 408-489-1190; hess.paulc@gmail.com or primalrejuvenation.com.
Meeting Your Health and Wellness Goals for 2013 with Deb Rhizal and Diana Quinn
of Hygeia Center • Jan. 7, 6:30-8 p.m. • Many of us start the new year ready to make a
fresh start toward better health and being our best selves. The key to meeting your wellness goals is being well supported to help you stay on track. Join us for a workshop and
discussion of how to make your goals a reality for your optimal health and wellness. Free.
Call Lea at 769-6100; welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Body Systems with Philip Fritchey • April 20, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and April 21, 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m • We will focus on the care and feeding of the many systems that run the human body:
endocrine, structural, respiratory, circulatory, nervous, and digestive. Special note will be
made of the function and interrelationships of various organs and glands, with emphasis
on nutrients that encourage healing and balance. $225. Call Connie Hart at 800-321-1005;
info@cnhp.org or cnhp.org.

Infant Massage
We don’t need a list of rights and wrongs, tables of
dos and don’ts: we need books, time, and silence.
Thou shalt not is soon forgotten, but Once upon a
time lasts forever.
				~ Philip Pullman
“Twice Daily” Health Series with Cindy Klement • Each class is held from 9:30-11 a.m.
and 7-8:30 p.m. $20 each class. Call 975-2444; cindyklement@gmail.com or cindyklement.com.
Jan. 8 • Respiratory System Health • This system’s primary purpose is to supply the
blood with oxygen for every part of the body. As we age, lung functioning declines, creating numerous health concerns. Learn how to better support this system.
Jan. 15 • Male and Female Reproductive Health • This class provides an in-depth look
at the anatomy and physiology of both the male and female reproductive systems, as well
as the hormones involved. We’ll look at what harms these systems and review nutritional
and herbal support for health concerns.
Jan. 22 • Integumentary System • This system includes the skin and its glands, the hair,
and the nails. We will review common disorders of the skin with recommendations for
improving this system.
Jan. 29, Feb. 5, and Feb. 12 • Traditional Chinese Medicine and other Assessment
Techniques: Three-Part Series • TCM has been tried and tested for more than 2,500
years and has an excellent success record in treating disease and discomfort. We will look
at which herbal remedy or food will be most advantageous to improve health, as well as
diagnostic techniques, such as reading nails, the iris, and the face.
Feb. 19 • Muscle Response Testing • Based on the fundamental concept of TCM, muscle
response testing is a noninvasive way of assessing the body’s needs. Using MRT is a way
of looking at the body’s energy flow in response to nutrition and supplementation, as well
as providing information about energy blockages and organ functioning.
Feb. 26 • The Alternative Medicine Cabinet • See what’s in my version of a medicine
cabinet and learn how I was able to nurture my family back to health over the past 30
years with natural means.
Mar. 5 • Flower Essences and Essential Oils • This class looks at the many ways in
which flowers are used for emotional healing, as well as the powerful physical and emotional healing that can occur with the use of essential oils.
Mar. 12 • Menopause and Andropause • Between the ages of 45 and 55, emotional and
physical changes happen to both men and women. The good news is we can move through
the aging process without experiencing so much discomfort by using herbal remedies,
nutrition, and vitamins.
April 16 • Candida Albicans, Parasites, and Other Intestinal Dysbiosis • Dysbiosis is
an overgrowth of harmful bacteria or viruses, an overgrowth of yeast or parasites in the
intestines. Learn how to correct the imbalance of intestinal flora through diet and supplementation, as well as destroy yeast overgrowth and other parasitic problems before health
issues become chronic.
April 23 • Arthritis and Other Issues of Chronic Inflammation • Inflammation can
cause pain and swelling in the joints. By following an anti-inflammatory diet and making
lifestyle changes, you can not only reduce pain and discomfort in the body, but ward off
chronic diseases.

Infant Massage and Attachment with Sierra Hillebrand of Hygeia Center • Four
Tuesdays beginning Jan. 8, Feb. 12 or Mar. 19; 11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m. • Develop loving communication and joyful attachment while supporting infant sleep, weight gain, and
overall well being. $110. Contact welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.

Intuitive & Psychic Development
Drop-In Intuitive Readings with Irena Nagler in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room •
Second and Fourth Fridays of each month, 6:30-9:30 p.m. • Participate in a shared,
interactive dream, allowing the soul to release energy, flow, and insight. Irena can use card
decks or other objects to focus or simply tune in with the intention to help activate the
client’s own powers of discernment, creativity, and confidence in choosing the adventures
that call to them. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 996-1772; birena@
umich.edu.
Heart Based Intuitive Development with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb. 1, Noon-1:30 •
Develop your intuition with heart based techniques to discover information about relationship, health, and spiritual goals. Explore inner purpose and career/retirement path. $30.
Call Melanie at 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Spring Intensive 2013 with John Friedlander • April 19-21: Friday 7-9 p.m., Sat. 9
a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 9 a.m.-3 p.m. • This intensive delves into newer meditative areas and
explores topics outside of John’s core curriculum. You can expect to receive powerful
healings and grow in skill in making useful everyday, life-oriented transformations, thus
becoming more authentic, kind, and generous. Level 1 pre-requisite. Cost varies. Call
Violeta at 677-2761; mvaviviano@gmail.com or psychicdevelopment.cc.
Exploring with Etheric Energy with John Friedlander • Feb. 9, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. and
Feb. 10, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. • This is a clairvoyant exploration using etheric energy. Also
available as teleconference. $250 with early payment discount available. Contact Gloria at
hemsherglo1@yahoo.com or psychicdevelopment.cc.
Teleconference Seven Planes of Consciousness Practice Session with John Friedlander • Jan. 16, Feb. 20, Mar. 20, April 17; 8-9 p.m. • Continued exploration of the 49 specific energies of the seven planes, each with seven sub-planes as described in Theosophical literature of the early 1900’s, which described the whole scope of human potential,
synthesizing Eastern, Western, and channeled material in a relatively easy to understand
schema of the 49 sub-planes. $12.50. Call Violeta at 677-2761; mvaviviano@gmail.com
or psychicdevelopment.cc.
Teleconference Focused Mind Meditation Practice Session with John Friedlander •
Jan. 6, Feb. 3, Mar. 3, April 7; 10 a.m.-Noon • The development of sustained focused
meditation makes it easy to develop a whole new magnitude of psychic skill and healing
ability, as well as a whole new level of mental clarity and spiritual openness. Each participant will both leap ahead with his/her spiritual abilities, and also make an excellent start in
developing sustained focused attention valuable in developing abilities and character. $15.
Call Violeta at 677-2761; mvaviviano@gmail.com or psychicpsychology.org.
Teleconference Kundalini Meditation and Clearing with John Friedlander • Jan. 22,
Feb. 26, Mar. 26, April 23; 8-9 p.m. • Channeled personal aura clearing and manifestation exercise with Mataji, who will work individually with each participant using your
own kundalini to increase power and clarity. $12.50. Call Violeta at 677-2761; mvaviviano@gmail.com or psychicdevelopment.cc.
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Foundations in Psychic Development I: Understanding the Personal Aura with John
Friedlander • Jan. 19, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • We each have a bubble of spiritual energy surrounding us called the aura. Using our own perceptive skills, we learn two easy yet powerful techniques that help us find our own psychic energy, clear blockages, and repair our
chakras and aura. This is a basic class in John’s system and prerequisite for higher level
classes. $99. Call Violeta at 677-2761; mvaviviano@gmail.com or psychicpsychology.org.
Healer Development 101 with Eve Wilson • Six Wednesdays beginning April 24,
7-9:30 p.m. • We will cover intuitive development, clear and effective spiritual connections, psychic and energy boundaries and protection, self-healing, power animals, spirit
guides and guardian angels, tuning crystals and stones, healing Qabalah, aura reading,
and chakra tuning. $300, with early payment discount available. Call 780-7635; evew@
spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.

I prefer you to make mistakes in kindness than work
miracles in unkindness.
				~ Mother Teresa
Intuitively Reading the Chakra System Series with Nicole Bedy • 6:30-8:30 p.m. • The
chakra system is an evolutionary program and can be used to increase health and vitality, manifest dreams, and increase creativity and intuition. Each class provides a concise
method for accessing the information within each chakra, a specific list of issues/strengths
that can occur within the chakras, and ends with a balancing meditation. $10 per class.
Call 810-941-8842; pineriverintuitive@gmail.com or pineriverintuitive.com.
Feb. 20 • Root Chakra; Feb. 27 • Sacral Chakra
Mar. 6 • Solar Plexus Chakra; Mar. 13 • Heart Chakra
Mar. 20 • Throat Chakra; Mar. 27 • Third Eye Chakra
April 3 • Crown Chakra
Psychic Development 1 with Deb Foggio • Four weeks: Mar. 7-28, 7-9:30 p.m. • This
class guides students through the process of connecting with and developing their psychic
ability. The class helps to awaken your awareness, then stimulates psychic development
by teaching the fundamentals required to develop and use this skill in everyday life and
more. Learning to understand your intuitive abilities can help improve the quality and caliber of your life. $150. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Psychic Development 2 with Deb Foggio • Four weeks: April 4-25, 7-9:30 p.m. • This
class guides students through the history of different modalities used to connect with and
express psychic energies and talents. More hands-on experiential work is emphasized
to help students expand and understand their own gifts and expression as well as learn
the technical aspects of the work. $150. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or
integrativewellbeing.com.
A2 (Advanced Advanced) Psychic Development with Deb Foggio • Six weeks: Jan.
10-Feb. 21, 7-9:30 p.m. • This series is for those students who desire to increase their
proficiency in using various modalities. Students may expand their abilities as intuitive
counselors or healers. More modalities will be taught to assist in understanding the more
spiritual aspects of the psychic realm. $195. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net
or integrativewellbeing.com.
Psychic Development Work Circle with Deb Foggio • Jan. 9, 16, Feb. 27, Mar. 6, 13,
April 17, 24; 7-9 p.m. • Each week, there is a different modality that is practiced and
expanded upon. Come share what you know with other experienced practitioners or learn
something new as you expand your experience base. You can perfect your skills being
supported by others experienced in the psychic/intuitive arts. $20. Call 248-702-7064;
lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Readers/Healers Night with Deb Foggio and other readers/healers • Jan. 14, Feb.
11, Mar. 11, April 8; 7-10 p.m. • An evening of reading, healings, and connecting. Come
experience many healing and spiritual modalities presented by gifted practitioners - readers, intuitives, and mediums. Learn ways to improve and expand your life. $5 admissions.
$15 for readings and healings. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Clairvoyant Reading Workshop with Glenn Pailthorp • April 13-14, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. •
We are all psychic, but this workshop puts your abilities to use and encourages you to understand yourself and others. This training is based on the reading template at the Aesclepion healing center. $220. Call 417-8682; glenn@pailthorp.com or pailthorp.com.
Intuitives Interactive with Amy Garber • Jan. 20, Feb. 17, Mar. 17, April 21; 2-4:30
p.m. • For intuitives, indigos, and the curious wishing to explore metaphysical topics with
like-minded individuals in a safe space. Includes exercises to develop more deeply as an
intuitive, demonstrations by practitioners, discussion, sharing, and social time. Donations
to offset room rental. Call 358-0218; intuitivesinteractive@hotmail.com or meetup.com/
intuitives-interactive.

Iridology
Iridology with Jack Lewis • Jan. 19, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. • A natural health technique by
which patterns, colors, and characteristics of the iris are examined to determine information about systemic health. This information demonstrates susceptibility towards certain
illnesses, reflects past medical problems, and may predict future health potentials. $50.
Call Pat Krajovic at 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Kabbalah
Practical Applications of Kabbalah: Year-Long Journey through the Tree of Life
with Karen Greenberg • Once monthly for 12 months beginning Jan. 18, 10 a.m.-1
p.m. or Jan. 29, 7-10 p.m. • Learn how to identify your soul’s purpose and how to financially support yourself living it. Learn how to develop a personal relationship with the
Creator/Higher Power, how to identify, express healthily, and clear low vibrational emotions, limiting thoughts, beliefs, and patterns, and how to work toward optimal health and
relationships. $137 per month. Call 417-9511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clair-ascension.
com.

Life Transitions
Discover the Power and Joy in Your Life Transition with Melanie Fuscaldo • Feb.
8, Noon-1:30 • If you or a loved one anticipates or is experiencing a transition in career,
retirement, health or relationship, this workshop will help you open your heart, mind, and
body to the gifts in the transition. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.

Love & Relationships
Awakening to Love with Human Awareness Institute Presenters • Feb. 16, April
13: Gather at 5:30, Workshop 6-8 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • An
experiential workshop to explore ways to increase intimacy in your life. You will have the
opportunity to connect with others through verbal sharing and exercises designed to open
your heart. Free. Call Maureen Fritz at 523-8566; midwest-office@hai.org or hai.org.
Soul Essence: Revelations of the Heart with Deb Foggio and Jane McLaren • Feb.
8-9, Friday 7-10 p.m. and Sat. 1-4:30 p.m. • Discover whatever unconscious blocks are
hampering you from experiencing rich, rewarding love in your current relationship or
keeping you from finding the right relationship. Join us for this effective and unique Systemic Constellation approach that will provide the way to make the changes needed this
Valentine’s Day. $85 with early payment discount offered. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
How to Parent Your Parent with Christine Allyson • Feb. 23 and Mar. 9, 9 a.m.-Noon
• When we find ourselves facing the transition of having to parent our older parents, it is a
new chapter with a world of new responsibilities. In this interactive class, we will examine
the many facets of this role, including how to make decisions of power from love vs. ego/
fear, family dynamics and how to navigate healing the past, be constructive in the present, and plan the best future possible, successful communication, conflict resolution, how
to start from where you are right now, and considerations for additional help. $120 with
early payment discount offered. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
A Conscious, Unbiased Look at Divorce with Callan Loo • Feb. 7, 6:30-8:30 p.m. •
This workshop is intended to help you take a conscious, unbiased look at divorce - whether you’re considering a divorce, are in the middle of one or are in the process of recovering from one. $15 with early payment discount available. Call 888-732-2346 ext. 700 or
callan@peacefulcrossings.com or peacefulcrossing.com/lifetransitions-workshops.
At Ease with Emotions: Learning How to Relate with Our Emotions with Joya
D’Cruz • Feb. 5, April 8; 7-8:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • In this
workshop, you will learn some simple, concrete, useable techniques to handle emotions
that are sometimes difficult to experience, express or manage. Free. Call 219-2555; joya@
joyadcruz.com or joyadcruz.com.
Discover a New Way to Love: Introduction to Imago Relationship Therapy with Carole Kirby • Feb. 3, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This approach to
couples counseling teaches couples a new way to share and listen to each other’s thoughts
and feelings by offering a way to discover what’s beneath your longstanding issues and
what you can do differently, enhance your ability to communicate well with your partner,
and change your reactive, ineffectual behaviors into a force for compassion, healing, and
growth. Everyone welcome. Free, but please pre-register at 424-2797; carole777@aol.com
or therapy4couples.com.
Enhancing Intimacy in Committed Relationships with Michael Andes • April 16, 7-9
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • A combination of presentation and discussion with tools for strengthening connection, dealing with resistance to closeness, and the
art of listening. $12. Call 662-5215; mandes@comcast.net.

If you are interested in obtaining some biographical information about the teachers, lecturers, and workshop leaders
whose classes, talks and events are listed in this Calendar, please look in the section which follows the Calendar,
which is called "Background Information" and which starts on page 110.
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The Magic of Childhood Winter
By Pattie Postel
I remember lying on my back watching snowflakes fall. It was a vortex of
whiteness, and then individual flakes would snap into focus. My face felt
the chilly Indiana wind, but my toes were toasty. I shivered, sweaty from
dragging the sled up the hill one last time. Our city park’s hill had two
sledding pathways, the steep incline above and a smaller ridge with a nice
dip. Little kids like me stayed on the lower half. This time, as I hit the dip,

I remember lying on my back watching
snowflakes fall. It was a vortex of
whiteness, and then individual flakes
would snap into focus.
I was briefly airborne, then crashed. I was probably lying in the flight path,
but the snow was so beautiful I was entranced. My older brother appeared
and grabbed the ragged rope on the old sled, its wooden slats packed with
ice chunks. “Gotta go. Mom’s in the car.” Further up the slope, high school
students had commandeered an old car hood and were about to sail down
the hill. We were heading home for hot chocolate and graham crackers.
The emotional clarity of that childhood memory is rooted in my
relationships with both the natural world and my family. As the education
director at the Leslie Science & Nature Center, I also see that winter
experience as an encounter with science. I recall the low pressure area
that had formed that day; precipitation in the form of snow; my mom’s
insistence that I wear layers to insulate from the elements; the process
of evaporation that in turn brought on the shiver (a mammalian response
to increase my metabolic heat); my childhood relationship to friction,
through sled runners on the trip down or my lugsole snow boots trudging
up the hill. This magical season is a result of our location in the northern
hemisphere and the Earth’s orbital plane as we move around the sun.
What does it mean to embrace the energy of winter? In the natural world,
animals hunker down as darkness descends. They use their natural ability
to slow themselves, reserving energy for survival. Some migrate; others
retreat to dens. Within human cultures, the winter has always been a time
of storytelling and gathering with family and community. How does your
family tell and create the
stories of winter? Are
you crafting or reviving
the magical memories
of childhood winter?
Do you reflect and recharge?

Pattie Postel
Education Director at Leslie Science and Nature Center
Make a winter campfire and spend an evening feeding it.
Howl at the moon together and giggle when the neighbor's
dog responds in kind.

• Look for tracks in a fresh snowfall and follow them.

Winter offers many ways
to draw your family
close, share stories, and
venture out together for
purposeful exploration. I
invite you to try a few of
the following activities
as a family:

• Blow bubbles into
freezing air or examine
snow crystals on black
construction paper
under magnifying
glasses.
• Look at the bones of
the trees. Deciduous
stand bare beneath the
sky, while conifers
create sheltered habitat
for wintering birds.

• Declare a tech-free day
(put aside all electronics
for a day, an evening, or
an hour together).
• Take a winter walk in
the full moon and make
dancing moon shadows.
• Learn a new
constellation, track the
rise of planets in the
dark sky, or watch lunar
cycles (start with the
new moon and follow
her every night until
full).

• Make a winter
campfire and spend
an evening feeding
it. Howl at the moon
together and giggle
when the neighbor’s
dog responds in kind.

The days are still short, but before the sun sets, enjoy the sledding
hill, then a walk through the beautiful stillness of Black Pond Woods
watching for signs of winter wanderers.

• Examine the winter
landscape in your
garden. Fill backyard
feeders, learn bird
names, watch their
feeding patterns,
and listen to their
songs. Make a ground
mandala of seeds and
nuts and watch who
comes forth.
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• Wonder together about things: start a dozen sentences with “I
wonder,” then research together for answers. Embody curiosity about
the natural world.
• Come in from your sledding, hiking, snow sculptures, and snow
angels to share cups of hot chocolate or try a new tea together. Pick out
a new cookie recipe and fill the house with the toasty heat of the oven
and the wafting smells of deliciousness. Trudge through the snow to
deliver a dozen cookies to a neighbor — an apology for all the howling!
Winter is a time for remembering the bountiful harvest of the late
summer garden, the return to school, the beauty and color of fall, your
Thanksgiving. With spring approaching, it is also a time to observe how
the quality of light shifts as we mark the Vernal Equinox (ah…the return
of heat and light). For now, believe that the seeds will soon be stirring
beneath the soil. Embrace how this winter season, filled with darkness
and stilled energies, renews and restores us so that we too can push
upward into the activity of spring. Finally, remember that the cycle is
always beginning anew; the wheel of the year is ever turning, and we
are all moving with the rhythms of the natural world.
I invite you to the Leslie Science & Nature Center for your outdoor
winter adventure. Stroll on our new accessible pathway through the
raptor enclosures; see how our magnificent birds are outfitted to handle
winter. Scan the winter skies overhead for soaring Turkey Vultures

Massage
Ann Arbor Institute of Massage Therapy Informational Orientation with Lennen
Chance • Jan. 16, Feb. 5, April 3 at 10 a.m. or Jan. 29, Feb. 12, April 23 at 6 p.m. •
Join us and see what an education in massage therapy entails. Learn about our COMTA
accredited program, take a tour of the facility, and get all of your questions answered.
Free. To register, call Lennen at 677-4430; lchance@aaimt.edu or aaimt.edu.
Introduction to Thai Yoga Massage with Blue Lotus Thai Healing Studies • April
27-28, Sat. 9:30-6, Sun. 9:30-5 • Acquaint yourself with the amazing floor-based healing practice of Thai Yoga Massage. No experience necessary. 14 CE credits through
NCBTMB. $250 with early payment discount available. Call Kelly Kempter at 223-4156;
a2bluelotusthai@gmail.com or bluelotusthai.com.
Thai Yoga Massage Student Clinic with Blue Lotus Thai Healing Studies • April 15,
9:30-11:30 a.m. and 1:30-3:30 p.m. • This is the perfect opportunity to experience this
unique form of bodywork. Thai Yoga Massage is performed on a mat on the floor, with
the recipient fully clothed, and involves stretching, mobilization, and pressure to the body.
Fully supervised by Blue Lotus instructors. $40 per session. Call Kelly Kempter at 2234156; a2bluelotusthai@gmail.com or bluelotusthai.com.

Meditation
Sunday Morning Meditation with Susan Weir of Insight Meditation Ann Arbor •
Every Sunday, 10-11:30 a.m. • Open, friendly, drop-in meditation circle with 45 minutes
of sitting meditation followed by sharing and discussion. Free. Call 945-7612; info@
insightmeditationannarbor.org or insightmeditationannarbor.org.
Free Meditation for All with Isha Foundation Volunteer • Sept. 19, 6:30-8 p.m. •
Vegetarian cooking demo and information about the benefits of raw foods, a video about
how to manage your diet, followed by a guided meditation. Free. Call Barb Hernandez at
517-214-9671; isha.barb@gmail.com or ishausa.org.
Pure Meditation Course including Raja-Kriya Yoga with Self Realization Meditation
Healing Centre • Mar. 10-16 • Find and live your true spiritual self. This is the ultimate
course for the whole being - mind, body, and spirit. Realize the god within and bring love,
peace, joy, and fulfillment to all aspects of your life. It can help you learn how to master
your mind and energies in today’s challenging world. $765 plus tax includes vegetarian
meals and shared room lodging. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan.@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Pure Meditation Foundation Class with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre
• Jan. 12, 26, Feb. 2, Mar. 29 or April 13; 3-5 p.m. • Conquer stress, improve concentration, and find inner peace. Of value in all walks of life, this training, which includes the
meditative peace breath, helps you be in charge of how you feel physically, mentally, and
emotionally. It takes only a few minutes to practice each day. $40. Call 517-641-6201;
SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.

For now, believe that the seeds will soon be
stirring beneath the soil. Embrace how this winter
season, filled with darkness and stilled energies,
renews and restores us so that we too can push
upward into the activity of spring.
or Red-tailed Hawks. Check our website for the current programs,
weekend raptor feeding hours, and open hours at the Critter House.
There you can observe some native species, and chat with staff about
the incredible diversity of our natural world. Enjoy changing exhibits
and new animal displays. Right outside the Critter House windows,
watch the wildlife feeding stations; pick up a field guide to identify
the chickadees, nuthatches, and woodpeckers. The days are still short,
but before the sun sets, enjoy the sledding hill, then a walk through the
beautiful stillness of Black Pond Woods watching for signs of winter
wanderers. I suspect, while making their winter rounds, they, too, may
be dreaming of the promise of spring! See you on the trail!
Pattie Postel, Education Director at the Leslie Science & Nature Center,
can be reached at pattie@lesliesnc.org. She hopes you’ll make a winter
outing to the Leslie Science & Nature Center, located at 1831 Traver
Road on the north side of Ann Arbor, right next to Leslie Park Golf
Course. For more information, visit www.lesliesnc.org.
Leslie Science and Nature Center is offering lots of
great programs for kids -- they're listed in our
Kids Calendar on page 79.

Open Meditation and Silent Prayer with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre
• Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays; 8:30 p.m. • Visit the Centre for quiet reflection, silent prayer, and pure meditation. Everyone of all faiths, meditation practices, and
traditions welcome. Winged Prayer: Healing for all in need at 9 p.m. Feel free to come and
go as you wish. No charge. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Creating Space: Clarity and Insight through Meditation with Jewel Heart Instructors • Thursdays: Jan. 10, 17, 24, 31, Feb. 7, 14, Mar. 7, 14; 7-8:30 p.m. • Meditation
provides us with a clear, stable mind, necessary for a happy life and the foundation for
deepening our spiritual journey. This course offers hands-on experience with the basic
elements of meditation using breath, posture, and techniques for coping with distractions
and laxity of the mind. $80 for non-members. Call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or
jewelheart.org.
Deepening Awareness: The Practice of Mindfulness Meditation with Jewel Heart
Instructors • Thursdays: Mar. 28, April 4, 11, 18, 25; 7-8:30 p.m. • Becoming more
aware of our thoughts, feelings, and sensations through meditation opens the door to understanding the nature of our mind and how it influences our experience. While this course
is open to all, it is recommended to follow Creating Space: Clarity and Insight through
Meditation. $80 for non-members for class through May 16. Call 994-3387; programs@
jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Meditation Sessions at Jewel Heart with Jewel Heart Instructors • Sundays: Jan.
6-April 28, 8:45-9:45 a.m. • Concentration meditation sessions help provide basic guidance with multiple sessions using the breath as the point of focus. Open to all levels of
experience. Free with donations welcome. No class Feb. 24 or Mar. 3. Call 994-3387;
programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.
Free Guided Full Moon Meditation from the Comfort of Your Home with Dave
Krajovic • Jan. 27, Feb. 25, Mar. 27, April 25; 9-9:30 p.m. • There is no cost to connect.
Tap into powerful energies, clear negativity and stress, raise your vibration, gain mental
clarity, relax, and connect to Source. The more that participate, the greater the energy, the
more powerful the effect. Free. Call 734-416-5200; info@bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Introduction to Meditation Workshop with Deep Spring Center Instructors • Feb. 9,
Mar. 9, April 20 • An introduction to insight meditation. No experience necessary. Wear
comfortable clothes. Cushions and chairs provided. $24 building fee, with opportunity offer dana to teacher. For times, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
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Meditation (continued)
Living from the Open Heart: Cultivating Awareness of Our Interconnections and Responsibility with Barbara Brodsky and Anna Marie Henrich of Deep Spring Center
• Wednesdays: Mar. 6-June 5; 7-9:30 p.m. or Mondays, 9:30-Noon and Wednesdays,
7-9:30 p.m.: Mar. 6, 25, April 10, 22, May 8, 20, June 5 • This class will help you live
from the non-dual heart to experience unity and harmony with all that is. We will do this
by practicing expansion of awareness through insight meditation, open heart, pure awareness, and spiritual characteristic practices to know and accept all parts of ourselves, including the “positive” and “negative” aspects of ourselves, spirit, and nature. $56 building
fee, with opportunity offer dana to teacher. For times, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org
or deepspring.org.
Ongoing Group Meditations at Deep Spring Center • All are welcome. Donations to
Deep Spring deeply appreciated. Call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Tuesdays, 6:30-7:15 a.m. • Sitting meditation to start the day. Please enter and depart in
silence. No instruction provided.
Fridays, 6:30-7:15 a.m. • Please enter and exit in silence. No instruction provided.
Sundays, 10-11:30 a.m. • Sitting meditation from 10-11 a.m., followed by mindful sharing.
Mindfulness Meditation Practice with Antonio Sieira • Thursdays in January and
March, 7-8:30 p.m.; Tuesdays and Thursdays in February and April, 7-8:30 p.m. •
Learn a system of breathing, balance, flexibility, and mental focus/concentration practices
designed to create a total mind/body meditation experience. Experienced meditators come
and experience the synergistic effect of meditation in a group. Includes breathing, meditation, metta, and body focus. $15. Call Pat Krajovic at 734-416-5200; bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Mindfulness Meditation System with Antonio Sieira • Session I: Jan. 8, 15, 22, 29 or
Session II: Mar. 5, 12, 19, 26; 7-8:30 p.m. • This presentation is a system of breathing,
balance, flexibility, and mental focus/concentration practices designed to create a total
mind/body meditation experience. Each session builds on the prior one. $80. Call Pat
Krajovic at 734-416-5200; bodyworkshealingcenter.com.
Candlelight Meditation and Healing with Lighthouse Center • Sundays, 5-6:15 p.m.
• Begin the new week by renewing your spirit with chanting, meditation, prayer, visualization, and a healing circle. Reiki healing available. No cost; love offering. Call Prachi
Patricia Thiel at 734-417-5804; cprachi17@gmail.com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Intensive Meditation with Lighthouse Center • First and Third Friday of each
month, 7:30-10 p.m. • Mantra meditation, 20 minutes on each of the seven chakra centers. No cost; love offering. Call Prachi Patricia Thiel at 734-417-5804; cprachi17@gmail.
com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Good Friday Meditation with Lighthouse Center • Mar. 29 • We will gather at Noon,
begin with mantra meditation at 12:30 honoring the Christ consciousness of love and forgiveness, with a veggie potluck to follow. No cost; love offering. Call Prachi Patricia Thiel
at 734-417-5804; cprachi17@gmail.com or lighthousecenterinc.org.
Learn to Meditate with Nirmala Nancy Hanke of Lighthouse Center • Jan. 25, Feb.
22, Mar. 29, April 26 • In this introduction to meditation, learn how all meditations
are good and how your thoughts are an essential part of the process. Talk followed by
20 minutes meditation experience with a mantra. $35 with student and repeat discounts
available. For times, call Prachi Patricia Thiel at 734-417-5804; cprachi17@gmail.com or
lighthousecenterinc.org.

Practice Intensive Week with Lou and Susan Weir • Jan. 6-12: Sun. 6-8 p.m., Mon.Fri. 6:30-7:30 a.m., Sat. 7:30-9 a.m. • A meditative retreat without walls: a week-long
practice intensive right in the midst of your daily life. The week will involve an early
morning sitting, with daily exercises and support. A wonderful way to start the new year
and commit to your practice. By donation. Call Lou at 657-1821; louisweir@comcast.net
or insightmeditationannarbor.org.
Meditation in Everyday Life with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 15, Noon-1:30 • Develop
skills to make your life a living meditation. Live as your true self with freedom, joy,
peace, and power. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Connect to the Realms: Shamanism to Embodied with Gianna Arqe • Jan. 12, Feb.
9, Mar. 9; 10-Noon • Learn how to identify your tools for the most effective use in your
daily life. Discover your rich resources held within, unlocking your pure potential and
experience movement from aligned mechanisms that allow for the internal connections the power of embodied meditation. Attend this weekend introduction and move into a new
alignment. $15. Call 248-417-4800; gianna@embodiedwellnesscenter.com or embodiedmeditation.com.
Taoist Meditation with Joel Robbins Dipl • Jan. 19, 2-4 p.m. • This class will introduce
the fundamentals of Taoist meditation and will explore specific meditation techniques
including non-doing, water method meditation, small heavenly circuit, and microcosmic
orbit. $30. Call 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture.com or jrherbsandacupuncture.com.
Mastering Meditation with Kapila Castoldi • Saturdays: Feb. 9, 16, 23; 1-3 p.m. at
Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Introductory meditation series offers various techniques for entering the meditative state, including concentration and breathing exercises,
chanting, and visualization. The class will also touch on the role of meditation in our daily
life and basic concepts of Indian philosophy. Free. Call 994-7114; castoldi@oakland.edu
or meditationannarbor.com.
Falling Awake: Mindfulness for Depression and Anxiety with Lynn Sipher • Thursdays: Feb. 28-April 18, 1-3 p.m. or 5:30-7:30 p.m. • Secular mindfulness-based
practices are proving to be an effective approach for addressing depression and anxiety.
During this eight-week course, you will learn new skills to help you change your relationship with these conditions so that they interfere less in your life. Discover that you can
live more fully and in the present moment. Includes a day of silence on April 6. $375. Call
332-3365; lynnsipher@gmail.com or lynnsipher.com.
Deepening Mindfulness Practice with Lynn Sipher • Thursdays: Jan. 10-24, 4-6 p.m.
with a day-long retreat on Jan. 19 • This three-week class and day-long retreat will
provide longer periods of mindfulness practice as well as an emphasis on addressing emotions, forgiveness, lovingkindness, and compassion. You are welcome to take this class as
a way to re-start a lapsed practice or support an ongoing practice. Prerequisite: eight-week
mindfulness class. $160. Call 332-3365; lynnsipher@gmail.com or lynnsipher.com.
Ann Arbor Open Meditation with Libby Robinson, Frank Anderson, Brodie Burris,
Diana Gonzalez, Paul Najar, Frank Levey, and Joya D’Cruz • Thursdays, 7:30-8:30 •
Drop-in meditation session open to all with or without experience. Meditations are secular
(not religious) and primarily mindfulness with some concentration and lovingkindness
practice. Donation requested. Call Libby at 476-3070; libbyrobinson7@gmail.com or
aaopenmeditation.com.
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction with Libby Robinson • Mondays: Jan. 28-Mar.
18 or April 1-May 20 with a free introduction on Jan. 21 or Mar. 25; 7-9 p.m. • An
accessible and secular mindfulness meditation class, developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn, that
fosters non-judgmental awareness of the present moment. Significant research documents
MBSR’s effects on stress, pain, depression, and ordinary human suffering. Negotiable
$350 includes cds, handouts, and day-long retreat. Call Libby at 476-3070; libbyrobinson7@gmail.com.
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Yoga Nidra Meditation for Inner Ease and Balance with Janine Polley and Sun
Moon Yoga Teachers • Jan. 13, Feb. 10, Mar. 10, April 14: Noon-1 p.m. • A meditative
process to completely relax the entire body and mind. Improves sleep quality and reduces
anxiety, stress, migraines, asthma, depression, hypertension, and insomnia. Boosts memory, deepens concentration, and rejuvenates the spirit. $15 drop-in. Call Sondra O’Donnell
at 929-0274; sondra@annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Healing Meditation with Glenn Pailthorp • Jan. 13, Feb. 17, Mar. 10, April 7; 2-4
p.m. • Enjoy guided meditations for healing ourselves and others. Topics may include
auras, chakras, kundalini, shamanic journeys, spirit communication, past life regression,
out of body travel, and other intuition building exercises. Come to one or more circles and
bring a journal. $10. Call 417-8682; glenn@pailthorp.com or pailthorp.com.

Movement & Dance
Dances of Universal Peace with Judy Lee Trautman • First Fridays: Jan. 4, Feb. 1,
Mar. 1, April 5; 7-9 p.m. • Dances of Universal Peace were originated in the 60’s in San
Francisco by Sufi teacher Samuel Lewis to celebrate the world’s religions through simple
folk dance steps. The dances, a form of moving meditation, require no partner or experience. $5 donation. Call 419-475-6535; jltrautman@sbcglobal.net or peacedance.multifaithjourneys.org.

Siddha Yoga Meditation Center Services • Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. • Each week, there’s
an inspirational reading, a long chant, and 20 minutes of meditation. Free. Call Dunrie at
726-0318; dunrie@gmail.com.

World Dance Workout with Sandy Pierani • Sundays: Jan. 6-Feb. 24, 3-4 p.m. or
Wednesdays: Jan. 9-Feb. 27, 7-8 p.m. • This workout is heavily rooted in African dance,
the mother of so many dance forms. Combined with strength training, pilates, yoga, and
world beat music, this unique class will have you shimmy and shake your way to a new
you. $75 per session or $12 drop-in. Call 845-0726; sandy@worlddanceworkout.net or
worlddanceworkout.net.

The Hungry Ghost Cafe with Dave Lawson of Deep Spring Center • Jan. 17, 31, Feb.
14, 28, Mar. 14, 28, April 4, 25, Mar. 9, 23, June 6; 7-9 p.m. • In the Fall of 2011, we
kicked off a three-year series of gatherings. As acknowledged hungry ghosts, we will practice learning how to answer our spiritual questions in the lowest of ways, without trying to
transcend our experience. $96 building fee with opportunity to offer dana to teacher. Call
477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Healing through Movement: Merging Tradition with Intuition with Joel Robbins
and Megan Sims • Feb. 9, 4-6 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Warm up
your body, mind, and spirit with Qigong and Nia. Explore the theory and practice of these
movement traditions that cultivate and maintain vibrant health. Experience a playful
approach to embodying specific movement principles in your own, unique way. $15 suggested donation. Call Megan at 417-7020; megansims600@gmail.com or meganrose.org.

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Course with Paulette Grotrian • Saturdays:
Mar. 16-May 18, 1-3 p.m. includes all day retreat Mar. 11 • MBSR is a stress reduction
program using mindful meditation, mindful stretches, and mindful communication to cultivate awareness, reduce stress, and improve mood, health, and well being. $350 includes
course materials. Free information session Mar. 16, 1-2 p.m. Call 276-7707; grotrian@
wccnet.edu.

Inside/Out: Movement-Arts Healing with Kirsten Edgar and Megan Sims • Jan. 27
or April 21, 3-5 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Gain access to the intrinsic
wisdom of body and soul through movement, drawing, writing, and a process called
authentic witnessing. Participants reveal their inner selves in a trusted circle and discover
their own unique path toward self realization. Discover the courage and knowledge to heal
and become whole from the inside out. $12. Call Megan at 417-7020; megansims600@
gmail.com or meganrose.org.

A Day of Solitude and Meditation Practice with Carol Blotter of Michigan Friends
Center • Jan. 20, April 14 • This is an opportunity to enjoy the quiet of the country while
practicing sitting and walking meditation. Instruction is available for those who wish it.
These retreats are fundraisers for Michigan Friends Center and Deep Spring Center. $30
suggested donation. For times, call 475-0942; cb.meditate@gmail.com or chelseameditation.com/retreats.
Twin Hearts Meditation with Center of Light • Jan. 8, 22, Feb. 5, 19, Mar. 5, 19, April
2, 16, 30; 7 p.m. • This is an advanced meditation technique aimed at achieving illumination or universal consciousness. It is also an instrument of world and community service
that eventually harmonizes the earth by blessing it with lovingkindness, peace, joy, and
goodwill. Free. Call Selena at 330-5048; revselena@centersoflight.org.
Mastering Meditation with Ema Stefanova • Wednesdays, 4:30-5:30 p.m. • This class
will help you establish a meaningful meditation practice suitable for your temperament
and goals. A variety of techniques will be introduced that are purely scientific and nonreligious. For cost, call 665-7801; emastefanova@cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.

Mothering
Mother’s Group with Lamaze Family Center Ann Arbor • Jan. 17, 24, 31, Feb. 7, 14,
21 • Meet other new moms and get support and advice after your baby is born. In addition
to a weekly topic and circle time, you’ll learn songs, simple baby games, and basic infant
movement. A great way to socialize with adults and bond with your new baby. $96 for six
weeks. For times, call 973-1014; info@lamazefamilycenter.org or lamazefamilycenter.org.

Continuum Movement: Coming Home to Your Body with Robin Becker • Introduction: April 12, 7-10 p.m.; Workshop: April 13, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and April 14, 10 a.m.-3
p.m. • All life, including the human body, has been shaped by water. This class is an exploration of the properties and movement of water as it shapes and forms life both within
the body and the larger world. $240 with early payment discount available. Call Elaine
Economou at 255-9110; michigancontinuum@gmail.com.

Music, Sound & Voice
Chanting, Pure Meditation, and Silent Prayer with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Fridays, 8:15 p.m. • All are welcome to join us for devotional chanting (in
English) to help open our hearts and go deeper into stillness and peace followed by pure
meditation and silent prayer at 8:30 p.m. Winged prayer - healing for all in need begins at
9 p.m. Come and stay as long as you wish. No charge. Call 517-641-6201; info@selfrealizationcentremichigan.org or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Cafe 704 Coffee House and Concert with Interfaith Center of Spiritual Growth •
Jan. 2, Feb. 9, Mar. 9, April 13; doors open at 7:30 p.m., show at 8 p.m. • Cafe 704 is
a smoke- and alcohol-free venue with free parking held monthly at the Interfaith Center.
$8 or $15 for couples. Call Dave 327-0270; cafe704@gmail.com or interfaithspirit.org/
cafe704.
Threshold Choir Winter Welcome with Tammy Renner • Jan. 15 and 29, 12:30-2:30
p.m. • If you have longed to use your voice in service, can dance in the balance between
confidence and humility, and are willing to look at mortality, this kind of singing may be
for you. Beyond the ability to sing in tune, our only audition is the shiver down the back
when you first heard of our work. We welcome you to join us. Visitors no charge; members share expenses. Call 786-3991; tcorwin-renner@comcast.net or thresholdchoir.org.
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Naturopathy
Naturopathy and Weight Loss with Nia-Avelina Aguirre • Jan. 19 or 26, 10-11:30
a.m. • This class will help those having trouble keeping weight off by learning about the
body systems involved with weight control and what is needed to get them back into balance. $50. Call 883-7513; niaaguirre@aol.com.
Nourishing Dry Skin with Nia-Avelina Aguirre • Feb. 16, 10-11 a.m. • Relieve dry skin
with natural topical lotions and nutritious supplementation. $35. Call 883-7513; niaaguirre@aol.com.
Allergy Relief Naturally with Nia-Avelina Aguirre • Mar. 23, 10-11:30 a.m. • Discussion on how to overcome or relieve your allergies without drugs or shots. We will look at
food, mold, dust, pollens, dander, and other allergens. $50. Call 883-7513; niaaguirre@
aol.com.

Nutrition & Food Medicine
Raw Foods Series with John Rasmussen at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Free.
For time, call 635-1598; rawfoodchef.john@gmail.com or happyrawfood.com.
Feb. 13 • Ten Steps to Health • How can you give up food cravings? What is your objective? Discussion of ten steps to a healthy lifestyle.
Mar. 13 • Raw Food Support Group • An opportunity for raw food friends and families
interested in a raw food lifestyle to share success in overcoming obstacles.
April 10 • Nutrition and Diabetes: New Recipes • What can we learn from PCRM study
of ADA guidelines vs. PCRM plant-based menus? Includes handouts, recipes, and discussion.
Raw Foods Series with Ellen Livingston sponsored by People’s Food Coop • 7-8:30
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Free, but pre-register with Karen at 9944589; outreach@peoplesfood.coop or peoplesfood.coop.
Jan. 8 • Conquer Your Cravings and Attain Your Ideal Weight Naturally • Learn why
you can eat as much as you want and be healthy, if you eat the right foods.
Mar. 12 • Spring Detox • Learn how to detoxify safely and naturally.
April 9 • The Whole Truth about Whole Grains • Discover why grains are not an optimal food for humans.
A Taste of Health: Let Food Transform How You Feel • Jan. 19, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. •
Come explore an afternoon of inspiring presentations on food and health, demos, sampling of tasty healthy gourmet recipes, and food improv skits. $7 or $5 pre-registered. Call
Robin Brophy at 303-525-6478; lollylolipop@yahoo.com or a2tasteofhealth.wordpress.
com.
Winter Tea for the Kidneys and Root Soup with Tahnahga Myers • Jan. 19, 11 a.m.-3
p.m. • Participants will learn about supporting the kidneys with a winter tea to take home
and a dry tea mixture made in class. Students will learn how to make a root soup to help
support the kidneys over the winter months. Root soup will be provided for lunch. $58.
Call 730-9950; tahnahga@gmail.com.
Nutrition Series with Cindy Klement • 12:00 Noon • $20. Call 975-2444; cindyklement@gmail.com or cindyklement.com.
Jan. 15 • Getting All Our Vitamins from Food • It is tricky to derive all the nutrients
you need for robust health through diet, and yet still possible. You may have to prepare
foods a bit differently to salvage vitamins or eat foods you aren’t familiar with, but this
class will arm you with information to consume adequate amounts of all 13 essential
vitamins.
Jan. 22 • Getting All Our Minerals from Food • This class provides the same information and format as the vitamin class, but focuses on 13 essential macro and micro minerals.
Jan. 29 • Protein, Carbohydrates, Fats, and Fiber • How much do we actually need
everyday, and why? If we get too much or not enough, what are the consequences for our
health? Explore the best possible dietary sources for you, even on vegetarian or vegan
diets.
April 9 • Eating Well as a Vegetarian or Vegan • Deciding to eat only non-animal foods
does not necessarily make a diet healthy. When combining foods well and paying attention to potential vitamin deficiencies, a non-animal diet is healthy, economical, and better
for the planet. If you aren’t a vegetarian, learn more about going meatless at least once
weekly, with ideas for meal planning included.
April 30 • The Good News and Bad Regarding Soy • What you don’t know about soy
could be affecting your health. This class will take an in-depth look at this ancient food.
Six-Week Green Smoothie Challenge with VeggiePatti • Wednesdays: Jan. 9-Feb.
13, 6:30-8 p.m. • Add more green to your life and take the next steps toward a happier,
healthier you. You will learn about greens, processed foods, raw foods, and healthy habits.
$90. Call 734-246-1208; veggiepatti@gmail.com or veggiepatti.com.

The Crazy Wisdom Calendar will be posted online starting
January 1, 2013 at crazywisdom.net.

Pagan Spirituality
Witches’ Night Out at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Jan. 8, Feb. 12, Mar. 12, April 9; 7
p.m. • Come join us for tea and networking on Witches’ Night Out. It is a chance to meet
others of like mind, drink Witch Brew tea, and have a great time. No cover. $3.25 for a pot
of tea with free refills. Call Carol at 665-2757; info@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.
net.

Palmistry
Drop-In Palmistry Readings with Vijayalaxmi Shinde at the Crazy Wisdom Tea
Room • Sundays, 3-6 p.m. • A scholar of the ancient Indian science of Palmistry and
Numerology, Vijayalaxmi counsels clients on relationships, career, health, relationship
compatibility and many other aspects of life. For decades, she has passionately studied
ancient Indian as well as Western Palmistry and combines Palmistry with Numerology for
the positive direction and welfare of her clients. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary.
Call 222-9160; vijaya_laxmi@comcast.net.

Parenting
La Leche League of the Center for Childbearing Year • Third Thursday of each
month, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. • Drop-in support group for breastfeeding mothers and their
children. Pregnant women and toddlers welcome. Free. Call 663-1523; patty@center4cby.
com or center4cby.com.
Allen Creek Preschool Thoughtful Parenting Series • 8-9 p.m. • Free. Call Patty Aldrich at 994-3382; office@allencreek.org or allencreek.org.
Jan. 16 • Raising Socially Responsible Children May Be Easier than You Think with
Carole Symer • We will discuss the neuroscience research on empathy and how it effects
how we teach and parent children. Much of the conversation will be devoted to the pragmatics of communicating empathy with our kids and how to engage in dialogues in order
to foster social sensitivity and invite responsibility.
Mar. 13 • Discipline vs. Punishment with Merton Shill • We will look at the fine distinction between discipline and punishment, and address behavior in early childhood.
April 10 • Emotional and Cognitive Development with Linda Kreger • We will discuss
some of the feelings, thoughts, and traits typical of young children, along with how this
can be explained by the complementary effects of emotional and cognitive development.
Participants are welcome to offer questions and examples of this topic unique to them or
their children.

Make your ego porous. Will is of little importance,
complaining is nothing, fame is nothing. Openness,
patience, receptivity, solitude is everything.
				~ Rainer Maria Rilke
Signing Smart Baby Sign Language with Kathy Brady • Tuesdays: Jan. 15-Mar. 19,
4:45-5:45 p.m. • Ever wonder what your baby is trying to tell you? Help your infant or
toddler communicate frustration-free. Learn family-friendly American Sign Language
signs through fun activities and songs in our parent-child play classes. Research-proven
strategies make signing easy, fun, and successful. Call 389-3459; kathybrady@signingsmart.com or ssannarbor.com.
Mama Circle with Jahmanna Selassie of Indigo Forest • Thursdays, 9:30-11 a.m. •
Mothers and mothers-to-be gather most Thursdays to laugh, talk, and cry on our journey
through motherhood. In this safe place, we discuss topics of interest, create long-lasting
friendships, and build community. Your children are welcome as long as they are attended
to. Free. For weekly topic, call 994-8010; beth@visitindigo.com.
Oh Baby! Navigating Life with Your New Baby with Jane Glazer with Hygeia Center
• Eight Tuesdays beginning Jan. 8, 10-11 a.m. • This is an eight-week baby class that
you attend with your baby. We will cover everything from feeding to changes in your
relationship with your partner to fun things to do with your new baby. $160. Contact welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Connections: New Baby Group for Parents and Caregivers with Hygeia Center •
Fridays, 2-3:30 p.m. • Connections is a place for babies and those who care for them
to meet, socialize, and share support and information. Connections is facilitated by a
volunteer coordinator and, each week, a practitioner from Hygeia shares a brief class that
will enhance your well being or skills as a caregiver. Topics include finger plays, yoga,
nutrition and food, vaccination, and infant massage. Free. Call Lea or Deb at 769-6100;
welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
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Peace
Learn and Practice the Work of Byron Katie with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 22, Noon1:30 • Learn how four questions can transform your life. Release stressful thoughts and
emotions, and live with more peace and joy. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com
or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Peace and Quiet Weekend at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Feb. 2 in
the morning through Feb. 3 in the afternoon • Spend some time in the peace and quiet,
with lots of free time and a silent Sunday morning. An optional Pure Meditation Foundation class is offered Saturday for an additional charge. $75 includes vegetarian meals and
accommodations. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
24-Hour Peace Generator at Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth • Jan. 18-19:
6 p.m. Fri. to 6 p.m. Sat. • A peaceful planet starts from within. Join in silent prayer or
focused meditation on inner/outer healing, love, harmony, peace, understanding, cooperation, and joy for your family, the world, and for yourself. Sign up for a time slot or just
drop in anytime during the 24-hour period to keep this continuous prayer/meditation going. Refreshments provided. Donations accepted. Call Craig at 971-8576; info@peacegenerator.org or peacegenerator.org.
Peace Generator Silent Meditation and Prayer at Interfaith Center for Spiritual
Growth • Feb. 15, Mar. 15, April 19; 7-9 p.m. • All invited to join a silent meditation on
world peace and individual (inner) peace. Donations accepted. Call Craig at 971-8576;
info@peacegenerator.org or peacegenerator.org.
Speaking Peace: An Interactive Class on Non-Violent Communication with Center
of Light • Jan. 9, Feb. 13, Mar. 13, April 10 • Learn a set of tools designed to bring your
needs to the table, deepen your relationships, and promote peace. Join us as we learn how
to apply these skills through this interactive workshop. Free. For times, call Selena at 3305048; revselena@centersoflight.org or annarbor2centersoflight.org.

Personal Growth
Sage-ing Circle Series with Sandra Berman • Jan. 31, Feb. 7, 21, 28, Mar. 7, 28; 3-5
p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This circle is a groundbreaking program
modelled after the Native American elder circle. A group of adults in the second half of
life address issues of spiritual and personal growth from the perspective of spiritual maturity and wisdom. The Sage-ing process provides a template for inner work and healing
that can add meaning and purpose to life. $75 with sliding scale available. Preregistration
necessary. Call 395-1106; sandberman@gmail.com.
Soul Essence Evolving: SEE with Deb Foggio and Jane McLaren • Jan. 11, 25, Feb.
8, 22, Mar. 8, 22, April 12, 26; 7-10 p.m. • This Constellation approach allows feelings,
emotions, and beliefs that create issues hidden in the unconscious to be revealed. We
have the opportunity to address balancing the body, mind, and spirit through the power
of wisdom and understanding. The work gently allows us to see life more clearly, thus
facilitating healing. $25. Call Deb at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Lifeworks 101: Pathways to Inspired Living with Deb Foggio • Twelve Sundays: Jan.
20-April 7, 10-Noon • Participants receive a step by step total training in the process of
how to consciously and actively create and manifest life through group lessons and private
sessions. The goal of the program is to assist in putting the past to rest through healing,
then create a conscious plan to move forward, creating the life you have desired and more.
Lifeworks is a unique combination of practical techniques and ancient spiritual wisdom
brought together to complete your education of how to create and live life the way you
were intended, in abundant prosperity. $1,350 with payment plans available. Call Deb at
248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Creating Internal Resources with Cam Vozar • Jan. 9, 6:30 p.m. • Create internal
resources to cope with stress and increase well being. Learn to connect to spiritual, nurturing, and protective resources. $10. Call 747-9073; cam.vozar@gmail.com.
Temple Community Gathering at Mystery School of the Temple Arts with Leslie
Blackburn • Jan. 13, Feb. 10, Mar. 24 • This is a regular gathering for seekers to get a
chance to connect and discuss sexuality, tantra, consciousness, and spirituality. After an
opening meditation, we hold a sacred circle, creating a safe space to share and ask questions on intimate topics you didn’t think you could talk about. Free. Call 313-269-6719;
dakini@mysteryschoolofthetemplearts.com or mysteryschoolofthetemplearts.com.

Living Gently with Ourselves: Practicing Mindful Self-Compassion and Self-Forgiveness with Anita Rubin-Meiller and Robert Piper • Ten Thursdays beginning Jan. 24,
6-8 p.m. • Through meditation practices, experiential exercises, and discussion, we will
develop skills for mindful self-compassion, lovingkindness, and self-forgiveness. These
skills help us let go of habits of shame and self-judgment, and to change ineffective patterns of coping with emotional pain. $40 per session. Call Anita at 332-0669; anita1018@
sbcglobal.net.

The world is indeed full of peril and in it there are many dark
places. But still there is much that is fair. And though in all
lands, love is now mingled with grief, it still grows, perhaps,
the greater.
		
~ J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings
Hummingbird Joy: Transformation through the Arts with Elizabeth Alberda • Nine
Wednesdays Evenings: Jan. 16-Mar. 27 and Three Weekend Workshops: Jan. 25-26,
Feb. 22-23, Mar. 22-23 • Study with a small group to transform your life into greater joy
exploring nine powers: incarnation, story, now, place, expression, point of view, conflict,
audience, and celebration. Limited to nine participants. $25 for each Wed. class and $75
for each weekend workshop, including Friday night supper. For times, call 663-5457;
elizabethalberda5@gmail.com.
Focusing: Learning to Follow Your Inner Guidance with Joya D’Cruz • Jan. 12,
19, 26; 1-6 p.m. • If we know how to listen to what’s really going on for us through our
bodies, we can access all the guidance we need in our life. $280. Call 219-2555; joya@
joyadcruz.com or joyadcruz.com.
Our Amazing Brain: Neuroscience’s New Discoveries and Implications for Us with
Carole Kirby • Jan. 13, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • In the past
15 or so years, neuroscience has demonstrated the existence of neuro-transmitter circuits
in the brain that can be altered and redirected by our thoughts, feelings, beliefs, relationships, and external environment. The brain is a dynamic, connective, socially seeking organ. Learn about mirror neurons, ways to deal with our reactivity, and differences between
men’s and women’s brains. Everyone welcome. Free, but please pre-register at 424-2797;
carole777@aol.com or therapy4couples.com.
Boundaries of the Self: Learn Ways to Strengthen and Regulate Your Boundaries
with Carole Kirby • Mar. 17, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Our
boundaries provide a sense of self and security. They determine our sense of self esteem ,
self confidence, and control over our lives, our personal freedom, and our personal space
physically and emotionally. Discover more about your boundary challenges. If you are
one who has weak personal boundaries, learn some ways you can begin to create better
boundaries. Everyone welcome. Free, but please pre-register at 424-2797; carole777@aol.
com or therapy4couples.com.
Understanding Introverts and Extroverts and How They Make the World Go Round
with Carole Kirby • April 14, 2-4:30 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room •
This workshop will examine the rise of the extrovert ideal in the 20th century and its farreaching effects. You will learn the advantages and potential of introversion and of being
quiet in a noisy world. Everyone welcome. Free, but please pre-register at 424-2797;
carole777@aol.com or therapy4couples.com.
Systemic Constellation Healing Event: Overcome Unconscious Obstacles with Gary
Stuart and Other Facilitators • One weekend in March • Experience Bert Hellinger’s
Systemic Healing for every aspect of your life as it relates to career, love relationships,
and family entanglements. For dates, times, and cost, call Jane at 248-705-1111; info@
chifield.com or chifield.com.
Understanding Grief with Tamara Sutton • Jan. 31, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • This workshop
is intended for people who want to understand grief in order to be supportive of our
friend, client or family member. This workhshop will paint a picture of what it feels like
to be facing a significant death, how perceptions and priorities change, and what is going
on beneath the surface. $15 with early payment discount available. Call 517-896-3173;
tamara@peacefulcrossings.com or peacefulcrossings.com/life-transitions-workshops.

Confessions of an Elder-in-Training with Jeanne Mackey • Jan. 30, 7-8:30 p.m. • Local musician and workshop leader Jeanne Mackey shares stories, songs, and reflections on
the aging process. Free. Call Ann Arbor District Library at 327-4200; jmackey50@gmail.
com or aadl.org.

Personalized Coming of Age Ceremonies: Bridging the Gap from Adolescent to
Young Adult with Callan Loo • Feb. 21, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • Participants can expect to
learn why coming of age ceremonies are important, various ways other modern cultures
celebrate them, and how they can create personalized and unique ceremonies to help their
children make the transition to young adults. $15 with early payment discount available.
Call 888-732-2346 ext. 700; callan@peacefulcrossings.com or peacefulcrossings.com/
life-transitions-workshops.

Seals of Solomon Activation I with Karlta Zarley • Feb. 23, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. • The 26
Seals of Solomon contain the wisdom we gained in all previous lifetimes in various ancient cultures. This activation begins the process of uniting the chakras, healing the DNA
of trauma, and opens the first five seals, covering Egyptian, Mayan, Mu, Atlantean, and
Druid lifetimes. $225 includes refreshments with early deposit required to enable remote
work. Call 433-9333; kzarley@att.net or karltazarley.com.

Using Compassionate Life Review as Part of Your Healing Process with Anita RubinMeiller • Jan. 22, 6:30-8:30 p.m. • A therapeutic approach that can help put one’s life
into perspective. It can foster connections between lessons learned, strengths gathered,
and unique qualities of the self that have been expressed over a lifetime. $15 with early
payment discount available. Call 888-732-2346 ext. 700; callan@peacefulcrossings.com
or peacefulcrossings.com/life-transitions-workshops.
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Personal Growth (contined)
Achieving Personal Transformation Series with Cristo Bowers • Ten Thursdays: Jan.
24-Mar. 28, 6-9 p.m. • Each week, we will cover chakras, structures of belief, central
life conflict: a journey into the core, archetypes and the psyche, effects of shame on the
seven major chakras, energetic consequences of taking on the world alone, asserting your
divinity: expressing the divine within you, the emerging self: discovering your spiritual
purpose, uncovering your individuality: the tenth chakra, and practical abundance: the individual expression of opulence. $300 for ten weeks or $40 per session. Call Amber Keyes
at 989-598-0026; amber@cristobowers.com or cristobowers.com.
Ashati Attunements Workshop and Akashic Record Readings with Eve Mormino •
Saturdays, 1 p.m. • Ashati is a path of personal healing, transformation, and ascension
that removes unnecessary limiting or even damaging thoughts, belief patterns, and behavioral habits. $150. Call 917-574-5744; evemm13@yahoo.com.

Professional Development
Mindfulness, Psychotherapy, and Overcoming Suffering with Paul Fulton • Jan. 30, 9
a.m.-4 p.m. • We will discuss how the clinician’s mindfulness practice informs our understanding of suffering and contributes to effective treatment from any theoretical perspective. Recommended for professionals familiar with mindfulness. $95, or $45 for students.
Call Mariko Foulk at 476-3070; mfoulk@umich.edu or aacfm.com/professional_events.
Practicum with Stuart Hite • Jan. 26, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and Jan. 27, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. •
Learn important practical aspects of having a natural health business, including ethics
and legal language of having a rights of free speech for communications between natural
health practitioner and the client. Understand differences between allopathy and naturopathy, introduction to the pH of urine and saliva and how to achieve balance, as well as
emotional balance with an introduction to Bach Flowers. $225. Call 800-321-1005; info@
cnhp.org or cnhp.org.

Prosperity & Abundance
Prosperity Training Camp with Deb Foggio • Every Tuesday, 7-9 p.m. • This workshop will help you discover and build the tools you need in everyday life to be successful
in creating a better life. You will find support for others who are like-minded and believe
it is possible. Accountability, experiential work, friendship, study, and fun make up the
foundation of this class. $20 per week. Call 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or
integrativewellbeing.com.

Reiki 2 with Deeksha Agarwala • Mar. 2 and 16, 10-Noon • Recap the history of Reiki
and receive Reiki 2 attunement. Students learn about the three Reiki symbols, what they
stand for, and how to use them. Distance healing is covered and time is given for practice.
$285 early registration includes certification. Call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Curious About Reiki? Free Introductory Talk with Suzy Wienckowski • April 17, 7-9
p.m. • Suzy speaks on the Usui System of Reiki healing. In this gentle, hands-on healing
art, Universal Life Energy is transmitted through the hands of a practitioner to facilitate
healing and promote balance of the whole person. Reiki is deeply relaxing and soothing.
Free mini treatments offered. Call 665-8665; suzyreiki@aol.com.
First Degree Reiki with Suzy Wienckowski • Jan. 25-27 or April 26-28: Fri. 7-9:30
p.m., Sat. 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m., Sun. 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. • Reiki is a gentle, hands-on
healing art. It is easily learned by all and, after initiation by a Reiki Master, healing energy
flows effortlessly through your hands. Reiki reduces stress, eases pain, and restores balance and harmony on all levels: body, mind and spirit. Class includes history, hands-on
treatment form for yourself and others, and four individual initiations. Certificate awarded.
$150. Call 665-8665; suzyreiki@aol.com.
Second Degree Reiki with Suzy Wienckowski • April 12-13: Friday 7-9 p.m., Sat. 9:30
a.m.-4 p.m. • Students learn and are empowered to use the three sacred Reiki symbols.
The symbols focus and intensify the Reiki energy, enabling the practitioner to heal on a
deeper level and to send Reiki at a distance. First Degree training is a prerequisite. $500.
Call 665-8665; suzyreiki@aol.com.
Reiki Level 1 Attunement with Nicole Bedy • Feb. 23, 1-4 p.m. • This class includes the
history of Reiki, self healing techniques, and how to treat others. Reiki 1 provides a sense
of well being and supports the immune system. $120 includes Essential Reiki by Diane
Stein and certificate. $50 deposit due by Feb. 9. Call 810-941-8842; pineriverintuitive@
gmail.com or pineriverintuitive.com.
Reiki Level 2 Attunement with Nicole Bedy • Mar. 23, 1-4 p.m. • This class provides
three Reiki symbols and will include enhanced healing abilities, sending Reiki across
space and time, Akashic records, energetically clearing crystals, enhancing the food you
eat, and manifesting your desires. $120 includes quartz crystal and certificate. $50 deposit
due by Mar. 16. Call 810-941-8842; pineriverintuitive@gmail.com or pineriverintuitive.
com.
Reiki Level 3 Attunement with Nicole Bedy • April 20, 1-4 p.m. • This class provides
two new Reiki symbols, and includes passing Reiki attunements to others and using Reiki
for the benefit of all beings. $220 includes candle and certificate. $100 deposit due by
April 13. Call 810-941-8842; pineriverintuitive@gmail.com or pineriverintuitive.com.

Seva Day: Giving and Receiving at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Jan.
21 • All are welcome to join us in joyful service to the Centre, with amazing tea breaks.
There are countless blessings to be received by giving your time, energy, and resources.
RSVP by Jan. 14. No charge. For time, call 517-641-6201; info@selfrealizationcentremichigan.org or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.

Free Reiki Clinic with Debra Williams • Fourth Thursday of each month, 7-8:30 p.m.
• This is an opportunity to experience the powerful healing effects of Reiki. By appointment and love donation. Call 734-416-5200; relax@bodyworkshealingcenter.com or
bodyworkshealingcenter.com.

Business Focalizing for Healing Artists: Bring the Energy of the Source to Your Healing Practice with Barry Lipscomb • Jan. 3, Feb. 7; 11 a.m.-1 p.m. • Learn a method for
accessing the consciousness and very soul of your business as a resource for building and
sustaining it, through a progressive experience of deepened awareness. Gain insights and
fresh thinking that informs the evolution of strategy, marking, and other aspects of your
business. Intended for bodyworkers, energy workers, healers, therapists, and intuitives.
Free. Call 917-587-3775; barry@barrylipscomb.com or businessfocalizing.com.

Reiki Share with Sally Pinchock, Ruth Owen, and Jane McLaren • Jan. 9, 28, Feb.
13, 25, Mar. 13, 25, April 10, 22; 9:30-11:30 a.m. • All are welcome to share and learn
from each other while building community. Experience the energy of Reiki available from
various practitioners. The Reiki process is safe and simple enough for anyone to learn. It
has been found to help relieve pain, improve digestion, bring balance, and promote general well being. Love donation. Call Deb or Sally at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.
net or integrativewellbeing.com.

Reiki
Reiki I Certificate Course with Eve Wilson • Jan. 19, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. • Learn to do
hands-on healing for yourself and others. Deep relaxation, better sleep, and pain relief
help speed and facilitate healing. Gentle and easy to learn as well as effective. $115. Call
Eve at 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Reiki II Certificate Course with Eve Wilson • Feb. 9, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. • Take your Reiki
skills to a higher level. We will cover healing for emotions and mind, distance healing in
almost no time, how to instantly heal burns and bruises, and learn to start your car battery.
$120. Call Eve at 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or spiritualhealers.com.
Reiki III Master Teacher Certificate with Eve Wilson • Mar. 23 and 30, 10 a.m.-2
p.m. • Learn to pass attunements, teach classes, and recieve your Reiki Master Certificate.
Reiki I & II prerequisite. $450. Call Eve at 780-7635; evew@spiritualhealers.com or
spiritualhealers.com.
Reiki 1 with Deeksha Agarwala • Jan. 26 and Feb. 9, 10-Noon • Learn the history of
Reiki, the basic hand positions for treatment of self and others, and the many different
ways Reiki can be used in everyday life. Class time is used for participants to practice
Reiki on themselves and on others. $230 early registration includes certification. Call Deb
Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.

Reiki I and II Intensive Class with Beth Ann Hubrecht of Kindness Clinic • Feb.
22-23: Friday 6-10 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. • Reiki is one of the few healing modalities that is utilized for self-healing treatments and for offering energy work and balance to
others. In Reiki I and II, students receive attunements that empower them to offer Reiki
healing energy, on a physical, mental, and emotional level, and at a distance. The attunement is a spiritual process where healing energy is activated and enhanced, and can have
a subtle to profound effect on one’s life. $306 with certificate. Call 719-0311; kindnessclinic.info@gmail.com or kindnessclinic.com.
Reiki Master Level Intensive Class with Beth Ann Hubrecht of Kindness Clinic •
Feb. 24, 9 a.m.-1:30 p.m. • This class attunes you to the highest level of Reiki and consciously aligns you to your higher self, allowing for more guidance and the ability to offer
Reiki healing energy on a spiritual level. You’ll learn advanced techniques for clearing
energy and have the opportunity to practice. $243 with certificate. Call 719-0311; kindnessclinic.info@gmail.com or kindnessclinic.com.

Retreats
Fasting for Your Health with Molly McMullen-Laird of Rudolf Steiner Health
Center • Mar. 15-17 • Fasting allows a deep, physiological rest of the digestive organs,
and the energy saved goes into self-healing and self-repairing. This medically supervised
fasting session includes organic raw juices, music, art, meditation, nature observation,
storytelling, and other alternative forms of nourishment. $150. For times, call Sara at 6634365; info@steinerhealth.org or steinerhealth.org/fasting.
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Mindfulness Retreat in the Tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh with the Huron River
Sangha • Mar. 16-17 at Proud Lake Recreation Area • Enjoy the practice of mindfulness in the tradition of Vietnamese Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh with members of the
Huron River Sangha. No experience necessary as we bring our awareness into the present
moment through sitting and walking meditation, eating, working meditation, and singing.
$65 per person for both days or $35 for Saturday only. Scholarships available. Contact
Lisa Dugdale at lldugdale@yahoo.com.
5th Annual Midwinter Shamans’ Retreat with Stephanie Tighe and Kate Durda •
Jan. 26-27 at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute in Hastings • At midwinter, sleeping bear
rolls over. This two-day retreat offers a traditional time to both look inward and dream
into the future with deep community support for each of us to discover what’s next on our
path. We also share in the shamanic initiatory Power Dance. For times and cost, call Kate
at 517-667-0694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Spiritual Communion with Nature: Two-Day Retreat with Stephanie Tighe and Kate
Durda • June 22-23 at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute in Hastings • Come reconnect with
nature on both the physical and spiritual planes as we explore the Spirits of Nature to learn
about the teachings they offer. You will explore plant spirit medicine, augury (reading
signs in nature), healing methods in partnership with the four elements (earth, air, fire, and
water), and a classic shamanic ceremony, the Despacho, in gratitude for Mother Earth, as
well as a Fire Ceremony for release and renewal. For times and cost, call Kate at 517-6670694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
New Year’s Retreat at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Dec. 31 before
lunch to Jan. 1 after lunch • Embrace the new year with opportunities for quiet time,
meditation, and introspection. This retreat will help prepare for the year to come. Includes
comfortable, shared lodging and home cooked vegetarian meals. $75. Call 517-641-6201;
SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Gentle Yoga Weekend at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Jan. 12, 11
a.m. through Jan. 13, 1:30 p.m. • For all levels and abilities, relax with gentle transformation hatha yoga classes. $115 includes vegetarian meals and accommodations. Call
517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Easter Celebration Retreat at Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre • Mar.
29-31 • Inner and outer silence, together with times spent in prayer, meditation, contemplation, and walking, help develop a path of peace that is rare in today’s hectic lifestyles.
Hear Mata Yogananda Mahasaya Dharma’s Easter message on Easter morning. This small
group retreat takes place in a quiet country setting. $140 includes vegetarian meals and
shared accommodations. Call 517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@CS.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
No Frills Vipassana Retreat with Deep Spring Center • April 12-14 at Howell Nature
Center • A low-cost, silent retreat in a lovely retreat center and setting. Retreatants share
responsibilities for providing meals. Intended for continuing and advanced practitioners as
there will be no teacher. $145 includes lodging. For times, call 477-5848; info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Spring Vipassana Basics Retreat with David Lawson, Mary Grannan, and Karen
Mori of Deep Spring Center • Mar. 15-17: Friday evening through Sunday afternoon
at Rudolf Steiner House • This silent retreat is especially for first-time retreatants, beginners, and anyone wanting the basics. Those commuting must attend all sessions, except
for early morning sittings. $195 for residential private rooms; $170 for residential rooms;
$145 commuters with early payment discount available. For times, call 477-5848; info@
deepspring.org or deepspring.org.

Look for us in new places!
In response to requests from
our readers and advertisers,
we have increased the circulation of
The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal,
and increased our distribution points,
by 80% in the last 2 years.
And check out our digital version,
online at crazywisdom.net.

(Direct Link: http://crazywisdom.net/cw-community-journal.html)

The Crazy Wisdom Community Journal —
Deep Roots. Serving and celebrating
the body/mind/spirit community
in southeastern
Michigan for 17 years.
southeas
Editorial integrity. Depth of coverage.
Local focus.
Local writers, photographers, and illustrators.
Here to stay.

Lenten Busy Person’s Retreat with Joy Barker, Teresa Disch, and Therese Haggerty
of Weber Center • Feb. 16, 10-11:30 a.m.; Feb. 23, Mar. 2, 9, 16; Mar. 23, 10-11:30
a.m. • This retreat offers an opportunity to deepen relationship with God and “go on retreat” in the midst of a busy life. The first session, each retreatant will choose a director to
meet with for each of the next four weeks. Mar. 23 will be a general session for everyone.
$125. Call 517-266-4000; webercenter@adriandominicans.org or webercenter.org.
God’s Unfinished Story with Margaret Silf of Weber Center • April 19 at 7:30 p.m.
through April 21 at Noon • We will make a contemplative journey through the wonder of
our universe story and reflect on the pivotal nature of the Incarnation. This retreat is based
on the book, Roots and Wings: The Human Journey from a Speck of Stardust to a Spark of
God by Eerdmans. $300 single occupancy; $200 double occupancy; $125 commuter. Call
517-266-4000; webercenter@adriandominicans.org or webercenter.org.
One-Day Zen Meditation Retreat at Zen Buddhist Temple • Feb. 2 and Mar. 9, 9
a.m.-5 p.m. • Sitting and walking meditation, simple manual work, and rest - an interval
of deepening, slowing down, silence, and mindfulness. $50 includes vegetarian lunch. Call
761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Three-Day Spring Retreat (Yongmaeng Jeongjin) at Zen Buddhist Temple • April 4,
7 p.m.-April 7, 8 a.m. • Conducted by Ven. Haju Sunim, resident priest, this retreat is an
intensive period of Zen practice geared towards the experienced student. $60 per day or
$50 per day for members. Partial attendance can be arranged. Call 761-6520; annarbor@
zenbuddhisttemple.org.
3-Day Energy Renewal Retreat with Ema Stefanova • April 19-21 or April 22-24 at
Vivekananda Monastery • From deep relaxation to digestive tract cleansing to creating
beautiful yoga art forms, this retreat will help you reconnect with yourself, nature, and
other health conscious and like-minded individuals. For times and cost, call 665-7801;
emastefanova@cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.

R E C E N T LY P U B L I S H E D
A d o w n l o a d a b l e e B o o k with
practical tips and tools to guide you
through the the development of a
21st century practice with ease.
Written by C h r i s Wu c h e r e r
LMSW, Life and Business Coach,
Psychotherapist

BUY IT TODAY!
http://bit.ly/SVGdPY

chris@centerforworkandlife.com
7 3 4 . 6 6 9. 7 2 0 2
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Pharmacist Discovers the Power of the
Medicine Within through Qigong
The history of Qigong goes back farther than written records. Pictographs and petroglyphs depict people in Qigong-like postures. Shamans led Chinese tribal people in ritual dances that imitated animal
movements. The animal movements later became the foundation of
healing Qigong exercises.
There are thousands of forms of Qigong. Some of the general categories of Qigong include martial art forms (such as Tai Chi Chuan),
spiritual (Taoist, Buddhist, and so on), and medical (used for selfhealing or the healing of others).

By Erin Reas
Photography by Kelly Dobson
I was introduced to Qigong by Dr. Roger Jahnke at the Omega Institute in September 2007 while attending a Health & Wellness Coach training. Having had a
stressful job as a pharmacist and a heart attack two years previously at the age of
40, I was very interested in learning simple ways to relax.

I always have been interested in using science to
explain practices that are thousands of years old.
My pharmaceutical training had taught me about the autonomic nervous system
and biochemistry and I always have been interested in using science to explain
practices that are thousands of years old. Another thing that drew me to learning
Qigong was that I had explored the power of the mind/body connection from using a guided imagery CD to help me prepare for a surgery a few months before. I
was amazed at how quickly I healed and how little pain medication I needed.
Qigong (pronounce chee-gung) is part of Traditional Chinese Medicine, along
with acupuncture, massage, and herbal medicine. The word Qi means energy or
life force. It is similar to the term Prana used in yoga and Ki from Reiki. The word
gong means to practice,
cultivate, or refine. Qigong can be thought of
as acupuncture without
needles.

Most Qigong
forms are
done standing,
but some are
practiced sitting or lying
down. Some
are still, while
others involve
slow movement. The
focus is on
the breathing,
with the goal
of generating and circulating the Qi (life force).
The core practices of
Qigong are movement,
breathing, meditation, and
self-massage. Doing Qigong
triggers natural healing
resources and balances the
body. The exercises increase
the delivery of oxygen to all
of the organ systems. Qigong improves the functioning of the immune system
by transporting immune
cells through the lymph system. The focus on the breath
while doing Qigong triggers
the relaxation response.

Erin Reas is a pharmacist and Qigong

In the 1960s, Dr. Herbert
practitioner, as well as a Certified Health
Benson at Harvard Uniand Wellness Coach. Her Calendar Listing
versity discovered the
can be found in the Exercise & Fitness
relaxation response while
section on page 90.
researching high blood
pressure. The relaxation
response reverses the fightor-flight response, also called the stress response. The fight-or-flight response
prepares the body to react to a threat by either running or fighting. It was necessary for primitive people to survive. The fight-or-flight response causes the body
to release chemicals that increase heart rate, blood pressure, and muscle tension. It
is still useful today in dealing with emergency situations. However, chronic stress
can cause negative long-term effects, such as high blood pressure. The relaxation
response causes heart rate, blood pressure, and muscle tension to decrease.
After the Health
& Wellness Coach
training at Omega, I
used the simple Qigong movements in
my group coaching
programs. I liked the
moves and decided
I wanted to learn
more. I bought all of
the Qigong videos I
could find. I was always amazed at how
wonderful I felt after
practicing with them.
I wanted to learn more
Qigong to do on my
own.
In January 2010, I
decided to sign up for
a Qigong training of-
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The benefits of Qigong are not just physical. It connects mind, body, and spirit. It
can be used by someone seeking better health, an executive wanting more concentration, an athlete with the goal of peak performance, or a spiritual student seeking
enlightenment. Qigong is a system of personal development — physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. This is best described
by the following quote from The Healing Promise of Qi, by Roger
Jahnke, OMD.
“Understand Qi. Access Qi. Cultivate Qi. Master Qi. It is the essential
fuel behind all intention and action. It is the awesome power of the
Universe within you… Qi is your edge in sports, business, relationships, and personal performance. Tai Chi and Qigong are powerful
tools, profound yet simple, that will assist you in fulfilling your intention, needs, goals — even your dreams!”
				

The frequent practice sessions had triggered
the Relaxation Response, shifting my
biochemistry out of the adrenaline charged
state I had been in prior to the training.

fered by the Institute of Integral Qigong & Tai Chi. That winter was very stressful
for me. I ended up in the hospital in February with chest pain. My tests came back
negative, but I had problems with my heart beating faster than normal and was
getting out of breath from walking a short distance. My cardiologist put me on different medicine, which made me tired and caused my brain to feel foggy. I went to
the training in April feeling worn out.
I had a wonderful healing take place during that week in Texas. I remember being
light headed from my medicine at the first morning practice session and wondering if I could get through it without sitting down. As the days went on, I felt better
and better. During our three times a day practice sessions, I could feel my hands
tingling from the medicine within (Qi) being activated and circulated throughout
my body. On the last night, we had a party complete with dancing and a disco ball.
I danced and danced and danced. The next day I couldn’t believe how much dancing I had done.

Qigong improves the functioning of the
immune system by transporting immune cells
through the lymph system.
The frequent practice sessions had triggered the Relaxation Response, shifting my
biochemistry out of the adrenaline charged state I had been in prior to the training.
The Relaxation Response brought my body back into balance and allowed it to
function properly again. I went home and practiced what I learned. I was able to
go off the medicine that made me feel lousy by healing my body with Qigong.

I am now a Certified Tai Chi Easy and Qigong Practice Leader
through the Institute of Integral Qigong and Tai Chi. I have improved
my physical and emotional health and deal with stress more easily.
I share the practices that have transformed my life through leading
classes in the metro-Detroit area. I invite you to experience the power of Qigong
for yourself.
Erin Reas is a Certified Health & Wellness Coach in addition to being a pharmacist and Qigong practitioner. She is a co-author of the books You Will Overcome and Speaking Your Truth, Courageous Stories from Inspiring Women. Erin
teaches Qigong and Tai Chi Easy (a 5 movement simplified form of Tai Chi) and is
the organizer of the Wayne County Qigong Meetup Group. She can be contacted
at (313) 429-3214, erin@erinreas.com, or through her Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/ease.chi.
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The Crazy Wisdom Calendar
Shamanism
Shamanism: Path of Empowerment and Healing with Kate Durda • Jan. 13, Mar. 9,
May 4 in Lansing • This is a prerequisite for all advanced classes. Shamanism is a powerful spiritual practice that can restore spiritual and physical health, and is used to obtain
self-knowledge. Groundbreaking work in fields such as “new biology”, quantum physics,
and alternative medicine are validating what shamans knew about the mind/body/spirit
connection and practiced thousands of years ago. This will be an experiential workshop,
based on Foundation for Shamanic Studies Core Shamanism approach. $90 with early
payment discount available. For times, call 517-667-0694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or
spiritweavers.net.
Divination: Methods of Shamanic Inquiry with Kate Durda • Feb. 2 in Midland, Feb.
9 in Ann Arbor • This class is for those serious about developing a personal, spiritual
practice for self-healing, empowerment, and overall improvement in all aspects of well
being. This is part of a series of foundation trainings in Shamanism, and essential training
for personal practice and developing a healing practice. For cost and time, call 517-6670694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Advanced Shamanism Training: Depossession, Curse Unravelling, and Ancestral
Healing with Stephanie Tighe • Feb. 23-24, Mar. 16-17, April 20-21 • You will learn a
basic form of shamanic depossession and clearing work to safely and respectfully free human beings (and animals) from possession by suffering beings of all kinds. You will learn
how to recognize curses, sorcery, and psychic protection and learn techniques for unravelling curses to free our ancestors and descendants. Participants must attend all six sessions.
For cost and times, call 517-667-8448; stephanietighe@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Shamanism without Borders: A New Wave of Shamanic Healing and Activism with
Kate Durda and Stephanie Tighe • April 6, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. in Lansing • All shamanic
practitioners are welcome to explore what we can do as “spiritual community” to call
forth a return to balance and perfection, healing and release, in the face of trauma. From a
framework of shamanism, and the concept of Shamanism without Borders, we will learn
to transcend our individual lives and create a shamanic community that can tend the suffering places in the world. $85 with early payment discount available. Call 517-667-0694;
spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Audience Reading by Lori Lipten through Indigo Forest • Jan. 19, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. •
Experience a guided meditation, learn about the afterlife, and then hear spontaneous messages from spirit to audience participation. $45. Call Beth Barbeau at 994-8010; beth@
visitindigo.com.
Shamanic Journey with Interfaith Center • Wednesdays, 7 p.m. • This is an opportunity to connect with spirit guides and receive healing and/or guidance. Donations accepted.
Call Carol Jacobs at 476-6256; supercatmom@sbcglobal.net or interfaithspirit.org.

Spiritual Development
The Grail Quest: A Spiritual Approach to Healing with Marijo Grogan • Jan. 20, 2-4
p.m. • Enjoy this introduction to one of the greatest spiritual legacies in Western tradition.
Through reflective and interactive exercises, participants will explore key concepts of the
Grail legend that parallel psychological and spiritual states of development. $10-$15 sliding scale. Call 433-4213; marijogrogantherapy@gmail.com or marijogrogan.com.
Awakening to the Dreamer: A Communal Approach to Healing with Marijo Grogan
• Mar. 17, 2-4:30 p.m. • Experience a video presentation of an Awakening the Dreamer
seminar being held around the world to enhance personal and communal empowerment.
Personal reflection and interactive exercises complement valuable input from visionaries
and spiritual leaders. $10-$15 sliding scale. Call 433-4213; marijogrogantherapy@gmail.
com or marijogrogan.com.
Metaphors and Mandalas: A Creative Approach to Healing with Marijo Grogan •
April 21, 2-4:30 p.m. • Learn how using metaphors can unlock unconscious spiritual and
psychological treasure as one heals from trauma, depression, and anxiety. Personal reflection and interactive exercises will help deepen this experience, including the creation of
personal mandala art. This simple circle design does not require artistic talent or training.
$10-$15 sliding scale. Call 433-4213; marijogrogantherapy@gmail.com or marijogrogan.
com.
Realization Process Practice Sessions with Mara Evans • Tuesdays, 6-7:30 p.m. •
Practice consciousness expanding and embodiment exercises as developed by Judith
Blackstone. Drop-ins welcome. By donation. Call 255-0852; arammai.services@gmail.
com or arammai.com.
Praying with Body, Mind, and Spirit with Janene Ternes • Mar. 2, 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m. •
Engage your whole self by using your body, mind, and spirit along with movement, music,
scripture, guided meditation, art, and journaling. Draw your spiritual story as you savor
your unique journey and see God’s presence in it. Basic movements will be taught which
can be done by anyone, regardless of age, experience or physical limitation. $45. Call 4297754; prayerinmotionjt@aol.com or prayer-in-motion.com.

Manifesting Miracles: Living as Divine Light with Kate Durda and Stephanie Tighe
• Mar. 2, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. at Michigan Wildlife Conservancy in Bath • We will use a
powerful combination of guided meditation, shamanic journey work, and ceremony to
remember that we are divine, and that by working as divine light, we can create miracles.
Transmutation works on the principle, “As within, so without. As above, so below.” Using
a specific spiritual methodology, we will work together to restore harmony and balance in
our exterior environment by creating positive change within ourselves, based on the book,
Medicine for the Earth by Sandra Ingerman. $115 with early payment discount available.
Call 517-667-0694; spiritweavers@gmail.com or spiritweavers.net.
Intuition as a Spiritual Sense with Center of Light • Mar. 2, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. • What is
really going on when you get that “gut feeling”? Don’t you wish you could harness it, understand it, and access it? Mother Clare Watts will teach you how to tune into that sense to
develop into a deeper and more connected human being. $40 suggested donation includes
lunch. Bring a friend for free. Call Selena at 330-5048; revselena@centersoflight.org or
annarbor.centersoflight.org.
Soul Essence: New Year Revelations with Jane McLaren and Deb Foggio • Jan. 5, 10
a.m.-2 p.m. • Unique Systemic Constellation work provides clarity and healing in the new
year. Energies of the “knowing field” are tapped into, a clear picture of possibilities unfold, and bodies of your consciousness align. What can be revealed ranges from new ideas
to healing of blocks created by old belief systems. $60 with early payment discount available. Call Deb at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Sunday Morning Services with Interactive Speakers at Corinthians Center for
Healing and Spiritual Growth • Every Sunday, 10 a.m. • We offer prayer, meditation,
healing services, and interactive speakers in spiritual development, allowing everyone the
opportunity to become aware of their spiritual gifts and to help use them in their lives.
We are a sanctuary open to the public and all are welcome. We practice the art of spiritual
energy healing and offer special Spiritual Energy Healing Services with the Brothers and
Sisters of Light. Mar. 3 and April 7 services start at 9:30 a.m. Free. Call Connie and Daniel Price at 517-789-9196; corinthianscenter@gmail.com or corinthianscenter.org.
Community HU Chant with Local Members of Eckankar • Fridays, 6:30-7:15 at
Crazy Wisdom Community Room • Singing HU, an ancient name for God, is a great
way to tune into the spiritual currents and initiate profound spiritual experiences. Popular
in many cultures, the singing of HU is an undirected prayer to harmonize consciousness
and open the heart to God’s love. It’s simply for the spiritual upliftment of those who
come and is not directed to any other purpose. Free. Call John Zissis at 320-2010; john.
zissis@sbcglobal.net.
Spiritual Talk, Pure Meditation, and Silent Prayer with Self Realization Meditation
Healing Centre • Sundays, 7 p.m. • We welcome everyone of all faiths, meditation practices, and traditions to join us as we listen to one of Mata Yogananda’s recorded inspiring
talks, followed by meditation and silent prayer, with Winged Prayer: Healing for all in
need at 9 p.m. Stay as long as you wish. No charge. Call 517-641-6201; info@selfrealizationcentremichigan.org or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Natural Spiritual Healing Course Diploma Program Week 1 with Self Realization
Meditation Healing Centre • April 21-27 • Develop a healing practice, take healing
skills and knowledge into your way of life and work or take the course as part of a personal self development program. It is structured to give time and opportunity for the development of each individual’s healing ability. Includes five weeks training over two years,
including an independent assessment. $765 plus taxes for the course includes vegetarian
meals and shared lodging. Call 517-641-6201; info@selfrealizationcentremichigan.org or
selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.
Gratitude and Playfulness as Tools for Expanded Joy and Freedom with Melanie
Fuscaldo • Jan. 18, Noon-1:30 • Practice gratitude and joy as life-enhancing tools that
support well being in career, health, relationships, and all areas of life. $30. Call 6682733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Eckhart Tolle’s A New Earth Study Group with Interfaith Center • Saturdays, 10:30Noon • Join a reading and discussion group of A New Earth. Donations accepted. Call
Margo Hill at 806-470-5341; margojhill@att.net or interfaithspirit.org.
Urantia Book Study Group with Interfaith Center • Jan. 30, Feb. 27, Mar. 27, April
24; 7:30-10 p.m. • Join a reading and discussion group of one Urantia Book paper.
Donations accepted. Call John Causland at 747-8437; johncausland1@ameritech.net or
interfaithspirit.org.
Theosis Healing Comes to America with Paul Skorpen • Level 1: April 6-9, Level 2:
April 10-14 • An eight-day workshop on the spiritual healing based on the wisdom and
technique of healer Stylianos Atteshlis “Daskalos” of Cyprus. $650 each four-day unit
with early payment discount available. Call Tyla Gabriel at 248-348-5522; contact@theosis.com or tgabriel@ourspirit.com.
Monastics Visit and Lecture with Self Realization Fellowship Monks • May 31-June 2
• Lectures on spiritual topics, meditations, and chanting sessions with possible individual
meditation counseling sessions. By donation/love offering. Call Song of the Morning at
989-983-4107; office@songofthemorning.org or songofthemorning.org.
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Experience Mysticism with Center of Light • Sundays, 1-3 p.m.; Thursdays, 7:30
p.m. • Join us for a series of classes on meditation and mysticism and learn how to come
into the truth and reality of who you really are. What is mysticism and how can it bring
deep happiness into your life? Use the laws of the universe to manifest what you want,
access divine intelligence and peace through meditation, use the law of giving to change
how you feel, learn about enlightenment, and how to access the wisdom of your soul to
experience happiness. Free. Call Selena at 330-5048; revselena@centersoflight.org or annarbor2centersoflight.org.
Awareness and Consciousness Community • Jan. 18, Feb. 8, Mar. 8, April 12; 8:3010 p.m. at Crazy Wisdom Community Room • This is an opportunity to practice pure
awareness, no matter what religion, dogma, custom or politics you adhere to. The gathering consists of silent, slightly guided awareness meditation, discussion of awareness, and
other awareness practices and projects. Donation to cover room rental. Call Frank at 9041852; oracleparadox@gmail.com.
Adept Initiations into the Golden Brotherhood and Sisterhood with Karen Greenberg • Feb. 17, Noon-9 p.m. • Join together with people of all races, religions, nationalities, ages, and genders who wish to unify and make this world a better place. Allow the
spiritual realms to embrace and support you, and to provide networking opportunities to
assist you in fulfilling your soul’s purpose. $495 with payment plan available. Call 4179511; krngrnbg@gmail.com or clair-ascension.com.

BodyTalk
Your body is talking... are you listening?

Your body was born with an innate ability to heal. It just has
to be reminded how. When internal communications break
down due to stress, pain or trauma, the body’s systems have
to be reminded how to connect with each other.
BodyTalk is a revolutionary new process for teaching
the body how to heal. Call me today to begin
to re-energize your healing abilities.

Robert Kropf, CBT, CMT

734-660-4131 holisticbodytherapies.com

Faces of Faith sponsored by Interfaith Round Table of Washtenaw County • Jan. 13,
2-4 p.m. • FOF allows you to meet people from your community who pose as “books”,
telling you the story of their personal spiritual journey. Each time you “borrow” a “book”,
you’ll learn about a different spiritual practice, religious belief or turning point of faith,
either one-on-one or in small groups. Each reading period is 20 minutes. $5. Call Lauren
Zinn at 996-3524; gbrides@umich.edu or irtwc.org.

Storytelling
A Night Filled with Stories with Tahnahga Myers • Feb. 16, 5-8 p.m. • In the old way,
winter was the time for our elders to share the stories of the people. It was a time we
could speak of certain animals or spirits and not disturb them from their winter sleep. This
evening is a time for sharing and remembering our stories. $25-$35 sliding scale. Call
730-9950; tahnahga@gmail.com.

Stress Management
Stress Management: Embracing the Peace Within You with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan.
25, Noon-1:30 • Tune into messages from your body, mind, emotions, and spirit and learn
effective strategies to enhance your well being. Identify your unique stressors. Gain information from your inner wisdom. Leave with coping strategies to increase your effectiveness. $30. Call Melanie at 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Preventing Burnout Course with Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre •
Feb. 23, 9:30 a.m. to Feb. 24, 5 p.m. • Enhance both your work and personal life. This
course is for healthcare professionals, caregivers, complementary practitioners, teachers,
volunteers, and everyone who wishes to deepen their understanding and care for their own
energy, and enjoy all of life. $272 includes vegetarian meals and accommodations. Call
517-641-6201; SRMHCMichigan@cs.com or selfrealizationcentremichigan.org.

EXPRESS YOURSELF
THROUGH ART

Sustainability
Winter Ann Arbor ReSkilling Festival • Feb. 10, 10:30 a.m.-5 p.m. at Rudolf Steiner
High School • Learn and/or present skills at our day-long ReSkilling Festival! Sessions
may include breadmaking, cold weather commuting, wilderness skills, food preservation,
singing, sustainable energy, alternative healing, urban chickens, beekeeping, foraging, and
preparing for spring gardens. Free childcare available (advanced registration encouraged).
By donation. Contact a2reskilling@gmail.com or a2reskilling.com.

Tai Chi, Martial Arts & Self Defense
Tai Chi with Wasentha Young or Jim Carey • Jan. 7-April 4: Mondays, 10-11:15
a.m.; Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:15-8:30 p.m. • Yang style short form for relaxation,
balance, mindfulness, and coordination. This class is for students who are learning the
form. All beginner classes, morning and evening, as well as practice sessions are open for
you to attend - the tuition remains the same. $185. Call 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Chi Kung (Energy Work) with Wasentha Young • January 4-April 4: Tuesdays,
6-7:15 p.m. • Classes will focus on learning the Wild Goose Form and the Traditional
Chinese Medicine theory of the 5 Elements and will be grounded with meditation
techniques, Energy Work, and the Acu-point system. $170 (mention Crazy Wisdom and
receive $10 discount). Call 741-0695; info@peacefuldragonschool.com or peacefuldragonschool.com.
Tao Tai Chi Classes with Sally Rich and Others • Beginning Jan. 7: Mondays and
Wednesdays, 11 a.m.; Tuesdays through Thursdays, 7 p.m. • Tai chi consists of graceful, slow movements that relax and strengthen the body and mind. Regular tai chi practice
helps reduce the effects of stress, and improve flexibility, balance, and bone density as
well as motor coordination and cardiovascular function. Registration fee of $20, plus $40
per month for adults or $30 per month for seniors. Attend as many classes as you’d like.
Call 591-3530; michtaichi@yahoo.com or taotaichi.org.

Painter and educator
in art and art therapy
offers private lessons
in drawing and visual
journal creation
Individual and private
group lessons available!

Contact Nancy Wolfe at
nancy@nancywolfe.com
or 734-358-5857
to learn more!
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Tai Chi, Martial Arts & Self Defense
(continued)

Chan Si (Silk Reeling) Qigong with Joel Robbins Dipl • Ongoing Sundays, 2-3 p.m. •
Literally “silk reeling energy work”, these traditional exercises promote health and vitality
through graceful spiralling movements. As well as developing the 18 pivots of the body,
this qigoing set serves as the foundation for the “soft”/internal martial art tai chi. $10 donation. Call 315-0573; jrherbsandacupuncture@gmail.com or jrherbsandacupuncture.com.

Tarot & Divination
Drop-In Tarot/Psychic Readings with Rebecca Williams in the Crazy Wisdom Tea
Room • Thursdays, 6-9 p.m. • $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 660-9680;
rebeccawilliams999@comcast.net.

Wu Style Tai Chi with Marilyn Feingold at Jewel Heart • Jan. 6-April 28: Sundays,
4-5:30 p.m. • Learn the ancient art of meditation in motion with this soft style martial art
emphasizing relaxation and balance. $5 suggested donation. No class Feb. 24 or Mar. 3.
To confirm, call 994-3387; programs@jewelheart.org or jewelheart.org.

Drop-In Tarot Readings with Jenna Harbin in Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Second
and Fourth Saturday of each month, 7-10 p.m. • Jenna uses tarot as a transformational
tool that locates personal challenges in the broader context of natural cycles. Jenna’s
in-depth understanding of archetypal symbolism, cross cultural spirituality and nature’s
metaphorical language brings a unique perspective to tarot that facilitates individual access to transpersonal knowledge. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 503-2676002; jennaharbin@gmail.com.

Wu Style Tai Chi Chuan with Sifu Genie Parker • Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursday; 6-7:30 p.m. and Sundays, 4 p.m. • Wu style Tai Chi is a soft style martial art
emphasizing balance and relaxation. All are welcome to learn this ancient art of meditation in motion. $45 monthly for one class per week; $70 monthly for two classes per
week. First class free. Call Sifu Genie Parker at 248-229-1060; info@wustyle-annarbor.
com or wustyle-annarbor.com.

Drop-In Tarot Readings with Randy Weiser in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • First
and Third Friday of each month, 7-10 p.m. • Randy has been offering tarot readings,
teachings, and parties for over a decade. One of Crazy Wisdom’s long-standing Art Fair
readers, Randy’s dynamic energy draws mysteries of the past, present, and future from the
cards. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call 482-9874; randy_weiser@yahoo.
com.

Tai Chi Class • Mondays, 10 a.m. • Ancient Chinese movements and meditation to calm
the mind and strengthen the body. Benefits include regeneration, relaxation, energy building, and improved balance. Free. Call Bonnie 975-2500; info@cancersupportannarbor.org
or cancersupportannarbor.org.

Drop-In Psychometry Readings with Barbara Pott in the Crazy Wisdom Tea Room
• First and Third Sundays, 12-3 p.m. • Understand the past, guidance for the future
intuited from your small objects/pictures. $1 per minute. No appointment necessary. Call
576-5707; awencrafts@gmail.com.

Martial Arts Classes at Huron Valley Aikikai • Monday-Saturday mornings and evenings • Huron Valley Aikikai is a community of marital arts practitioners with the goal of
providing an authentic, supportive, and high-quality environment for the study of Aikido.
Classes include Aikido, Zen Meditation, Mixed Martial Arts, Batto-ho, Weapons, and
Children’s Aikido. For complete information, call 761-6012; hv-aikido.com.
Martial Arts Advantage • Morning and evening classes daily • An extensive collection
of fitness and martial arts courses, Martial Arts Advantage offers classes for young children to adults in their 60s. Classes include yoga, pilates, cardio kickboxing, bootcamp, and
specialized martial arts training. First class is free. Memberships available. Call 996-9699;
themartialartsadvantage.com.
Aikido Yoshokai Association of North America • Evening classes offered four days
per week • Aikido is a form of Japanese Budo, a way of study including both physical and
mental training. The word Aikido can be loosely translated as “the Way of harmony with
nature or universal energy”. Aikido is a way of studying harmony through physical movements. We study moving in harmony with others to eventually strive to create harmony
with nature. Children’s classes offered also. Call 662-4686; aikidoyoshokai.org.
Asian Martial Arts Classes with Ryan Wilson and Barbara Marynowski through
White Crane • Ongoing evening classes • Traditional, fully asian-recognized martial arts
training methods sponsored through Juko Kai International and the International Okinawan Martial Arts Union. Call 417-7161; whitecranemichigan.com.
Classes with Asian Martial Arts Studio • Ongoing classes offered • Martial arts classes
include Aikido, Kung Fu, Karate, Tai Chi, Wing Chun, and Lion Dance, with the goals of
developing a truthful knowledge of the fundamental elements of our martial arts traditions
and their roots in asian culture. Children’s classes offered also. Call 994-3620; a2amas.
com.
Tai Chi Classes with Richard Miller of Ann Arbor Tai Chi • Ongoing classes offered •
Classes include Chen style tai chi chuan basic principles, a unique movement art emphasizing inner stillness and relaxation developed through disciplined whole body integration
and refined awareness, with an emphasis on balance, relaxation, and whole body unity.
$85 per month. Call 973-0226; ribrumi@sbcglobal.net or annarbortaichi.com.
B.C. Yu Martial Arts Center • Ongoing classes offered • Forty classes per week include
Tae Kwon Do, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, Modern Arnis, Mixed Martial Arts, and Fitness Kickboxing. Children’s program teaches life skills. Call 994-9595; questions@bcyu.com or
bcyu.com.
Okinawan Karate Club of Ann Arbor with Barb Christensen • Ongoing weekly
classes • This club is a group dedicated to the teachings of Grandmaster Eizo Shimabukuro’s karate, kobudo, and jujitsu. Classes available for women, teens, and children. Call
678-3882; senseibarb@karateannarbor.com or annarborokinawankarate.com.
Ann Arbor College of Martial Arts • Various weekly classes • This school offers a
comprehensive self-defense system. It is also a fitness, health, and personal defense center
with classes in martial arts, cardio kickboxing, Pilates, zumba, children’s fitness, women’s
self defense, and shaolin martial conditioning. Call 913-6000; A2CoMO@gmail.com or
A2CMA.com.

Tea Events
Fairy Tea at Crazy Wisdom Tea Room • Feb. 21, with 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. seatings
• Children and their families are welcome for tea and petit fours served by real fairies!
Celebrate with our magical fairies as they serve tea, treats, and magic. There will be story
time with books available from Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Fairy attire is encouraged. Be
creative! $11 per person. Babies 18 months and younger free. Tickets are available by
stopping in to Crazy Wisdom or by phoning prior to the event. For information call, 6652757 or email matt@crazywisdom.net or crazywisdom.net.

Theosophy
Secret Doctrine Class with Mara Radzvickas • Tuesdays, 7 p.m. • Mixed media (books
and video presentations) study of ideas presented in The Secret Doctrine by H.P. Blavatsky. Free. Call 248-545-1961; tsdetroit@inbox.com or tsdetroit.org.
Theosophical Society Public Programs with Various Lecturers of Theosophical Society of Detroit • Fridays, 7-9 p.m. with doors open at 6:30 • Movies or lectures centered
on theosophical subjects will be presented, followed by thoughtful, open discussions.
Free. Call 248-545-1961; lotus711@yahoo.com or tsdetroit.org.
Book Study with Marina Sionov of Theosophical Society of Detroit • Second Monday
of each month, 7-9 p.m. • The Divine Plan was written in the form of a commentary on
H.P. Blavatsky’s Secret Doctrine expressly for the purpose of those who wish to read and
gain a deeper understanding of the Secret Doctrine. Free. Call 248-545-8553; lotus711@
yahoo.com or tsdetroit.org.
Theosophical Open Forum with Don Elwert of Theosophical Society of Detroit •
Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Meeting involve a wide ranging exploration of theosophical
writings and ideas. Intended as an entry point for newcomers, but all are welcome to
discuss mysticism, astrology, and Rosicrucian thought. Discussions range from serious
and informative to lighthearted banter. Free. Call 248-545-1961; lotus711@yahoo.com or
tsdetroit.org.

Therapy and Support Groups
Infertility Psychotherapy Group with Jill Castro • Wednesday evenings • This group
is appropriate for women diagnosed with primary infertility (the first time that the participant has tried to conceive). The group is facilitated by a psychologist and a brief consultation is necessary prior to starting. $35 per group or $130 per month in advance. For times,
call 769-6100; drjillcastro@gmail.com or hygeiacenter.org.

Wilderness Awareness
Winter Wilderness Living Skills with Frank Levey • Jan. 26, 9-Noon • In this hands-on
class, we will explore ways to live safely out of doors during winter. Ways to stay warm,
dry, hydrated, and fed will all be covered. $30. Call 657-8742; franklevey@hotmail.com
or blueturtlenaturecamp.com.
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Womenspirit
The Blessings and Challenges of Women in Mid-Life with Janene Ternes • Jan. 30,
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. • As a woman, you care for others in all phases of life. Mid-life can
be one of the most exciting and yet most challenging times for any woman. Explore the
impact of life transitions on women in mid-life adulthood and discover holistic approaches
to support and educate women so you can meet the challenges and discover your gifts in
the process. $50. Call 429-7754; prayerinmotionjt@aol.com or prayer-in-motion.com.
Sanctuary Sophia Dedication and Open House with Bronwen Gates • Jan. 12: 2-5
p.m. open house, 3 p.m. dedication • Come to the official Dedication and Open House of
this retreat and gathering space, dedicated to Sophia, goddess of wisdom and her gifts of
discernment, a space where balance and harmony hold you in gentle embrace, where you
can feel more deeply your sense of connection to yourself, of being home. Free. Call 9758754; bronwild@gmail.com or bronwengates.com.
The Power of Women: A Journey of the Sacred with Bronwen Gates • Jan. 14, 7-8:30
p.m. • It is time for you to awaken to your power, to claim not only your sacred feminine
energies, but also your sacred masculine energies, and create the ongoing dance of delight
between these balanced energies. This presentation offers an overview of the Year Journey
that begins Feb. 10. $13. Call 975-8754; bronwild@gmail.com or bronwengates.com.
Full Moon Circles: Accessing Your Moon Wisdom with Bronwen Gates • Jan. 26,
Feb. 26, Mar. 27 • Come gather with other women for ceremony as we honor the deep
ancestor wisdom of the Full Moon and her teachings for us. A time apart, a time to remember who we really are, that we belong, that we are home, here, now. Includes guided
journeying and deep nourishment. $19 per circle. For times, call 975-8754; bronwild@
gmail.com or bronwengates.com.
The Red Tent with Heather Doveheart hosted by Indigo Forest • Jan. 20, Feb. 10,
Mar. 10, April 7; Noon-4 p.m. • Inside the Red Tent, you will find a space to heal and
be heard, a place to stop and relax, enjoy potluck offerings and herbal tea, journal, sing,
laugh, be silent, cry, create, and reconnect with what ties us all together: being woman.
Womb or not, bleeding or not, women from all stages of life welcome. Free with donations accepted. Call 517-917-3435; heather.doveheart@yahoo.com.

Work & Right Livelihood
Live Your Career Dream with Melanie Fuscaldo • Jan. 29, Noon-1:30 • Begin to identify your unique career dream and gifts to share with the world. Release blockages and
step into a flow state. Create an action plan. $30. Call 668-2733; mfuscaldo@gmail.com
or melaniefuscaldo.com.
Building Your Birth-Related Business with Patty Brennan • Jan. 26, 8:30 a.m.-5:30
p.m. • Learn the skills necessary to be successfully self-employed in your birth-related or
other Mother-Baby service-oriented business. What are the first steps? How do you manage risk, set up a record keeping system, and stay out of trouble with the IRS? Understand
and embrace marketing. Learn from a small business expert and author of The Doula
Business Guide: Creating a Successful MotherBaby Business. $135 with early payment
discount available. Call 663-1523; patty@center4cby.com or center4cby.com.

Writing & Poetry
Evenings of Poetry and Written Word at Crazy Wisdom Tearoom, hosted by Joe
Kelty and Ed Morin • Second and Fourth Wednesday of each month, 7-9 p.m. • Join
us for tea and creativity. Free. For information, call Ed at 668-7523; eacmorso@sbcglobal.
net or crazywisdom.net.
Second Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Poetry Workshop • All writers are welcome to share
and discuss their poetry and short fiction. Sign up for new participants begins at 6:45 p.m.
Fourth Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. • Featured Reader followed by Open Mic Reading • All
writers welcome to share their own or other favorite poetry. Sign up begins at 6:45 p.m.
Featured readers follow:
Jan. 23 • Laszlo Slomovits • One of the twin brothers in Ann Arbor’s well-known
children’s music folk duo, Gemini, performs his musical settings of poems by Jennifer
Burd, widely published author of Body and Echo. Jennifer will also read poems. Laz has
recorded cds of his musical settings of poems by Sufi mystics Rumi and Hafiz.
Feb. 27 • Cody Walker • Author of Shuffle and Breakdown and co-editor of Alive at the
Center: An Anthology of Poems from the Pacific Northwest, Cody also teaches English
at Univ. of MI. His poems show a keen eye for the preposterous in pop culture and media
news.
Mar. 27 • Chris Lord • Former co-host of Writers Reading at Sweetwaters and an editor
of Bear RiverReview, Chris has had poems in The MacGuffin, Passager, and Ann Arbor
Review. She has also won 1st prize three times in the Current Poetry Contest.
April 24 • Saleem Peeradina • Teacher of English at Sienna Heights Univ. in Adrian,
Saleem lives in Chelsea and has four books of poetry: Slow Dance, First Offence, Group
Portrait, and Meditations on Desire. Besides having many poems in college textbooks and
anthologies of South Asian and world literature, he published a memoir, The Ocean in My
Yard.
Writing Workshop 1: Connecting Creativity and Spirituality with Robert Palmer •
Jan. 24-Feb. 21: Thursdays, 9:30-11 a.m. • In this first of five transformational workshops, you will master four powerful tools for getting words on paper in a fast, easy,
enjoyable manner. Successive workshops show how to give your preliminary work form
(essays, novels, articles, screenplays, songs or even a work of art). We are all writers and
creators. You will learn to develop a healthy relationship with your creativity, your soul.
$195. Call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.

Crazy Wisdom Salon Series
An Evening with Local Buddhist Lama,
Traktung Yeshe Dorje, Author of a New Book,
Eye to Form is only Love: A Journal of 100 Days
Hosted by Bill Zirinsky
Thursday, March 14th at 7:00 pm
Traktung is an American born lama in the Nyingma lineage of Vajrayana
Buddhism. He and his wife, Katie, are the leaders of the Tsogyelgar Dharma
Center on West Liberty. For 100 days, Traktung kept of a journal of short
reflections. Some mornings, the heartbreaking poetry of devotion, or
essays in celebration of dawn, light, trees; on others, razor-like distinctions
about the nature of the mind, challenges to conventional views of seeing,
or seething commentary on the shallowness of contemporary culture.
"This is the teacher the various western Buddhist 'authorities' warned me
about... In a world of new age soft core strategies here are the crossed
swords of Vajra Gangsterism: asking you, 'will you risk it all for love?'"
"Offers a rare glimpse of 100 days of the enlightened mind -- full of deep
mysteries like Krishnamurti's journals or the poetry of Rumi and Hafiz."

Food as a Path to Health and Healing
with Joel Robbins and Gail Solway
Hosted by Lucinda Kurtz
Thursday, March 28th at 7:00 pm
This Salon explores the relationship between food, health and
healing from the perspective of a Chinese Medicine Practitioner
and a visionary pharmacist, continuing our lively community
discussion initiated during previous Food Salons. Please join us for
stimulating discussions of food’s role in nourishing our bodies and
souls. Facilitator: Lucinda Kurtz, Healing Science Practitioner and
Communications Specialist at the Fair Food Network; Guest Speakers:
Joel Robbins, Nutritionist, Acupuncturist and Chinese Medicine
Practitioner -- Drawing on his 20 years of study and practice of
Chinese healing arts, Joel will discuss how foods are used for longevity,
medical therapy and disease prevention; Gail Solway, Nutritionist and
Pharmacist -- A pharmacist for 30 years, Gail reveals why she shifted
her attention away from pharmaceuticals and toward nutrition to
understand nutrient depletions and the incredible healing power of
food.
For more info, contact Lucinda at lkurtz@fairfoodnetwork.org
"Leave your potions in the chemist's crucible
if you can handle your patients with food." Hippocrates

Lucid Dreaming as a Spiritual Journey
with Author Robert Waggoner
Hosted by Sandy Wiener
Thursday, April 11th at 7:00 pm
Waggoner wrote the acclaimed book Lucid Dreaming: Gateway to the
Inner Self after 30 years of lucid dreaming and more than 1,000 lucid
dreams. He is a past President of the International Association for the
Study of Dreams. On the surface, lucid dreaming seems deceptively
simple – a paradoxical state in which you realize you are dreaming,
while you are dreaming. There, you can fly through space, create fire
breathing dragons, and cast spells like Harry Potter, all in the safety
of your subconscious mind. Historically though, experienced lucid
dreamers have used lucid dreaming as an expressway to greater
self-realization, spiritual wisdom and liberation from samsara. Sandy
Wiener, after following a traditional educational vector, has led a
non-linear life for many years. Work in Africa and Asia (100 countries
visited now); politics; government; journalism; and the entrepreneurial
world (including starting New York City's first wine bar). Now he is a
student of transpersonal psychology, consciousness and anomalous
phenomena. He is a member of the Society for Scientific Exploration.
For more info, contact Sandy Wiener at sandy@swiener.com

Crazy Wisdom Bookstore & Tea Room
114 South Main Street
734-665-2757 • www.crazywisdom.net
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Sondra O'Donnell of Sun Moon Yoga
“Yoga poses are a metaphor for the process of yoga itself, evoking an understanding beyond words and even thought of who we are in essence. My favorite thing
about teaching yoga, in addition to the constant connection with a heartfelt loving community of yogis, is being a part of that Self expression and witnessing the
blossoming of the practice on so many levels as it is happening. As the body comes into balance, a certain luminance is set free, offering a boundless energetic
radiance and clarity that reveals the infinite peace and perfection at the heart of each of us. Seeing the process of yoga, available to everyone, regardless of age, sex
or body condition, uncovering that brilliant wholeness is a splendorous thing, each and every time it happens.”
Writing Workshop 2: A Journey toward Fruition with Robert Palmer • Jan. 23Feb. 20: Wednesdays, 7:30-8 p.m. or Mar. 21-April 18: Thursdays, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
• You will continue to spend time writing in a proper setting and will conjure from your
preliminary work the subject for your first formal work. What your soul brought forth in
Workshop 1 will manifest in your life. When we “focus our brainstreaming”, we generate
the powerful writing necessary to experience how our work comes to fruition. We will
practice and begin to master the tools used to construct the framework for our finished
piece. $195. Call Deb Foggio at 248-702-7064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Writing Workshop 3: Get the Draft with Robert Palmer • Mar. 20-April 17: Wednesdays, 7-8:30 p.m. • We will continue to spend time building a rich soil where more
projects are born. Working from Workshop 2, we will have the outline of our first formal
work. This workshop reveals our true divine nature as we come to recognize our ability to
create, nurture, and recreate ourselves in our worlds. $195. Call Deb Foggio at 248-7027064; lightworkscenter@att.net or integrativewellbeing.com.
Writing Group: Integral Dialogue with Sacred Being with Lynn Vaughn • Jan. 4 and
18 in Brighton, Feb. 1 and 15 in Novi, Mar. 1 and 15 in Dearborn, April 5 and 19 in
Novi; 7-9 p.m. • Shared writings that result from soulfully crafted exercises are responded
to with gentle feedback that fosters joining, not critique, and a sense of awe at the human
condition. Love offering. Call 248-921-7922; lynnvaughn-phd@att.net.
With Pen in Hand with Jill Blixt • Seven Wednesday evenings beginning Feb. 5,
9-12:00 • Word by word, writing can be the compass for finding our truth. We can experience our deepest selves when we develop a regular writing practice. We can nourish our
voice by taking up the pen and meeting ourselves on the page. This workshop is for anyone who wishes to build a regular writing practice, whether for personal insight or creative
expression. $210 with early payment discount available. Call 657-5280; jillblixt@aol.com.

Yoga
Yoga Classes through Inward Bound Yoga • Two sessions: Jan. 7-Mar 2, Mar. 11-May
4 • Inward Bound Yoga offers a variety of approaches to the ancient discipline of yoga,
including several levels of hatha yoga instruction, prenatal and postnatal yoga, Ashtanga
yoga, and several flow classes coordinated with music. For class descriptions and fees,
visit ibyoga.com or marthalaatsch@gmail.com.
Monday: 4:30-5:30 p.m. • Viniyoga with Sandy; 5:45-7:15 p.m. • Level 2-3 with Martha;
7:30-8:45 p.m. • Yoga 1 with Laurel

Tuesday: 9:30-11 a.m. • Yoga 1-2 with Lynette; 11:15 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. • Yoga 1-2 with
Roddy; 5:45-7:15 p.m. • Yoga 1-2 with Janine; 7:30-8:45 p.m. • Vinyasa Yoga with Caitie
Wednesday: 7:30-8:30 a.m. • Cardio Flow with Jim; 5:45-7:15 p.m. • Yoga 2 with Lynette;
7:30-9 p.m. • Yoga 2 with Martha
Thursday: 5:30-7:15 p.m. • Flowing Yoga to Music with Aileen; 7:30-9 p.m. • Level 1-2
with Barbara
Friday: 7:30-8:30 a.m. • Wake-Up Yoga with Roddy; 9:30-11 a.m. • Prenatal Yoga with
Marlene; 11:15 a.m. -12:30 p.m. • Postnatal Yoga with Marlene
Saturday: 8:15-10 a.m. • Ashtanga Yoga with Jonathan

Yoga and Your Pelvic Floor: A Workshop for Women with Marlene McGrath • Part
1: Feb. 9 and Part 2: Feb. 10, 2-4:30 each day • In Part 1, we will cover anatomy, structure, and function of the pelvic floor in relation to standing, sitting, everyday actions, and
basic yoga postures. Beginners and advanced students welcome. In Part 2, we will practice
both active and restorative yoga postures to promote strength, flexibility, suppleness, and
responsiveness of the pelvic floor in support of pelvic health. $35 per workshop. Call Marlene at 276-7423; marlenemamayoga@yahoo.com or yogapelvicfloor.com.
Ann Arbor School of Yoga Classes with Laurie Blakeney • Ongoing beginning Jan. 8
• Asana and Pranayama classes in the Iyengar method. Safe, progressive, and transformative lessons. Drop-in and session rates. For cost, call 663-7612; aasylaurie@gmail.com or
annarborschoolofyoga.com.
Restorative Yoga Class with Pam Lindberg • Jan. 18, 6-7:30 p.m. • This class teaches
how to use yoga poses to rest, restore, and rejuvenate yourself. This type of practice can
be deeply rewarding and should become a regular part of your routine. For students who
have had at least one session of Iyengar yoga. $20. Call Sue Salaniuk at 662-9600; sue@
yogaspaceannarbor.com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
Yoga Classes with Sue Salaniuk, Sally Rutzky, Alicia Rowe and Pam Lindberg at The
Yoga Space • Various dates and times offered, Jan. 7-May 4 • Iyengar yoga improves
balance, strength, flexibility, endurance, and mindfulness. Classes include yoga poses,
breathing, and meditation, and accommodate the needs of individuals. Classes for beginners or experienced students. $104 for eight-week session. For class schedule, call Sue
622-9600; sue@yogaspaceannarbor.com or yogaspaceannarbor.com.
Free Yoga Classes with Sue Salaniuk at The Yoga Space • Jan. 25, Feb. 22, Mar. 29,
April 26; 6-7 p.m. • This Friday evening class is a great way to finish the week, get rid of
stress, and feel rejuvenated and ready for the weekend. Come find out how good yoga can
make you feel. All welcome. Free. Call Sue at 622-9600; sue@yogaspaceannarbor.com or
yogaspaceannarbor.com.
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Therapeutic Yoga Classes with Janine Polley at Sun Moon Yoga • Tuesdays, 1-2:30
p.m. and Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. • For aches, pains or stiffness, find relief through this
gentle yoga specifically designed to make your body a more comfortable place to be.
Taught by a nurse, this class is great for fibromyalgia, headaches, arthritis, back pain, and
soothing stress relief. $15 drop-in with reduced rates with class registration. Call Janine at
747-9635; jdpolley@comcast.net or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Spirited Yoga with Sondra O’Donnell of Sun Moon Yoga • Mondays, 6:15-7:30 p.m.
and Thursdays, 9:30-10:45 a.m. • Invigorating breath and movement through postures
energizes the body and clears the mind. Rapidly flowing pace. $15 drop-in with reduced
rates with registration or package purchase. Call 929-0274; sondra@annarboryoga.com or
sun-moon-yoga.com.
Yoga for Anxiety and Depression with Sondra O’Donnell of Sun Moon Yoga • Tuesdays, 7-8:15 p.m. and Sundays, 6:45-8 p.m. • Judgment, expectation, and fear can clutter
the mind, resulting in depressed or anxious moods that cloud our joy. Through the use of
healing imagery and bavana (sound), this yoga practice invites the joy of our true nature to
flow. $15 drop-in. Call 929-0274; sondra@annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Energy Yoga Lunch with Sondra O’Donnell and Sun Moon Yoga Teachers • Wednesdays, Noon-12:45 • Studies show we are more productive, balanced, and enjoy our jobs
with an exercise break during the day. Energize your body and melt away stress in this
active and accelerated yoga practice and be ready to tackle the afternoon. $15 drop-in with
reduced rates with registration or package purchase. Call 929-0274; sondra@annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Kripalu Yoga with Tanya Thunberg and Sun Moon Yoga Teachers • Tuesdays, 5:306:45 p.m. and Thursdays, 5:30-6:45 p.m. • Flow slowly and mindfully through challenging postures with attention to optimal alignment and breathing. Build strength, flexibility,
focus, and inner peace. Best for those without major physical limitations. $15 drop-in with
reduced rates with registration or package purchase. Call Sondra at 929-0274; sondra@
annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Basic Yoga Classes with Sondra O’Donnell and Sun Moon Yoga Teachers • Tuesdays
9:30-10:45 a.m., Wednesdays 6:15-7:30 p.m., Saturdays 10:45 a.m.-Noon, Sundays
9-10:15 a.m. and 5:15-6:30 p.m. • Basic yoga releases the body and mind from tensions
allowing you to regain balance and energy. Recommended for everyone, it includes a balanced mix of standing and seated postures, breath awareness, and yoga centering techniques. $15 drop-in with reduced rates for registration or package purchase. Call Sondra at
929-0274; sondra@annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Better Backs Yoga with Sondra O’Donnell and Sun Moon Yoga Teachers • Mondays
7:45-9 p.m., Thursdays 11:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m., Sundays 10:30-11:45 a.m. • This slowpaced restorative class is perfect for beginners and those wanting a nurturing practice that
will release tension and strengthen and maintain the health of the spine. $15 drop-in with
reduced rates for registration or package purchase. Call Sondra at 929-0274; sondra@annarboryoga.com or sun-moon-yoga.com.
Iyengar Yoga Classes with Karen Husby-Coupland of Harmony Yoga of Ann Arbor
• Day, evening, and Saturday classes beginning Jan. 7 • Yoga classes in the Iyengar
tradition for beginners and more experience Iyengar yoga students, including Gentle Yoga.
Small, friendly studio with parking. $17 drop-in or discount if registered for session. Call
222-9088; karen@harmonyyogaannarbor.com or harmonyyogaannarbor.com.
Yoga for Mindfulness with Patricia Kozlowski Ptak • Mondays, 6 p.m. • Extremely
gentle, mindful yoga that allows you to be present and fully immersed in your breath and
body. $12. Call 734-259-9588; patricia@balanceyogatherapy.com or balanceyogatherapy.
com.
Yoga Postures with Optional Lunch with Diane Kimball or Dorothy Ann Coyne of
Deep Spring Center • Wednesdays, 10:30-Noon with optional lunch, Noon-1:30 •
Class is taught by Deep Spring Center experienced yogis, and includes sitting meditation,
yoga postures, and relaxation. Optional lunch after class. By donation. Call 477-5848;
info@deepspring.org or deepspring.org.
Yoga Classes at The Yoga Room with Christy DeBurton • The Yoga Room offers a
relaxed, intimate atmosphere, an alternative to commercial studios and gyms. Classes are
small, a maximum of 12 people, to allow individual attention. For description and fees,
call 761-8409; info@christydeburton.com or christydeburton.com.
Monday: 4:30 p.m. • Hatha; 5:45 p.m. • Vinyasa; 7 p.m. • Yin;
Tuesday: 9:30 a.m. • Hatha; 5:45 p.m. • Vinyasa; 7 p.m. • Energy Flow
Thursday: 4:30 p.m. • Hatha; 6 p.m. • Vinyasa
Saturday: 8:30 a.m. • Vinyasa
Yoga Classes at Zen Buddhist Temple • Beginning and experienced students in the classes learn traditional (hatha) yoga postures with an emphasis on relaxation, concentration,
and working with the breath. The instructors were trained by the Sivananda Yoga Organization and combine that experience with meditation training. Classes fill early. $60/6
sessions or $12 drop-in. Call 761-6520; annarbor@zenbuddhisttemple.org.
Yoga I • Six Tuesdays beginning Jan. 8, Mar. 5, and April 16; 6-7:30 p.m.
Yoga II • Six Tuesdays beginning Jan. 8, Mar. 5, and April 16; 6:30-8 p.m. or Six
Thursdays with David Black beginning Jan. 10, Mar. 7, and April 18; 6:30-8 p.m.
Yoga Classes with Michele Bond of Yoga House • Anusara blends the science of biomechanics with an openhearted, uplifting philosophy. Anusara brings us Universal Principles
of Alignment that are an invaluable aid to learning the postures, deepening your understanding of the body, and developing a yoga practice that is safe, joyful, therapeutic, and
fun. Learn to look for the good in yourself as you enjoy a dynamic practice. $13 if registered or $17 drop-in with permission. Call Michele at 358-8546; yogahouseannarbor.com.

Open Level Yoga • Sundays 7:30-9 p.m., Thursdays 6:00-7:30 p.m., Saturdays 1011:30 a.m. • Each student is encouraged to honor their own unique abilities and limitations in this mixed level class based on the teachings of Anusara Yoga.
The Practice • Wednesdays 6-7:30 p.m. • Great for athletes or anyone looking for a
strong practice. Enjoy increasing core strength, enhancing flexibility, agility, balance, and
mental focus with this fun, energetic practice.
Yoga Essentials • Tuesdays 6-7:30 p.m. • For those new to yoga or new to this system.
Begin a journey into the principles and philosophy and learn the essentials for a rewarding
practice.
Yoga Happy Hour: Our Basics + Restorative Yoga • Fridays 5:45-6:45 p.m. • Learn
basic alignment, simple postures and breath, along with some delicious restoratives. Feel
your stress melt away as you relax in our peaceful setting. $10 if registered or $12 drop-in
with reservation.
Iyengar Yoga for All Levels with David Rosenberg • Experience invigorating yoga postures using the methods of B.K.S. Iyengar to strengthen the body, create a feeling of wellbeing, reduce stress, and release tension through physical activity and meditation. The use
of props and individualized teaching are emphasized so students of varying experience,
ages, flexibility, and strength can participate together. These classes are taught through the
Ann Arbor Public Schools Community Rec and Ed Program. $107 for nine weeks; $20 for
two weeks. Call David at 662-6282; judkins@aaps.k12.mi.us or aareced.com.
Mondays: Jan. 21-Mar. 25, 6-7:30 p.m.; Thursdays: Jan. 24-Mar. 28, 7-8:30 p.m.
Saturdays: Jan. 19-Mar. 23, 10-11:30 a.m.; Thursdays: Jan. 10-17, 7-8:30 p.m.
Saturdays: Jan. 5-12, 10-11:30 a.m.
Iyengar Yoga Classes with Karen Ufer through Yoga Focus • Jan. 7-Mar. 2 • This system of yoga gives full range of movement with strength throughout. $15 each class. Call
Karen at 668-7730; info@yogafocusannarbor.com or yogafocusannarbor.com.
Bikram Yoga Classes • Morning, afternoon, and evening classes offered • Bikram
Yoga is practiced in a 105 degree room. Be prepared to sweat. All class times are good
for beginners. Call Lora Rosenbaum at 975-0505; bikramyogaa2@gmail.com or bikramyogaannarbor.com.
Yoga Classes through University of Michigan • Various class times offered • Classes
include yoga flow and restore, yoga for back care, yogilates, power yoga, laughter yoga,
and chair yoga. All levels welcome. Call 647-7888; mhealthy@umich.edu or mhealthy.
umich.edu/exercise.
Beginning/Gentle Yoga with Ema Stefanova • Tuesdays, 4:30-5:45 p.m. or Thursdays,
11 a.m.-12:15 p.m. • Experience the benefits of yoga even if not perfectly fit or out of
shape. Everyone will feel safe and adequate under our expert guidance. For cost, call 6657801; emastefanova@cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.
Two-Day Yoga Seminars with Ema Stefanova • Jan. 26-27, Feb. 9-10, Feb. 23-24,
Mar. 9-10, April 13-14; Saturdays 2-4 p.m., Sundays all day • Each weekend seminar
will be devoted to a different topic: the chakras, yoga and spiritual life, flush the toxins
out, yoga for women, and relax, renew, and replenish. For cost, call 665-7801; emastefanova@cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.
In-Depth Yoga Studies: 100-800 Levels Informational Meeting with Ema Stefanova
• Jan. 12, 1-2 p.m. • Learn about our unique and comprehensive yoga studies, including
holistic yoga therapy for all ages and health conditions. Meet the teachers and sample
practices of Satyananda style yoga. $25 with early payment discount available. Call 6657801; emastefanova@cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.
In-Depth Yoga Studies Intensives: 100-800 Levels with Ema Stefanova • Jan. 13-Feb.
2, Feb. 10-Mar. 2, Mar. 10-30, April 14-May 4 • Learn how to take care of yourself and
become a better healer/yoga teacher or therapist/medical doctor. Learn powerful closely
guided programs for common disease from allergies and asthma to anxiety, panic attacks,
and depression. Choose from three week-long intensives or leisurely self-paced programs
and concentration study. For times and cost, call 665-7801; emastefanova@cs.com or
yogaandmeditation.com.
The Real Yoga Nidra with Ema Stefanova • Thursdays, 4:30-5:30 p.m. • Learn a
systematic way to relax deeper than deep sleep. Yoga Nidra as originally designed and
published by our guru Satyananda Paramahansa is a powerful tool for preparing for any
type of meditation and also as a health tonic. For cost, call 665-7801; emastefanova@
cs.com or yogaandmeditation.com.
Yoga Classes with Evolve Yoga • Ongoing classes offered weekly • A sacred space for
physical, mental, and spiritual evolution. Energize the body, expand the mind, and enliven
the spirit. Classes include basic, flow, prenatal, restorative, slow flow, rise and shine, vinyasa, vipassana meditation, and yoga at the wall. Call 454-9642; evolve-yoga.net.
Yoga for Emotional Balance with Barbara Brookens-Harvey • Mondays, 6-7:30 p.m.
• This hatha yoga class is aimed toward promoting physical, emotional, and spiritual well
being. This class is a journey toward self discovery. $110 for seven weeks. Contact Hygeia
Center at welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
Prenatal Yoga with Barbara Brookens-Harvey • Mondays, 9-10:30 a.m. • This is a
hatha yoga class aimed toward preparing both mom and baby for a smooth labor and delivery. Practicing prenatal yoga can help relax the mind, strengthen the body, and increase
the connection between a mother and her growing baby. $110 for seven weeks or $190 for
14 weeks. Contact Hygeia Center at welcome@hygeiacenter.org or hygeiacenter.org.
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Nancy Wolfe returned to school to do art when she was 43 years old and received her M.F.A. and never put her paintbrush down. She has taught
art at universities and in the community since then. She shares with her students her passion and joy in the process of expressing oneself in art.
Her Calendar Listing can be found in the Art & Craft section.

Aaron “is a spirit who has been a Buddhist monk and scholar
in many previous lifetimes and is a being of great love,
compassion, wisdom, and gentle humor. In his final lifetime,
he was a Vipassana meditation master in the Theravadin tradition” and is channeled through Barbara Brodsky.
Deeksha Agarwala is a Reiki Master and Pranic energy practitioner. As a healer, she works on the energy body cleansing,
balancing, and projecting healthy energy on the chakras and
auras.
Nia-Avelina Aguirre, ND, is a certified Naturopathic Doctor,
exercise specialist, and natural health educator. She has been
in the natural health field since 1983 and teaches herbology at
the Naturopathic Institute of Therapies and Education.
Elizabeth Alberda, MA, has been a teacher of bioenergetics,
shamanism, alternative medicine, and dreamwork for more
than 25 years.
Don Allen is a musician, teacher, and practitioner of esoteric
healing arts, and is a Drum Circle Facilitator and Health
Rhythms Facilitator.
Michael Andes is a therapist with 40 years experience. He
uses a humanistic approach and draws upon several healing
traditions.
Dea Armstrong is an expert birder and City of Ann Arbor
Ornithologist.

Beth Barbeau, BS, is a traditional midwife, childbirth, and
breastfeeding educator, and instructor in the Holistic Labor
Companion program at the Naturopathic Institute in Mt.
Pleasant. With nearly 20 years experience in the field of birth,
she is owner of Indigo Forest: the Prenatal and Natural Family
Specialty Store.
Joy Barker, OSF, has 18 years experience with spiritual
direction and directed retreat ministry.
Nicole Bedy is a professional energy healer and intuitive, a
Reiki Master, and Ashati healing practitioner.

Jill Blixt is a creativity coach, motivational speaker, and
working writer/artist. She has studied with leaders in the
creative and metaphysical fields, including Julia Cameron,
Natalie Goldberg, and Sonia Choquette.
Carol Blotter has been practicing Vipassana meditation since
1989 and has been teaching since 1999. She is a teacher for
the Forest Way and Deep Spring Center.
Blue Lotus Thai Healing Studies teaches the art of Thai
Massage in a comprehensive six-month program of study.

Robin Becker is a choreographer and teacher of dance who
has been teaching and practicing Continuum Movement for
many years.

Michele Bond combines humor with her backgrounds in
martial arts, dance, competitive synchronized swimming,
gymnastics, stunt fighting, and swordplay. She has over 500
hours of training in yoga and yoga therapeutics and studies
meditation.

Rev. Dave Bell is a graduate of the New Seminary in NY and
is a Board member of the Council of Interfaith Congregrations.

Cristo Bowers is an emerging spiritual teacher, initiating
global transformation by helping heal humanity.

Brenda Bentley published Riverwalks Ann Arbor in 2009.
Her new book, Woodward Avenue Walks, also reflects her
great interest in surface geology, history, views, architecture,
trees, and beauty.
Sandra Berman is a trained Sage-ing Circle facilitator with a
background in meditation, education, pastoral care/counseling,
and group facilitation.

Gianna Arqe is a certified Embodied Meditation teacher and
certified Embodied practitioner.

Leslie Blackburn, MS, is a Sacred Sexual Healer and Transformational Guide, speaker, seminar leader, radio show host,
artist, and yogini.

Nancy Bahlman has studied astrology since 1968. She was
certified in Astro Cartography in 1983, has consulted with
clients for 25 years, and lectured for groups and conferences
in several states.

Laurie Blakeney has taught yoga in Ann Arbor since 1977
and is a certified Advanced Iyengar Yoga Teacher by B.K.S.
Iyengar.

Kathy Brady is a licensed, certified Signing Smart instructor and teaches beginner and advanced baby sign language
classes.
Patty Brennan, Director of Center for Childbearing Year, has
advocated for nearly 30 years as a childbirth educator, doula
trainer, midwife, nonprofit executive, and program visionary. She is a DONA International birth and postpartum doula
trainer and author. Patty recently founded Michigan Doula
Connection, a nonprofit web-based community linking volunteer doulas with low-income families.
Tana Bridge, PhD, LMSW, is the MSW Program Director in
the School of Social Work at EMU.

The background information listed here pertains specifically to individuals and centers whose classes and workshops and events are listed in this current issue
of the Crazy Wisdom Calendar. If you are a holistic/spiritual/psychological growth practitioner in the area, but you don't regularly lead classes or workshops,
you can still be listed for free in our Holistic Resource Guide on the Web. Go to AnnArborHolistic.com.
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Barbara Brodsky is founding teacher of Deep Spring Center
and has been practicing meditation since 1960, and teaching
since 1989. She has dual roots in the Buddhist and Quaker
traditions, and become totally deaf in 1972. She is a channel
for Aaron.
Kapila Castoldi is a student of spiritual teacher Sri Chinmoy
and has practiced meditation for 27 years.
Jill Castro is a clinical psychologist specializing in women’s
health. Her training emphasizes humanistic psychology, health
psychology, and mindfuless-based interventions.
Center for the Childbearing Year is a community of
childbearing families and professionals who serve them. The
center provides holistic childbirth preparation, doula certification through DONA International, birth and postpartum doula
workshops, professional and business development programs, MotherBaby drop-in groups, a lending library, online
resources, and a Breastfeeding Center.
Carl Christensen, MD, PhD, MRO, is an Associate Professor in the Dept. of OB Gyn and Psychiatry at WSU School of
Medicine. He is also an associate at Pain Recovery Solutions
in Ann Arbor.
Ed Conlin, BSEd, CADC, is a former Dawn Farm Detox
Team Leader and is currently working as an addiction counselor with the Detroit Capuchin Service System.
Dorothy Ann Coyne has been a student and practitioner of
yoga and meditation since 1971. She is a certified Kripalu
Yoga teacher and senior teacher of meditation for Deep Spring
Center.
Joya D’Cruz practices as a marriage and family therapist in
Ann Arbor. She also offers training and workshops in focusing
and other practical life skills.
Deep Spring Center for Meditation and Spiritual Inquiry
is a non-profit organization devoted to offering teachings of
non-duality and the meditation practices which support those
teachings.
Joel Robbins Dipl, OM, has a master’s degree in Chinese
Medicine, a bachelor’s in Clinical Nutrition, and is a certified
Taichi, Bagua, and Qigong instructor, a board-certified herbalist, and a registered acupuncturist.
Teresa Disch, OP, has 20 years experience with spiritual
direction and directed retreat ministry.
Heather Doveheart, a healer, mother, warrior, and peace
bringer, has facilitated community-building events and has
been a Reiki practitioner for over 10 years.
Kate Durda, MA, is a shamanic practitioner, esoteric healer,
published researcher and developmental psychologist. She has
extensive training with various cultural shamanic traditions
and the co-founder of Spirit Weavers.
Erica Dutton has been meditating for ten years and teaching
for three years.
Mara Evans is a transpersonal psychologist certified to teach
Realization Process Subtle Self Work, and is also a Reiki
Master Teacher.
Linda Diane Feldt has been a student of the healing arts since
1973 and has over 30 years experience in pregnancy, labor
support, experience helping babies nurse, and women recovering from postpartum trauma.
Bon Rose Fine has been a student of astrology since 1993.
She writes, teaches, lectures, and offers personal astrological
consultations.
Lori Fithian, founder and creator of Drummunity, has been
facilitating drum circles and rhythm workshops since 1998.
A student of drumming tradition for 20 years, her teachers include Arthur Hull and Barry Bateman. She has made a career
out of her passion for building community by bringing people
together to drum.
Deb Foggio, owner of The Center for Integrative Well Being, is an intuitive Life Path consultant who assists people
in discovering, developing, and living lives of purpose and
prosperity. She is an intuitive, counselor, life coach, Systemic
Constellations facilitator, teacher, and Bach Remedy consultant.

John Friedlander is a psychic, author, and teacher with degrees from Duke and Harvard Law. He has studied with Jane
Roberts and published his third book with Gloria Hemsher,
Psychic Psychology: Energy Skills for Life and Relationships.
Philip Fritchey and his wife co-founded the Center for Holistic Skin Therapy in GA. He is an avid herb gardener, wild
crafter, master herbalist, and graduate of Trinity School of
Natural Health, and is the author of Practical Herbalism.
Paul Fulton, EdD, is co-founder of the Institute for Meditation and Psychotherapy, co-editor of the book, Mindfulness
and Psychotherapy, and an experienced meditator and therapist from Boston.
Melanie Fuscaldo, MA, LPC, NCC, is a counselor/coach
specializing in career, life, and spiritual transformations.
Amy Garber is a medium, psychic, and channeller who aids
people on their path by consulting with their spirit guides,
illuminating past lives, and connecting with loved ones who
have passed on.
Bronwen Gates, PhD, helps you open to more of who you
are through inspirational leadership and joy coaching. She has
been a flower essence and energy medicine practitioner for
more than 30 years.
Charles Gehrke, MD, FACP, FASAM, works with Brighton
Hospital and the Health Professional Recovery Program, and
is a Clinical Professor at the Univ. of MI Medical Center.
Jane Glazer is a certified nurse practitioner and mother.
Karen Greenberg has been a teacher of Kabbalah for over a
decade. She has a degree in Physical Therapy and has danced
professionally.
Marijo Grogan, ACSW, is a holistic psychotherapist with
over 25 years experience combining conventional and holistic
practices who employs assessment and treatment modalities
from both Western and Eastern models.

Beth Ann Hubrecht is a Reiki teacher and owner of Kindness
Clinic.
Jodie Hughes is a certified Lamaze Childbirth Educator with
a degree in English from Univ. of MI.
Karen Husby-Coupland, a certified Iyengar yoga teacher,
has been practicing yoga since 1993 and teaching since 1999.
Interfaith Center for Spiritual Growth creates an atmosphere and structure to foster and stimulate our individual and
collective spiritual growth.
Jewel Heart was founded by Gelek Rimpoche and is dedicated to the preservation of Tibetan Buddhism and to bringing
the practice of this rich tradition within the context of contemporary life to everyone.
Joanne Karpinen, PhD, is a Clinical Psychologist, certified Energy Psychologist, Consultant for the Association for
Comprehensive Energy Psychology, teacher with International
Network of Esoteric Healing, and certified Eden Energy Medicine practitioner in private practice.
Joe Kelty is a poet and teacher of biology and English at area
community colleges.
Carole Kirby, LMSW, has over 30 years experience as therapist, coach, and inspirational teacher. She is a certified Imago
therapist and workshop presenter specializing in couples
therapy, but also works with individuals, families, and groups.
Amy Koch is an energy healer, holistic bodyworker, and
physical therapy practitioner who has been working with the
John of God Crystal Light Bed for two years.
Cindy Klement, MS, CNS, with a master’s in Nutrition, has
been an herbalist since 1978 and a health educator since 1981.
She has lectured in 80 cities nationwide over the past seven
years. She opened her first holistic health private practice in
1983 and is an adjunct lecturer at EMU teaching Functional
and Integrative Medicine.

Marie Gustin, PhD, is a senior environmental and health
consultant and mother of three.

Dave and Pat Krajovic are certified Transformational Breath
Facilitators, senior trainers, certified massage therapists and
have advanced training in CranioSacral Therapy, Pranic Healing and Esoteric Healing. They founded Body Works Healing
Center in Plymouth, Global Breath Institute, and New Earth
Transformations.

Therese Haggerty, OSF, has over 12 years experience with
spiritual direction and directed retreat ministry.

Francie Krawcke is Leslie Science & Nature Center’s raptor
program director.

Nirmala Hanke is a long time meditator and teacher of meditation. She is a psychiatrist who integrates meditation, Reiki
healing, and other spiritual practices with psychotherapy.

Lamaze Family Center of Ann Arbor is dedicated to
empowering, educating, and supporting new families from
pregnancy to preschool.

Su Hansen is a certified Enneagram teacher in the Narrative
Tradition, spiritual advisor, psychotherapist, and founder of
Enneagream Center of Ann Arbor.

David Lawson has practiced various forms of meditation
since 1985 and has taught insight meditation since 1998 in
meditation retreats, classes, workshops, prison, university, and
community education settings. He is one of the guiding teachers at Deep Spring Center.

Paulette Grotrian is a graduate of MBSR teacher training
program at Univ. of MA Medical School, Center for Mindfulness, a program developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn.

Barbara Brookens Harvey is a clinical social worker and
yoga teacher working with clients to cultivate mindfulness,
joy, and gratitude.
Craig Harvey has been leading peace meditations and world
healing vigils since 2001.
Elizabeth Hazel is an astrologer, tarotist and author.
Anna Marie Henrich teaches Spiritual Inquiry, Mindfulness,
Meditative Dialogue and Vipassana Meditation practices and
how to apply these to daily life.
Paul Hess, PhD, has done nearly 20 years of research on rejuvenative foods and supplements, including personal experience overcoming chronic fatigue.
Sierra Hillebrand is a psychotherapist who draws on over
15 years professional experience supporting individuals and
families in living healthy, joyful, fulfilling lives.
Stuart Hite owns and operates a health food store and holds
a CNHP and ND from Trinity School of Natural Health. He
is special projects coordinator for Certified Natural Health
Professionals, Inc.

Leslie Science & Nature Center is a nonprofit organization
that provides environmental education programs for children,
families and other individuals in southeast Michigan. LSNC’s
grounds with live raptor enclosures, a Critter House, and
wooded hiking trails are open and free to the public every day.
Frank Levey has been practicing Vipassana meditation since
the mid 80s. He is also a student/teacher of natural healing arts
and wilderness living skills for most of his life. He is a certified facilitator of Transformational Breathwork and runs Blue
Turtle Nature Camp.
Robert Lewanski is a practitioner of Chi Kung since 1979.
He is a certified Ayurvedic Consultant and Tai Yoga Massage
and Chi Kung Deep Tissues Massage Therapist, as well as a
certified Reflexologist since 1975.
Jack and Susan Lewis are spiritual teachers, lightworkers,
and aura photographers/interpreters. Jack is also a Naturopathic Doctor.
Pam Lindberg is a certified Yoga teacher with seven years
experience.
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Lori Lipten, MA, has a masters degree in Clinical and
Humanistic Psychology and provides services as an intuitive
medium, soul retriever, shamanic practitioner, integrative
coach, and workshop leader.
Ellen Livingston, MA, RYT, has more than twenty years of
independent research on the topics of health and nutrition. She
teaches yoga and raw food classes.
Callan Loo is president of Peaceful Crossings, a certified
celebrant, ordained minister, and certified Legacy Coach. He
has also been through the divorce process personally.
Rev. Selena Lucas of Center of Light is a Christian mystic
priest interested in bringing tools such as non-violent communication, pranic healing, and meditation to people who want to
change their lives.
Jeanne Mackey, MSW, is a longtime musician and community activist who wrote and performed her cd, Drop the Knife,
on the occasion of turning 60 years old in 2010.
Jane McClaren is founder of Avastar Intl Institute, Systemic
Family Constellations facilitator, and esoteric energy healer.

Robert Palmer has been an educator for 18 years. He cofounded two schools and taught at Eton Academy in Birmingham. He began Raven Writing Studios, Ink in 2011.
Sifu Genie Parker has trained and taught Wu Style Tai Chi
Chuan for over 20 years. She is a disciple of Grandmaster
Eddie Wu Kwong Yu, head of the fifth generation of the Wu
family and gatekeeper of the Wu style.
Sandy Pierani is a fitness instructor with many years dance
experience as well as teaching group fitness classes.
Sally Pinchock is a spiritual seeker and Reiki practitioner.
Rabbi Yisrael Pinson is the Director of Jewish Recovery
International and editor of JewishRecovery.org.
Robert Piper, LMSW, is a psychotherapist and hypnotherapist who provides behavioral and mind/body medicine through
Natural Balance Wellness Medical Center.
Janine Polley blends her expertise as a Hatha yoga instructor
with her experience as a nurse to facilitate healing.

I used to think I was the strangest person in the world but then I thought there are so many
people in the world, there must be someone just like me who feels bizarre and flawed in the
same ways I do. Well, I hope that if you are out there and read this and know that, yes, it's
true I'm here, and I'm just as strange as you.			
							~ Frida Kahlo
Barb McConnell, LPN, is a Certified Healing Touch Practitioner/Instructor (Levels 1-3). She has over 30 years experience in clinical and industrial nursing with a private practice
in Grass Lake.
Marlene McGrath has been studying yoga for over 20 years.
She teaches prenatal, postnatal, gentle, basic, and pelvic floor
yoga.
Molly McMullen-Laird, MD, is an anthroposophic physician
who has been treating cancer patients with supportive care
for 20 years. She specializes in internal medicine with further
training in anthroposophic medicine.
Ed Morin is a poet and former English teacher at area universities and colleges.
Eve Mormino is a self-taught astrologer for over 20 years
who offers readings with the Akashic records, numerology,
psychometry, chakras, and crystals. She also provides attunements with the Ashati energy healing modality.
Robert Moss is the creator and author of Active Dreaming. A
former professor of ancient history and magazine editor, he is
a bestselling novelist, journalist, and independent scholar.
Tahnahga Myers, of Mohawk and Taino ancestry, has
worked with her Grandmother Keewaydinoquay and elders
for over 23 years, and has taught classes on medicinal plants
for 12 years.
Dana Norris is Director of Event Planning at Center for
Integrative Well Being. She is a healer, intuitive, and tarot
card reader.
Sondra O’Donnell, RYT 500, is a Registered Yoga Teacher,
Yoga Therapist, and director of Sun Moon Yoga.
John Orr received his training in Thailand and India and was
a Buddhist monk for eight years. He has been teaching meditation since 1979 and lives in North Carolina where he does
transpersonal counseling and teaches at Duke.
Ruth Owens has been a massage therapist for over 15 years
using deep tissue, Swedish, and stone therapy. She is also a
Reiki Master.
Glenn Pailthorp is a clairvoyant reader and counselor trained
in spiritualist and shamanic traditions. He is certified in Hypnotherapy and NLP for 17 years.

Patricia Kozlowski Ptak, MA, LPC, is a master level counselor with 18 years of therapy experience and six as a yoga
teacher.
Diana Quinn, ND, is a licensed Naturopathic doctor specializing in women’s health, endocrinology, and integrative
oncology.

Jonathan Rudinger, RN, LMT, is founder of PetMassage and
has worked in the canine massage areas since the mid 1990s.
Merilynne Rush is a midwife since 1980, community activist,
and educator about deathcare options. She is the author of
Funeral Guides: Illuminating the Path, a serialized subscription ebook, and a former hospice nurse.
Sally Rutzky is certified in Iyengar Yoga and has taught for
29 years.
Sue Salaniuk is certified in Iyengar Yoga and has taught for
25 years.
Jahmanna Selassie is a birth and postpartum doula, massage
therapist, aspiring midwife, and mother of six with a special
interest in ayurvedic postpartum care.
Self Realization Meditation Healing Centre, founded by
Mata Yogananda Mahasaya Dharma, is a nonprofit near Lansing. Its aim is to give support to those struggling or suffering
in life on any level, and to assist those who seek inner knowledge and personal growth in the pursuit of peace, health, and
happiness.
Lisa Marie Selow is a life coach, motivational speaker, modern mystic, and author who has coached hundreds of women
to be more courageous since 1998. She is a metro Detroiter
and graduated from Univ. of MI in 1994.
Shining Lakes Grove is the local congregation of Ar nDraiocht Fein, a Druid Fellowship.
Tamara Shirey, MA, LLPC, is the Dawn Farm Project
Manager.
Antonia Sieira, PhD, is a professional member of the
American Hypnosis Association with certifications in past
life regression, smoking cessation, weight loss therapies, and
alternative medicine.

Mara Radzvickas is former president of The Theosophical
Society of Detroit and has facilitated the Secret Doctrine class
for three years.

Margaret Silf is a lay Christian, formed in the tradition of
Ignation Spirituality, and has authored a number of books on
the spiritual journey for the 21st century, with regular columns
in American magazine.

John Rasmussen is a certified raw food nutritionist and is a
member of the American Nutrition Association and Michigan
Nutrition Association.

Megan Sims, certified NIA instructor, integrates a BFA in
Dance and a masters in Psychology and Counseling with ten
years experience teaching movement arts.

Erin Reas teaches Tai Chi Easy and Qigong. She received
her training from Institute of Integral Qigong and Tai Chi in
California.

Lynn Sipher, LMSW, has been teaching mindfulness
workshops since 2006 whose approach to psychotherapy is
informed by mindfulness and EMDR.

Tammy Renner has been singing, dancing, and sharing music
with others her entire life. Singing to others who are struggling, some with living, some with dying, is a natural gift for
her to share and teach.

Paul Skorpen studied with Daskalos for seven years prior to
his death in 1996. He and his wife founded Theosis Institute
of Mysticism and Healing in Germany to continue Daskalos’
teachings. Paul offers seminars in Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy.

Deb Rhizal is a birth doula and family wellness coach who
has welcomed over 250 babies into the world.
Gelek Rimpoche is the Founder and Spiritual Director of
Jewel Heart. Among the last generation of incarnate lamas tutored by the great masters in Old Tibet, Rimpoche’s command
of western culture allows him to convey the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition with wisdom, kindness, and wit.
Jermaine Rivers is a musician and graphic designer. He has
released two cds online, a music video, and performed around
Detroit since 2009.
David Rosenberg has been teaching yoga since 1993 and is
a certified Iyengar yoga instructor. He has travelled to Pune,
India to study at the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga
Institute.
Alicia Rowe is certified in Iyengar Yoga and has taught for 10
years.
Debra Rozek is a Michigan astrologer with a masters degree
in Experimental Psychology and Public Health.
Anita Rubin-Meiller, LMSW, has facilitated groups in Ann
Arbor for many years. Her guidance is based on weaving
together her life experiences, spiritual practices, and ongoing
professional development.

Song of the Morning in Vanderbilt, MI is a Yoga Retreat of
Excellence since 1970. Called a “haven of rest” by its founder
Yogacharya, it is a sanctuary to all who seek relaxation and
spiritual refreshment.
Debra Snyder, MS, LLP, CAADC, CCS, is the Dawn Farm
Program Coordinator for Outpatient and Daybreak Adolescent
Programs.
Brian Spitsbergen, MA, LLPC, CAADC, is the Director of
Community Intervention and Treatment at Growth Works.
Susan Stabile devoted 20 years of her life to practicing Buddhism and was ordained as a Tibetan Buddhist nun before
returning to Catholicism in 2001. She is a spiritual director, retreat leader, and Robert and Marion Short Distinguished Chair
in law at Univ. of St. Thomas School of Law.
Khaylen Stanton is a birth doula trained in classical ballet,
jazz, and modern dance.
Gari Stein has been an educator and consultant since 1966
and is owner of Music For Little Folks for children birth to
8 and their families. She is an active member of the early
childhood community with degrees in Child Development &
Dance.
Continued on page 114
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Relating with the Enneagram
We wouldn’t say to an exchange student, “This is how it is.” Instead we say,
“This is how it is in our country. How is it in your country?” If we substitute
a type identity for a nationality, we very quickly have a way of understanding
the other person better and are on the road toward knowing “what’s up with

The Enneagram is not just another typology.
It’s a complex understanding of people and how
they relate to each other, the world, their true
selves and even the Divine.

that?” when they do or say something that puzzles us. When we take the time
to consider another’s enneatype, we see how a particular action or statement
may be different from what it would be coming from those of our type.
We also frequently offer others what we personally want. If we have a pretty
good idea of the other person’s type, we can more easily adjust our offerings
to match what they are really seeking; or at least understand why they are
perturbed when we offer them diamonds when they are looking for bread. We
may still choose not to bake them a loaf or two, but at least we’re closer to
understanding their disappointment.

Su Hansen is a certified Enneagram teacher in the Narrative
Tradition, a psychotherapist and a spiritual advisor. Her related
Calendar Listings can be found on page 90.
By Su Hansen
Have you been intrigued by the Enneagram and wondered which one of the
nine personality types describes you? Or have you thought, who needs another
typology to complicate my life? The Enneagram is not just another typology.
It’s a complex understanding of people and how they relate to each other, the
world, their true selves and even the Divine. In fact, when I think Enneagram, I
think relationships. That might be because I am a type four, The Romantic, part
of the heart triad, the threesome who value connection beyond all else. We can
also see the relationships when we look at the symbol. The nine personality types
(or enneatypes, “ennea” meaning nine) are arranged in a circle with a pattern of
lines and arrows. All the enneatypes are connected with each other through the
lines or proximity to one another, just like all people are connected. Every human
being has taken on the personality of one of these nine types, with aspects of the
enneatypes most closely connected with them interplaying as well.
Each of the types has a particular ingrained strategy for survival and satisfaction.
For instance, the strategy for type two, The Giver, is giving in order to get and

When we take the time to consider another’s
enneatype, we see how a particular action or
statement may be different from what it would
be coming from those of our type.

being needed in order to be loved. From our type strategy, each of us develops
a focus of attention. In the case of type two, the focus of attention is on other
people’s needs and how to meet those needs. The type structure also develops as a
set of beliefs, behaviors, and reactions to whatever we may face in life, all in the
service of surviving and feeling okay. All of these strategies work to an extent, but
they also limit our actions and our view and bind up our energy.
Knowing about the nine enneatypes can really help us with our relationships
with others; our most intimate ones down to that annoying co-worker. One of
the difficulties we have in relating with others is that we try to understand their
actions or words from our own worldview. I have often said that we would all be
better off if we treated others the way that we treat foreign exchange students.

Another relationship that can be greatly enhanced is the one between our
ego self and our true self. It is helpful to be able to identify behaviors and
thoughts that arise from our true being and those that are adaptive. If it is
adaptive, we might want to ask, “How’s that working for me?” Our type
reactions are often so automatic that we mistake the view through the lens of
our enneatype for reality. Knowing about our Enneagram type enables us to
be open to a larger reality and to hold our stories with a looser hand. When
we can do that, our true self has room to emerge. Our type’s passion or vice is
what powers our ego self; on the other side of that is our virtue. For type six,
The Loyal Skeptic, fear is the passion, but on the other side of that is courage.
For type six to experience their virtue, the vice needs to relax. The virtue
comes with the territory and is an expression of the true self.
Last but not least, knowledge of the Enneagram illuminates our relationship
with the Divine and helps to deepen it. If ego is what separates us from the
Divine, then it makes sense that through working with the wisdom of the
Enneagram, we can
become closer to
the Divine. Each
of the Enneagram
types has a special
understanding of
the Divine and the
Divine order of the
universe. This always
reminds me of the
story of the elephant
and the blind men.
Several blind men
were each touching
a part of an elephant.
The first one said,
“An elephant is like
a snake.” The next
one said, “No! It is
like a wall.” The third
one said, “It is like a
tree trunk.” Just like
the blind men in this
story, each of us has a strong, deep, and partial understanding of the Divine. Type
fours, or Romantics, yearn for connection, even though within them is a deep
understanding that this connection already exists and all beings are interrelated.
This is the aspect of the Divine they hold within them. We can use our knowledge
of the Enneagram to free ourselves from the constraints of the type structure and
fully enter into our relationship with the Divine.
I encourage you to take the Enneagram personality test in The Essential
Enneagram by David Daniels, M.D., and Virginia Price, Ph.D., or at www.
enneagramworldwide.com. You might also attend a workshop or have a personal
consultation. The Enneagram can be a powerful ally as we seek relationships with
the people in our lives, our true self, and the Divine.
Su Hansen, M.A., L.L.P., is a certified Enneagram teacher in the Narrative
Tradition, a psychotherapist, personal and spiritual advisor, and founder of
the Enneagram Center of Ann Arbor. She facilitates groups and workshops and
is available for personal consultation and couple’s enhancement. She can be
reached at su@enneagramcenterofannarbor.com or (734) 417-8397.
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Teachers, Lecturers, Workshop Leaders and the Centers
Continued from page 112
Ema Stefanova, owner of Ann Arbor Yoga and Meditation,
is a yoga and meditation master, accomplished yoga therapist,
and trainer since 1979. She guides and inspires in all aspects
of holistic, therapeutic, and spiritual yoga.
Gary Stuart is a Hellinger Certified Systemic Constellation
Facilitator from California, and the author of Many Hearts,
One Soul.
Tamara Sutton is an author and grief/life coach CPC.
Janene Ternes is a commissioned spiritual director, teacher,
and founder of Prayer in Motion since 2003.
Tanya Thunberg, ERYT 500, is a certified Yoga Therapist
and Thai Yoga Massage Therapist and Instructor.
Stephanie Tighe, MSW, is a shamanic practitioner who provides healing and teaching services, including shamanic journey circles, community healing services, memorial services,
weddings, and Solstice ceremonies.
Judy Lee Trautman is a certified leader of dances, an initiated Sufi, and ordained Sufi Cherag.
Monica Turenne, DVM, CVA, has been practicing veterinary
medicine in Ann Arbor since 1999 and received her Certification in Veterinary Acupuncture from the Chi Institute in FL
in 2005. She currently owns an integrative housecall practice
called Four Paws Veterinary Wellness.
Karen Ufer is a certified yoga teacher with a studio celebrating its 20th year.

Lynn Vaughn, PhD, is a psychologist with 28 years experience who uses clay, painting, collage, and other media to
enhance self-expression, insight, and growth with children,
teens, and adults.
VeggiPatti is a local vegan, animal advocate, and author who
promotes healthy lifestyle choices by a return to a whole
foods, plant-based diet.
Violeta Viviano, BS, is a teacher in John Friedlander’s system
and an advanced student for over 20 years.
Cam Vozar is a psychotherapist in private practice for over 25
years, and has worked with individuals and couples focusing
on trauma, recovery, spirituality, and EMDR.
Mother Clare Watts is a Christian mystic teacher with Center
of Light.
Suzy Wienckowski is Reiki Master and Registered Massage
Therapist who has over 30 years experience in healing arts,
with Reiki as a focus since 1993. She teaches traditional Usui
Reiki Healing and is a member of the Reiki Alliance.
Lou Weir has been doing “inner critic” work for more than
10 years in the Ridhowan School’s Diamond Approach to
Realization. He’s in their 7-year teacher training program and
been a student of meditation for over 15 years.
Susan Weir has a background in Gurdjieff, Zen practice, and
Vipassana meditation practice, and has been teaching meditation at Deep Spring Center since 1999.

Debra Williams is a certified massage therapist and bodyworker, practicing Reiki, massage, reflexology, and craniosacral therapy.
Eve Wilson, UCM Healer Practitioner and Reiki Master, has
been a healer and trainer of healers since 1986. She is an intuitive and director/creator of Healer Development Program.
Julie Wolcott began meditating in the 1960s and has been
teaching vipassana meditation in Ann Arbor and Florida for
the past four years. She also teaches Transformational Breathwork to groups and individuals.
Nancy Wolfe is a painter with an MFA from EMU and is the
owner of Orange Door Studio. She has been teaching Visual
Journal since 2000 and teaches classes for Washtenaw Community College and EMU.
Wasentha Young, a practitioner since 1968, has received
formal training in Tai Chi, Chi Kung, and Taoist and Buddhist
meditation, and is certified in TCM and Acupressure with a
masters degree in Transpersonal Studies.
Karlta Zarley, RN, CHTP, has over 30 years experience in
preventative and holistic nursing care and is a Certified Healing Touch Practitioner. She has been in private practice for 14
years as a professional healer and educator.
Lisa Zucker began meditating in 1999 and has been practicing Vipassana with Deep Spring Center since 2001. She joined
their teacher training program in 2006 and has since taught
classes in meditation.
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